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FOREWORD 

This publication contains the report of a survey undertaken by the 
Institute at the instance of the Government of Orissa. The survey was 
directed towards assessing, as comprehensively as possible, benefits that 
are likely to accrue to the State from the construction of the dam and relat
ed works on the Mahanadi at Hirakud. The report gives, in the first 
instance, a description of economio conditions in the two regions, the 
Sambalpur Zone and the Delta Zone, which are expected to receive benefits 
from the Hirakud Dam and attempts estimation of total income of the area 
aHected by Hirakud irrigation. There follow projections of future crop 
patterns and estimates of agricultural production after irrigation; these 
are compared. with corresponding data for the period before irriga
tion. Attention is next paid to possible extent of flood control and 
benefits accruing from effective flood control and to generation of hydro
electric power and economic developments that may follow upon its avail
ability. Finally, certain calculations of overall benefits and costs of the 
project are made on the basis of concepts and practices evolved in the U.S. 
lind an estimate is presented of prospects of financial returns. 

The llrst part of the report is of interest because of the presentation 
of details of the economic situation relating to large and important regions 
of the country and the discussion of problems involved in the planning 
and conduct of an economic ~urvey in regions wjth somewhat limited 
administrative and revenue data. The second part holds interest on 
account of the attempts at projections and estimations in many directions 
that had to be made. I desire to disCuss in this Foreword the question 
of the proper direction and use of such work and this may be best attempt
ed by comparing it with an earlier investigation of the Institute in this field. 

The earlier investigation on the subject of benefits of irrigation 
undertaken by the Institute, tackled the problem of assessing benefits that 
were seeQ to accrue after a system of canals had been completed and been 
in operation for some years. That investigation arose out of a resolution 
passed by the Central Board of Irrigation and was initiated by the Gov
ernment of Bombay. The report of the investigation was submitted to 
Government in 194.2 and was published by the Institute in 1947. It came 
under general notice when irrigation projects began to be discussed actively 
and undertaken on a large scale after Independence. In a number of 
essential respects, the problems faced by the present investigation were 
different from those faced in the earlier one. In both cases, the objective 
was to assess the differenoe between two situations. In the earlier investi
gation an existing situation which incorporated within itself effects of the 
operation, for over 20 years, of a system of irrigation was compared with 
a hypothetical situation which might have existed in the tract, other things 
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it is possible in most areas to lind some locations where tank or well irriga
tion is available, such areas are not only limited in extent but also seldom 
enjoy ample twelve-month irrigation facilities. The result is that deve
lopment in them cannot yield sufficiently reliable evidence regarding 
possible effects of massive irrigation and such vital matters as the post
irrigation cropping patterns and even l!Ieasure of costs and yields of crops 
in relation to such areas have to be accepted with great caution in framing 
the picture of the irrigated future. If present conditions do not supply 
sufficient data for projections even of agricultural conditions they could 
obvionsly give little guidance in relation to development of trade, trans
port, industry, etc. As a resul~ a very large number of assumptions in 
a variety of contests have to be made before building up an integrated 
picture of the future economy of the irrigated tract for making calcula
tions of future benefits. 

Utility of effort based on such data and such assumptions must be 
judged in relation to the use to which the results may be put; In this 
context also, a comparison with the use of results of the earlier investigation 
may have significance. An investigation of the results of past irrigation 
projects serves the purpose, mainly, of indicating the total actual benefits 
from the work of irrigation and the varying manner in which they are 
currently derived and throwing light on such matters as methods and 
adequaCy ef use, of potentialities remaining to be exploited and of possible 
variations in systems of management of production, distribution, taxation, 
etc. Further, an adequate number of surveys relating to assessment of 
performance of older projects may give valuable indications as to situa
tions in which irrigation works have a small or large beneficent effect on 
the economy, the problems they creat'il and the difficulties they solve. On 
the basis of results of such surveys, one may even go on to prepare broad 
indicators or yardsticks relating to possible total effects ,of given types of 
projected works in the future. 

In the undertaking and construction of a new work of irrigation, two 
stages may be assumed. Firstly, the stage at which on the basis of a set 
of broad criteria, the fundamental decision regarding undertaking the 
project or not undertaking it is arrived at. The decision to undertake a 
project in an area or a region is determined to a large extent on broad con
siderations of policy of investment, regional development, etc. The ex
plOitation of irrigation opportunities in different regions may be justified on 
widely different grounds and it is unlikely that a very detailed projection, 
£uch as attempted in this publication, can have relevance to the stage of 
making the initial decision regarding undertaking the project. It is, in 
fact, doubtful how fat such detailed projections could be attempted with. 
out the scheme for the project having been worked out in full technical 
detail to a point to which this is never carried till after it has been decided 
to undertake the project. Therefore, elaborate economic investilmtions are 
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likely to be undertaken only after considerable progress has been made in 
relation to the project at the technical level. 

The second of the two stages referred to above concerns the pro
gramme of activities to be initiated and undertaken either during construc
tion of the project or -/loon after completion of its construction, for ensuring 
an early, sound and full use of the possibilities of economic development 
opened by the construction of the irrigation system. A projection of the 
economic picture of the future in detail can have great value in this context. 
Such projection could bring to light forcefully the major problems, technical 
and socia-economic, that might arise in attempting economic development 
of the area in the future and could form the basis of a concrete programme 
of multi-sided action. However, such a view of the use of the projection 
brings into prominence a very important factor of which the authorities 
of the Institute were aware even before the undertaking of this survey 
and importance of which has been greatly emphasized by experience obtain
ed during its conduct. This is that the quality of such economic projections 
is dependent to an uncomfortably high degree on the adequacy and quality 
of varied technical data supplied by others to ,the economist, about the 
validity and reliability of which he has little knowledge or competence to 
judge. In making the projections, assumptions have to be made relating 
to, for example, the extent of water resources available, the area they will 
command, the uses to which they could he put, the crop patterns which are 
feasible, the varieties that could be exploited or developed, the organiza
tion of land holdings, and the tenancy -and other structures, the credit, 
trading and processing systems that might be established, the pace and 
direction of the development of socie-economic overheads, etc. All these 
involve important decisions of govfllllment policy, activities and orienta
tions of institutions and systems, and full knowledge of actual or projected 
work in Belds of engineering, agronomy, public health, etc. Moreover, 
when those who supply information relating to other Belds Bre themselves 
not involved in the business of making the projectioris or using the results 
of projections, the extent and quality of the information supplied are bound 
to suffer. An important instance of the helplessness of the economist in 
such contexts is afforded by the reflections contained (pages 164 to 166) 
in this publication on Hood control. The projection and the calculations 
are made on the basis that Hood control will be complete. It is clear from 
their remarks that the authors, on the basis of evidence of other experts, felt 
doubtful about the validity of this assumption but could, at the same time, 
do nothing about modifying it. The economist, working by himself, feels 
handicapped not only in relation to data obtained from other types of 
experts but is also unable to proceed surely in th~ socio-economic Beld 
because of lack of sufficient guidance on matters of policy of government 
and its programme of action. He may, indeed, raise issues and make sug
gestions about advance' action, informally and confldentially, during the 
course of his work. However, unless some government agency is directly 
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involved in the work, it is highly unlikely that such communications will 
receive much attention. 

What I want, in effect, to emphasize is that work such as that under
taken by the Institute in relation to this projecfis neither of great academic 
importance nor of much practical use. As a result, especially of the ex
perience. of this survey, I am convinced that the ouly way of dealing with 
problems of future operation and estimation is to set up teams of experts 
to evolve concrete programmes of development. As soon as any large 
work of irrigation goes under construction, joint teams of engineers, agro
nomists, economists and other experts should be put into the field to prepare 
expeditiously, integrated and properly phased programmes of all-sided 
development of the area under command to be achieved within the least 
possible time. This will enable experts in each department to locate 
problems they have still to tackle before development can be fully achieved, 
for administrators to become aware of institutional and other arrangements 
they have to provide and for ministers and politicians to be aware of provi
sions for funds and legislative and regulatory enactments which have to be· 
looked into before development begins or is completed. In such a con~ 
crete programme, the economist will have a valuable role to play, because 
he will be subjecting all alternatives in the programme to his processes of 
analysis and measurement and would be suggesting optimum arrangements 
and combinations from his point of view. The work will require the exer
cise of bis technique at the highest level but it will be carried out with some 
assurance that the work would bear concrete. fruit. 

Gokhale Institute of 
Politics & EconomiCS, 
Poona4. 
September 23, 1960. 

D. R. CADGn. 
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Chapter I 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE HlRAKUD DAM PROJECT 
I 

THE three coastal districts of Orissa, Purl, Cuttack and Balasore, have been 
scourged by Hood and drought. for centuries. Though this is a medium 
rainfall area with an average annual precipitation of 60 inches, yet 
untimely cessation of the south-west monsoon has caused widespread 
famines in these three districts. On the other hand, the rivers of this delta 
region have been rivers of sorrow for its teeming millions. Heavy rain
falls due to cloudbursts and cyclones in the upland catchment areas of 
the Mahanadi, the Brahmani, the Baitarani, as also the Budhabalang and 
Su barnarekha (the last two in the Balasore district) have caused devast
ating Hoods in the coastal plains. 

Systematic efforts at controlling this dual problem of Hood and drought 
began almost a century ago with the plans of Sir Arthur Cotton for canal 
irrigation in the Mahanadi delta, which is possibly the worst flooded area • 
due to the innumerable branches of the Mahanadi creating a network of 
channels. This canal system which was almost complete by 1865, has, how
ever, not been a success; it proved of little use in ·preventing the great 
Orissa famine of 1866. . 

Floods have remained a recurring feature of the delta. Attempts at find· 
ing suitable methods of controlling the floods were being made for many 
years. In 1927, a Committee of Senior Engineers appointed by the Govern· 
ment of India went into the question ud made several recommendations 
which, however, were not given effect to due to financial difficulties.1 

FollOwing the devastating floods of 1937, Sir M. Visvesvaraya was re
quested by the Government of Orissa to advise them on the Hood control 
problem. Sir M. Vilivesvaraya who stressed the great need for detailed 
scientific surveys and continuous observations of the rivers and the delta, 
visualised Hood control by the construction of water reservoirs. He stressed 
the multi-purpose nature of such reservoirs; "if a reservoir is constructed 
it may prove useful in several other ways as well-for extending irrigation, 
generating electric power, etc. Once floods come under effective control, 
the whole area may be transformed into a prosperous regioD."2 In any 

1 The Committee considered among other proposals, the construction of flood 
control reservoirs "in which al1 water which cannot b. passed to the sea without 
lI00ding should be stored, the water being released again as soon as the rivers 
faU below flooding point", onl:y to dismiss tbe whole suggestion as impracticable. 
Rep<l1'l of 1M Oris8/l Flood Co",,,,itt •• , 1928, Superintendent, Government Print. 
ing, Bihar and Orissa, Patna. 1929, p. 10; paras 23 and 24. 

2 Visvesvara:ya, Sir M., TM Flood Proble", in OrisBa. A Pre/i",inJ],rII Nou, 
1937, p. 91; para 2.2. 
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case he wished that the matter be fully investigated. "Unless the Com
mittee (1928) have based their conclusions on dependable data - which, 
however, are not revealed in their report - it seems necessary to investi
gate this question more fully."s He was quite aware of the great difficul
ties for executing such schemes at the time, but felt that ."it is desirable 
to make some preliminary investigations to see how the question stands 
at present, ·and whether there is any prospect of its being taken up later 
when the Province is able to finance such undertakings'" and "if this 
remedy is definitely ruled out, the investigations conducted and the reasons 
for abandoning the proposals should be clearly placed on record."~ 

As a result of the recommendations of Sir M. Visvesvaraya, a Flood 
Advisory Committee was set up in 1939, which studied the problem con
tinuously for four years and gave its final report in 1942. This Committee 
was of the opinion that the question of storage reservoirs should be taken 
up for investigation only after other .cheaper methods had been tried and 
their results were known.8 

It was not until 1945 that attention was again directed to the flood 
problem of the Mahanadi delta. That year in the month of May, Mr. 
A. N. Khosla, the Chairnan of the C.W.I.N.C., visited Orissa and after dis: 
cussions with. the authorities, thought reservoir dams on the Mahanadi to be 
the best solution to thf;1 problem. In November 1945, accordingly, in a 
conference of the representatives of the Central Government, Orissa, 
Madhya Pradesh and the Feudatory States, a decision was taken for the 
"immediate investigation of the Mahanadi for multi-purpose development." 
And in March 1946, the foundation stone of the Hirakud Dam was laid.' 

The swiftness of the decision to construct such a large multi-purpose 
dam at enormous cost, was surprising. Indeed, just four months intervened, 
between the date on which the decision to undertake all "necessary 
surveys and investigations~' was taken and the date on which the founda
tion stone of the /lrst of the three proposed dams on the Mahanadi - the 
.Hirakud Dam - was laid. Of course the actual construction began in the 
middle of 1948, which mellnt an interval oftwo and·a half years between 
the time of taking the decision about investigations and the actual start 
of works in the field, and a second foundation-laying ceremony took place 
in April, 1948. But test works had progressed at the site in the meanwhile, 
whereas most "detailed investigations" which were to be undertaken were 
either not begun or not completed. ~ 

8 Ibid., p. 6. • Ibid., p. 9. G Ibid., p. 6 • 
• Interim Report 0/ tho OrisBa Flood Advisory Committee, 1938-39, pp. 6-7. 
T M",,,lJI1/.O,di Vallell D."elopment, Hirakud Dam Proj •• t, June, J9.7, Govern

ment of India, C.W.I.N.C., 1947, p. 10. 
s rhe Chief Engineer of Hirakud in 1953 remarked regarding the 1947 e.ti

mates that "these prOpOllal. apparently were based on very insufficfent data and 
field investiration.· They therefore underwent extensive modifications and 
changes." Hirakud Dam Proje.t: Revised estimat •• 0/ Co.t and Reven". lor 
Stage 1; Ori •• a Government Pr.se, Cuttack, Nov., 1953, p. 1. 
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1'he Ilrst official document with regard to the Hirakud project Is the 
report entitled 'The Mahanadi Valley Development, Hirakud Dam Project, 
June 1947"(hereafter refen:ed to as the Khosla Report), containing the 
original schemes and estimates relating to the project. The Hirakud Dam 
was conceived as a part, only the first stage, in the unified basin-wide plan 
for the Mahanadi Valley. Two other dams on the Mahanadi were contem
plated - one at Tikarpara and the other at Naraj - for damming the 
Mahanadi. Each of these dam projects in the unified basin-wide plan was, 
however, conceived as independent of the other and could be so under
taken. Certain advantages of the proposed Hirakud Dam gave it first 
priority in execution. 

Of the Hirakud Dam Project. the report said, "It is from the Hirakud 
Dam only that irrigation can be provided to the areas in Sambalpur Dis
trict. From this dam alone, it would be possible to alford a substantial and 
adequate measure of flood protection to the delta at relatively small cost 
and at a fairly early date. Power can be developed to the extent of 350,000 
kW so that industrial and agricultural development can be planned and 
proceeded with almost at once. The regulated releases of water from the 
Hirakud reservoir will permit appreciable improvement in the navigabi
lity of Mahanadi.''9 Such was the four-fold objective of the project. 

The dam which was to be an earth-cum-concrete and masonary dam 
was to be constructed at Hirakud, eight miles from Sambalpur town. It 
was to have a height of R.L. 625.0 feet at which the reservoir was expect
ed to submerge an area of 135,000 acres of which nearly 70,000 acres were 
cultivated land. to The main objective behind the storage reservoir was 
Hood control and the report expected that by controlling the flood water 
of the Mahanadi at Hirakud (which CQ,vered two-thirds of the catchment 
area of the river) and regulating the discharge of water in order to "keep 
the Hood level at Naraj below the absolute safe limit of 89.00 in the years 
of normal highest flood and below the limiting gauge of 90.00 in the years 
of abnormal highest /lood,"ll any material damage due to Hoods will be 
prevented. The dam which was thus to "solve. to a large extent the /lood 
problem of the delta" was expected to benefit the delta in two ways: 
"Firstly, it will save damage to lands and property which on a rough 
valuation has been reckoned at Rs. 1.2 lakhs per year; secondly, it will 
make lands fit for irrigation and cultivation which at present cannot be 
so used because of the periodic flooding."" . 

The second objective of the Hirakud project was irrigation. The Khosla 
Report put the gross commanded area in the districts of Sambalpur and 
Bolangir (then Patna and Sonepur States) at 13,13,000 acres. The cultur
able commanded area (the irrigable area) was estimated at 8,75,210 acres, 
The khanf intensity of cropping was assumed to be 100 per cent an~ rabi 

• Khosla Report, p. 12. 
1. Ibid., p. 89. 

ll1bUl., p. 49. 
to Ibid., p. 49. 
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intensity 25 per cent, giving the gross irrigable area of 1,094,953 acres or 
1.1 million acres roughly." 

To irrigate this vast area, six main canals were designed, three gravity 
flow irrigation canals and three lift irrigation canals. There were to be two 
flow canals and one lift canal on the right side of the river and one lift 
. and one flow canal on the left. The remaining lift canal was to irrigate 
offshore areas on the upper side of the reservoir.a 

So much for irrigation around the dam. In the delta region, it was noted, 
prospects of irrigation were even better due to the steady flow of an in
creased volume of water during'the dry season in the Mahanadi as a result 
of the dam. The Report stated that; "No credit, however, has been taken 
in the project for the improvement and extension of irrigation in the delta 
likely to be brought about by the construction of the Hirakud Dam, as it 
has not so far been possible to adequately investigate the irrigation situa
tion in that area."'" Hence, the Report called for an urgent and thorough 
enquiry into that problem. 

The returns on irrigation investment were calculated on the basis of 
water rates then prevailing in the delta. In lieu of a betterment levy, it 
was proposed to have a flat rate increase in land revenue in Sambalpur 
of two rupees per acre. The receipts from the proposed leasing of the land 
that was to be available every year in the dry season on the shores of the . 
reservoir as water receded was also taken into account. All these taken 
together, however, were not expected to meet the interest at three per 
cent on capital at charge and the operating expenses of the canal system.IB 

The only paying part of the scheme, according to the Khosla Report, 
appeared to be hydel power generation, which not merely compensated 
for all losses incurred in other diJections but also brought in a net profit. 
The total capacity of the generators to be installed was put at 3,50,000 
kW and it was proposed. to generate power at two places, at the main 
dam and then taking water through a channel up to the Subsidiary Dam 
at Chiplima some 11 miles downstream and creating a head there for 
fUrther generation of power. The firm power available from both these 
dams was put at 3,00,000 kW. The main dam site was to have an installed 
capacity of 1,50,000 kW and the Subsidiary Dam of 2,00,000 kW. For dry 
years provision of steam generators was proposed to meet shortages to 
the tune of 50,000 leW of firm power.17 . 

The consumption of power was discussed in general terms, and although 
possibilities of heavy industries developing nearby were considered, plans 
for transmission lines laid stress on consumption centres like Jamshedpur, 
Kharagpur (near Calcutta) and such other important stations outside 
Orissa. The annual gross revenue from electrical power was estimated at 

,. Ibid., p. 51. 
" Ibid., p. 51; also p. 18. 
)6 Ibid., p. 52. 

16 Ibid., p. 57. 
1. Ibid., p. 59. 
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Rs. 252 lakhs and deducting the working expenses, the net revenue came 
to Rs. 172.19 laImS.18 

Navigation was not a major objective of the Project but the belief was 
expressed that, "after the construction of the Dam, there will be great 

.improvement in the regime of the river as the regulated releases of water 
from the reservoir to the river downstream of the dam will range between 
8,800 and 14,000 ensecs during the dry season. With a certain amount 
of blasting of the jutting rocks in the river bed and other conservancy 
measures, the navigability of the river can be very materially improved 
thus making it possible for 600 to 800 ton tows to ply from the sea to .Dalab 
(the Subsidiary Dam) and thence via the Power-enm-Navigation Canal 
through a series of locks to the reservoir and on to the Central Provinces. 
There were possibilities of developing inland ports at Cuttack, Dasapur, 
Sopurothpur, Kantilo, Nuapara, Sania, Tikarpara, Kaintragarh,. Baudh, 
Banusuni, Sonepur and Binka and a major deep sea port at Chandbali or 
Dhamra. The full development of these facilities was, however, to be 
possible only after the construction of one of the two lower dams at Tiker
para or Naraj. 

"The Mabanadi, as a navigable waterway, will open great possibilities 
for the cheap transport of agricultural and industrial produce of the 
valley for l~l distribution and export abroad. "10 

Thus, the navigation channel was conceived of in three stages: One, 
between Dalab and the main reservoir where it was to be through the 
power-cum-navigation cbaonel fitted with locks; two, between Dalab and 
Dholpur, a distance of 84 miles on river bed which would require blasting 
of jutting rocks, and lastly, some dredgin,g of the sandy reach to keep the 
channel navigable to Cuttack. It was also stated that "with the construc
tion of the Tikerpara and Naraj Dams, the necessity for dredging and 
blasting will mainly disappear depending of course on the reservoir levels 
at Tikerpara."20 

\ All these four features of the Hirakud Project were estimated to cost 
. Rs. 47.81 crores which were proposed to be allocated as follows: 

Flood Control 6.11 crores 
Irrigation 11.12 crores 
Power 29.58 crores 
Navigation 1.00 crore 
TOTAL 47.81 Crores 

18 Ibid., p. 92. . .. Ibid., pp. viii-ix . 
• 0 Naturally no estimates of costi were made for all the •• excepting the con

struction of the navigation locks at the dam, and no returns calculated. Neither 
the dredging nor the blasting operations, however, were considered uneconomical 
or technically difficult, as would appear from a note appended to the report which 
estimates the cost of the required blasting operation that will enable 600 to 800 
ton tows to proceed along the ehannel, at rOlla-bly R •. 1.60 erores and the dredg
ing cOst at one lakb rup •••. Ibid., pp. 69-70 and p. 300. 
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The project when fully operative was expected annually to yield a "net 
proSt" of Rs. 61.65 lakhs from the 19th year onwards. 

It may be mentioned here that all these - estimates of areas to be 
irrigated, of power to be generated, of crops to be grown, etc. - were made 

. without sufficient surveys and investigations, as has been frequently men
tioned in the Report itself. The areas to be commanded by the irrigation 
canals, and those proposed to be. irrigated were "worked out from the 
rough alignments on the topo sheets."" 

in June, 1,.948, a Committee of foreign and Indian experts submitted a 
report.on the Hirakud Dam Project. This was essentially a technical report 
and except for a few technical suggestions, the Committee broadly 
approved of the estimates, except those of cost, which, for obvious reasons, 
they did not wish to discuss. Even their suggestions to limit the lift irriga
tion area, in the Srst instance, to only about one-third of the total was 
inspired by technical considerations rather. than by those of economic 
feasibility or proStability. 

In January, 1951, a French mission of engineers, on the invitation of the· 
Government of India visited Orissa to examine the possibilities of naviga
tion on the Mahanadi and the development of a seaport at its mouth. The 
mission travelled in country boats from Sambalpur to Cuttack down the 
Mahanadi and examined all materials collected. They had extensive dis
cussions with the concerned officers before coming to their concJusion~ 
They dealt with five distinct points : 

(1) Navigation in the Power-cum-Navigation Canal and the Hira
kud Reservoir, • (2) the upstream rocky reach of the Mahanadi. 

( 3) the downstream sandy reach, 
( 4) the anicuts and canals, and 
( 5) the seaport, which was treated as distinct from these . 

. As for the first, apart from the technical changes suggested in the navi
gation canal and locks, attention was drawn to the changing water level 
of the reservoir which would mean a hori:zontal shifting of the banks. This 
will mean "not negligible" expenditure for factories that would like to 
transport their goods and raw materials by boat, in trying to build piled 
fenderings and having tip wagons moving along railway,s to carry their 
goods .. ' 

It was the river bed from Dalab (Subsidiary Dam site) to Cuttack that 
presented the greatest difficulties. The mission dismissed the idea of blast-

21 Report of the AdvisOTl/ Committ •• ... the Hirakud Dam Project, June 1948, 
Government of India, C.W.I.N.C., p. 11.. . 

22 Report of the Fre1lCh Mission on Mahanadi River, February, 1951, Govern
• ment of India, C.W.I.N.C., pp. 80-1. 
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ing the jutting rocks along the 92 mUes of tbe upper reach (which was 
all that was considered necessary in the Khosla Report and which was 
roughly estimated to cost about one and a half crores of rupees only) with 
the following words : 

''We do not believe that the regulation may be done by blasting olf 
the rocks ('unrocking') from this reach of the river, which characteris
sties have been given in Chapter V. 

"To prepare a channel 250 feet wide, would mean that considerable 
volumes of 'unrocking' would have to be carried out under the water. 
According to 8bri Karlar Singh, the volumes would amount to : . . 

, - for a 4 ft. depth : 23,53,65,850 cu. ft. 
- for a 6 ft. depth: 45,01,49,497 cu. ft. 
- for a 9 ft. depth: 77,92,27,336 cu. ft. 

"Now, there is no equipment at the present moment well adapted to 
carry out works of the kind, so that the execution is always very costly. 

"We believe that, if we consider the price (which we gathered at 
Hirakud) of Rs. 250 per 1,000 cu. ft. of rocky spoil in the open air, one 
may coIlSider a price of Rs. 800 per 1000 cu. ft., which would lead 

_ approximately to the following expenditure: 
~ for 4 ft. : 19 crores of Rupees 
- for 6 ft. : 36 .crores of Rupees 
- for 9 ft. : 64 crores of Rupees 

"Furtbermore, one must keep from believing that after the works in 
question are carried out, one would actually have during the low water 
period a channel with a utilizable depth of 4 ft., 6 ft. or of 9 ft. In fact 
the present low water 'level is ruled by the presence of rocks which 
would have been taken away and their disappearance would result in 
a subsidence of the water level, changing from one spot to the other 
and of which it is difficult to judge the importance. New works would, 
therefore, be necessary and the final amount of expenditure could large
ly exceed the figure already considerable given hereabove."28 

The little blasting that was suggested in this report was' merely to 
facilitate the movememnt oE- the country boats then plying in these 
waters. 

The coIlStruction of the Tikerpara Dam (and later of the N araj Dam) 
which was expected to facilitate navigation on the Mahanadi was brushed 
aside by the Report after giving interesting reasons and concluding that, 
"Far from being a f~vourable circumstance, the building of the Tikerpara 
Dam complicates, therefore, the achievement of the navigable waterway 
which interests us."" 

lIS Ibid., p. 46. .. Ibid., p: 59. 
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With the greater discharge in the dry season after the completion of 
the Dam, the French mission thought of two alternative methods of 
making the rocky upper reach of Mahanadi navigable: (1) digging of a 
lateral canal, (2) canalization of the river through the construction of 
weirs and locks. Whereas the former involved digging of a' parallel canal 
to the Mahanadi all along the rocky course of the river the latter involved 
construction of as many as seven weirS.25 

The same methods, in addition to the method of "river training" which 
appeared to lead to "important expenses"·6 if undertaken, were suggested 
for the sandy reach. In this sandy reach also they re.commended the con
struction of four weirs with locks. 

But for all these they suggested elaborate experiments with diH'erent 
methods and types of boats, etc. The costs naturally had not been caleu, 
lated,21 

The revised Report of the Hirakud Dam Project of January, 1952, 
showed considerable changes, modiScations, etc. in the original scheme. 
Firstly, the total cost of the project went up from Rs. 47.81 crores to Rs. 
89.09 crores, an increase of nearly 80 per cent. This was not merely due' 
to rise in prices and wages but due to many changes in the plan. Estimates 
changed as the results of detailed investigations became available. 

In the plans of irrigation, alterations and additions were made. Instead 
of six canals as proposed in the Khosla Report, there were to be only three 
main canals with a gross commanded area of 6,43,142 acres (which was 
more than a 50 per cent reduction from the 1947 estimates on the basis 
of which the construction of the Dam began), and a culturable command
ed area of 5,42,000 acres· Of these three, there was a How and a lift canal 
on the right side and only a How <!anal on the left. The How canal on the 
right was so desigoed as to make the canal for the power channel redun
dant, while keeping the culturable 'commanded area intact. The 70-mile
long lift canal, however, was given up "after detailed investigations" and 
instead a 20-mile-Iong lift canal was to be taken out from the main 
Bargarh canal that served a gross commanded area of 1,08,000 acres or 
a culturable commanded area of 91,000 acres. From 2,90,000 acres in ·the 
1941 estimates to a mere 91,000 acres was cert~y a big drop.'· 

The two lift canals at the left side (including the offshore canal) were 
given up without ,my mention even, in the Report of January, 1952. As 
for the proposed left side How canal in the 1947 plans it is worth quoting 
the Revised Report (January 1952) at some length : 

2. Ibid., p. 72a. 28 Ibid.., p. 71. 
21 For all these points, See Chapter VII· and Chapter VIII of the Report which 

ill a fOry interesting document in itself. 
28 Report: Hirnkud Dam Project (Revilled): V.!. 1, Genera;! Report and 

Fina.ncial Statements, Govet1lment of India, C.W. and P.C., HiI'akud, January 
1962, pp. 64-73. 
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"The 1947 project estimates provided for a flow canal 50 miles long 
on the left side of the Mahanadi river commanding a gross area of 
1,92,000 acres. On actual alignment in the field, it was found that the 
length of the canal worked out to about 80 miles passing through a very 
difficult COWltry which involved crossing of a large numbe~ of Nallahs 
and skirting round the toe of. hills and an idle run of aboUt 16-mile 
length between hills and Mahanadi' river. The cOst of this canal' worked 
out to Rs. 5.72 crores which gave a cost of Rs. 399 per acre of culturable 
area. 

"As irrigation at such a heavy cost did not appear to be justified, it 
was decided to reduce the length of the canal in order to decrease the 
cost by avoiding alignment through a difficult tract, which would reduce 
the number of cross drainages and eliminate the idle length of 16 miles. 
The length of the canal has thus been reduced to 17.7 miles."'· 

This, "truncated canal system" was estimated to command a gross area 
of 83,142 acres and a culturable area of 71,129 acres. 

Thus, whereas the 1947 estimates showed a gross commanded area of 
1.3 million acres, a culturable. commanded area of 8.7 lakh acres 
and irrigated area of 1-1 million acres, the revised estimates of 19~put 
them at 6,43,000 acres, 5,42,000 acres and 7,91,000 acres respectively. The 
discrepancy in the rates of reduction in these three categories arose not 
merely due to changing design of canals but also due to increased inten
sity of croppiog anticipated. The 1947. estimates had put 100 per cent 
khari! iotensity and 25 per 'cent rabi intensity for all the land to be irrigated 
by the Jlow or lift canals. The Report on Revised E:stimates put the rabi I 
intensities at 48 per cent for the flow and 35 per cent for the lift areas.3• . 

I The Khosla Report always gave overall and total estimates. In regard to 
\ distribution of crops io the I<1wrif season, there was not much diHerence 

I between the 1947 Khosla Report and the Report On Revised Estimates of 
January 1952, both putting it as follows: 

I<1wrif 
Rice 
Sugarcane 
Other khan! 

70 per cent. 
10 per cent. 
20 per cent. 

The diHerence is that the Khosla. Report made a special mention of 
cotton whereas the Report on the Revised Estimate did not do so. As for 
rabi, however, the crop distribution varied substantially. The Khosla Report 
mentioned wheat, cotton, and other rabi crops. In the Report on the 
Revised Estimates, for the flow areas, the largest acreage was anticipated 
under rabi paddy (33 per cent), wheat (10 per cent) and other ram crops 

2. Ibid., pp.69-70. 8. Ibid., p. 73; and Khosla Report, p,' 51. 
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, (5 per cent); in the lift areas wheat was estimated to be most important 
(25 per cent), with other rabi crops (10 per Cent) following.·' The reasons 
for the new percentages fixed or changes made were not mentioned in the 
Report except noting that the Central Rice Research Institute at Cuttack 
did not see any difficulty in raising two rice crops in the same field.n 

A new estimate was introduced in the Report on the Revised Estimates 
for the first time, that for delta irrigation. The estimates were based on 
admittedly inadequate data. They were for the old irrigated areas in 
Cuttack and the new areas in Puri that were to be protected from flood. 
The Orissa canals were to become perennial and the culturable command
ed area of these canals was estimated at 3,99,700 acres. In addition to these 
the three Doabs in Puri district were to be irrigated with new canals. The 
total culturable commanded area here was estimated at 3,68,000 acres. The 
intensities of cropping were calculated at 100 per cent kharif and 48 per 
cent rabi, with rabi paddy occupying the position of importance.ss Thus 
the- net irrigation potential of Hirakud, according to the Report on the 
Revised Estimates, stood at 13,10,000 acres of culturable commanded area 
and 19,28,000 acres of total irrigated area. 

The following water rates were proposed for the How irrigation areas: 

Sugarcane 
Paddy 
Wheat 
Other khanf imd rabl crops 

Rs. 13/- per acre. 
Rs. 8/8 per acre. 
Rs. 6/_ per acre. 
Rs. 5/- per acre. 

For the lift irrigated areas still higher rates were proposed." 
In regard to the power aspect th~ size of generating sets was proposed 

to be changed. The total installed capacity at the main and subsidiary dams 
was reduced from 3,50,000 ·kW to 2,68,000 kW (or 2,00,000 kW firm 
power). Qut of this, only 1,23,000 kW of installed capacity or 85,000 kW 
of firm power was to be generated in the first instance from the main dam. 
The rest of the installations were proposed to be staged.8

• 

Apart from these changes, there were many technical changes in the 
design of the dam and dykes. The raising of the dam level from R.L. 625 
feet to R.L. 630 feet meant the submerging of a larger land area of which 
about 30,000 acres were cultivated. Now the total cultivated area to be 1 }ubroerged by the wat~t!Jmp9und~ by the dam stood at a little over 

.Lone lakh acres\ as against 70,000 in the Khosla Report. . 
The financial prospects of the project naturally changed with all' this. 

There was no allocation of costs to Hood control and the total cost was 
divided in the proportion of 71:29 between irrigation and power. The 

81 Ibid'., p. ·64. 
a. Ibid'., p. 63. 
·a. Ibid., pp. 74-9. 

8. Ibid'., pp. 110-12. 
a. Ibid., p. 86. 
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rate of interest on the loan was calculated at 3.75 per cent instead of three 
per cent as in the Khosla Report. The project, due to increased cost and 
staging over long periods, was expected'to pay its way only from the 25th 
year onwards. 

, Such ;ere the Revised Estimates submitted by the Chief Engineer, 
Hirakud Project, in January, 1952- In the same month, the Government 
of India appointed a three-man Advisory Committee (hereafter referred 
to as the Mazumdar Committee) to r$lview the estimates. It submitted its 
report in March, 1952. This Committee examined the estimates and con
sequently the new cost estimate of Rs. 92,08 crores emerged. The main 
change suggested was in staging the programme of work, the first stage 
up to 1960 consisting of irrigation, flood control and development of an 
installed capacity of 123,000 kW at the power house at the main dam, 
putting off the subsidiary dam and power house development to a period 
of 20 years. The Mazumdar Committee generally approved the estimates 
of irrigation; dam design, canal layout, etc. It suggested changes in water 
rates which were far in excess of what the Report on Revised Estimates 
had proposed.·· It also suggested different intensities for rabi and kharif 
cropS,·T and while raising the rate of betterment levy, suggested dropping 
of the proposal to increase the land revenue.S8 It made a number of tech
nic~l suggestions about the alignment of the new delta canals and the 
river courses.3D While approving the general plan of irrigation, they "con
sideroo the cost per acre of culturable commanded area in Delta areas as 
much less than the cost of providing lift irrigation in Sambalpur District" 
and therefore suggested that "the latter may be replaced by flow irriga
tion iir the Delta area, provided sufficient irrigable areas were available 
in the Delta."'· • 

Revised estimates were again prepared on this basis in November, 1952, 
fO{ the first stage only, exclusive of the delta irrigation scheme. The final 
estimates were, however, prepared and accepted in November, 1953." 
The major change in estimate, apart from new transmission lines, etc. 
was the proposal to drop the "lift irrigation which was proposed on either 
side of the river"<;) at Sambalpur. This reduced the culturable commanded 
area in Sambalpur to 4.48 lakh acres. The Report put the cost for Stage I 
at Rs. 70.78 crores. 

The detailed investigations into delta irrigation that were continuing in 
the meanwhile were completed in October, 1953 and a report was sub
mitted. It considered the various technical details of the new canal 

.O/leport 0/ the Advisory Committ ... on Hirakud Dam Project, March, 1962, 
Government of India, C.W. lind P.C., p. 18. 

'T Ibid.,'PP. 7·8. . •• Ibid., pp. 5·7. 
88 Ibid., p. 20. •• Ibid., p. 7 • 
.. Hiretkud Dt1.m Pro; •• ! : R.villed Estimt1.U:. 0/ Co.t ami R."enue for Stag. I, 

Government of Orissa, River Valley Development Department, November, 1963. 
<lI Ibid., p. 1. 
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alignments in the delta and devised a scheme, which was expected to cost . 
Rs. 14.82 crores.·s It included measures for Hood control in the delta 
including completion of embankments on both sides of the delta rivers 
and closing of all the escapes that Hooded the surrounding areas. The 
estimates of areas to be irrigated also went up as a result of thes~ detailed 
surveys. Not only were the areas under existing delta irrigation to be 
converted into perennially irrigated areas, but new areas were to be 
brought under irrigation in Cuttack District. In Puri, Hood control and 
irrigation measures were planned to be executed simultaneously. Apart 
from perennial How irrigation, a small patch of abou! 27,570 acres was 
planned to be put under perennial lift irrigation. About 59,000 acres at 
the tail end of the new canals were estimated to be non-perennially 
irrigated. 

The gross commanded area of the new and old irrigated regions in the 
Mahanadi delta was estimated at 13,81,701 acres and the culturable com
manded area at 10,77,157 acres." The intensities of cropping in the old 
and new irrigated areas were also differently estimated from that of the 
Mazumdar Committee Report. The rabi intensity was put at 67 per cent; 
the kharif intensity was' put at 110' per cent, due to expectations about 
suitable rotations of crops starting with jute.·5 Whereas tl,e Mazumdar 
Committee gave the greatest inlportance to the rabi (or da!ua) paddy, 
this report opined that the really important crops were. the legume variety. 
(pulses and so on) which were expected to cover 40 per cent of the.irri
gated area in the rabi season.·o 

What about the financial estimates of the Revised Estimates of Stage I 
and the Delta In:igation Scheme? In so far as irrigation was concerned 
the Committee appointed by the Hitakud Control Board to enquire into 
the direct benefits of irrigation in the Sambalpur and delta regions 
(usually refen:ed to as the Siyaraman Committee) said in 1953 "that the 
water rates prevailing in the coastal areas of Orissa at present are much 

'too low compared to the existing rates elsewhere but the rates recom
mended by the Advisory Committee in 1952 are too high for conditions 
in Orissa ... •1 The Report continued: "A policy of moderation in the fixing 
of irrigation dues promises the best results in the long run though the 
immediate financial results may not be as hopeful as expected."'· It 
'accordingly suggested the adoption of the rates proposed in the Report 
on the Revised Estimates of the Hirakud Dam Project of January, 1952, 

.3 Report o'lt tk. I'It'll'8tigation for tk_ Eztension of Irrigation in tk. Mahanadi 
. D.lta_ October, 1953, Ministry of Irrigation and Power, New Delhi, p. 74 • 

•• Ibid., p. 62. <6 Ibid., pp. 51-3 • 
•• Ibid., p. 62. 
<1 Report on the Direct Ben_fir.. frtmt Irrigation 0/ tk_ Hirakud Dam Project 

(Sambalpur Zone), Government of India, Ministry of Irrigation and Power; 
Orissa Govt. Press, Cuttack, 1953, p. 16 • 

• 8 Ibid., p. 16. 
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with a few modiGcations. Similar measures were proposed for the canal 
areas in the Delta region. It also suggested a betterment levy but at a 
reduced rate. 

The new proposal made by the Committee was the imposition of an 
annual levy in those areas of the delta which were to be protected from 
flood as a result of the Hirakud Dam. So long the expenditure allocated 
to flood control had been considered only as a protective measure and was 
thus not "remunerative" in the usual sense. The Sivaraman Committee on 
the other hand proposed to raise an annual revenue of Rs. 16 lakhs hy 
~s levy.'· 

The sec<llld stage of the Hirakud Project, as suggested by the Beport 
on Revised Estimates of January 1952, and approved by the Mazumdar 
Committee, was to be taken up after 1960. The revised estimate for it stood 
at, Rs. 8.21 croces in 1954.11<) The Mazumdar Committee had recommended 
the installation of generating sets of 72,000 kW at the Subsidiary Dam. 
The revised programme of 1954 put the total firm power at the two 
power houses at 1.27,000 kW. But since' there were technical difficulties 
about continuous generation of 54,000 kW at Cbiplima, a neW generator 
of 37,500 kW was proposed to be installed at the Main Power House in 
the second stage. Consequently, the cost went up to Rs. 8.26 crores. With 
increased installations, the cost of the second stage was finalised at Rs. 14.32 
crares. The total estimate of the Hirakud Project, including the second 
stage, came to Rs. HXl.02 crores. 

The following extract from the Annual Report of the Ministry of Irriga
tion and Power, Government of India, 1957-8, gives the latest position 
regarding the Hirakud Project : 

• • 
"The Hirakud multi-purpose project (Stage I) has been completed 

and was inaugurated by the Prime Minister in January 1957. Up to 
the end of December 1957, facilities for the irrigation of over 1 lakh of 
acres were made available. The construction of the canal distribution 
system in the Sambalpur area (including the execution of water 
courses) has been accelerated in order to ensure that it is completed 
by 1959-6b, i.e. a year ahead of the scheduled programme. 

"In the Main Power House, three units with a capacity of 85,500 kW 
have been commissioned. Installation of the fourth unit of 37,500 kW is 
nearing completion. The transmission grid is being extended and is at 
present supplying to the Cement Factory of Rajgangpur, the Steel 
Works at Rourkela, the Ferro-Manganese Plant at Joda, and the Paper 

,. Report on the' Benefit. DUll Ie Complete FWDd PrDt;.tilm b1! tke Hirakwl 
Dam Project (Delta Zone - Cutt4ck awl Pun A reaB); Government of India, 
Ministry of Irrigation and Power; Orissa Government Pres., Cuttaek, 1954, p. 3. 

II<) M. S. Thirumale Iyengar: Second Stage Power De".lopmMlt at ChipU"",; 
Superintendent, Orissa Government Press, Cuttack, 1954, p. 12. 
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\

' Mills at Brijrajnagar. In addition, power is being supplied to Sambal
pur, Sundergarh. and other towns .. 

I 
"Against an estimated cost of Rs. 70.78 crores for Stage I of the 

project, an expenditure of Rs. 54.67 crores has been incurred up to the 
end of November, 1957. 

"The Mabanadi Delta Irrigation Scheme, estimated to cost Rs. 14.92 
crores, is being executed by the Government of Orissa as an adjunct to 
Stage I. . 

"The works on 'the Hirakud Subsidiary Dam Power House Project at 
. Chiplima (Stage II), estimated to cost Rs. 14,32 crores have been pro-

grqssing according to schedule.""' • 

•• Annual Report of the Ministry of Irrigation and Power, Government of 
India, lS57-8,. regarding Hirakud Project, March, 1968, p. 17. 



Chapter 11 

ORIGIN AND PLAN OF INQUIRY 

THE inquiry on which the present report is based originated in a letter 
from Mr. Kunwar Sain, Member (Designs) Central Water. and Power 
Commission, Government of India, New Delhi, dated 15th August; 1952, to 
Prof. D. R. Gadgil, inquiring whethl!r the Institute can prepare a scheme 
for the evaluation of the costs and benefits of the Hirakud Dam Project 
and whether the Institute will be willing to undertake such an inquiry. 
Prof. Gadgil replied by expressing his wiIlingness to co-operate in such 
an undertaking. As a result of a further exchange of letters, a note on the 
proposed inquiry was prepared at the Institute and sent to Mr. Sain. This 
note is fully reproduced below: 

Nate Prepared by the c;;okhale Institute 

The nature of economic benefits Bowing from a multi-purpose project, 
like the Hirakud, is far-Ilung, complex and often elusive to measurement. 
This has been realized for a long time by students of the problem and con
siderable thought and ingenuity have been devoted in recent years to the 
problem of measuring them. As a result, certain agreed procedures have 
been. evolved, at least in regard to certain aspects of such measurements. 
However, the nature. of the problem varies considerably from project to 
project: It is best, therefore,. to consieJer the problem under reference by 
visualizing the effects the project may produce at various stages, to realize 
their complexity and range in order to be able to plan the necessary 
inquiries in the best manner possible. 
~nOmiC benefits arising qU!.2f a capital work are usually classified into J 

'primary, secolloary, ~. The_classification rests mainlY.Q.!!.ti)ul!!<!polQgigal 
~~n~ in _",.!1.@1 the benefi!s ~ the closeness of their con..!!!l£t/Q.n 
~th flie investme~hose effects are..h.e!!li studied. In each of these 
classes again tlie ~nefits can be divided into two classes, direct 
and indirect. When, for instance, an irrigation dam is completed, it makes 
water available for irrigation of the area under command. Irrigation results 
in higher agricultural production than before in that region and this is the 
direct primary benefit. The increased production results in increased 
incomes, which are partly saved and partly spent, thus giving rise to in· 
creased demand for both producers' and consumers' goods and services. 
Economic activity increases resulting in more employment, trade, etc. and 
this is the direct primary benefit. When some of the agricultural produce 
begins to get processed in the area, as for instance, oilseeds into oil and 
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cake by oil mills, it gives rise to further employment, trade, income, etc. 
mese are the direct secondary benefi!i} Indirect secondary benefits arise 
when the increased incomes arising from oil are spent on goods and ser
vices giving rise to further economic activity. When the oil produced in the 
oil mills begins to be used for soap-making in new soap mills in the area, 
there is a further rise in employment, income, etc. These are the direct 
tertiary benefits. When the increased incomes arising from them are spent, 
they increase economi,e activity fUrther giving rise to indirect tertiary 
benefits. This chain can. go on or] infjinitum. But at every remove 
the benefits become more diffuse and less specific as other factors besides 
the originatiog ones come growingly into the picture. In the measurement 
and evaluation 'of these benefits, therefore, it has been recognized that the 
primary benefits lend themselves to easy measurement and that the 
measurement of secondary, tertiary, etc. benefits becomes progressively 
more difficult. Direct benefits in these categories again are easier to 
measure than indirect ones. These limitations must be borne in mind when 
planning an enquiry for estimatiog benefits. • 

Before proceeding further it needs to be stressed that we are interested 
in measuring the net economic benefits arising from the project and the 
costs involved at every stage have to be set off against the total benefits. 
As can ,be seen from what follows, at every stage there arise certain bene
fits and they are accompanied by certain costs. In fact, costs and benefits 
go hand in hand and both have to be measured at every stage with equal 
care and diligence. 

The first stage of a multi-purpose project, like the Hirakud Dam, begins 
when construction is started and ends when it is completed. It is not 
potentially productive till it is complete. The very process of construction, 
representiog as it does the expenditure of a vast sum of money in a parti
cular area, does increase employment, incomes, etc. during that period. 
But these benefits are temporary and are co-extensive only with the period 
of construction. As such they do not form part of the more permanent or 
long range benellts flowing from that project. 

The benefits. we are here concerned with begin to arise after the multi
purpose dam is completed. All the benefits, however, do not appear 
immediately. They come slowly first and steadily accumulate till the stage 
of maturity is reached. Benefits of a major irrigation system may, for 
instance, take at least 25 years to attain their peak. the primary benefits 
come first and the secondary, tertiary, etc. follow later. In estimating the 
benefits, therefore, it would be appropriate to make at least two indepen
dent estimates, one for the short period and another for the long period. 
Even after a . dam is completed it requires a certain time for the tract 
affected to adapt itself to Ilew ·conditions. The farmers have to adopt new 
methods 'of'farming, new crops, etc. and to make the necessary investment. 
It iS'the same with new users of electricity. Roughly Speaking, most of the 
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primary benefits would begin to flow fairly £oUy at the end of, Bve years 
after completion of the project. The benefits flowing at the end of Bve 
years after completion might be termed the short-term benefits and 
estimated accordingly. In the period that follows, primary beneBts will 
attain their peak and secondary, tertiary, etc: benefits will also progres
sively appear. The sYstem as a whole might be expected to reach its stage 
of maturity at the end of 25 years after completion. The long-term estimate 
of benefits will cover the beneBts arising at this point of time. 

Once a multi-purpose project is completed it yields several "products" 
or produces many eHects. These can be best visualized by classifying them 
under the 'diHerent purposes for which the dam is constructed. These pur
poses may be: (1) Irrigation. (2) Generation of power. (3) Flood control 
and (4) Navigation. Let us proceed to examine what costs and benefits are 
associated with each of these. 

The dam aHectf the primary pro(I!1ction in the area firstly through its 
eHects on the total land surface and itS use. It aHects the total cultivated 
area in VariOIlS ways. It increases it by' making possible the reclaiming of 
certain lands that were not cultivated before because of lack of water; by" 
making possible yeru:-round cultivation of lands that were liable to] 
inundation by floods every year; and by preventing loss of land due to 
erosion. On the other hand, it reduces it by flooding some area under the 
lake created, by the dam, by waterlogging, by preventing inundation of 
land whose cultivation depends upon it. Secondly, the dam makes it pos
sible to utilize the available land fora longer period or more intensively, 
leading to higher yields of existing crops, introduction of new crops, 
double cropping of land, etc. by making water available for irrigation 
over the area commanded by its canals: The primary direct benefit from • 
irrigation would thus be: (1) increased agricultural production; and 
(2) the saving in famine relief and cognate expenditures to Government., I 
In regard to (1), it sbould be'uoted, however, that its extent will depend," 
besides irrigation, upon other things, such as the availability of technical 
knowledge and capital to farmers, appropriate system of land tenUre, etc .• 
Against gains from irrigation, moreover, costs incurred by' the public autho-J 
rity in maintaining and operating the dam for irrigation purposes and ex
penses incurred by it in settling new lands, building roads and other public 
works there; etc. and the costs of investments necessary for irrigated farm
ing by peasants will have to be set oH. 

Besides agriculture, the dam will also aHecf favourably or adversely ( 
forests and their produce, grassland, fish and wild life, and the balancing of 
both sides in these respects will also have to be done to estimate the bene
Bts from them. The total increase in primal'» production in the area will 
also be aHected' by the good or bad effects produced by the dam on the 
level of subsoil water and its eHects on well irrigation. Losses or gains of 
scenic and historical value because of the construction of the dam will have 
F ... 2 
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l Isa to be similarly balanced. Any other losses because. for example. of a 
possible development of -malaria in the irrigated area will have to he set 

, off against the total benefits. . , 
As remarked earlier, the extent of increase in agricultural production. 

after irrigation will depend to a very significant extent on. State policy in 
connection with land rights, land holdings, agricultural extension activity, 
public works programme, agricultural credit and marketing structure, etc. 
These will have to be carefully designed and planned beforehand. It is 
necessary to think ahead and with the aid !If experts in the field to explore 
what would be the best crops and their combination and rotation that 
would give the highest increase in agricultural production. What types of 
land holdings will be the most beneficial? How and in what manner can 
the farmers be taught the efficient method of irrigated agriculture ?What 
would be the most productive unit of cultivation? How would the credit 
machinery and processing activities be best organized? These and many 
other questions will have to be asked, answered and suitable plans made 
to translate these into practice. Plans and policies in regard to land 
revenue. water rates, betterment charges, etc. also will have to be formu. 
lated. This type of investigation is best exemplified by the Columbia Basin 
Joint Investigations. This is stressed here because the absence of planning 
in these matters would make a great deal of difference to the process of 
adjustment, of the costs involved in it, and the direction and pace of deve
lopment of the tract. Quick adjustment with minimum cost can be plan· 
ned; if not, the adjustment would be by trial and error. It will involve 
higher costs, require more time and may even take wrong directions. This 
will, of course,cut into the total benefits. 

Electrical energy made available over the region might be used for 
different purposes such as lighting, or motive power for industries or for 
agriculture. The benefit from the use of electrical energy will depend upon 
how its use is planned by the authorities. The part of it that will be made 
available to consumers for lighting, etc. purposes will save so much kero
sene or ·other fuel. The part that will be used by agriculture and industry 
may well produce further effects. In so far as new industries are made 
may well produce further effects. In so far as new industries are made 

-higher incomes, etc. In this regard the plan~ made by Government for 
utilizing the power made available will be of crucial significance. 

On the side of costs which have to be set off against these we will have 
to note: (i) expenses for maintenance and continuous operation of hydel 

r plants; ( it) investment in transmission equipme~t; ( iii) investment that 
·will have to be'made by users of electricity for wiring, etc. and (io) losses 

_ suffered by those formerly 8ealing in the substituted fuels, etc. 
The control of annual Hoods would in the first instance lead to the 

saving of expenditure on Hood relief and will also prevent losses due to 
1loods. It might also lead to the reclamation of lands for year-round cui. 
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tivation which was not possible before because of Hoods. 
A channel for navigation all the year round for a length of more than 

one hundred miles from the mouth of the Mahana.di will mean 
facilities for cheap transport of men and materials. The bene6ts 
can be estimated by the saving that can be eHected in the cost of 
transportation on the new channel as against the old alternative means 
and channels of communication. But -more important than this will be 
the effects produced on the trade and industry of the region and its 
neighbouring tracts because of the availability of cheap transport. For 
this purpose, it would be necessary to know what area the channel will 
serve, what kiBds of goods will or can be transported and what will be the 
costs of transportation on the channel, and how and whether this will 
facilitate or further any connected economic activity. What the Govern
ment expects to do in this regard by way of planning will be of utmost im
portance. Costs will, of course, be incurred in investing in the new river 
boats that will carry the goods. The expenses of maintaining them and 
keeping them in continuous operation also will have to be deducted from 
the total benefits. 

Certain other incidental benefits may be also noted: (1) increased and 
steady supply of water downstream to villages and towns on the banks 
for use; (2) more effective uses of Orissa canals in the delta because of 
the control of the How of water in the river; (3) reclamation of salt lands 
on the sea cOast. . 

Broadly speaking,'we can roughly assume that in the short period (five 
years after completion) chieHy the primary benefits will be manifested 
and even these will not reach their peak. I 

In the long period (twenty-five years after completion) the primary 
benefits will attain their peak. The secondary, tertiary and further bene6ts 
will be also Howing in and rising towards their own highest levels. A des
cription of the expected developments at this stage in connection with the 
different purposes of the project might make this clearer. (1) Irrigation 
will have proceeded to the bighest pitch possible and the adjustments of 
peasants, crops, etc. will have fully taJten place. As a result, agricultural 
production in the area will attain the maximum. Besides this primary 
effect, secondary and other effects will have followed through the deve
lopment of processing, industries. ere. For example, if as a result of irriga
tion, sugarcane becomes a permanent crop of the ~egion, it is likely that 
activities connected with the further processing of it will develop. It might 
give rise to gur and sugar manufacture, which will create additional em
ployment and income. A sugar mill might proceed to process further its 
own wastes, such as molasses and bagasse by starting the manufacture of 
power alcohol and paper respectively which will again increase employ
ment and income; or if ,irrigation leads to an increase in the production 
of oilseeds this might lead to the establishment of oil mills and the oil 
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available migbt be used by new soap factories in the region. (2) Electrical 
power will be used by new industries which might be attracted to the 
region because· of the availability of cheap power. This might lead to the 
development of new mineral and other resources. So also it might 
rehabilitate and develop further the existing handicrafts in, the region. An 
increased use of electrical appliances is also possible and might lead to 
the establishment of industries making these. (3) Availability of the 
navigation channel will. increase the traffic on the tiver, and give a SlIip 
to trade in general. Increased use of boats on the river mig!lt lead to 
development of a small ship building industry. 

It needs to be emphasized here as in regard to the primary beneSts, that 
how fast and cumulatively they will flow and the highest level they will 
reach will be governed to a very signiScant extent on how well the plans 
for them are prepared now and executed later. Lack of planning will 
involve lower levels of total beneSts, greater costs, undesirable and harm
ful developments, etc. 

From the detailed discussion so far, the broad contours of a plan for 
measuring the economic benefits of multi-purpose projects under construc
tiQn can be discerned. Basically, of cOurse, we will have to take stock of 
the economic conditions at the time of construction with which comparisons ~ 
can be made of the' economic conditions after the completion of the pro
ject. The present conditions can be gauged by carrying out a survey 
of the area affected by the project. Conditions after completion have to 
be projected on the basis of available data, contemplated policies, etc. As 
has been indicated above; two pictures of economic conditions after 
completion, one after five years and one after 25 years, will have to be 
built up to see the problem in the short and long term perspective. 

An enquiry bearing on all these can be planned and completed in three 
stages as detailed below:, 

, ' 

Stage I: To build up a short-term and a long-term picture of the eco
nomic conditions in the area in the future on the basis of existing and 
available data, estimates and policy forecasts made in collaboration with 
experts from other fields. • 

For this purpose a wealth of data will be necessary. which, we assume, 
would be available at the project office. It would be useful to indicate in 
some detail what are the required data so that deficiencies if any can be 
made good by the proper authorities. A major estimate, among others, in 
respect of primary benefits would be that of the future agricultural pro
duction in the region. For this purpose the following information would 
be necessary: (1) Total land surface available for utilization after the 
completion of the project; (2) the topography, geology and soils of the 
area; (3) hydrology of the region which includes preCipitation, evapora
tion_ ~l1rfacA water. uronnrJ W::ItAl'_ nl1aJitv of water! (4) sedimentation. 
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These are ~ainly physical data which have a bearing on agriculture. Be-
sides these we will have to know: (5) the pattern of land use, i.e. land 
under forest, grass and under cultivation including new and reclaimed 
land either from Boods and/or sea, of the latter the area that will be irri
gated; (6) rotations and combinations of crops. Apart from this, agricul
tural production will be.inBuenced signilicantly by the future land policy 
that will determine; (7) the conditions of land holding; (8) the size of 
cultivating units, tenancy laws. etc. So also will· have to be known the 
future policy in regard to:· (9) land revenue. water cess, betterment 
charges, agricultural credit policy, roads, village and town sites and other 
public works for agricultural and industrial development. 

In respect of the power aspect, we will have to know: ( 1) the total 
power that will be available, the area it will serve, rate at which consump
tion is expected to increase, the policy of charging rates for various types 
and at various periods. How much will be consumed in agriculture and 
transport? (2) How much of it will be reserved for the industrial activity? 
(3) The total consumption of fuels at present in the area which will be 
served with power later on; (4) mineral development planned or possible; 

• 

( 5) industrial development planned or possible; ( 6) investments that • 
would be necessary for all these. 

10 respect of Bood control, it is necessary to know: ( 1) damage to 
crops, etc. every year that will not occur after completion of the dam; 
(2) lands that will now become cultivable for the whole year because 
they are not affected by Boods; (3) the amount of wilter Bow that will be 
maintained downstream and which can be used by towns and villages 
on the banks; (4) effects on the operation of the Orissa canals further 
downstream. . 

Information will be necessary on: ( 1) the navigation channel and the 
estimates about its potentialities. The points or centres that can and will 
be served by the channel; (2) the present volume pI traffic along com
parable and alternative routes. Effect on transport of possible agriculture 
and industrial development in the region. The possibility of transport 
requirements originating in other regions being satisSed or being attracted 
by the navigation channel. . 

'The foregoing has been made fairly detailed. Yet some additional in
formation may become necessary as the inqniry proceeds. This is noted 
here only to indicate that the above by no means exhausts the necessary 
information. It will be clear that the information required, as indicated 
so far, can be supplied partly by engineers and partly by agronomists 
attached to the project. Some of the estimates, etc. required will have to 
be worked out jointly by both of them in collaboration with economists. 
With the data thus furnished, the economist, in consultation with the 
expert engineer and the agronomist. can proceed to build as far as possible 
a complete picture of physical and other conditions in the region in the 
short and the long periods. 
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Stage 11: The carrying out of a comprehensive socio-economic· survey 
of the area aHected by the project. This will have to cover agriculture, 
industries, trade, transport, occupations, incomes, etc. in the area. It will 
furnish the basic data for making comparisons with the future. Another 
set of surveys will at the same time have to be carried out of already deve
loped areas in or outside the area aHected, but with mostly similar condi
tions, for providing the data necessary for calculating future incomes, etc. 
in the region arising from particular aspects of development. Most of the 
surveys will have to be carried out with the help of loealenumerators or 
field men, who will have knowledge of the local people and of the region 
and who will be familiar with the local conditions. 

The surveys as a whole will be planned by the Institute, the local 
workers will be trained by it but we will have to depend on the local ad. 
ministration for supply of suitable local investigators. 

Stage III: In this final stage, the data made available in the first two 
stages will be integrated for estimating the economic benefits of the 
project. The data from the socio-economic surveys and other statistical 
data will be comprehensively tabulated. The whole information will be 
thoroughly digested and an analytical report will be prepared and sub· 
mitted. 

It is difficult to give final and detailed estimates regarding requirements 
of staH and finance at this stage. Certain tentative figures may, however, 
be indicated. The whole project will have to be put in charge of one eco
nomist from the staH of the Institute, helped by a research assistant and 
a statistical assistant. This unit, together with the necessary clerical help, 
will function for the whole period from the beginning to the completion 
of the project. At the first stage, this nuclear staff will work in collabora
tion with experts from other fields provided by the Project authorities . .In 
the second stage, the nuclear staff will plan and generally supervise 
investigational work for which, however, separate field staff would be 
necessary. The extent of this will depend on the number of centres, loea· 

- tions or types of investigations conducted both in and outside the region 
aHected. It may be assumed that the total of all these could be covered by 
about fifteen field investigators. To these will have to be added a number 
of field supervisors and a general control of field operations. In the third 
stage, the main cost will be that of processing and tabulating all informa
tion and statistical data collected as a result of work at both the /lrst and 
second stages. 

The analysis of these data and the actual writing of the report will be 
done by the nuclear staH set up at the beginning. On the basis of the 
above, rough estimates of costs may be made. In making these estimates 
it has been assumed that the time taken from the beginning of the work 
'to the final submission of the report will be not less than two years and 
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should not exceed two years and a half. Tne broad financial estimates for 
the total work may be indicated as below: 

1. Cost oE nuclear staff for the whole of the 
project period Rs. 40.000 

2. Field Investigations (2nd Stage) Rs. 60.000 
3. Processing ~f information and tabulation of data 

(3rd Stage) Rs. SO.OOO 

. Rs. lSO.000 

This note was considered by the Government of India. It was decided 
that while it was in favour of the inquiry being undertaken and was also 
in favour of entrusting it to the Gokhale Institute of Politics and Econo
mics, this could be done only if the Government of Orissa undertook the 
financial responsibility and itself entrusted the work to the Gokhale Insti
tute of Politics and Economics. This the Government of Orissa decided to 
do by a resolution in the Finance Department on 2nd January 1954 and 
the Gokhale Institute undertook the inquiry.' The tenns of reference laid 
down by the Government of Orissa for the proposed inquiry were as 
under: . 

1. To conduct an inquiry into the economic benefits resulting from the 
Hirakud Dam and for this purpose: 

(a) to carry out a comprehensive socia-economic survey of the area 
aHected by the dam to collect benchmark data for comparisons 
With the future; .. 

(b) to carry out surveys of already developed areas inside and out
side the area affected by the dam for providing the data necessary 
for calculating future incomes in the aHected region from parti-
cular aspects of development; . 

( c ) to gather and scrutinize the available published and unpublished 
information with the Government concerning the Hirakud Project 
and the area aHected by it, and 

(d) to analyse the data thus collected and present a report on the 
economic benefits of the Hirakud Dam both in the short and the 
long period . 

. 2. To conduct such inquiry and collect such information within the 
Hirakud Project area as may be required for the economic survey of 
the whole State. ' 

• 
The Institutlil authorities decided to put Mr. N. V. Sovani in ch~ge of 

the inquiry. He was assisted by Mr. Nilakantha Rath of the research staH 

1 The original letter. e"changed, the resolution of the Orio.& Government, 
eto. are reproduced in ,full in Appendix [ to tbis report. 
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of the Institute. Both of them visited Cuttack and Sambalpur in February, 
1954. The Institute set up an office of its own at Cuttack and a sub-office 
at Sambalpur. Mr. Nilkantha Rath was deputed to Orissa to take charge 
of investigations there on behalf of the Institute. Two field controllers 
were recruited to assist him in this work. One was posted at Sambalpur 
and the other at Cuttack. Supervisors and investigators to serve under 
each of the two were subsequently recruited from each locality. The 
sampling design was -worked· out at the In;;titute. The questionnaires 
that were to be used were also finalised at the Institute. They were sub
sequently translated into Oriya and printed at Cuttack. 

The first stage of the inquiry referred to in the . original scheme was 
dropped as it was thought that it was better to proceed at once to the 
second stage of the inquiry in the field. The .inquiry went into the field 
in J~ne, 1954. Because of the difficulty of communications in Orissa during 
the rains, the inquiry began with the surveys of the urban centres of 
Sambalpur, Puri and Cuttack. 

We now set down for convenience of reference, the number of inquiries 
that we actually carried out, their scope, coverage, etc. and the way they 
have been presented in the following pages. 

For convenience we divide the inquiries into two broad classes, rural 
and urban, and deal with each of them separately. 

Rural 

For the purposes of the benchmark survey, the commanded areas in the 
two localities of Sambalpur and the delta were marked of{ on a Survey 
of India' pne inch one square mile map and Ii stratified random area sample 
was drawn. The sample unit was a grid of 10 square miles of area. Nine 
such grids were chosen in ~e Sambalpur zone and 20 in the delta area of 
Cuttack and Puri. . , 

We carried out in each of these grids a complete census of households. 
The census questionnaire gathered information regarding the main and 
subsidiary industry of the household, the land owned, cultivated, rented 
out or in, etc. of the household, the occupations in which each of the work
ing members of the household was engaged, the number of earners who 
were outside the region, etc. This census was completed in three months 
(October 1954 to J?eeember 1954)- and .for that purpose were employed 
a total of 20 enumerators, seven supervisors, one for a batch of three 
enumerators. Two field controllers, one for each region, supervised, checked 
and t!llJied the questionnaires filled in. • 

A total of 10,091 schedules in Sambalpur and 33,583 in the delta area 
of Cuttack and Puri were filled in. From this, a preliminary sort was carried 
out by separating the households which were mainly engaged in agricul. 
ture or cultivation, from the rest. The census schedules of the cultivator 
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families in each grid were then arranged in a descending order according 
to the land size of the cultivating unit of each family and two middle 
families from each of the declles were chosen for constituting the intensive 
sample. In each grid, there were thus 20 families of farmers constituting 
the sample. The intensive sample in the Sambalpur zone thus consisted of 
180 families and that in Cuttack and Purl as a whole of 400 families. A farm 
business survey of these cultivator families was carried out. We in. all filled 
in 580 farm business account boola.' A short account baslld on these data 
is presented in the main body of the report for each area but the detailed 
report is presented in Appendix IL 

Besides the cultivator families, there were families whose reported main 
occupation was agricultural labour. A random sample of 10 families from 
this group in each of the grids was selected for intensive inquiry. In the 
Sambalpur zone, the sample· consisted of 90 families and that in 
Cuttack and Purl of 200 families. The intensive inquiry gathered data about 
the employment and earnings of the heads of these families. 

For the sampling of households engaged in non-farm occupations 
a WHerent procedure was followed. It was decided that the sample size, 
for this purpose, per grid should be 15 families, consisting of seven families 
engaged in industry, five in trade and three in services and professions. 
The total sample size for an area (consisting of several grids) was deter
mined by multiplying this by the number of grids in it. The fami
lies reporting non-farm occupations in an area were pooled to
gether and a stratified random sample, in the proportions indicated for the 
area as a whole, was drawn according to the strength of each industry or 
trade or profession in that area. . 

The units thus selected were covered by an intensive inquiry. In regard 
to the industries, information regarding production, raw materials used, 
labour employed, capital invested, value added, etc. was sought. Both 
retail and wholesale trade was covered and information regarding turn· 
over, investment, inventories, customers, etc. was gathered. In the case of 
professions and services, the information gathered related to the net eam· 
ings from them and a few details about the activity. 

The information regarding industries was supplemented by gathering 
information about industrial units outside the sample also. These non. 
sample units were covered by the same questionnaire in order to get more 
information about certain centres in the areas where a particular industry 

• was concentrated or to get more information about certain aspects which 
were not, we thought, adequately covered by the sample. Some of the data 
gathered in regard to industries has been presented in the form of notes 
on each of the important industries. In most cases, industries of large size 

• The data .... garding farm business in the Sambalpur zone pertains to the 
year 1955-6 in.tead of 1954-6 as in Cuttlack and Purl. For further explanation 
80e pp. 40-41. 
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as well as those having some special features have been dealt thus. For 
others, information is presented in the consolidated Tables in Appendix III. 

In regard to trade, services and professions, the data gathered have been 
presented in consolidated Tables in Appendix III. It was not considered 
desirable to present the data regarding trade in the form 'of notes as in 
regard to industries, partly because of the rather uniform character of in. 
formation and partly because of the various shortcomings of the data 
themselves. 

The trade Tables sum up the employment position, the total turnover, 
the costs and the net income position in the different groups. They help 
to indicate the size of operation of the units in these sectors of the economy. 
Most trading establishments in the rural areas were very small, judged both 
from the point of view of total turnover and employment. A few grocer~' 
shops were rather large, with much bigger turnovers and pro6ts than those 
of others. 

The traders were requested to supply us their own best estimate of their 
net annual income. For most types of trading establishments, this turned 
out to be between 15 to 25 per cent of the total turnover., With the very 
small trading units in rural areas this was not unexpected. The compara
tively big grocers, on the other hand, reported only a small income, some· 
times as low as three to five per cent of their total turnover. Though the 
proportion of their income to turnover may not be as large as in the case 
of the petty traders, it appeared too low. Obviously there was under
reporting of net incomes in their case, the precise extent of which, how
ever, could not be determined. 

There were a few other de6ciencies in the data presented to which 
attention may be drawn. In some cases, the number of employees has been 
reported but not the amount of wages paid. In some other cases, total 
turnover figures were not reported. In most such instances, the unwilling
ness of the respondent to part with the information was responsible for 
these gaps. We have made no efforts to fill them by making plausible 
estimates. The cases of non.reporting have, however, been noted in the 
relevant places in the Tables. 

As regards services and professions, the information gathered was limited 
in nature. It mostly related to the net incomes derived by persons or house
holds plH'suing these occupations and these were ascertained with as much 
care as possible. 

Apart from these questionnaires fllled in for the families in the intensive 
sample for agricultural and non-agricultural sectors, a family questionnaire 
was separately 61Ied in for each of the families in the intensive sample. 
This questionnaire sought information about the earners and non-earners 
in the family, the oc~upations and earnings of the former, other income 
received by 'the family as a whole, etc. These questionnaires were simul
taneously filled in with the other intensive survey questionnaires. 
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The 1955 floods afforded us an opportunity to gather information directly 
about the damage resulting from them. For this purpose, 275 villages 
in the flood-affected area were visited and information was gathered. Be
sides this in six pockets of the flood-affected area, tWo in Cuttack disbict 
and four in Purl disbict, we selected a random sample of a total of 90 far
mers for whom farm business schedules were /llled in. 

For helping us in building up a picture of the future conditions of agri
culture after the completion of the dam, we carried out special surveys of 
particular crops which were grown under irrigated conditions at that time, 
hut ouly in spots. Certain areas where there was a marked concentration 
were selected and there a certain number of farmers was surveyed by 
means of farm business schedules. These special surveys covered sugar
cane, jute, potato, tobacco, etc. The following statement gives the number 
of questionnaires filled in in each case. 

Sambalpur 

Delta 

47 farms for special cash crops, 
18 farms in a minor irrigation area. 
Jute 10 farmers 
Potato 20 farmers 

Sugarcane 
Tobacco 

(10 Purl 
10 Cuttack) 
16 farmers (Puri) 
1 farmers (Cuttack) 

We also gathered information regarding the trafllc in the navigation 
canals in .Cuttack disbict as also the river transport on the Mahanadi. In
formation regarding the incoming and outgoing tra.IBc on 15 railway sta
tions in the area was also copied out hom railway records. Similarly, the 
octroi records of the Sambalpur Municipality were copied out· 

With a view to having some idea of the state of persons and families who 
had been displaced hom the land flooded by the Hirakud reservoir and 
who had been rehabilitated in other parts, we filled in 350 schedules one 
each for a rehabilitated family. 

Urban 

In the area affected by the Hirakud irrigation, there were ouly two small 
urban centres: Baigarh in Sambalpur and Kendrapada in Cuttack. We 
carried out a complete census of resident families in these centres in July
September, 1955. The total families enumerated in Bargarh were .2,293, 
those in Kendrapada were .2,815. Family,questionnaires seeking information 
about earners, employment, occupation, earnings, education, etc. were filled 
in for all these families. A random sample of l~ per cent of these ques
tionnaires was tabulated and the Tables presented in the text are based on 
these sample tabulations. 
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Though Cuttack, Puri and Sambalpur towns were strictly outside the 
area affected by the Hirakud irrigation, we decided to carry out a survey 
of them so as to have some concrete idea about the structure of urban 
centres in or near the region as also about the' trade and industry carried 
on in them. A socio-economic survey of Cuttack town was being simultane
ously conducted by the Utkal .Uniyersity. We, therefore. decided not to 
duplicate that work and conlhied our survey to Puri and Sambalpur. As the 
Utkal University's survey of Cuttack was not going to gather information 
about trade and industry in the town, we decided to do tllat bit regarding 
Cuttack ourselves. 

In Puri and Sambalpur. a 10 per cent stratified random sample of resident 
families was selected from the National Register of citizens and the sample 
families were covered by the family questionnaire, the same as used in 
Bargarh imd Kendrapada. The surveys in the two towns were carried out 
in August and September, 1954. In the Cuttack survey also a similar 
sample was selected and questionnaire used was also the same. The Utkal 
University carried out the survey in Cuttack in the Brst half of 1955. 

The family sample in the three towns when broadly analysed accord
ing to occupation of heads and earners supplied us the necessary sample 
for industries and trade. The trading and industrial units owned and 
managed by heads or earners in sample families were covered by a detail
ed questionnaire. Both retail and wholesale trade units were covered 
through a detailed questionnaire which sought information apout the goods 
traded in, the stocks, trade channels, turnover, labour employed, transport 
charges. commission, etc. In regard to the industrial units, the question
naire gathered information about the kind of goods made, the life of the 
unit, labour employed, capital structure, production, sales, raw materials, 
taxes paid, etc. The following statement gives the number of question
naires Blled in, in respect· of each of these in the three towns : 

Schedules Sambalpur Puri Cuttack 

Family Questionnaire 537 1,155 1,867 
Industry 85 96 360 

Retail trade 106 . 260 280 
Wholesale trade 18 27 77 
Transport 10 

. A full report on the data gathered in these towns is preSented in Appen
dix IV. 

The Beld investigations for the survey were started in August 1954 and 
were completed in June 1956. The tabulation of data was started in March. 
1956, and was completed by the end of 1957. The writing of the Report 
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bt~an in Iuly 1957 and took a full year to com\?lete. The report was sub
mitted to the Orissa Government in 'September 1958. 

The total expenditure on the Hirakud Benefits Inquiry to date has 
amounted to nearly Rs. 1,60,000. This does not include cost of publication 
of this report which is still to be incurred. 

We may end this introductory chapter by outlining the scheme of 
presentation of the report that follows. In Chapter I, we present a brief 
bistory of the evolution of the Hirakud Project to serve as background 
material. Chapter II describes the origin, scope and scheme of the inquiry. 
In Chapters III to V, we present the data gathered in extensive 
and intensive field inquiries area-wise,. i.e. for Sambalpur, Cuttack and 
Puri respectively. These are the benchmark data. An attempt is made in 
Chapter VI to present a comprehensive view of the economic structure 
and conditions in the area by calculating the regional national income. 
In Chapter VII, we discuss and calculate the economic benefits to be 
expected from irrigation, Hood control and hydro-electricity separately. 
The last chapter discusseS' the benefits as a whole together with the finan
ci~l returns and certain other related matters. It ends with some 
concluding observations. 

In the Appendices we have presented additional and supporfiog data 
that had a bearing on the report in general but which would have un
necessarily cluttered it up if they had been included in the main body 
of the report. 



Chapter 1lI 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE SAMBALPUR ZONE 
IN 1954-5 . 

1. Population Characteristics 

THE total population of the villages in nine sample grids as enumerated 
in our survey was 41,448 persons in .10,092 households or families. The 
total population of the same villages in these grids at the time of the 1951 
Census was 44,500 as computed from the District Census Handbook of 
Sambalpur (1951). Thus the population of these villages at the time of 
our survey was reported to be less by about 3,000 compared to the Census 
lIgure for 1951. This difference, which may be real or spurious, between 
the two figures was also met with in the case Gf Cuttack and Purl. This 
led us to investigate the matter still further. We found that while in 
Sambalpur all the villages in our sample grids were to be found in the 
1951 District Census Handbook of Sambalpur, in the Cuttack and Puri 
areas 10 and 17 villages respectively that were enumerated in our sample 
grids were not to be found in the District Census Handbooks (1951) of 
those districts. These missing villages were old revenue villages and their 
absence in the District Census Handbooks (1951) of Cuttack and Purl 
badly shook our confidence in the 1951 Census ligures. Fortunately we 
have not had to use population figures on many occasions in this report. 
Where they were necessary we have .used our ligures and not those of the 
census. 

Caste composition: Table No. 3.1 gives the distribution of sample fami
lies according to community. Sixty-eight per cent of the total sample families 
were of Caste Hindus; Scheduled Castes accounted for 19 per cent and 
Scheduled Tribes (Adivasi) for about 11 per cent. Though the Adivasi 
population of Sambalpur and Bolangir districts was large, it inhabited 
mostly the upland and jungle areas. The plains, which constituted the 
coinmanded area, had comparatively less of Adivasis. Among the Caste 
Hindus, 30 per cent were Kultas (the cultivator caste), 10 per cent Gaud 
(milkman), a little more than seven per cent Keuta (fisherman), and 
slightly more than six per cent weavers and Brahmins each. 

Adults formed about 69 per cent of the total resident population survey
ed. Of the total adult population, earners formed 71 per cent, i.e. among 
adults there were 2.3 earners for each non-earner. Roughly two-thirds of 
these earners were males and the remaining one-third females. This pro
portion of female earners to total, however, was not uniform for all the 
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TABLE No. S.l 

Distribution of sample families according to community in the Sambalptlf 
Zone 

SoNo. Na_ of cast. No. 0' lamiJi •• SoNo. Name 01 cast. No. of lam mo. 
No. Pe .. No. Per 

cent ..nt 
c ... te HiMUII Sc".dul.d C ... !o. 

1 Brahmin 462 4.6 21 Ganda 361 3.6 

2 Karan or Kaya8tha 26 0.3 22 Ghashi 88 0.9 

3 Kshl\j;riya 34 0.3 23 Dhoba 173 1.7 

4 Kulta 2041 20.2 24 Chamar 120 1.2 

6 Odia 104 1.0 26 Turi 39 0.4 

6 Meher 444 U 26 UHarijan" 1027 10.2 

7 Niyari 39 0.4 27 Others 137 1.4 

8 Bania 80 0.8 Total 1935 19.1 

9 Kansari 210 2.1 28 Scheduled Tribea 1096 lQ.9 

10 Kumbhar 146 1.5 

11 Badbei 23 0.2 
12 Kamar. 10 0.1 Ot"." R.ligions 
13 Teli 179 1.8 29 Muslims 14 0.1 
14 Gaud 1306 12.9 30 Christians 45 0.4 
15 Barlka 74 0.7 31 Others 6 0.1 
16 Keuta 612 6.1 

17 Mali 140 1.4 Total 65 0.6 

18 Vaishnab" Jog! 89 0.4 
19 Sundbi 82 0.8 32 Unspecified 166 1.7 

20 Others 889 8.8 

TOTAL 8830 67.7 GRAND TOTAL 10091 100.0 

major communities (Table No. 3.2) .. It was low among Caste Hindus, only 
31 per cent, whereas it was nearer 40 per cent among Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes. 

Occupational distribution of eamera: Table No. 3:3 gives ~he distri· 
bution of earners by occupations. The occupations are grouped in 18 
classes. The scheme of occupational c1assmcation is the Indian Statistical 
Institute's classmcation scheme. These occupational categories can be 
broadly grouped industry·wise and have been so grouped for purpose t;>f 
analyses and comparison. However, the primary characteristic of classifi· 
cation, it should be remembered, is occupation. not industry. 
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TABLE No. 3.2 

The distribution of earners in the sample In the Sambalpur Zone according 
to sex and community , 

Earno,'. 

Main Cast. Male Femal. Total 

Caste Hindus 9436 4232 13668 
(69.0) (31.0) (100.0) 

Scheduled Castes 2458 1578 4036 

(60.9) (39.1) (100.0) 

Scheduled Tribes 1333 876 • 2208 
(60.4) (39.6) (100.0) 

Other Religions 77 52 129 
(59.7) (40.3) (100.0) 

Unspecified 196 122 317 
(61.6) (38.5) (100.0) 

TOTAL 13499 6859 20358 
(66.3) (33.7) (100.0) 

Table No. 3.4 also gives the distribution of families of different caste 
groups in the sample according to their main occupations. Only a few 
comments are necessary. Nearly 78 per cent of the families were in agri
culture and the rest in non-agricultural occupations. A little more than 
10 per cent were in manufacturing. The more prominent industries in 
the group judged by the size of employment in them, were silk spinning, 
weaving and making of leather goods. Among services containing 3.3 per. 
cent of the households, the prominent groups were those of domestic and 
administrative services. Among trades who formed 6.8 per cent, the majo-
rity was in retail trade. . ' 

The contrasts between the Caste Hindus and Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes were obvious and bold. In the categories together 
comprising households with agriculture, as their main occupation, while 
two-thirds of the Caste Hindu families were owner or tenant cultivators 
similar proportions among the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
were 30 and 36 per cent respectively. On the other hand, while only 13 • 
per cent of the Caste Hindu households worked as agricultural labourers, 
these proportions among the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes were 
42 per cent and 57 per cent respectively. The proportion of pure rentiers 
was insignificant in all the three. The contrasts in the three categories 
comprising households engaged in manufacture were also Significant. 
Among the Caste Hindus, about 12 per cent of the sample families 'rere 
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TABLE No. 3.3 

Distribution of earners in the sample of the Sambalpur Zone according to 
their main occupaticn 

EfJh"Mrs 
M .. in Occup .. ti<m 

Mak F.'1Ml.. ToW 

Cultivation 7497 (65.7) 2773 (40.3) 10270 (50.4) 

Livestock, forestry, 
fishing, hunting, ete. 132 (1.0) 38 (0.6) 170 (0.8) 

Lo.bour 8080 (22.7) 2192 (32.0) 5272 (25.9) 

Rentiers 2 2 

Traders 214 (1.6) 86 (1.3) 300 (1.5) 

Supenor executive and 
technical services 102 (0.8) 12 (0.2) 114 (0.6) 

Subordinate administra-
tive services 118 (0.9) 28 (0.4) 146 (0.7) 

Huskers and pounders 108 (0.8) 358 (6.2) 466 (2.3) 
Other food and oil processing 98 (0.7) 123 (1.8) 221 (1.1) • 
Teml ... and leath.",. 
product making 1267 (9.4) 879 (12.7) 2146 (10.6) 

Woodwork and construction 123 (0.9) 86 (1.3) 209 (1.0) 
Metal, gen. engineering and 
related occupations 475 (3.6) 66 (0.9) 640 (2.7) 

Transport and communications 18 (0.1) 18 (0.1) 
Miscellaneous production 105 (0.8) . 82 (1.2) 187 (0.9) 
Domestic services 150 (1.1) 127· (1.9) 277 (1.4) 

Health .ervices 6 6 (0.1) 12 (0.1) 
Other .ervice occupation. 4- 4 (0.1) 8 

Total 13499 (100.0) 6859 (100.0) 20358 (100.0) 

found in this group. This proportion was as high as 20 per cent among 
Scheduled Castes and as low as four per cent among Scheduled Tribes. 

Table No. 3.5 gives the distribution of sample families according to 
their main and subsidiary occupations. Only about one-third of the fami
lies had some subsidiary occupations. Of the 3,!}.87 families in this category 
about a quarter practised cultivation as a suhsidiary occupation, 37 per 
cent worked as agricultural labourers, so that about 62 per cent were 
accounted for by work in agriculture. Among those who practisea culti
vation as a subsidiary occupation, about 45 per cent were agricultural 
labourers and 30 per cent were in manufacturing. Of those who worked 
as agricultural labourers as a subsidiary occupation, nearly 80 per· cen~ 
were cultivators. This only shows that while many cultivators work as 
labourers aiso, many labourers also cultivate their own or leased-in land. 
F .. .3 
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TABLE No. 3.4 

Distribution of families in different caste groups according to their main 
occupations (figures in hrIWketa show percentages) in the Sambalpur Zone 
sample 

Main _t •• 

Main occupa,tion Caste Hindus Scheduled Caste. Scheduled Tribe. 

Cultivation 4458 (65.3) 654 . (28.6) 391 (35.6) 

Livestock, forestry, fishing, 
hunting, ete. 41 (0.6) 44 (2.3) 1 (0.1) 

Labour 901 (13.2) 817 (42.1) 632 (67.7) 

Rentiers 11 (0.2) 2 (0.1) 1 (0.1) 

Traders 114 (1.7) 25 (1.3) 8 (0.7) 

Superior executive and 
technical services 71 (1.0) 6 (0.3) 

Subordinate administrative 
service 75 (1.1) 21 (1.1) 5 (0.6) 

Huskers and pounders 151 (2.2) 1 (0.1) " (0.4) 

Other food and oil processing 64 (0.9) 2 (0.2) 

Texti1e- lind lea ther-
produ.ct making 493 (7.2) 327 (16.9) 37 (3.4) 

Woodwork and construction 38 (0.6) 66 (2.9) 7 (0.6) 

Metal, gen. engineering and 
related occupations 278 (4.1) 1 (0.1) 2 (0.2) 

Transport and communications 8 (0.1) 3 (0.2) 2 (0.2) 

Miscellimeous production 69 (0.9) 8 (0.4) 

Domestic services 51 (0.7) 68 (3.5) 3 (0.8) 

Health services 7 (0.1) 

Other service occupations 3 2 (0.1) 

Not given 7 (0.1) 

Total 6830 (100.0) 1935 (100.0) 1095 (100.0) 
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TABLE No.3.4-{Contd.) 

Distribution· of families in different CMte groo.ps OCCOf'ding to their main 
occupat1on$ (figures in brackets show percentages) in the Sambalpur Zone 
sample • 

, M «i.. Cfl.Btea 

Main occupatio .. Other Religiom Umr-i/ied Total 

Cultivation 36 (55.4) 164 (38,~) 5503 (54.6) 

Livestock, forestry, 
fishing, hunting, etc. 3 (1.8) 89 (0.9) 

Labour 4 (6.2) 45 (27.1) 2399 (23.8) 

Rentier. .' 14 (0.1) 

Traders Ii (7.7) 26 . (15.7) 178 (1.8) 

Superior execntive and 
technical services 3 (4.6) 1 (0.6) 8:1: (0.8) 

Subordinate administrative 
service 9 (13.9) 2 (1.2) 112 (1,1) 

Huskers and pounders -' 3 156 (1.5) 

Other food and oil proce.sing 3 (4.6) 4 (204). 78 (0.7) 

Textile- and leather-
'(1.8) produet making 3 860 (8.5) 

Woodwork and construction 3 (4.6) 4 (2.4) : 108 (1.1) 

Metal, gen. engineering and 
related occupations 1 (1.6) 7 (4.2) 289 (2.9) 

Transport and communications - 13 (0.1) 

Miscellaneous production 3 (1.8) 70 (0.7) 

Ilomestle serviees 4 (2.4) 126 (1.2) 

Health services 1 (1.5) 8 (0.1) 

Other service occupations .. 5 (0.1) 

Not given 7 (0.1) 

Total 65 (100.0~ 166 (lOO.O) '10091 (100.0) 
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TABLE No. 3.5 

Distribution of famiUes in the sample of the Sambalpur Zone bV their main 
and subsidiarv occupations . 

S"b.idiaf'!/ occupatiom' 

Main occupation 1 It I ~ 6 , 7 8 

1. Cultiv,!tion 32 1056 1 74 66 24 136 

2. Livestock,forestry 
IIshing, hunting, etc 10 19 2 

3. Labour 384 12 26 9 9 II 29 

4. Rentier. 7 1 2 

O. Traders 32 II 7 2 2 

6. Superior executive 
and technieal 
services 18 2 3 1 

7. Subordinate 
administrative 
service 7 4 1 1 

8. Huskers and 
pounders 37 a 38 3 

9. Other food and 
oil pro .... ing 25 1 4 • 1 

10. Textile-and 
ieathor-product 
making 180 68 16 

11. Woodwork and 
construction 10 11 3 

12. Motol, gen. engin-
eering and related 
occupations 55 3 31 1 2 

13. Tr'insport and 
communications " 2 

14. Mi •• ellaneous 
production 28 8 2 3 2 

15. Domestic services 38 13 6 

16. Health services 1 1 

17. Other service 
occupations 2 1 

18. Not given 3 1 

Total 829 52 1240 105 88 76 38 173 

Percentage of the total 8.3 0.6 12.S 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.4 1.7 
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TABLE No. 3.5:-( Contd.} 

DistribUtion of families in the sample of the Samba/pur Zone by their main 
and subsidiaru occupatio"" 

No. s io 11 tie 111 1~ 15 16 17 18 T.otal 

1 104 225 59 71 10 77 77 1 16 8476 5503 

2 . 1 67 89 

3 " 6 8 1 2 7 6 1894 2399 

" 1 3 14 

5 1 125 178 

6 1 1 :I 1 57 81 

7 1 98 112 

8 3 67 166 

9 42 73 

10 2 1 598 860 

11 2 82 108 

12 1 2 194 289 

13 - 7 13 • 
14 29 70 

15 69 126 

16 6 8 

17 2 5 

18 3 7 

Total 106 231 66 84 13 79 86 1 22 6804 10091 

Percentage 
ot the 
total 1.0 2.3 0.6 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.8 0.2 67.6 (100.0) 

NO'I'II : The .erial nOB. tor Bubsidiary occupationa indicate the Bam.,. occupa-
tions aB those tor the main. 
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If we consider the proportion of families with subsidiary occupations in 
the diHerent main o~cupation groups, the highest percentage is met with 
among rentiers. About 80 per cent of them had suhsidiary occupations. 
The next highest percentages were among huskers and pounders and those 
engaged in miscellaneous production .. The lowest proportion was met with 
among the subordinate administrative services (about 12 per cent). Next 
lowest were the agricultural labourer families, only 21 per cent of whom 
had some subsidiary occupations, 

2. Land-holding 

Perhaps the most important structural aspect of agriculture in a region 
is the way land is held and operated. Of the total families in the sample 
3,589 or 36 per cent neither owned nor cultivated land (Table No. 3.18). 
The families owning some land numbered 6,211 or 61.55 per cent of the 
lotal families in the sample and the average size of owned land-holding 
came to about 5.1 acres. Even this low average :figure does not 
bring out fully certain important aspects in the distribution of the 
ownership of land. Table No. 3.13 indicates that more than two-thirds 
(68.4 per cent) of the reported landowners among the sample families 

TABLE No. 3.6 

Distribution of sample families in the Sambalpur Zone accordilng to the 
size of owned land·holdings and the total land owned by them 

Holding. Total owlUld laM 
Sill. of owned holding 

No. Percent to Are .. in • Per •• nt t. 
the total (Mr.B) the total 

Less than 1.00 acre 369 6.8 179.6 0.6 

1.00 to 1.99 acres 1206 19.4 1809.0 6.6 

2.00 to 11.99 " 
1223 19.7 3067.6 9.5 

3.00 to 3.99 . ., 836 13.6 2926.0 9.1 

4.00 to 4.99 .. 624 10.0 2808.0 8.8 

6.00 to 5.99 ., 469 7.4 2624.6 . 7.9 

6.00 to 7.99 .. 661 8.9 3784.5 11.8 

8.00 to 9.99 " 276 4.4 2440.0 7.6 

10.00 to 14.9~ " 875 6.0 4478.5 14.0 

15.00 to 19.99 ." 116 1.9 1936.0 6.0 

20.00 acres & above 186 3.0 6111.0 19.1 

Total 6211 100.0 82054.5 100.0 
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reported less than five acres of owned land e;lch, and owned in all aboQt 
one-third of the total land area. On the other hand, a little less than 11 per 
cent (1O.89) of landowners owned 10 acres or more land each, but they 
owned 39 per cent of the total land. Indeed we find that the one per cent 

. biggest landowners owned nearly 10 per celit of the total area, whereas one
fourth of the total landowners with the smallest land-holding owned only 
about six per cent of the total area. ._ 

As pointed out above, all landowners, however, did not cultivate land 
on their own, nor were all those who cultivated some land necessarily 
owners. The cultivators - meaning here, those who cultivated any land, 
however small in area, on their own - who numbered 6,350, constituted 
62.93 per cent of the total number of families and reported an average 
cultivated holding of about 5.1 acres, which is practically the same as that 
of owned holdings (Table No. 3.7). As in the case of owned land-hold- ! 
ings here too we find that over two-thirds of cultivators had cultivated : 
holdings of less than five acres and cultivated only about. one-third ·of the \ 
total cultivated area. On the other hand, 10.6 per cent of the cultivators I 
with cultivated holdings of 10 acres or more cultivated in all 37.3 per ! 
cent of the total cultivated area. Indeed whereas one per cent of the \ 

TABLE No. 3.7 

Dlstrlbutlmi of stlmple familia in the Sambalpur Zone according to the 
size of cultivated /m:Id-holdinga and the total land cultivated by them 

Rolding. Total cultivated land 
Size 0/ cultivated holding 

No. Per .. nt to Area in Percent to 
tM total (...,..,.) tM tota! 

Les. than 1.00 acre 853 5.6 176.5 .0.5 

1.00 to 1.99 acres 1110 17.5 1665.0 5.1 

2.00 to 2.99 " 
1248 19.6 3107.5 9.5 

3.00 to 3.99 .. 927 14.6 3244.6 9.9 

4.00 to 4.99 " 
702. 11.1 3159.0 9.6 

5.00 to 5.99 .. 484 7.6 2662.0 8.1 

6.00 to 7.99 .. 677 9.1 8981.5 12.1 

8.00 to 9.99 .. 282 4.4 2502.0 7.6 

10.00 to 14.99 .. 377 5.1i 4499.5 13.7 

15.00 to 19.99 .. 111 1.7 1869.6 6.7 

20.00 acres " above 184 2.9 5969.0 18.2 

Total 6350 100.0 32836.0 100.0 
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biggest cultivators cutivated over 11 per cent of the total cultivated area, 
25 per cent small cultivators cultivated hardly seven per cent of thp 
total cultivated area. 

The figures relating to owned and cultivated land-holdings are very 
similar. The small differences noticed are of two sorts. Firstly, the total 
number of cultivators is a little larger than the total number of owners 
of land. And the degree of concentration is a shade less in case 
of cultivated holdings than in case of owned holdings. The reasons 
are two (Table No. 3.8). In the first place, whereas only 152 
families owning land did not cultivate any (pure rentiers) as many 
as 291 families who owned no land cultivated some (pure tenants). 
Secondly, as a result of the process of leasing-in-and-out of land there has 

TABLE No. 3.8 

Distribution of sampl£ families in the Sambalpur Zone with different sizes 
of owned land-holdings according to the size of their cultWafed land
holdings 

Culti
vated 
/and (in 
acr •• ) 1 1- iI- 8- ~- 6- 8- ,. 10. 16- flO &, Total Nil Grand 
Owned a6.,,6 total 
land (in 
aMea) 

1 

1-

2-

3-

4-

3-

6-

S-

10-

13-

20 &; 
above 

280 27 12 6 9 

30 941 84 68 27 

~ 47 1004 63 38 
3 10 31 706 ,33 

1 3 15 34 508 

8 

8 6 

16 16 

22 14 

17 16 

2 

II 

II 

12 

4 

6 

2 

2 

1 11 

II 3 

1 

3 II 

11 28 367 26 4 3 

7 16 25 460 20 8 

1 7 6 20 220 16 

1 II 6 9 19 321 

1 - 2 - 9 

1 5 

- 836 
- 1170 

21188 

823 

1 1 610 

1 452 

1 1 548 

1 270 
6 368 

97 6 ,115 

4 174 184 

23 S59 

36 1206 

35 1223 

13 836 

14 624 

7 459 

8 551 

6 276 

7 876 

1 116 

II 186 

Totar 318 1035 1163 886 668 488 669 282 375 111 184 6059 152 6211 

Nil 35 76 80 41 34 16 8 2 - 291 3589 3880 

Grand 
total 353 1110 1243 927 702 484 677 282 377 111 184 &350374110091 
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been a slight redistributiOll of .cultivated land in favour of the smaller 
. cultivators. Indeed we find that about one-fourth (1605) of those who 
owned or cultivated some land, either leased out or leased in some or all 
of the land they owned or cultivated. Thus, the remaining three-fourths of 
the families (4,903) cultivated their owned land entirely. TIle number 
might be more if there were any families that both lease in and lease out 
land, though the number of such cases was not likely to be large. Of the 
remaining families, 532 reported that they leased out some or all land 
and they cionstituted about 8.6 per cent of the total number of land
owning households in the sample. A1; many as 303 or 57 per cent of the 
total nUQlber of families who leased out some land owned less than five 
acres of land. But it is also noticed that a slightly higher propOl'tion of 
households in the larger-size groups leased out land, than in the lower-size 
groups. The same, however, cannot be said with regard to those who 
leased in some land. There were 1,073 such households and they formed 
16.8 per cent of the total numher of cultivating households; 291 of them . 
(or ahout 21 per cent) were pure tenants who oWned no land. About 88 
per cent (132) of these households were reported to be cultivating less 
than five acres of land. But unlike families leasing out land, we find in 
the middle-size groups- a larger proportion of cultivators reporting leasing 
in of land. 

3. Farm Business 

In order to obtain benchmark data relating to agriculture in the Hirakud 
commanded area, a detailed surveY' of sample farms in the selected grids 
in the Sambalpur zone was carried out in the year 1954-5. All families who 
reported some cultivated land in these grids were arranged in the des
cending order of the size of their cultivating. holdings. The schedules 
were then divided into twenty equal lots and the middle two schedules 
from each lot were selected. Thus, in each grid 20 cultivators 'were selected 
for a survey of their farm businesses on a stratified random sample hasis. 
On the whole, 180 cultivators were selected for· the purpose in the 
Samhalpur Zone. 

The year 1954-5, however, turned out to be a year of drought. The crop 
yield in parts of the proposed commanded area was> considerably below 
normal. The subsequent agricultural year, 1955-6, however, showed signs 
of normalcy and therefore, it was decided to cover the same sample fami
lies for their farm business accounts for the second year in succession. One 
of the nine grids surveyed in the previous year could not be resurveyed. 
Of the 160 sample cultivators in the remaining eight grids, sill: cultivators 
had either ceased to cultivate or were not available for interview. There
fore, data for only 154 farms were collected during the re-survey in 1955-6. 
The following discussions relate to these families only. All calculations in 
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terms of value in the following bave been adjusted to the 1954·5 prices in 
order to make them comparable with similar information relating to the 

. delta. A more detailed report on the farm business in the area is presented 
in Appendix II. Here only a brief outline has been given with detailed 
comments on and data regarding the receipts and expenses of sample 
farms. 

The average size of the cultivated bolding in the sample was 5.2 acres. 
Fifty-eight per cent of the cultivators had holdings of less than Dve acres. 
CultivatOl'S with less than Dve acres of cultivated lands accounted for 38 
per cent of the total families and cultivated only 2:1 per cent of the total 
cultivated land. On the other hand, about 12 per cent of the cultivators 
with more than 10 acres of land each cultivated in all over 34 per cent of 

i
' the total cultivated land. 

The average size of the cultivator family was about Dve. The biggest 
cultivators had larger families than the smaller cultivators. 

In the year under report, nine per cent of the total cultivated land was 
fallow. Slightly more than half of this was so because of a reported want 
of seed with the farmers. A further 12 per cent was fallow because it was 
uncultivable. Ninety-two per cent of the gross cropped area was under 
paddy. PuIses accounted for a little less than four per cent. The area 
cropped more than once was less than one per cent of the gross cropped 
area. Pulses and grams were both klwrlf and rabl crops. A little over seven 
per cent of the gross cropped area was reported to be irrigated. Irrigation 
was purely seasonal and protective. 

Over 92 per cent of the total assets of the sample farm families were 
accounted for by land owned by them; live-stock accounted for 6.6 per 
cent and farm implements accounted for 1.25 per cent of the total assets. 
The average value of the live-stock per family, was reported to be Rs. 246. 
The average value of the farm implements came to Rs. 48. Of the total 
number of sample families, 144 possessed bullocks. The cultivated area 
per pair of bullock increased as the size of the cultivated holding increased. 
Excluding calves, on an average, there was only one cow per family. There 
were no buHaloes. Hardly any milk yield was reported. Farmyard manure 
was the only live-stock product reported. There were 2.4 bullocks reported t per family. Most of the bullocks were purchased. 

There were no improved farm implements in this region. Wooden 
ploughs were used and they needed to be changed every two or three 
years. The total value of purchases of implements came to about nine 
per cent of the total value of the existing implements. . 

The per family investment in physical assets of the farm during the year ' 
amounted to Rs. 20.7. About ;30 per cent of this investment went into the 
purchase of land, 29 per cent into the purchase of live·stock, 20 pel cent 
in the purchase of farm implements and nearly 16 per cent was devoted 
to making permanent improvements to land. 
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Only six per cent of the total value of crops and fodder was realized in 
the market. This indicated the extent of the total production that was 

. . 
marketed. 

Fann receipU: Table No. 3.9 presents the total receipts of the farms 
surveyed. The biggest item of receipts was receipts from crops grown on 
the farm. It accounted for over 80 per cent of the total receipts of the 
fanners. The next important receipt was wages. When farmers were not 
engaged on their own farms they sought employment on others1 farms. 
This might be considered as a farm receipt. It accounted for nearly 10 per 
cent of the total receipts. Receipts from live-stock accounts for only five per 
cent of the total. The only item of live-stock produce reported was farm_ 
yard manure. The inclusion of this on the receipt side was mainly for 
accountiog purposes since this had been included among expenses too. 
Thus, if we exclude live-stock receipts, crops (including fodder) and wages 
were the only two items of farm receipts. 

Examining the relative importance of these sources of receipts among 
different groups of cultivators, we find that the biggest group of farmers 
cultivating 10 acres or more reported no wage earnings. Being well' off 
with larger holdings they did not do wage work. As holdings grew smaller 
the share of wages in the total receipts became larger. Indeed, the smallest 
cultivators had half of their receipts from wages only. 

Analysing the crop receipts a little further we find that paddy accounted 
for most of the receipts, Pulses, groundnut and other crops contributed 
only small proportious of the total crop receipts. 

Most of the receipts were in kind. Crops produced on the farm were 
mostly retained for home consumption or were paid out in kind to labour
ers and others. Only about six per cent of the. total estimated value of 
crops was received in cash through sale of crops and fodder. There was 
no sale of live-stock produce reported. It was only in case of wages that 
cash receipts exceeded those in kind. Only about 25 per cent of the total 
wages were reported as received in kind; the remainder was received in 
cash. Only three per cent of the total farm receipts were in cash, the rest 
being in kind.· . 

Fann expenses: Table No. 3.10 presents the total reported expenses I 
of the sample farms on dilferent items. The three important items of CiX

penditure reported were wages, materials, and feed and fodder charges. 
Nearly 38 per cent of the total expenses were on seed and manure, 29 
per cent on feed and fodder for farm animals, and 28 per cent were pay
ments to casual and permanent farm servants and village servants. Rent 
paid to landlords and other miscellaneous expenses, including land revenue 
and cess, accounted for 2.5 per cent each. Repairs to farm property and 
implements were minor expenses acoountiog for less than one per cent of 
the total expenses. 



TABLE No. 3.9 :t 
Receipts frrnn farm business of sample farms during 1955-6 in the Sambalpur Zone classified by size ( at 1954·5 prices) 

Group Si •• Numberol Crop r.ceipts Liv •• tock produce Other receipts 
(acr •• ) larR!8 

Sold Unse>ld Total Sold Unsold Total Sold Unsold Total 
RB. R •• Es. 'RB •. Ra. RB. Es. Ra. R •. 8 

1 Less than 1.00 12 90.00 1142.60 1232.50 176.76 176.76 116.00 116.00 ~ 
(7.80% ) (1000/. ) (100% ) (100% ) ~ 

12 2 1.00 to 1.99 27 94.00 5286.87 6380.37 606.62 606.62 12.00 677.75 689.75 
~ (1.75% ) (100%) (100%) (1.74%) (100%) 

I i>-
S 2.00 to 2.99 18 216.00 6335.00 6651.00 430.87 430.87 262.00 262.00 

i (3.30% ) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

4 3.00 to 3.99 22 250,60 7537.76 7788.26 598.37 698.37 349.60 349.50 
(3.22% ) (100%) (100%) (100%) ~ • 6 4.00 to 4.99 11 89.00 4418.87 4507.87 326.87 326.87 232.00 232.00 0 
(1.97%) (100%) (100%) (100%) [q 

6 5.00 to 6.99 28 1296.00 16701.34 16997.34 1137.26 .1137.25 834.00 
.. 

834.00 ~ 
(7.62%) (100%) (100%) (100%) gj 

7 7.00 to 9.99 18 694.56 11233.09 11927.66 702.87 702.87 71S.76 71S.76 ~ 
(5.82%) (100%) (100%) (100%) ~ 

8 10.00 and above 18 2636.60 22720.50 26356.60 1322.44 1322.44 55S.75 65S.711 
(10.40%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

Total 154 6366.06 74375.42 79741.4S 6301.04 6301.04 12.00 3747.76 3769.76 
(6.13%) (100%) (100%) (0.320/.) (100%) 



TABLE No. 3.9-(Contd.) 

RI telpts from farm business of sample farmt during 1955-6 In the Samba/pur Zone classified by me (at 1954·5 prices) 

Total Wag. """;1'ts GrQ/IId total 

Group Sold Umold Total C ... " kind val". Total Caa/l Kind-Z". Total 

I Ra. R •. • R •• R •• R •• Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1 90.00 1434.25 1524.25 1241.50 152.00 1393.60 1831.60 1586.25 2917.76 

(6.90%) (100%) (89.090/. ) (100%) (45.63%) (100%) 

2 106.00 6669.74 6675.74 1723.00 890.00 2613.00 1829.00 7469.74 9288.76 ~ (1.59%) (100%) (66.94%) (100%) (19.69<){-) (100%) 

B 8 216.00 7027.87 7243.87 1872.50 300.00 1672.50 1588.50 7327.87 8916.87 

(2.98%) (100%) (82.06%) (100%) (17.82%) (100%) li 

4 260.60 8485.62 8786.12 1141.75 426.00 1567.75 1892.25 8911.62 10803.87 
; 

(2.87%) (100%) (72.83%) (100%) (18.51%) (100%) ~ 
5 89.00 4977.74 "6066.74 4SUO 583.00 1018.50 524.60 6560.74 6085.24 

I (1.76%) (100%) (42.76%) (100%) (8.62%) (100%) 

6 1296.00 17672.59 18968.59 2388.25 210.00 2598.25 3684.25 17882.59 21566.84 
(6.83%) (100%) (91.92%) / (100%) (17.08%) (100%) 

7 694.56 12654.71 13349.27 1439.25 472.00 1911.25 2188.81 13126.71 16260.52 

! (5.20%) (100%) (75.80%) (100%) (18.98%) (100%) 

8 2686.00 24601.69 27287.69 2686.00 24601.69 .27287.69 
(9.68%) (100%) (9.68%) (100%) 

Total 5378.06 83424.21 88802.27 9741.73 8088.00 12774.75 16119.81 86457.21 101577.02 
(6.06%) (100%) (76.26%) (100,},. ) (14.89')'0) (100%) 

~ 



• TABLE No. 3.10 .... 
~ 

Farm expenses on sample farms in the Sambalpur Zone in 1955-6 classified by size (at 1954-5 prices) 

Wage. to caaual farm labourer. Payment to permanent farm •• rvant. M atsria!. ""ed 

Group SU$ Number Cash. Kind "alue Total Cash. Kind val",e Total Cash. Kind "a!",. Total 
(acr •• ) of farms RB. Rs. R •• R •. Rs. R •• R •• Rs. Rs. 

8 
Less than 1o00 12 95.25 95.25 162.94 162.94 

:.: 
1 0 

(1009'.) (100%) (100%) is 
2 1.00 to 199 27 4.25 30.25 34.60 12.75 833.12 845.87 12 

(12.32%) (100%) (1.61%) . (100%) ~ 
• > 

8 2.00 to 2.99 18 129.81 7:00 136.81 25.00 811.87 836.87 

! (94.88%) (100%) (2.99%) (100%) 

4 8.00 to 3.99 22 180.12 134.75 814.87 286.00 236.00 93.75 187L19 1464.94 , 
(57.20%) (100%) (100%) (6.40%) (100%) '" ~ & 4.00 to 4.99 11 59.75 . 104.25 164.00 224.00 224.00 23.25 844.66 867.81 
(86.43%) (100%) (100%) (2.68%) (1009'.) '" l'I 

6 6.00 to 6.99 .28 235.81 348.00 583.81 1773.00 1773.00 169.75 2538.25 2698.00 ~ (40.39%) (100%) (100%) (5.92%) (100%) 

'1 7.00 to 9.99 18 357.25 484.94 792.19 833.00 833.00 127.44 2199.44 2326.88 . ~ 
.(45.10%) (100%) (100%) (5.48%) (100%) is: 

8 10.00 and above 18 757.50 691.12 1448.62 12.00 4321.81 4333.81 276.25 4397.81 4674.06 
(52.29%) (100%) (0.28%) (100%) (5.91%) (100%) 

Total 154 1819.74 1750.31 3570.05 12.00 '1387.81 7399.81 718.19 13159.18 13877.37 
(50.97%) (100%) (0.16%) (100%) (5.18%) (100%) 



TABLE No. 3.10-(Contd.) 

Farm exp6nse8 on sample fanns in the Sambalpur Zone in 1955·6 classified by siz6 (at 1954-5 priCe.9) 

Feed and /orlder charge. Repaw "hargea Paflmtmia to vi/14gB Current impr01lemtmt 
of implementa asrvalUB ""'P81Ul66 0,. 14nd 

Group Siza C .... h Kind val_ Total C .... " Kind Total CuI< Kind valu. Tota! CuI< Kind value Total i 'Value 
(-) R.. . RB. RB. RB. Ra. R •• RB. RB. R •• Rs. R •• R •• 

1 L ... than 1.00 87.62 184.60 212.12 5.12 6.12 4.00 17.00 21.00 ~ 
(32.20%) (l00%) (100%) (100%) (19.05%) (100%) 

~ 2 1.00 to 1.99 223.87 959.37 1188.24 20.25 20.25 15.94 7.00 22.94 
(18.92'7i. ) (100%) (100%) (100%) (69.490/.) (100%) ~ s 2.00 to 2.99 86.00 573.00 659.00 15.75 15.75 0.19 0.19 10.00 30.00 40.00 
(13.05%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (1000/.) (26.00%) (100%) 5!' , 3.00 to 3.99 178.62 850.50 1024.12 25.75 25.75 23.00 20.00 43.00 a (16.95%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (53.49%) (100%) 

6 4.00 to 4.99 72.50 342.75 415.25 19.37 19.57 4.00 4.00 7.00 7.00 

I (17.46%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

6 5.00 to 6.99 502.62 1893.19 2895.81 85.06 85.06 - 53.08 53.06 
(20.98%) (l00%) (100%) (l00%) (100%) 

7 7.00 to 9.99 575.87 1427.00 2002.87 45.81 45.81 23.75 70,19 93.94 i (28.75%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (25.28%) (100%) 

8 10.00 and above. 719.44 1291.76 2011.19 106.56 106.56 4.52 4.62 6S.00 2.00 &6.00 
(35.77%) (l00%) (100%) (l00%) (100%) (96.SS%) (100%) 

Total 2441.54 7522.06 9963.60 328.67 823.67 8.81 8.81 129.69 206.25 385.94 
(24.50%) (100%) (l00%) (100%) (100%) (38.61%) • (100%) 

~ 



TABLE No. 3.10-(Contd.) ... 
00 

Farm expemB$ on sample farms in the Sambalpur Zone in 1955-6 classified by size (at 1954-5 pNcB$) 

Group Ot/,er ... rront ..,pense. Payments to la,ndlord Total 

Cash, Kind Toto! Cash, Elind Total Cash, Kind Total 
'Value l1aiU6 'Value 

R •• R •• Ro. Ro. . Ro. Rs. R •• Rs. R •.. 8 
1 21.75 21.75 213.74 364.44 578.18 ~ 

(100%) (100%) (36.970/.) (lOO%) ~ '. 
2 48.56 61.75 110.31 10.00 4.00 14.00 336.62 1,895.49 2,231.11 

51 (44.02%) (100%) (71.43%) (100%) (15.04%) (100%) 
>-

3 37.87 46.00 83.87 112.00 112.00 304.43 1,580.06 1,884.49 

~. (45.15%) (100%) (100%) (16.15%)' (100%) 

4. 64.44 8.00 72.44 ~ 128.00 128.00 560.68 2,748.44 3,30912 , 
(88.96%) (100%) (100%) (~6.94%) (100%) I 6 60.12 60.12 40.00 40.00 224.99 1,566.56 1,791.55 

(100%) (100%) (lOO%) (12.56%) (100%) t'I 

6 203.19 76.00 279.19 261.50 261.60 1,186.43 6,943.00 8,129.43 ~ (72.78%) (100%). (100%) (14.59%) (100%) 

'1 163.81 56.00 209.81 41.50 41.50 1,283.93 6,062.07 6,346.00 ~ 
(73.81%) (l00%) (100%) (20.23%) (lOO%) i!: 

8 183.00 22.00 205.00 392.00 392.00 2,107.75 11,128.11 13,230.86 
(89.27%) (100%) (100%) (15.93%) (100%) 

Tqtal 762.74 269.75 1,032.49 10.00 979.00 989.00 6,217.57 31,283.17 37,500.74 
(73.87%) (100%) (1.01%) (100%) (16.580/,) (100%) 
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The wages, which formed 28 per cent of the total expenses, consisted of 
wages to casual labourers (nine per cent) and to permanent farm ser
vants (over 19 per cent). The expenses under this head formed a smaller 
proportion of the total expenses of the small cultivators than of the larger 
ones. The trend was opposite of this in case of feed and fodder expenses 
where the proportion of this expense to the total went on declining as the 
size of holding went on increasing. Thus, whereas with the smallest culti
vators it accounted for half the total expenses, it was only about one-sixth 
of the total in the case of the biggest farmers. ' 

Most of the total expense was incurred in kind, only about six per cent 
being cash expense incurred in paying wages, or taxes, etc. or purchasing 
materials. Taking total cash expenses, the highest proportion of it was 
devoted to purchasing feed and fodder (39 per cent). Twenty-nine per 
cent was spent in paying wages to casual farm servants, 12 per cent in pay
ing land revenue and incurring other cash expenses, another seven per 
cent in repairs to implements and farm property (which again were mostly 
wage payments). • 

Considering individual items of current farm expenses, we find some 
were normally cash expenses, like payment of land revenue, whereas some, 
like customary payments to village servants, were in kind. Most expenses, 
however, were incurred both in cash and kind. In the Sambalpur zone, 
payment of rent and payments to annual farm servants were normally made 
in kind, very little cash coming into the picture. On the other hand, pay
ment of wages to artisans, which was what mostly constituted the item 
"repair expenses of farm implements," was always made in cash. Nearly 
one-fifth of the total expenses on feed and fodder had to be made for 
purchasing them. With seed and manure the proportion of purchases to 
total expenses was much smaller. 

Unlike annual farm servants, casual labourers were paid as often in cash 
as in kind. A detailed examination of the data revealed that this was appli
cable even to harvest labour in the region, though paddy was practically 
the only crop grown. Of course, in the context of total wages and salaries , 
paid to farm labour, the cash expenses were ~ather small; they formed 
about 12 per cent of the total. Though it was not known how much of 
money might have been spent by farmers in purchasing grain to pay 
labourers, it did not appear that this could have been substantial; 

The picture of farm expenses in this region can be summed up in the 
following manner. Most items of farm expenditure like seed, manure, feed 
and fodder were produced on the farm. Even the bulk of wage payment 
was in kind, thus in a sense was produced in the farm itself. Current cash 
expenses were confined mostly to payment of land revenue, interest on 
loans, purchase of feed and fodder and other sundry expenses. These 
amounted to less than Rs. 35 per farm which was rather a small amount 
in comparison to total expenses. 

1' ... ' 
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4. Agricultural Labour 

The sample of agricultural labour in the Sambalpur zone comprised 89 
cases of which 53 were of casual workers and the rest of attached ones. 
Infonnation regarding them is presented separately below. 

Cll$Ual: In Table No. 3.11, the infonnation regarding the work days 
of the agricultural labourers in the sample have been summarized. A more 
detailed table is presented in Appendix II. Work available to the sample 
labourers, during 12 months, was 10,295 man-days. Of these, 60 per cent 
were in agriculture and the rest in non-agricultural pursuits. Of the total 
employment (man-days) in agriculture, most was available in the village. 
Less than one per cent was available outside the village. Three-fourths of 
the non-agricultural work available was found in the village and the rest 
outside it. 

TABLE No. 3.11 

The employment and earnings of casual agricultural labourers m the , . 
Sambalpur Sample . 

Soria! Nature of work 
No. 

1 In agriculture both in 

and outside the village 

2 In non-agriculture both in 

and outside the vililig. 

3 Total work done 

T = Total 
A = Average per labourer 
(1) No. of days worked 

The availability ()f work in agricultural and non-agricultural lines was 
of a mutually fitting type. Agricultural employment or work,. nearly 75 per 
cent of it, was concentrated during the six-month period from June .to 
December and 66 per cent of the non-agricultural work in the period from 
January to May. This seasonality was common to all villages. 

Table No. 3.12 presents .the classification of workers in the sample 
according to the number of days they got work and the range of their total 

. earoings in the period. In rural employment aoalysis if a labourer gets 
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employment on 300 days in the year, he ean be considered as "fully em
ployed". (This is by allowing him a weekly holiday and some other holidays 
out of the 365 days in the year.) Judging on this criterion about 17 per 
cent of the workers were "fully employed" and' a further 11 per cent 
were "nearly fully employed." 

The wage rates per day varied less widely in this area than in Cuttack or 
Purl:' This is reflected in the fact that there was a greater correspondence 
here between total earnings and total days employed than in Purl or 
Cuttack. Non-agricultural (average) wage rates were higher generally 
than agricultural wage rates. 

Attached: Sambalpur had a larger proportion of annual farm servants 
than Cuttack and Purl. The infonnation presented in Table No. 3.13 per
tains to the total days worked by them and their earnings.2 

1 Report of th. Agricultural L4bOfL'/I Enquirll (1951), Vol. III, 1954. p. 71. 

2 Some additional information about the attached farm servants is adduced 
from the Reprwt of the Agricultural L4b01l4' ElUJu;ry. Vol. III, 1954, p. 75. 

"In Northern Zone the Kothias in the Bolangir-Patna district were usually 
paid at the following rates. Both adolescents and adult males were employed 
at the same rate : 

6 KIuuWt or 90 seers of paddy 

Meals· 

Cloth 

For extra work in threshing (from 
7 p.m. to 3 a.m.) at the rate of . 
3t seers of paddy.per day. 

Total 

Re. 12 per year. 

Ro. 84 per year. 

Re. 7 per year. 

Re. 10-2-0 (for 20days per year) 

Re. 113-2-0 

Adult males were also employed as Balias. An advance of Re. 20 to Rs. 80 
was given free of interest at the beginning of the year and was adjusted toward. 
wages. The wage rate was as follows : 

Wage: nine maund. of paddy 

One maund five seers of paddy per month 
Cloth 

Annual Income 
Re. 68- 8-0 

87-12-0 

8- 0-0 

Extra for threshing (two maunds and 24 seers of paddy) 17- ~-O 

Total Rs. 171- 5-0 

Similar wage ratee were prevalent in the Kalahandi and Sambalpur districts. 
but the total annual remuneration came to about R •• 168 and Re. 138 respectively. 
Children were employed usually as graziera and Were allowed six maund. of paddy 
worth Re. 39 a year." 
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TABLE No. 3.12 

C=l agricultural labourers in the Sambalpur Zone Sample classified 
according to the total number. at days on which they were employed during 
1954-5 and the range of their total earnings during the period 

1 

Z 

3 . 
4 

S 

6 

7 

8 

9 

No. of days emplQ)Jed 
during the lIear 

300 days and above 

270 days to 299 days 

240 days to 269 days 

210 days to 239 days 

180 days to 209 days 

150 days to 179 days 

120 days to 149 days 

90 days to 119 days 

Below 90 days 

No. 01 
sa.mpl.s 

9 

6 

6 

8 

1 

4 

5 

3 

12 

63 

TABLE No. 3.13 

Rang. 0' total 
earnings 
(in RB.) 

131 to 540 

135 to 423 

101 to 231 

110 to 270 

180 

56 to 150 

55.to 114 

28 to 107 

8to 86 

The employment and wage earnings at 36 attached agricultural labourers 
(farm servants) in the Sambalpur Zone sample 

Total receipts 

Cash R.. 800.00 

Kind Ro. 7,712.00 

Totsl Ro' 8,512.00' 

5. Rural Industry 

A detailed Table regarding the industrial units included in the sample 
for intensive inquiry of industries has been presented in Appendix III. 
The following notes deal with the more prominent industries in the Sambal
pur zone. 
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Weavers: The familles in the nine grids surveyed in the. Sambalpur 
zone reporting weaVing as one of their occupations, either main or 
subsidiary, were separated into a group. From this group, families 
reporting some cultivation of land as also those who reported any 
other occupation than weaVing as their main occupation were excluded. 
The remaining 603 families of non-cultivating. weavers reporting weaVing 
as their main occupation constituted the universe from which samples 
wete drawn for an intensive study of handloom weaVing industry in the 
area. For purposes of investigation, these familles were divided into two 
groups. The village Barpali, which is one of the biggest centres of hand
loom weaVing in the district, happened to be one of the villages surveyed 
by us and it was decided to study the industry in this centre separately. 
The l?52 weaver families of this village, therefore, were taken out to consti
tute a separate universe from which a 25 per cent stratilled random sample 
was drawn for intensive enquiry. The remaining 351 weaver families 
scattered over the remaining centres and villages of the nine grids surveyed 
formed the other group from Which a 10 per cent stratilled random saIilple 
of families was selected for intensive enquiry. In the discussion that fol
lows the two samples are dealt with separately. 

Unlike some other village industries which are fairly well distributed 
over the countryside, weaving is to a considerable extent localized. Villages 
like Barpali, ·Remunda, Tara and Sonepur are traditional centres of hand
loom weaVing. Though the surveyed grids contained some smaller hand
loom weaVing centres, Barpali alone accounted for nearly a third of the 
total number of weaver families in all the nine grids. 

In theSambalpur zone, there were three main castes of weavers
Bhu1ia, Kustha and Ganda. The Gandas belonged to. the scheduled castes. 
Their techniques were rather crude and the products coarse. The Bhulia, 
a caste Hindu, was a skilled weaver and the production of superior quality 
cotton fabric was confined to this caste. Both the Ganda and the Bhulia, 
however, worked only in cotton yarn. Sambalpur had also a traditional 
reputation for its tussar-silk products and the Kusthas specialized in this. 
Once upon a time, tussar-silk cocoons used to be reared in this area. This 
was no longer the case. Today cocoons had to be imported from Chaibasa 
in Singhbhum district of Bihar. or from Raipur in Madhya Pradesh. The 
consequent difficulties were forcing the Kustha to weave cotton fabrics 
in order to make a living. • 

Unlike in many other parts of India where under the pressure of com
petition from the mills, the industry was concentrated in karkhantUI (fac
tory yards) in urban centres, in Sambalpur the pure cottage industry 
pattern still existed. Most of the weavers had their looms in their homes 
and also marketed their own product. The attempt at starting a factory 
or karkhana was made at two places. The Sambalpuri Bastralay, which 
was now a co-operative society, started one factory at Tora near Bargarh 
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and another in Bolangir town in Bolangir district. The latter factory was 
virtually closed; the fonner was the society's factory with most of its 
weavers as members. 

Of the 35 weaver families (outside Bargarh) covered during the survey, 
25 had one loom each, nine had two looms each and only· one family had 
four looms. Only one of the families reported some employees. 

All labour engaged in weaving could be considered to be more or less 
skilled, in the sense that it would involve some training' and practice 
before any of the operations could be tackled by £reshers. In the survey, 
however, all such persons who were not engaged in the task of actual 
weaving were classified as unskilled. Thus most of the female and child 
labour has been classified as unskilled. Out of the 109 persons reported 
as employed in weaving, 54 were adult males, 47 adult females and eight 
were children. Of these, 49 males were reported as skilled but only one 
female and three children were SO classified, the rest being unskilled. Two 
of these 109 persons were employees of a Harlian family and both were 
females. 

The value of total original capital investment in machines and tools 
of these weavers was reported to be over Rs. 2,000, giving a per loom capi
tal cost of about Rs. 47 and per family capital investment of about Rs. 63. 
A pit loom with a throwshuttle cost about Rs. 10 and a flyshuttle loom 
about Rs. 15. The looms were very long lasting; the other tools varied in 
durability from one to ten years. 

The present value of these tools and implements, however, was much 
less. The average annual expense on replacement and maintenance come 
to about Rs. 8 per loom unit. This might be considered to be the rate of 
depreciation per unit of production. 
. Besides tools and implements, there were no other fixed capital invest

ments reported. The weaving-shed was usually a part of the weaver's own 
house and no separate estimates could be made for it. 

The current expenses of the weavers, besides the cost of maintaining 
the tools and implements, consisted of 'yarn, dyes, certain chemicals and 
starch. Since most of the producers purchased their raw materials and sold 
their produce in or near their villages, there was very little expense on 
marketing and transport. Payment of octroi duties amounted to only Rs. .2 
per year per family. . . . 
• Almost the entire actual expenditure was, therefore, incurred on the pur
chase of raw materials like yarn, dyes, etc. On an average, the cost of 
raw material, formed a little over 63 per cent of the total' annual value of ' 
production. The corresponding percentage for other expenses amounted to 
not more than two. Thus the producer (weaver) got about one-third of 
the value of total production as remuneration and pront, etc. 

These weavers produced sarees and other fabrics of medium and lower 
count yarn, the fabrics of higher count yarn and complicated designs being 
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confined to a few centres only. The superior quality goods were mostly 
made to order and had a very limited market, mostly outside the district. 
Out of the 35 weavers surveyed, six were excluded from the sample due' 
to unreliable reports on costs and returns. Table No. 3.14 presents infor
mation regarding the volume and value of various types of cloth produced 
during the year preceding our survey by the remaining 29 families. 

TABLE No. 3.14 

Volume and value of types of cloth produced by 29 weaver families In the 
Samba/pur Zone sample 

.Amount 0/ II""' Pieces Value in Rs. 

Sar •• : 
16's x 20's 696 3,216 

20'. 2,056 11,528 
20's x 30's 384 1,920 
20's x 40's 288· 1,584 
Unspe<:ified 368 2,622 

Sakatapara 
64 736 

Dhoti: 
20's 6,020 10,035 
Unspeoified 6 86 

Lungi: 
20's 1,584 2,496 
Unspecified 12 48 

Gamoha: 
20's 1,788 . 3,111 
Unspecified 780· 1,572 

Pachhura: 
.. 20 160 

Grand . total 39,064 

The dominance of coarse variety of textiles in the total production is . 
obvious from the Table. None o~ the sample weavers reported production 
of cloth woven of yarn above 40's. The value of such superior quality pro
duct would be undoubtedly high compared to its volume. But this Table, 
along with the one for Barpali, goes to show the importance of the local 
market for tlle handloom weaving industry of Sambalpur. Sarees accounted 
for more than half the value of total production but dhoti,es were reported 
to be produced in far larger number. In Barpali, on the other hand, mostly 
sarees were produced. Indeed Barpali (and a few such centres) specialized 
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in the production of sarees and tussar-cloth whereas production of dhoties 
.was scattered over the whole district. Dhoties of 16's to 20's yam were 
produced in large number and their prices varied from Rs. 4 to Es. 6 a 
pair. Sarees were also of 16's to 20's yarn mostly and prices varied 'accord
ing to length, breadth, quality and design, from Es. 5 to Rs. 18 a pair. 
The women in rural Sambalpur wore rather short and Coarse coloured 
sarees with designs at both ends. In the district, on the whole, mill-made 
cloth had been able to make little headway so far. 

Table No. 3.15 gives the distribution of the .29 weaving families With one 
or more looms according to their net income. Nine out of the 29 families 
had two or mOte looms (only one had four looms); Of the total number 
of families 10 had an income- of less than Es. 400 a year, 11 between 
Rs. 400 and Es. 500 and the remaining eight had more than Rs. 500 net 
annual income. Of the nine families with two or more looms six had a net 
annual income of more than Rs. 500 but only two of the 20 families with 
one loom each had an income of more than Rs. 500. The average net'annual 
income per family was Rs. 49.2. . 

:rABLE No. 3.15 

Distributitm of weaver families in the Sambalpur Zone according' to the 
numbers of looms owned by them and their net incomes 

FamiUe8 with. 
Net annual inc"",", 0' families 

1 loom 2 or more looms 

Less than R.. 100/
Rs. 100/- to .. Rs. 200/
Rs. 200/- to .. Rs. 300/-. 
Rs. 300/- to .. Rs. 400/. 
Rs: 400/- to .. Rs. 500/
li.s. 500/- to " Re. 750/-

. Rs. 750/- to .. Rs. 1,000/

Rs' 1,000 and above· 

Total 

II 
II 
2 

10 

2 

20 

• Including one family with four looms. 

2 

1 
1 
8 
2' 

9 

Total 

5 
II 
2 

11 
S 
II 
2 

29 

Barpali: Of the 63 families surveyed, 4.2 had Hyshuttle looms and .21 
had throwshuttle looms. There were in all 74 looms, 49 with Hyshuttle 
and 25 with throwshuttle. Ten families were engaged in weaving "tussar" 
(silk) mainly, alld they had 11 looms with throwshuttle and one· with 
Hyshuttle. Table No. 3.16 gives the average value of fixed capital at pur
chase and at present value, the annual cost of maintenance, the average 
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value of raw materials consumed and the goods produced during the 
year separately for tussar weavers and cotton weavers (with fiy and 
throwshuttle separately). 

TABLE No. 3.16 

Cost of p~. investment, production. etc. of the sample weaver 
families in Barpali in the Sambalpur Zone 

PH' hOlUleho1<1. TIUIB.,.r Total Fl1l8huttl. Grand 
throw- oott01l total 
.huttle 

1. Original value of present capital 75.3 61.7 67.4 66.6 

2. Present value of present capital 45.1 37.() 38.0 37.6 

3. Investment in fixed capital 
during the year 1.2 l.4 2.3 2.0 

4. Ma'lntenance expenditure of 
8.9 fixed capital during the year 7.0 9.4 8.6 

6. Value of ann~ raw material 
consumption 953.1 768.0 606.2 652.5 

6. Value of prod~ets. during the year 1,467.2 1,177.0 994.0 1,050.0 

P ... loom 
7. Original value of fixed capital 62.8 50.0 58.9 55.7 

8. Present value of fixed capital 37,6 30.0 33.2 32.0 

9. Investment in fixed capital 
during the year 1.0 1.1 2.0 1.8 

10. Maintenance expenditure of 
fixed capital during the year 5.9 7.6 7.5 7.56 

11. Value'of raw materials consumed 
during the year 847.2 650.0 528.8 666.2 

12. Value of total products 
during the year 1,304.2 1,009.0 865.0 911.0 

The average original value of the existing .capital equipment came to 
about Rs. 66 per family (or Rs. 56 per loom uuit). The respective figures 
for a fiyshuttIe loom uuit were a little higher, Rs. 07 and Rs. 59. The throw
shuttle loom figures were a little lower than this, but not in the case of 
the tussar weavers. 

The total reported expenses on purchase of tools and implements were 
rather low and repair charges were high compared to the sample of 
weavers outside Barpali. Treating the two items together as the total 
depreciation charge, the expenses came to about Rs. 11 per family or Rs. 7 
or 8 per loom. 

The 63 households with 74 looms reported 192 workers. Of these 98 
were adult males, 92 adult females and 2 children. One hundred and two 
were reported ~ skilled and 90 unskilled. Eighty-eight women and two 
men were reported as unskilled workers. 
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The cost of raw materials formed about 62 per cent of the value of 
the total production which was about the same as in the case of the other 
sample. Of course, this varied with tbe quality of yarn and cloth produced. 

Out of the 63 households surveyed, nine were mainly wage-earners in 
the sense that they used to obtain yam from traders and supply them 
the cloth woven and get only the wages for weaving. Excluding these, 
there were 54 families who were producing and selling the produce on 
their own. The average annual net income per family was reported to be 
abo\!t Rs. 402 which was about a hundred rupees less than that for the 
other group of sample families. The small group of tussar weavers, num
bering seven, had an average net income of about Rs. 485 but the cotton 

. weavers had averages of Rs. 346 and Rs. 401 for weavers with throw
shuttle and flyshuttle looms respectively. 

Table No. 3.17 gives the net annual income of weavers weaving cotton 
and tussar on throwshuttle and flyshuttle looms separately. 

TABLE No. 3.17 

Net annual income of sample weaver families in Barpali in the Sambalpur 
Zone classified by the number and type of looms worked and the raw 
materials used 

Cottlm All 
Tua.ar 

FllI.huttl. Throw8huttl. 

]~ 
I! " l! ~ .J!1i! ~ ~ .ll~ 

" ~'" ~.ll An.nual net income .ll ... .ll 
1 .ll ~: i .ll .ll -of Itousehold .. 

~f ~ ~ .. ~ .. 
~§ ~ 

... 
" ~ :l;!S ~ ~g " 0 0 0 io. 

Les. than R •. 100 
R •. 100 to 1es. 

than Ro. 200 4 4 3 3 7 7 

Rs. 200 Ro. 300 8 8 8 8 
" IRs. 300 
" 

Rs. 400 18 1 .14 5 5 2, 20 1 21 

Ro. 400 " 
R •• 500 4 4 2 6 6 

Rs. 500 
" 

Rs. 750 2 3 5 1 1 2 3 6 4 10 

R •• 750 
" 

Ro. 1,000 1 1 1 1 

Rs. 1,000 and above 1 1 1 1 

Total 81 6 37 9 1 10 7 47 7 64 

About 34 per cent of the cotton weavers had a net annual income of 
less than Rs. 300 each, about 40 per cent had an income between Rs. 300 
and Rs. 400 each, and the remaining 25 per cent of over Rs. 400 each. 
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Those with more than ODe worldng loom had in general a higher average 
income.' In the sample it seemed that the production per loom increased 
as the number of looms in the household increased. 

The volume and value of production of 54 weavers during the year is 
presented in Table No. 3.18. Both in terms of Dumber and value, sarees 

TABLE No. 3.18 

Production of textile piecegooM by sample weavers in Barpali in the 
Sambalpur Zone 

D.smprum ./ pie .... C ..... IB.' No •• / pi ••• , V Ill .... 0/ prod"". 
- goods produced 1/am ""td produced tion (in R •• ) 

. Cotton - fl1/S"uttl. 
1- Sar .. 16 7,432 17,286.00 

20 160 480.00 

16 X 20 288 720.00 

16 X 20 X 30 128 680.00 
16 X 20 X 40 i92 924.00 

20 X 40 672 4,836.00 
40 328 2,464.00 

Total 9,200 27,390.00 

2. D"oti 16 768 864.00 

• 20 2,764 7,074.00 

Total 3,632 7,938.00 

3. Gam"''''' (Karia) 16 240 600.00 
20 1,844 2,352.00 

Total 1,684 2,962.00 

4. Lungi 20 48 144.00 
Value of total production R~. 38,424.00 

Cotton - Throw."ut!le 
1. Sar •• 16 416 1,366.00 

20 1,264 4,488.00 
16 X 20 274 1,096.00 
20 X 26 160 720.00 
20 X 40 240 1,680.00 

40 134 1,340.00 

Total 2,486 10,680.00 
Value of total production Ro. 10,680,00 

8 The Inclusion of wage earners who apparently were engaged In production 
of oar ... made of higher count yarn would possibly have made some difference 
to the average and to the distribution of Income. 
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TABLE No. 3.18-( (Contd.) 

Production of textile piecegoods by sample weavers in BarpaU in the 
Sambalpur Zone 

Description 0' No. 0' pieces 
pi.cegoods produced produc.d 

Value 0' production 
(in R •• ) 

Total Cotton Goods Produced 

1. Sar., 11,688 38,070.00 (77.5%) 
2. Dhoti 3,532 7,938.00 (16.2'1'. ) 

.3 Gamckka (Karia) 1,584 2,952.00 (6.0%) 
4. Lungi 48 144.00 (0.3%) 

Total 16,852 49,104.00 (100%) 

Tue.ar - Throw.huttle (Total production) 

1. Sa,. •• 183 4.284.00 

2. Chadar 72 1.008.00 

8. Jatha 48 1.572.00 

4. Packkuda 48 .576.00 

5. Thana 15 270.00 

Total 366 7,710.00 

Value 0' gra"'! total of production 
• Cotton Rs. 49.104.00 (86.4%) 

Tussar Rs. 7,710.00 (la.6r.) 

'fotal R.. 56.814.00 (100%) 

dominated the field. Out of a total of Rs. 49.000 worth of cotton piece
goods produced, sarees accounted for nearly Rs. 38,000 or about 77 per 
cent of the value of total production. Tussar cloth accounted for about 
12 per cent of the value of total production reported. 

Goldsmiths: In the nine grids in the Sambalpur zone covered by the 
household census only 100 families reported gold and silver smithy as 
their main occupation. This constituted about one per cent of the total 
number of families in the grids. Out of these 100, nine families were 
selected at random for intensive study. It, however, turned out that none 
of them sold products of their own making. but merely did wage work. 
They were artisans in the sense in which a mason was an artisan. The
customers mostly gave silver or gold bullion to these goldsmiths and they 
prepared the particular type of ornament required and got their wages. 
In most cases. this wage included the cost of charcoal and chemicals neces· 
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sary in this sort of work But in some cases< it was reported that the cus
tomers provided these<things also. In a few cases, some local trader placed 
orders with the goldsnliths and paid wages for the work done, the bullion 
being supplied by the trader concerned. It was not possible to obtain 
information about the quantity of work done during the year eKcept, again, 
in a few instances. It was mostly making of silver ornaments that was 
reported, gold coming seldom into the picture. For ordinary silver orna
ments, the making charge was as low as four annas a tola, though this 
varied with the type of ornament. On an average a goldsmith received 
about twelve annas to a rupee a day as his remuneration and the annual 
income of II family from this source varied between Rs. 150 to Rs. 350. 

The value of implements was very small - about Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 per 
family and the long life of many of these made depreciation a negligible 
item. <On an average repair charges came to about a rupee a year per family. 

Puffed rice-making: About 1'12 families reported making of puffed rice 
(mudhi) as their main occupation. Making mudhi and 'beaten rice was 
a traditional occupation of the Keuta community in Orissa. This was, 
however, a full-time occupation of only a few such families. Mostly female< 
members of the families were engaged in the business though males in 
Keuta families also participated in it. Apart from Keutas, single women, 
widows and < others quite often did this work to earn a living. 

Obviously, this required no Ilxed capital. An earthen pot and a broom
like stick to fry were all that was necessary and these were not of any 
great durability. Besides rice (or preferably paddy of a particular type 
from which rice suitable for puffed rice could be made) salt and fuel were 
needed. Depending upon the quality and the processing of rice, a pot of 
rice would <make four to siK similar pot fuls of puffed rice. While rice was 
sold for siK annas a seer, puffed rice was sold for 10 annas II seer (assuming 
one pot ful to give five potfuls of puffed rice). Fuel and salt worth an 
anna or so were required for these, giving a net income of about three 
annas per seer of puffed rice, or about 4ll annas per rupee worth of produce. 

Bamboo basket-making: Out of a total of 57 families reporting making 
of bamboo baskets, etc. as their main occupation siK were chosen for 
intensive enquiry. In each of these families, two persons, one male and 
one female. were reported to be working in this business. Both were skilled 
in the art of weaving baskets. The capital equipment for the business con
sisted of an aKe only and the value per family came to about Rs. 2. Pur
chases were less frequent than repairs which cost on an average an equal 
amount, i.e. Rs. 2. 

This work was done by persons belonging either to the Scheduled Castes 
or to Scheduled Tribes. All the siK families in the sample belonged to 
Sahara, Bedhara or Turi castes. 
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Bamboo was the only raw material used though some dye was purchased 
occasionally to colour the baskets. Of the six families in tlte sample, five 
reported that they purchased the bamboo required by them at the rate of 
four to five pieces of bamboo a rupee. Only in one case did the person 
report that he procured bamboo at the rate of one anna per bamboo from 
the Government Reserve Forest near his village and had to pay an annual 
licence fee of Rs. 3 for the purpose. 

They manufactured household and agricultural requirements, like 
baskets, etc. and also a country-style umbrella. Umbrellas cost a rupee each 
and the price of other goods varied from one-half to five annas. The total 
value of produce was reported to be more than Rs. 1,230 and the cost of 
bamboo, etc., amounted to about Rs. 660, giving an average annual net 
income of Ri 100 or so per family. Most families besides this, did some 
repair work for various households and were paid for it in cash as well 
as in kind. They went to the house of the person concerned and did the 
repair work and. were supplied food for the day by the employer. 

6. Rural Trade and ProfessiOfl1l 

The data gathered in the intensive inquiry of trading establishments 
pertains to turnover, expenses, -etc. and is given in an elaborate table in 

, Appendix III. 

7. The Urban Sector: Bargarh 

Population: The population of Bargarh had increased, according to the 
1951 Census from 4,689 in 1911 to 9,197 in 1951, I.e. it has slightly less than 
doubled in 40 years. The growth "Was uninterrupted throughout the period 
and the largest growth was recorded during the decade 1921-31, when 
the population increased' by 1,881 persons. During the following decade 
the rate and magnitude of increase were successively smaller. From the 
data gathered in our inquiry we estimated the total population in 1954-5 
at 9,244. This would indicate that the town was growing only very slowly 
after 1951. 

Table No. 3.19 gives the distribution of the sample population by age, 
sex, earners and non-earners. There were 892 females for. 1,000 males In 
the sample population. The sex ratio of the population of the town as 
revealed at successive censuses was as follows: 

Number of females per 1,000 males in : 
1911 1921 1931 1941 1951 
880 855 955 910 945 

The proportion of females increased rather suddenly and sharply during 
1921-31, showing that the sudden increase of population during this decade" 
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was mainly among females; it then dropped and again rose in 1951. No 
consistent trend in the sex ratio is observable. 

TABLE No. 3.19 

Distribution of the sample population IJj Bargarh into earners and non
earners by age and sex 

D •• cripti"" . EILrner. N on.-ElLrner. Total Per cent 
of population to the 

total 

Mal. Adult 324 (91.3) • 31 (8.7) 355 (100) 30.8 

Mal. Non-adult 1 (Q.4) 253 (99.6) 254 (100) 22.0 

Total Males 325 (53.4) 284 (46.6) 609 (100) 52.8 

Femal. Adult 134 (36.3) 2~5 (63.7) 369 (1?0) 32.0 
Female Non-adult (-) 175 (100) 175 (100) 15.2 

Total Females 134 (24.6) 410 (75.4) 54<1 (100) 47.2 

Total Persons 459 (39.8) 694 (60.2) 1153 (100) 100.0 

• Figures in brackets are per.entages of total. 

The total adult population constituted '64 per cent of the total popula
tion. Sixty-three per cent of the total I!dults were earners. Only one non
adult earner was recorded in the sample. Of the adult males, 91 per cent 
were eainers. Among males, there were 1.12 earners to every non-earner. 
Only 36 per cent of the adult females were earners. Among females, there 
were 3.2 non-earners to every earner. 

In Table No. 3.20, the sample families have been classified according 
to the main and sub-occupation of their heads. Nearly one-third of the 
heads of families were found in the inadequately described cla~s of activi
ties. Nearly 22 per cent were engaged in agriculture. Between 11 and 12 
per cent were in manufacturing, the most prominent among which was 
weaving. One-eighth of the heads were engaged in trade and commerce 
and the overwhelming majority of them was in retail trade. An equal 
number of heads of families were in services, a considerable proportion 
of whom were in government service. Transport, storage and communi
cations engaged 4.5 per cent. Sixty-four heads of families reported sub
sidiary occupations besides their main ones. In 20 of these cases the infor
mation available was inadequate to precisely classify them. About 38 per 
cent were in agriculture and 15 per cent in retail trade. About 14 per cent 
were in services. . 

We shall now present data regarding the distribution of all the earners 
-in the sample according to industry and occupation. This is 'shown in 
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TABLE No. 3.20 

Distribution of sample families in Bargarh according to the main and 
subsidiary occupations of their heads 

Families with thu. lUI 

Name of the inti'U8t1'1l Main 
occupation 

Agriculture, livestock,. forestry, 
fishing and huntinlt 62 

Manufacturing 33 
Construction 
Electricity, ps, water 

and sanitary services 
Distributive services 

(trade and commerce) 

6 

3 

36 
Transport, storage and communication 13 
Services 36 
Activities not adequately described 94 
Not stated 1 

Total 284 

Subsidill1'1l 
occupation 

23 

2 

10 

9 
20 

220 

284 

Table No. 3.21. Again, 34.4 per cent were in the inadequately described 
category. There were 21.6 per cent in agriculture, nearly 13 per cent in 
manufacturing and 12.7 per cent in trade and COIJUIUlrce. The distri
bution pattern was broadly the same as that of the heads of families 
described above. Considered from the point of view of occupational classi
fication, about 65 per cent were in subordinate technical occupations, 14 
per cent were in ministerial occupations and 12.6 per cent in commercial 
occupations. 

Table No. 3.22 gives the total earnings from the main occupations of 
earners in the sample classified by industry. The Table also gives 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd quartile earnings for each of the important industries. The earn
ings are uniformly tho.se earned during the year previous to the survey. 

In agriculture, the median earnings were Rs. 175. The third quartile 
earnings were seven times the first quartile earnings. In manufacturing, 
the median earnings were around Rs. 266, significantly higher than in 
agriculture. The 3rd quartile earnings were a little less than seven times 
the first quartile earnings. In trade and commerce, the median earnings 
were slightly lower than in industry but the 1st and 3rd quartile earnings 
higher than in industry. In transport, storage, etc. the 1st quartile earn
ings were nearly four times the 1st quartile earnings in agriculture and 
slightly less than twice the 1st quartile earnings in trade and commerce. 
The median earnings in the category were Rs. 412 but the third quartile 
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TABLE No. 3.21 

Distribution of earners in the sample families in Bargarh by industry and 
mam occupation 

M "in inU.ust1'!J 

Agriculture, 
livestock, 
forestry, fishing 
and hunting 

Manufacturing 
Construction 

Electricity"gas, 
water & sanitary 
services 

Distributive •• r
vices (trade & 
commerce) 

Transport; 
storage & 
communications 

Servic •• 
Activities not 
adequately 
described 

Not stated 

Total 

2 10 

2 10 

1 

6 

1 
8 

48 

64 

6 

6 

Main occupatio"" 

98 
60 
9 

19 

llO 

58 296 

16 

16 

99 

60 
9 

6 

68 

20 
42 

168 
7 7 

21.6 

13.1 
2.0 

1.3 

12.7 

4.3 
9.1 

34,4 
1.5 

7 459 100.0 

earnings were only 1.8 times of it. The category of services recorded the 
highest earnings in all the industrial categories. The median income was 
Rs. 566. The middle 50 per cent earnings rangedbetiveen Rs. 334 and 
Rs. 1,187. The distribution of earnings in the imperfectly described cate-
gory was very similar to that in agriculture. . 

The above deals with the earnings of earners from their main occu
pation. We must now consider the distribution of family income which 
includes ~he earnings of earners in it from their main and subsidiary occu
pations, if any, together with other incomes received by individuals in the 
F ... 6 
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TABLE No. 3.22 
Distribution of earners in the sample families in Bargarh by I'ldustry ami 
(lImua! income from main occupation 

Name 0' i1Ul.u8t1'li 1 
0' earneT. to 

160 

1. Agriculture, livestock, 
forestry, fishing 
and hunting 33 

2. Manufacturing 15 

3. Oonstruction 
4. Elecricity,gas, water, 

and sanitary services 1 

5. Distributive services 
(trade & commerce) 9 

6. Transport, storage 
and communications 1 

7. Services / 5 
8. Activities not 

adequately described 48 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
6. 

6. 

7. 
S. 

Total 

Incoms _---';.;c. 
501 
to 

750 

7 
2 

4 
1 
3 
6 

751 
to 

1,000 

7 
2 

1 

'3 

5 
4 

7 

Total 23 29 

112 

(in R •. ) 

1001 
to 

2,000 

1 

8 

2 

11 
10 

32 

151 
to 

200 

15 
8 

15 

2 

3 

31 

74 

Above 
2,000 . 

1 
7 

3 

5 

3 

19 

Income (in R •. ) 

201 
to 
260 

251 
to 

300 

6 
8 
1 

3 

2 

15 

so 

9 

3 

2 

1 

7 

22 

1.t Quartil. 
income 
(R •. ) 

54.54 
87.50 

105.00 
206.25 
334.38 
61.72 

73.33 

801 
to 

350 

6 

6 

1 

1 

1 

4 

19 

Median 
income 
(R •• ) 

175.00 
266.67 

250.00 
412.50 
666.67 
175.00 

220.31 

351 
to 

400 

1 
6 
3 

2 

3 

1 

8 

16 

40 

401 
to 
600 

11 
3 
1 

1 

5 

1 
2 

11 

36 

3rd Quartile 
income 

(RB.) 

388.64 
559.38 

666.67 
762.50 

1,187.50 
367.19 

459.37 

family or by the family as a whole such as, remittances, rents, etc. The 
,family incomes of sample families classiJled by industry during the year 
previous to the survey are given in Table No. 3.23. 

The median income was about Rs. 425. The ratio of 1st and 2nd quartile 
(median) income was 1:1.43 while that of 2nd quartile (median) to the 
3rd quartile income was 1: 1.89. The per capita income in Bargarh was 
Rs.329 .. 
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Distribution of sample families In Bargarh by industry and their total annual income 

IndUlltT1/ 0' the head 
Family. inoome (Rs.) F«mil!! income (R •. ) 

0' the '«mil!! 1 101 201 251 301 361 401 601 761 1,001 Above Not Total 
8 to to to to to to to to to to 

150 200 250 300 360 400 600 750 1,000 2,000 2000 .tated 
~ 

Agriculture, livestock, ~ 
forestry, fishing 8 and hunting 2 4 4 7 4 1 10 12 10 I) 2 1 62 ~ 

Manufacturing 3 1 2 2 1 I) 6 2 3 3 3 2 33 i Construction ~ 2 1 1 1 1 6 

Electricity, tas, water S! 
and sanitary services ~ 2 1 8 ~ 

Distributive services !: (trade and commerce) 1. 4 2 1 4 4 4 2 '1 4 3 36 ; 
Transport, storage e and communications 1 3 1 4 2 2 13 Si 
Services 1 1 1 5 3 5 3 10 7· 36 S 
Activities not Z 

'" adequately described I) 7 12 5 7 14 16 I) '1 9 7 94 

Not stated 1 1 

Total 12 17 20 14 14 32 32 31 37 23 9 284 
~ 



Chapter IV 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE DELTA ZONE 
(CUTTACK AND PURl) IN 1954-5 

1. Population CharacteristicS 

IN THE delta zone, the census of households covered 20 sample grids cover
ing an area of 200 square miles. Of these, 13 were in Cuttack and seven 
in Puri. The population of these grids as enumerated in the census of 
households was 105,304 in 9uttack and 48,310 in Puri. If we compare with 
this the population of the villages in these grids as recorded by the Census 
of 1951, we find that the population as enumerated by us was smaller by 
4.75 per cent in Cuttack hut larger by about 14 per cent in Puri. This com
parison is, however, invalid because as remarked already the District 
Census Handbooks (1951) of Cuttack and Puri Districts do not give the 
population of 10 villages in Cuttack and 17 in Puri district that were in our 
grids though they were old revenue villages. Table No. 4.1 gives a list of 
these villages with their population as enumerated in our census of house
holds together with their Revenue Thana number. We have, used our 
figures of population throughout in what follows. 

Caste composition: Table No. 4.2 (A and B) gives the distribution 
of the sample families by caste. The caste composition of the population 
in the Mahanadi delta was slightly diHerent from that in the uplands. The 
Caste Hindus in Puri and Cuttack accounted for 72 and 74 per cent of 
the total sample families l'espectively. The Scheduled Castes· formed a 
little more than one-fifth (21 Fer cent) of the total sample families in 
Cuttack and one-fourth (25 per cent). of the total families in Puri There 
were hardly any Scheduled Tribes in the delta region. Mohammedans 
accounted for four per cent of the families in Cuttack. 

The similarity in the broad caste composition of the sample families in 
Cuttack and Purl is, however, not maintained when we look at the detailed 
caste composition of the population. We will here take note of the very 
noticeable features only. The. Khandayats and Chasas taken together 
formed the most dominant caste group in the popu\taion; in Puri, they 
were about 29 per cent and, in Cuttack, over 37 per cent. In Puri, the 
Chasas and Khandayats were in equal proportion; in Cuttack, the Chasas 

. were only ·five per cent whereas the Khandayats were over 32 per cent. 
The difference may be explained partly by the tendency on the part of 
Chasas, who were slightly inferior to the Khandayats in caste hierarchy, 
to report themselves ;as Khandayats. The. greater urban contact of the 
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TABLE No. 4.1 

List of revenue f)iUages in the sample grids in Cuttack and Purl which were 
rwt to be found in the 1951 District Cen.sus Handbooks of those districts, 
and their population (Wenumerated in our census of households (1954) 

Name of Re'VenU6 Population 
S. Name of the the Police Thana according 
No. "Wa.g. ~ Station No. 0/ tho to our 

11illag. ..'118U8 of 
ho",eholda 

Dist. Cutta.ck 

1 Puran Salepur 359 749 
2 Utrola .. 368 404, 
3 Odasing .. 872 990 

" Pana Sudha Badaehana 1,228 1,017 
5' Surati rur (Nankar) Kendrapara 288 127 
6 Rahama Tirtol 172 132 
7 Bambarada 

" 430 173 
8 Dalbar Cuttaek Sadar 319 309 
9 Mandar Pur Jagatsingpur 808 6 

10 Titinga 456 540 

Dist. Pun 

1 Pamsara Pipili 44 300 
2 Bhailo 

" 49 249 
3 Kahnu Pur Satyabadi 97 115 
4 Jipur 

" 98 278 
I; Solahal .. 99 406 
6 San Solahal 

" 113 82 
7 Aragad Delanga 6 ·410 
8 Bodanga Deuli Balipatna 17 14 
9 Denua Nimapara 32 1,631 

10 Kasi PUr 
" 56 116 

11 Kalia Pada 
" 60 217 

12 Kasia Sasan 
" 68 277 

13 Tara Boi Sasan .. 70 346 
14 Berunha Sasan 

" 106 221 
15 ' Kolahana .. 107 553 
16 Bhilideuli 

" 163 ,562 
17 Chhitikana .. 164 627 
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TABLE No. 4.2 (A) 

Distribution uf sample families in Cuttack according to caste 

S.No. Name 01 east. No. of lamilie. S.No. Name 0/ easte No. pf lamilie. 

No. Per cent No. Pe,. ""nl 

Caste Hindu Scheduled Cast •• 

1 Brahmin 1,810 7.0 24 Dhoba 639 2.3 

2 Karan, Kayastha 772 3.3 25 Bauri 1,684 6.9 

3 Khandayat, 26 Kandara 1,141 4.9 
Kshatriya 7,413 32.1 

27 Pana 896 3.9 
4 Chasa 1,253 6.4 

5 Bania 294 1.3 
28 Hadi 75 0.3 

29 Dama 80 0.4 
6 Gudia 763 3.3 

30 Chamar 196 0.8 
7 Tanti 399 1.7 

31 Sial 68 0.2 
8 Badhei 302 1.3 

82 Gokha 85 M 
9 Kamar 163 0.7 

33 Kela 16 0.1 
10 Kansari 81 0.4 

11 Kumbhar 246 1.1 
34 UHarijan" 164 0.7 

12 Teli 627 2.3 35 Other. 22 0.1 

13 Gaud 1,484 6.4 Total 4,856 21.0 

14' Keuta 686 3.0 
Sch.duled Tribe. 

15 Barika 446 1.9 36 Savara 41 0.2 
16 Vaishya 17 0.1 37 Others 3 0.0 
17 Sundhi, Gola 89 0.4 

Total « 0.2 
18 Patra 62 0.3 

Other R.lilli01Ul 
19 Vaishnab and J ogi 187 0.6 38 Muslims 963 4.2 
20 Jyotish 149 0.6 39 Others 32 0.1 
21 Mali 48 0.2 Total 995 4.3 
22 Rajput 81 0.3 

23 Others 166 0.7 40 U nspecilled 17 0.1 

Total 17,178 7404 GRAND TOTAL 23,090 100.0 
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TABLE No. 4.2 (B) 

Distribution of sample families in Puri according to caste 

SRo. Name of _te No. 01 familie. S.No. Name of ~t. No. of lamilie. 

No. Per "" .. I No. P.r .... t 

Caste HindlU S.h.duled CIUlI •• 

1 Brahmin 1,421 13.5 23 Dhoba 196 1.9 

2 Karan 298 2.8 24 Bauri 1,806 17.2 

3 Kandayat, 25 Kandara '. 300 2.9 
Kshatriya 1,537 14.7 

26 Pana 103 1.0 
4 Chasa 1,501 14.3 

27 Daura 46 0.4 
Ii Bania 190 1.8 

28 Chamar a 0.1 
6 Gudia 261 2.5 

29 Sial 71 6.7 
7 Tanti 196 1.9 

30 Kola 21 0.2 
8 Badhei ,104 1.0 

31 "Harijan" 17 0.2 
9 Kamar 86 0.8 

32 Others 43 0.4 
10 Kans8Ti 17 0.2 

11 Kumbhar 126 1.2 Total 2,617 25.0 

12 TeIl . 381 3.6 

13 Gaud 422 4.0 

14 Keut 246 2.3 

15 Barik 238 2.3 

16 Vai.hya 77 0.7 Other ReUllionfJ 

17 Sundhl, Gola 65 0.6 
33 Muslims 256 2.4 

18 Patra 30 0.3 
34 Others " 0.1 19 Vai.hnah and JOlli 127 1.2 

20 Jyotish 54 0.9 Total 260 2.D 
21 Mali 111 1.1 

22 Others 102 1.0 35 Unspecified 20 0.2 

Total 7,596 72.3 GRAND TO,TAL 10,493 100.0 
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Cuttack villages may account for this. Similarly among Scheduled Castes 
the Bauris were not only the single largest caste in Puri but were of over 
whelming preponderance as compared to Cuttack. In Cuttack, they sharec 
their importance in size with Kandaras and Panas. 

Earners and Mil-earners: Adults formed '68 per cent of the total popu· 
lation in the Delta (Purl 69 per cent; Cuttack 68 per cent) and over 5f 
per cent of the adults reported themselves as earners (56 per cent in Cut· 
tack and 51 per cent in Puri). Of the total earners, nearly 18 per cent in 
the case of Cuttack and 80 per cent in the case of Puri were males and the 
rest females. Whereas 91 per cent of the adult males were reported as 
earners, only about 23 per cent of the adult females were so reported. 

Turning f:Q;the caste composition of the earners (Table No. 4.3) we find 
that Scheduled Castes accounted for a higher percentage of earners than 
their proportion in the total number of families. Over 34 per cent of the 
earners in Purl and .29 per cent in Cuttack belonged to the Scheduled 
Castes. The reason lies in the fact that most of the female earners in these 
districts belonged to the Scheduled Castes. The Scheduled Caste female 
earners formed 61.5 per cent of the total female earners in Puri district 
and 55.3 per cent of th~ total in Cuttack ~strict. 

TABLE No. 4.3 

Dwtribution of earners in the sample in Cuttack and Puri according to caste 

Main ClUte 

Caste Hindus 

Scheduled Castes 
Scheduled Tribes 

. Other Religions 

Unspecified 

Total 

Caste Hindus 

Scheduled Castes 
Other Religions 

Unspecified 

Total 

Male 

CUTTACK 

23,290 

6,985 

66 

1,019 

14 

31,874 

PURl 

11,081 

4,040 

381 

30 

15,4112 

.Female Total 

3,806 27,096 

4,878 11,863 

81 97 

101 1,120 

5 19 

8,821 40,195 

1,223 12,254 

2,613 6,653 

26 407 

8 38 

3,870 19,352 
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Table No. 4.4 (A and B) gives the distribution of families in the sample 
by occupation and by non-resident· earners. Nearly five per cent of the 
families in Purl and seven per cent in Cuttack had no resident ellrDers. A 
further tabulation of the data showed that in most of these cases the heads 
of the families were non-resident earners. In as many as 2,118 families in 
Cuttackand 516 families in Puri, the heads were non-resident earners. 

Occupational distribution of earners: Table No. 4.5 (A and B) gives 
the distribution of resident adult earners in the sample families· according 
to their occupations. Looking at the. distribution in broad perspective, we 
find that 82 per cent of the earnerS' were engaged in agriculture in dil£erent . 
capacities: 48 per cent were cultivators of owned land, 30 per cent agri
cultural labourers, two per cent cultivators of rented land and 1.6 per cent 
rent receivers.' . 

About 12 per cent of the earners were engaged in production other than 
agriculture. including dairying, fishing, etc. which may be considered as 
primary industries. If these latter are excluded, the earners engaged in 
secondary industry constitnted about 10 per cent of the total earners. 
About 40 per cent of them were engaged in husking and pounding rice, 
about 17 per cent were in woodwork and construction, 12 per cent in tex
tile and leather manufacturing and 10 per cent in metal work. About 90 
per cent of those engaged in husking and pounding paddy were females. 

Services engaged about six per cent of the adult earners. This category 
included' a variety of occupations but the large groups among them were 
those of barbers and washermen, priests and astrologers and, to a smaller 
extent, teachers. Among the barbers, there were more women than men. 
In Oriya society. the barber was an important functionary in marriages 
and related social ceremonies and, besides the toilet of ladies, women 
barbers earned a good bit by performing other services on such o~sions. 

Trade engaged only. 1.6 per cent of the total earners while transport 
claimed only one-tenth of one per cent. 

Family occupation: In Table No. 4.6 (A and B) is presented the dis
tribution of sample families according to their reported main occupations. 
The distribution of families by 'occupation was very similar to the one 
described earlier for adult earners. Nearly 80 per cent of the families were 
engaged in agricuture, eight per cent in industry (including dairying, fish
.ing, etc.). four per cent in services and professions and 1.6 per cent in 

1 The enumeration by oeeupation in our survey was by the occupation which 
was considered to be the main one by the earner. himself. In the categories noted 
just above. this rule has been followed. An agricultural labourer may own 
some land but be may be mainly relying on agricultural labour as the source of 
hi. Iivelibood and may be here classified as sucb. The only point to be noted 
is that the distinction between main and subsidiary oceupations is based on the 
reporting done by the respondent himself. 
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TABLE No. 4.4(A) 

Distribution of sample families in Cuttack by their main occupation and 
the number of their non-resident earners 

Families wit" number of non-reBident earn.". 

M a:in occupation 1 2 3 and more Tota! Tota! No. 
familieB of families 

surveyed 

Cultivation 1,724 307 64 2,095 12,092 

Livestock, forestry, fishing, 
hunting, etc. 19 4 2 25 249 

Labour 228 22 3 253 5,660 

Rentier. 198 21 1 220 860 

Traders 17 4 1 22 374 

Superior executive and 
technical servic~ 2S 4 1 28 357 

Subordinate administrative 
service 10 10 91 

Huskers and pounders 24 3 27 647 

Other food and oil processing 3 3 100 

T."tile- and leather-product 
making 10 3 13 189 

Woodwo~k and construction 9 3 12 267 

Metal, gen. engineering 
and related occupations 6 1 '1 233 

Tvnnsport and communications 1 1 32 

Misc. production 4. 4. 137 

Domestic services 29 3 32 485 

:aealth services 

Other service occupations 3 8 220 

Not given 971 106 23 1,100 1,147 

Total 3,279 481 95 3,855 23,090 
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TABLE No. 4.4(B) 
Distribution of sample families in Pun by their main occupation and accord. 
ing to the number of their non.,esident earners 

, Familie. with number 0' non-re.id."t .arnBr' 
Mai" __ palion 1 2 3 and mor. Total Total No. 

famili.s of families 
.uNcl/cd 

Cultivation 481 61 27 669 . 5,009 

Livestock, forestry. fishinJ:', 
hunting, ete. 1 1 2 148 

Labour 60 3 53 2,524 

Rentier. 55 8 2 65 259 

Traden 14 7 1 22 277 

Superior executive and 
technical service 16 6 3 24 278 

Subordinate administrative 
service 6 1 6 95 

Huskers and pounders 9 1 10 400 

Other food and oil processing 9 1 10 113 

Toxtil .. and leather-product 
12' making 2 14, 177 

Woodwork and construction 1 1 190 

Metal, gen. engineering 
and related occupations 5 1 1 7 206 

Transport and communications 2 1 3 20 
• 

Misc. production 62 

Domestic services 23 1 24 286 

Health services - - 2 

Other service occupations 3 ~ 3 100 

Not given 267 49 10 316 347 
• 

Total 943 142 44 1,129 10,493 
• 
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'l;ABLE No; 4.5(A) 

Distribution of eaTner~ in sample families in C uttack according to their 
main occupation 

Earn.,·. 

Main occupa.tion.. Mal •• F.mal •• Tot .. t 

Cultivation 18,863 60.2 661 7.5 19,514 48.6 

Livestock, forestry, 
fishinl!/, hunting, etc. 440 1.4 678 6.6 1,018 2.5 

Labour 7,999 25.5 3,885 44.1 11,884 29.7 

Rentiers 827 1.0 824 3.7 651 1.6 

Traders 586 1.9 49 0.6 636 1.6 

Superior executive and 
technical service 650 1.8 29 0.3 579 1.4 

Subordinate adminstra-
tive service 133 0.4 4 187 0.3 

Huskers and pounders 185 0.6 1,374 15.7 1,669 3.9 

Other food and 
oil processing 137 0.4 101 1.1 238 0.6 

T."tile- and leather-product 
making 267 0.8 228 2.6 495 1.2 

Woodwork and 
construction 395 1.3 286 3.2 681 1.7 

Metal, gen. engineering 
411 1.8 and related occupations 1 412 1.0 

Transport and 
communications 56 0.2 2 68 0.1 

• 
Miscellaneous pr.oduction 227 0.7 198 2.2 425 1.1 

Domestic services 672 2.1 1,018 11.5 1,690 4.2 

Health services 

Other service occupations 125 0.4 81 0.9 . 206 0.5 

riot given 11 2 13 
• 

Total 31,374 (100.0) '8,821 (100.0) 40,195 (100.0) 
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TABLE No. 4.5(B) 

pistribution of earners in the sample families in Pun according to their 
main occupation 

Ea .... er. 

Main ."""pat;",. Male. Female. Total 

Cultivation 8,421 54.4' 371 9.6 8,792 45.4 

Livestock. forestry, 
fishing, bunting, etc. 236 1.5 69 1.8 305 1.6 

Labour 3,917 25.3 1,681 40.8 ' 6,498 28.4 

Rentiers 121 0.8 130 3.4 '251 1.3 

Traders 415 2.7 26 0.7 441 2.3 

Superior executive and 
technical service 382 2.5 11 0.3 393 2.0 

. Subordinate administra-
tive service 141 0.9 8 0.1' 144 0.7 

Huskers and pounders 168 1.1 569 14.6 737 8.8 

Other food and 
oil processing 171 1.1 46 1.2 217 1.1 

Textil ... and leather-product 
making 229 1.6 486 12.5 715 3.7 

Woodwork and 
construction 281 1.8 202 5.2 483 2.5 

Metal, gen. engin •• ring 
and related occupations 356 2.3 2 0.1 358 1.9 

Transport and 
c(;mmunications 37 0.2 37 0.2 

Miscellaneous production 103 0.7 28 0.7 181 0.7 

Domestic seryice8 408 2.6 310 8.0 718 8.7 

Health service. 4 2 0.1 6 

Other service occupations 77 0.5 30 0.8 107 0.6 

Not given 14 0.1 " 0.1 18 0.1 

Total 15,481 (100,0) 8,870 (100.0) 19,351 (100.0) 
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trade and commerce. Nearly one per cent of the families in the sample did 
not report any occupation and another four per cent reported only subsidiary 
occupations and no main occupation. These families had their main bread 
winners or earners outside the region and received remittances from them. 
As we were interested in the occupational pattern in the region, we did 
not consider the occupation of the non-resident main earners as the main 
occupation of the family even if so reported by the family. We only tabu
lated the subsidiary occupation of the family which we, for our purpose, 
could have treated as the main occupation of the family. If we had not 
disregarded the occupation of the non-resident earner, we would have had 
the occupation of such families c1assilled as work in the jute mills, without, 
of course, any connection with the occupational pattern of the region 
which did not have a single jute mill. 

Table No. 4.6 (A and B) also gives the distribution of families of dif
ferent communities by their main occupation. The occupational distribu
tion of the Caste Hindus came close to that of the sample, and this was 
natural because Caste Hindu families constituted nearly 70 per cent of the 
total in the sample. An examination of the occupational distribution of 
families of the Scheduled Castes and other religions and their comparison 
with that of the Caste Hindus brings out certain interesting and signillcant 
points. While 61 per cent of the families of the Caste Hindus cultivated 
their own or rented land, only 36 per cent of the families belonging to 
"other religions" did so. Their percentage among Scheduled Caste fami
lies was only 23. In contrast, agricultural labour was the main occupation 
of only about 14 per cent of the Caste Hindu families. The proportion of 
such families among the Scheduled Castes and other religions was 80 per 
cent and 25 per cent respectively. That the bulk of the Scheduled Caste 
families depended on agricultural labour showed that they occupied the 
lowest position in the agriculture of the region . 
. Table No. 4.7 (A and B) presents the distribution of sample families 
according to their main and subsidiary occupations .. Only 48 per cent of 
the families had any subsidiary occupations besides the main one. Nearly 70 
per cent of the families, which had subsidiary occupations, were engaged 
in agriculture as their subsidiary occupation. Nearly 60 per cent of the 
families cultivating their own land and having subsidiary, occupations 
worked as agricultural labourers. On the other hand, three-fourths of the 
families of agricultUral labour reporting subsidiary occupations cultivated 
their own land as a subsidiary occupation. This brings out the fact that 
whether a family gives cultivation or agricultural labour as its main occu
pation mainly depends upon what it regards as its main occupation. Other
wise, cultivators of owned or tenanted lands worked as agricultural 
labourers and agricultural labourers cultivated; owned and rented lands. 
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TABLE No. 4.6(A} 

Distribution of families in the 8Clmple in Cu/tack by caste and by their 
main occupation 

, 
Main eMt ... 

Main occupation Caste Sched.ded Scheduled Otlter Umpe- Total 
Hindus C""te. Tribe. ReUgion. cified 

Cultivation 10,534 1,189 6 359 4 12,092, 

Livestock, forestry, fishing. 
hunting, etc. 196 37 13 3 249 

Labour 2,362 3,005 37 253 3 5,660 
• • 

Rentiers 788 9 1 59 3 860 

Traders 292 16 66 374 

Superior executive and 
technical serviee 843 9 Ii 857 

Subordinate administrative 
service 32 54 5 III 

Huskers and pounders 596 22 28 1 647 

Other food and oil processing 76 24 100 

T..xtile- and l"!'ther-product 
167 making 15 7 18~ 

Woodwork and construction 163 104 267 

Metal, gen. engineering 
230 3 233 and related occupations 

T,ansport and communications 80 2 32 

Misc. production . 133 " - 137 

Domestic services 169 265 1 435 

Health services 

Other service occupations 170 28 22 220 

Not given 897 99 148 3 1,147 

Total 17,178 4,856 44 995 17 23,090 
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TABLE No. 4.6(B) 

Distributron of families in the sample in Purl by caste and by their main 
occupation 

• 

Main occupation 

Cultivation 

Livestock, forestry, 
fishing, hunting, etc. 

Labour 

Rentiers 

Traders 

Superior executive and 
technical service 

, 
Subordinate administrative 

set'vice 

Huskers and pounders, 

Other food and oil processing 

Textile- and leather-product 
making 

Woodwork and construction 

Metal, gen. engineering 
and related occupations 

Transport and co~munication. 

Miscellaneous production 

Domestic services 

Health services 

Other, service occupations 

Not given 

Total 

CaBte 
HindlUl 

4,280 

ns 

909 

258 

206 

264 

'45 

383 

112 

141 

62 

205 

16 

62 

139 

2 

76 

318 

7,596 

Ma.in cast.. . 

Scheduled Other Unspecified Total 
Ca.te. ReUgi01llJ 

623 95 11 5,009 

29 1 148 

1,561 52 2 • 2,524 

1 259 

4 67 277 

9 4 1 278 

48 2 95 

6 10 1 400 

1 118 

28 8 177 

127 1 190 

'I 206 

2 2 20 

62 

145 2 286 

2 

20 4 100 

14 15 847 

2,617 260 20 10,498 
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. ;''l;'AllLE'No. 4.7(A) 

Di$tribution 'of }a1nilies" infMsampl6in Cuffcick· according to their lilIlin 
and /lUbsidiary occupatiorw 

.subaidiartl occupatio .. -
"Main o .... patio.. , 

1 2 3 <I Ii 6 7 8 9 10 

1. Cultivation .~ 3G3 3,198 .~ '62 841 75 240 92 51 
2. Livestock, 

forestry, 
fishing, 
hunting, ete. 70 3 ·60 Iii 3 20 
3. Labour 2,091 84 83 22 8 19 153 6 17 
4. Rentiars 2 25 11 12 3 2 1· 
6. Traders 144 1 29 61 '2 " 1 
6. Superior 
executive 
and teehni-
ealserviee 89 10 89 '2 8 2 1 
7. Subordinate 

administrative 
service 25 15 13 
8. Huskers and 

pounders 58 10 64 77 <I _. 1 
9. Other food" 
and oil 
processing 25 12 14 3 .-
10. Textile- and 
leather.pro-
duct making 83 1 31 6 1 '2 ~. 

11. Woodwork and 
construction 117 37 14 1 6 '2 
12. Metal, gen. 
engineering 
and related 
occupations . 64 13 57 
13. Transport and 
communications 6 1 10 - ~ 

14. Miseellaneous 
production 54 4 37 3 1 -. 
15. Domestic 
services 206 ..... 77 29 '2 1 
16. Health services- '-

17. Other service 
occupations 17 1 27 8 1 _. 1 
w. Notiiven 302 5 60 • 452 3 6 1 14 "1" 

Total 3,361 473 3,668 "·942 " Goo 388 96 446 100 78 

Percentage 
of total lU "' ~.O 16.9 : 4.1 .2.2 1.'1 -·0.4 . 1.9 M> 0.8 

• Tbt serial numbers' for subsidiary octupatfuni indlci&tethe ~ame' occupations 
a. tholle for the main. . .... 
F-6 
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TABLE No. 4.7(A)-(Contd.) 

Distribution of families m the sample m Cuttack according to their main 
and subsidiary occupations 

Sub.idi4", oecu""t;o,,' Percent-
lIla;n occupati<>n age 0/ 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Total total 

1. Cultivation 112 92 70 49 S07 1 17 6,632 12,092 52.4 
2. Livestock, 
forestry, 
fishing, 
hunting, etc. 1 77 249 1.1 
3 Labour 67 4 9 95 9 2,994 6,660 24.5 
•. Rentior. 1 1 10 792 860 3.7 
5. Trader. 1 1 1 1 1 137 874 1.6 
6. Superior 
executive 
and techni-
cal service 2 164 857 1.5 
7. Subordinate 
administrative 
service 38 91 0.4 
8. H usk.r. and 

pounders i 1 2 3 426 647 2.8 
9. Other food 
and oil 
processing 46 100 0.4 
10. Textile- and 
leather-pro-

64 189 0.8 duet making 1 
11. Woodwork and 

1 90 267 1.2 construction 
I? Metal, gen. 
engineel'ing . and related 
occupations 99 '233 1.0 

13. Transport and 
15 32 0.1 communications -

14. Mi ... Uaneous 
38 137 0.6 production 

15. Domestic 
120 435 1.9 services 

16. Health services-
17. Other service 

167 220 1.0 occupations 
18. Not given , /; 294 1,147 5.0 

Total '186 98 72 58 412 1 43 12,183 23,090 (100.0) 

Percentage 
of total 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.3 ' 1.8 0.2 52.8 (100.0) 

. 
• The serial numbers for subsidiary' occupations indicate the same occupations 

a. those for the lIIain, 
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TABLE No. 4.7(B) 

DOstribution of famiUe& in 'he 8/lmple in Pun tlCCOt'dUtg to their main and 
subsidiary OCCIJpatioM 

Su6ridia1'lf oCCltpati .... * 
Otliefo o .... patio" -

1 2 3 4 I; 6 7 8 9 10 

1, Culti .... tion 103 1,807 207 194 77 73 41 19 
2. Li~estockJ 

forestry, 
fishing, 
hunting, ote. 55 3 12 2 1 2 
3. Labour 1,229 9 18 2 6 1 19 2 99 
4. Rentiers 4 3 1 7 
5. Traders 83 16 40 4 1 18 1 2 
6 Superior 
executive 
and teelmi-
eal service 133 11 41 1 ~ -
7. Subordinate 

administrative 
service 44 9 7 
8. Huskers and 
pounders 77 9 20 63 5 3 
9. Oth.r food 

and oil 
processing 55 13 11 2 
10. T.xtil .... and 
leather-pro-
dact making 42 1 35 5 1 t 

11. Woodwork and 
construction' 65 t 52 4 1 19 2 
12. Metal, gen. 
engineering 
and related 
occ"patiolLll 69 4 30 1 
12. Transport and 
communications 10 3 1 

14. Miscellaneous 
production 49 1 5 
15. Domestic 
services 177 40 9 2 
16. Health servieea-

17. Otb~r service 
occupations 9 1 8 10 1 --l@. Not given 40 6 175 8 1 1 2 1 

Total 2,137 128 2,045 406 230 225 80 117 44 126 

Percentage 
of total 20.6 1.2 19.6 ,M 2.2 2.1 0.8 11.1 .0.4 1.2 

• The serial numbers for subsidiary oeeupatioDS indicate the same occupations 
a. those for the main. 
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TABLE No. 4.7 (B ):-( Conttt.) 

Distribution 0/ families in the sample in Puri according to their main aM 
robsidwty occupations 

SubBidia"li occupation' Percent-
Other occupation age 0/ 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Total total 

1. Cultivation 48 35 36 24 103 9 2,238 6,009 47.6 
2. Livestock, 

forestry, 
fishing, 
hunting, etc. 22 1 1 49 148 1.4 
3. Labour 11 1 4 1 5 1 15 1,101 2,524 .24.1 
.s. Rentiers 2 1 1 240 259 2.5 
5. Traders 1 1 1 1 113 277 .. 2.6 
6. Superior 
executive 
and techni-
cal service 3 6 83 278 2.7 
7. Subordinate 
administrative 
Berviee 1 34 95 0.9 
8. Huskers and 

pounders 1 1 231 400 3.8 
9. Other food 
and oil 
processing 32 113 1.1 
10. Textile- and 
leather-pro-
duct making 1 91 177 1.7 

11. Woodwork and 
construction 46 190 1.8 
12. Metal, gen. 
engineering 
and nlated 
occupations 102 206 2.0 

13. Transport and 
communications 1 -. 5 20 0.2 
14. Miscellaneous 
production 1 6 62 0.6 

15. Domestic 
services - 58 286 2.7 
16. Health services- 2 :I 
]7. Other service 
occupations 1 70 100 1.0 

11'. Not given 1 1 1 111. 347 3.3 

Total 80 39 44 27 113 1 35 4,616 10,493 100.0 

Percentage 
of total 0.8 0.4 M 0.3 1.1 0.3 44.2 100.0 

• The serial numbers for subsidiary oocupations indi";'te the .aa!,," oocupation • 
•• those tor the main. 
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2. . Land-holding ( Cut'tack and Puri) 

We now proceed to indicate how·land was held and operated in the 
delta zone. The occupational distribution of families shows that inore than 
two--thirds of the total number of families «(f1 per cent in Cuttack and 68 
per cent in Purl) had cultivation as either their main or subsidiary occu
pation. If we take into accoUnt families who cultivated some land but did 
not report cultivation as either their main or subsidiary occupation, we 
lind that over 70 per cent of the families in ti:le sample cultivated some 
land. This was a higher proportion than that in the Sambalpur :zone and 
emphasi:zed the importance of land-holding and agriculture in the delta 
zone. 

Land is both widely held and cultivated in the delta (Table No. 4.8 A 
and B). In ·Cuttack, 73 per cent and in Purl 65 per cent of the sample 
families owned some land. The average si:ze of owned land-holding came 
to 2.8 acres in Cuttack and 3.47 acres in Purl. But most of the families 
owned less than this average. Nearly 30 per cent of the landowners in both 
the districts reported holdings of less than . one acre each. Another 25 per 
cent of the families owned less than two acres each. Thus, in the delta, 
we lind nearly 55 per cent of landowners with less than two acres of own
ed land and about 70.per cent of landowners with less than three acres 
of owned land. The total land owned by these families, was, however, 
small. The 30 per cent of families with less than one acre of land each 
owned in all about live per cent of the total land. And 70 percent of the 
landowners with less than three acres each owned only one-third of the 
total land. ·Or to put the same thing diJIerently, only 30 per cent or less 
than one-third of the total number of landowners with more than three 
acres each owned two-thirds of the total land. Or to show the extent of 
concentration of landowning, we might point out that in Cuttack the one 
per cent biggest landowners owned nine per cent of the total land and in 
Purl one per cent owned nearly 13 per cent of the total land. 

This picture of small holdings and considerable concentration in land· 
holdings does not cbange when one considers cultivated land (Table Nos. 
4.9 A and B). And over 70 per cen~ of the families in both the districts culti
vated some land and the average si:ze of the cultivated holding was 3.2 
acres in Cuttack and 3.6 in Puri. And over 60 per cent of the families had 
cultivated holdings of less than three acres, and cultivated in all about 
one-fourth (25 per cent in Puri and 28 per Cent in Cuttack) of the total 
cultivated land. About 17 per cent of the cultivators in Purl and 20 per 
cent in Cuttack cultivated less than one acre each and had in all only two 
to three per cent of the total land under cultivation. Lo~king at the other 
end of the scale, we /ind that in Cuttack the 10 per cent biggest cultivators 
cultivated about one third of the total cultivated area, and in Purl the area 
cultivated by the biggest 10 per cent was about 38 per cent of the total. 
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TABil No. 4.8(A) 

Distribution of sample families in Cuttock accurding to the si;l;e of owned 
land-holding and the total land owned by them 

Si.e 0' owned Holding. Tot41 owned l"nd 
holding i .. 

Numb ... Pe.,. .... t to A ... " i .. "eres Pe.,. .... t to ocre. 
th_ total the total 

L ... than 1.00 ' 6,243 80.0 2,621.6 U 
1.00 to 1.99 4,418 26.S ,6,627.0 13.6 , 
2.00 to 2.99 2,~97 15.6 6,742.5 13.8 

3.00 to 3.99 1,728 9.9 6,048.0 1M 

4.00 to 4.99 911 5.6 4,396.5 9.0 

6.00 to 5.99 731 4.2 4,020.5 8.2 

6.00 to 7.99 677 3.9 4,677.5 9.6 

8.00 to 9.99 805 1.7 2,692.5 5.5 
10.00 to 14.99 368 2.1 4,306.0 8.8 

15.00 to 19.99 174 1.0 2,901.0 6.9 

20.00 and above 137 0.8 3,836.5 '1.8 

Total 17,456 . 100.0 48,869.6 100.0 

TABLE No. 4.8(B) 

Distribution at sample families in Pun according to the siu at owned 
land-holding and the total land owned by them 

Siz_ 0' oWned Holding. Tot,,1 owned lund 
holding in 

Numb ... acres P ... • ent to Area in aer" Pe ... ent t. 
th, totlll the totul ' 

Less than 1.00 2,021 29.6 1,010.6 4.3 
1.00 to 1.99 1,720 25.1 2,580.0 10.9 
2.00 to 2.99 968 1402 2,420.0 10.3 
3.00 to 3.99 635 9.8 2,222.5 9.4 
4.00 to 4,99 396 5.8 1,782.0 7.5 
5.00 to 5.99 250 3.7 1,375.0 0.8 
6.00 ,to 7.99 248 ' 3.6 1,717.0 7.8 
8.00 to 9.99 144 2.1 1,251.0 5.3 

10.00 to 14.99 282 U 2,676.0 11.3 
15.00 to 19.99 86 1.3 1,466.0 6.2 

20.00 and above 139 2.0 5,119.6 21.'7 

Total 6,839 100.0 23,619.6 100.0 
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TABLE No. 4.9(A) 

Distribution of 8Clmple famlUes in Cuttack according to the rize of cultilXlted 
land-holding IUld the fotalland ·'culffooted by them . 

Sil. 0' ...utW,dod 
/oo1d'1I/1 in 

Boldill/1' Total ...utivlJud land 

..",... Numb ... P ......... tto A ..... in ....... P8f"unt to 
t/wI total tho total 

Less than 1.00 3,283 20.2 1,641.6 8.1 
1.00 to 1.99 3,807 2U 6,710.6 10.9 
2.00 to 2.99 2,976 18.3 '1,437.6 14.2 
3.00 to 3.99 2,081 12.8 '1,283.5 13.9 
UOto 4,99 1,313 J.L. 6,908.6 )!:!-
1i.00 to 6.99 910 6.6 6,000.0 9.6 
6.00 to 7.99 827 U 6,709.6 10.9 
8.00 to 9.99 397 U 3,613.1i 6.7 

10.00 to 14.99 390 U 4,689.0 8.8 
lli.OO to 19.99 176 .1.1 2,951i.5 Ii.6 
20.00 and above 101 0.6 2,616.6 5.0 

Total 16,259 100.0 62,369.6 100.0 

TABLE No. 4.9(B) 

Distribution of _ple familieB In Purl occ01'ding to the Ike of cultivated 
land-holding and the totallandcultloated by them 

Siz • • , ...uti"lltod 
IIolding in 

Boldill/18 Total .... ZtivlJted land 

(l(:.res Numb ... PIN' c.mt to ArelJ 'nMr'. Per cent t. 
eM total til. total 

Less than 1.00 1,279 17.3 639.5 2.' 
1.00 to 1.99 1,84.6 25.0 2,767.6 10,( 

2.00 to 2.99 1,364 18.3 3,385.0 12.2 
8.00 to 3.99 927 12.6 3,244..5 12.7 
4.00 to 4.99 671 7.7 2,669.6 9.7 

6.00 to 6.99 894 6.3 2,167.0 8.1 
6.00 to 7.99 8'17 6.l 2,602.6 9.9 
8.00 to 9.99 19' 2.6 .1,704.0 6.4 

10.00 to 14,99 262 U 2,962.0 11.1 

16.00 to 19.99 85 1.2 1,417.6 5.3 
20.00 and above 108 1.6 8,133.0 11.8 

Total '1,386 100.0 26,692.0 100.0 
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Though the two pictures 'thus presented are very similar in the main, 
there are slight differences between the tw~. Firstly in Cuttac;k the culti
vators were somewhat smaller in number than tbeowners whereas it was 
the opposite in Puri. In Cuttack, ~ers were' ~bout 73 percent of the total 
number of families and the cultivators only 70 per cent. On the other hand, 
in Ptiri theci:tltivators were 70 per cent but the owners were 65 per cem 
of-the total. ", ." " ' 

The process of leasing-in and'leasftlg-out of land was far more extensive 
in the delta than in ~nland Orissa,. Tahle NoS.d~,H> (A and B) and 4.11 
(A and B). In Cuttack, of the f~milies owning, or cultivating some land, 
only 48 per cent cUltivated as mudi iJilnd as they ~ed. The remaining were 
either leasing in or 1ea$ing out part or whole o~ ,the land at their disposal. 
In Puri this proportion was far more. No more than 30 per cent of the 
total families cultivated as much I~nd as they owned. All the remaining 70 
per cent were involved in owner:tenant relations. The extent of tenancy, 
it appears, was far ,greater in the d~lta than in Sambalpur, and in the delta 
zone itself it was Inore so in Puri :than in Cutta9k. In Cuttack, of the total 
landowners or cultivators who were involved in owner-tenant relation
ship, only 2,651, or about one-fourth; leased out'some land and the remain
ing families leased' in some land' assuming that the number of families 
both leasing in and out land was negligible. Of ,those leasing out, !lowever, 
we find that as many as 2,161, or about 82 per cent, were pure rentiers, 
that is they leased out all their land. And most of these had very little 
land to lease out, near about 80 pet' cent 6f them owning less than two 
acres each. A large proportion of the ilIlaillandowners leased out whole 
or part of their land. As against this, there ',were. fewer pure tenants, that 
is, those who leased in all the land they cultivated in Cuttack; but the 
numher of families leasing in some land was very large. The total number 
of families leasing in some lan~ -,yas .6,838, or,.n~ly three times the total 
number leasing out any land. ..But· .the pure tenants among these were 
only 965, or about 14 per cent of the total. And again these belonged 
mostly to the small-size groups. lThe fact that' the number of pure ren
tiers' in Cuttack 'was nearly two.and-a-half times the number of pure 
tenants, explains the smaller number of owners than cultivators in this 
district. And the fact of the larger number of pure rentiers and that, too, 
from the very smallest-size land-owning classes, was partly explainelt by 

, the large migration from this district to outside ,places for work. 
In Purl, we found that nearly 70 per cent of those owning or cultivating 

land, either leased in or leased out land. About 20 per cent of these 
leased out some land and the remaining 80 per cent leased in some Lind. 
Those leasing out some land formed over 16 per cent of the total land
owners; and over 82 per cent of these families bad leased out aU their 
land. Most of these rentier families had very little land to lease out; 
over 50 per cent of the families leasing-outland. owned less than two acres. 



TABLE No. 4.10(A) 

Distribution of cultioo;ed lantUwld/figa of sample families In Cuttac1c by sfze and according to sfze of land leased In 

CultWct.d land 
(ift ".,.. .. ) 1 

Less 
than 1 . 620 

1- 90S 

lI- 472 

8- 228 

'4- 103 

II- 66 

6- 49 

8- 18 

16- 8 

16- 8 

20 and above 

1-

807 

626 

.369 

284 

110 

96 

88 

27 

6· 

1 

2-

1 

"1 

476 

266 

169 

101 
92 

28 

80 

9 

6 

Total 2,466 2,800 1,164 

Nil 

Total 2,466 2,300 1,164 

8-

1 

1 

206 

102 

59 

°T 
88 

18 

4 

4 

488 

483 

Land le .... d in (in "ere.) 

84 

35 

24 

18 

6 

6 

210 

210 

6· 

44 

86 

1& 

16 

4 

S 

118 

118 

28 

21 

1& 

9 

2 

70 

70 

4 

6 

8 

S 

16 

16 

10-

4 

6. 
5 

14 

14 

16-

2 

2 

Tot"l 

620' 

1,710 

1.57Z· 

1,068 

690 

404 

878 

174 

187 

60 

29 

6,822 

6,822 

Nil 

2,668 

2,097 

1,408 

1,028 

628 

606 

449 -

~3 
268 

12& 

72 

Total 

8,288 

880 

2,975 

2,osi 
1,818 

910 

827 

897 

890 

176 

101 

9,437 16,25.9 

6,831 6,S31 

16,268 23,090 
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TABLE No. 4.10(B) 
0 

Distribution of cultivated holdings of sample families in Purl by size and according to the size of lond leased-in 

Cultivated la1Zd 
Land I.ased in (in acres) 

204nd . 
(in acres) 1 1- 2- 3- 4- 5- 6- 8- 10- 15- abovB Total Nil Total 

~ 
Les. ~ 
than 1 658 658 '621 1,2'19 i!:: 

1- 402 889 1,241 604 1,845 12 

2- 198 332 426 956 398 1,354 ~ 
;. 

8- 80 187 169 195 6S1 296 927 

~ 4- 38 88 96 53 81 356 215 1i71 
~ 

Ii-- 19 51 55 40 37 41 243 llil 394 • 

i Ii-- 7 43 37 40 19 24 41 211 166 377 

8- 0 22 15 15 7 6 14. '7 91 103 194 

10- 9. 9 16 15 8 10 8 5 11 91 161 262 = <! 
Iii-- 4 8 3 5 2 1 2 2 4 26 59 85 !::i 
20 and above 8 1 2 2 2 4 1 8 2 20 88 108 

.", 

~ 
Total 1,419 1,576 819 363 159 87 14 14 7 2 4,324 2,662 7,386 

Nil 8 2 1 1 1 13 3,094 3,107 

Total 1,427 1,678 820 363 160 88 a 14 7 2 4,337 6,756 10,493 



TABLE No. 4.11(A) 

Distribution of owned land-holdings of sample famllies in Cuttack by size and according to size of land leased out 

L .. "d I ..... d out (in a ..... ) 
20 and Cultivated laud 

(in """".) 1 1· 3- 4- 5- 6- 8- 10- 15- above Total Nil Total 

Les. I than 1 '749 749 4,494 6,243 

1- 36 661 696 3,722 4,418 ~ 
2- 19 86 845 400 2,297 2.697 8 
2- 10 21 16 164 211 1,617 1.728 ~ 

4- 9 18 8 5 85 120 857 977 i 
5- S 11 10 S 1 57 85 646 73l. 

6- 8 16 29 12 8 2 37 107 670 677 !i! 

8- 4 11 8 6 3 4 2 16 54 261 305 ~ 
'" 

10- 4 4 18 12 8 10 9 Ii 24 94 274 368 

~ 15- 7 8 Ii 4 9 7 6 " 6 51 123 174 

20 and !:l 
above 1 8 7 8 8 8 5 2 13 8 19 77 60 137 2l 

'" 
Total 842 788 444 215 107 90 60 29 . 41 14 19 2,644 14,811 17,455 

Nil 5,635 5,635 

Total 842 783 444 216 107 90 60 29 41 14 19 2,644 20,446 28,090 
<0 ... 



TABLE No. 4.11(B) "" -/00 

Distribution of owned land-holdings of sample families in Purl by size and according to size of land leased out 

Land leased out (in acr •• ) 
Cultivated land 20and . 
(in acr •• ) 1 1- 2- lI- 4- 5- 6- lI- 10- 15c above Total Nil Total 

Less 
S 

than 1 288 288 1,733 2,021 ~ 
~ 

1_ 10 217 227 1,493 1,720 &i 
2- 15 136 151 817 968 0 

." 

2- S Ii 8 88 104 631 635 .:.-

4- II 2 4 44 63 343 396 ~ 

E 6- 4 2 Ii 4 2 20 37 213 250 • 
6- 1 8 8 6 6 2 17 41 207 248 I 8- a 6 2 2 2 1 10 29 116 144 .. 

It>- 7 16 6 6 8 4 7 14 68 164 232 ; 16- 2 6 9 4 4 3 4 3 4· 38 48 86 

20 and 

E above 1 4 3 10 10 3 7 16 10 27 91 48 139 

Total 306 261 190 121 73 46 28 28 33 14 27 1,127 6,712 6,839 

Nil 8 1 1 1 6 8,648 8,654 

Total S09 261 191 121 74 47 28 28 8S 14 27 1,133 9,360 10,493 
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Whether one considers pure rentiers among all rentiers or rentiers among 
landowners, it is again clear that the proportion of rentier" families was 
largest among the small landowners. 
• Considering tenants, we find that in Puri nearly 60 per cent of the 
cultivating families had leased in some land and pure tenants were as 
many as 20 per cent of the total cultivators, or about 34 per cent of all 
tenants. Most of these tenants were small cultivators. 

The data thus reveaJ the seriousness of the tenancy prohlem in the 
delta and its peculiarities. Whereas the tenants were many times more 
than the rentiers, most of the rentiers belonged to the small-owner class. 
The tptal land leased in was again far in excess of the total land reportedly 
leased· out. In addition to the peculiar problem, particularly in Cuttack, 
where economic pressure has created a class of petty-rentiers, who migrate 
for work to urban metropolitan centres, two other features can be noted. 
Firstly, apparently a large number of owne~s of the land in villages could 
not be covered in the .survey because they stayed outside the area, pos
sibly mostly in urban centres. And, secondly, the extent of urbanization 
being severely limited, it followed that there was a considerable concen
tration of land in the hands of a few town-dwellers and institutions like 
temples and Maths (as in Puri). Tenancy in these coastal areas assumed 
a peculiar form. The tenants were far larger in number and were mostly 
small cultivators. On the other hand, the comparatively small group of 
rentiers consisted of two classes, the small landowners who rented out 
and migrated for work, and the larger owners (individuals and institutions) 
who were mainly town-dwellers and consisted of both the middle class 
and the rich. They were possibly smaller in number among rentiers but 
controlled the larger portion of the area leased-out. 

3. Farm Business in the Delta Zone 

The Delta covers parts of Cuttack and Puri districts. The Delta Irriga
tion Project Report of 1953 divided the total estimated culturable com
manded area into three different parts: (a) the perennial flow irrigated 
area; (b) the lift-irrigation area and (c) the non-perennial area. Later on 
it was decided to "postpone" (apparently indefinitely) the lift-irrigation 
part of the scheme both in the Sambalpur and the Delta zones. The Delta 
Report was rather cautious abOut the non-perimnJal area. It took this area 
into account in estimating the culturable commanded area, etc., but in 
making financial forecasts of the project this area was left out of account." 
We have followed 'the Report and excluded this area frOlD" our survey 
region. 

I aepori. on tAo Inv.,tigtdWrut lor E.,ten.oWn of lrrigrJtion 'It tM Mt1.Tumadi 
DdtlJ, Hilrllkad Dt1.'" p.,ojut, Ministl')' of "Irrigation and Power, Government of 
India, New Delhi, October 1963, para 7, pp. 68-73. " 
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Therefore, the area surveyed by us or the area which we sampled is 
slightly smaller than the culturable commanded area as given in the Delta 
Report. As in the Sambalpur zone, from the 20 sample grids of the Delta 
zone 400 sample cultivators were selected by the same method of sampling. 
20 from each grid. Thirteen of these grids were in the Cuttack district and 
seven in Puri. We present here the data for these two districts of the Delta 
zone separately. < 

Though the agricultural year, 1954-5, was a year of drought for the 
whole of the State, it was of lesser intensity in the Mahanadi Delta area 
than in the Sambalpur zone. Besides, during the subsequent year, 1955-6, 
unprecedented floods visited the Delta. It damaged the crops in large non
irrigated areas in Puri and Cuttack districts (in the proposed irrigation 
tract). What is more, for the first time since their construction, the flood 
protection embankments il) the irrigated areas in Cuttack district gave 
way before the flood waters, damaging villages and cultivated land over 
a wide area. In view of these considerations it was decided to use the data 
for the year 195i5. in regard to the Delta grids as the benchmark data. 

Farm bll8ine$$ (Cuttook): The average size of the cultivated holding 
was reported to be 2.83 acres only. One-fifth of the sample cultivators had 
less than one acre each. A quarter had one to two acres each, and another 
22 per cent had between two and three acres each. Cultivators with more 
than 10 acres each, were less than three per cent of the total and cultivated 
13 per cent of the total cultivated area. The smallest 20 per cent cultivated 
only four per cent of the total cultivated land. 

The average family size was 5.3. Larger holdings and larger famil,ies 
went together. The smaller cultivators < treated cultivation as only a part-
time occupation. < 

About 40 per cent of the gross cropped area in the sample was canal 
irrigated. As the irrigation was in the khaN! season it was mainly used for 
paddy. Only 25 per cent of this gross irrigated area was irrigated in the 
rabi season. Three per cent of the total cultivated land was reported to 
be fallow. 

Sixty-nine per cent of the gross cropped area was under paddy. Pulses 
came next occupying nearly 'Z1 per cent. Only 2.37 per cent of the area 
was under jute. 

The average value of the farm assets per family was reported to-,be 
Rs. 1,577. Nearly 89 per< cent of this was accounted for by owned land, 
10 per cent by livestock and the rest by farm implements. The average 
value of farm implements was a little over Rs. 22 per family. The value 
of implementS per family increased as the size of the holdings increased, 
until it reached the group of those having 10 and more acres each. 

Out of a total of 260 families surveyed, 211 had bullocks. Most of the 
families without bullocks were in the smallest-size groups where also most 
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farms had no bullocks or only one per farm. Most of the bullocks were 
purchased. Owning of milch cattle was larger among larger cultivators. 
The farm implements used were of the traditional type. The bullock cart 
was the only expensive farm equipment and that too was not found every
where. In most of the grids, none of the sample families had bullock carts. 
The average value of the farm implements per family came to about Rs. 22. 
Annual replacement charges .per family amounted to one-third of this. 

The two important products of livestock were milk and milk products 
and cattle droppings. The cattle droppings accounted for half of the total 
livestock products and the other half was ·accounted for by milk and milk 
products. Little was derived from the sale of eggs, hides and skins. A 
little over one-third of the milk produced and over half.pf the total milk 
products made were sold. The average investment in the total physical 
assets per family was very small. A little over 50 per cent of the total was 
!D land, the remaining being in livestock and implements. 

Farm receipts: Table 4.12 gives farm receipts of sample farms in 
Cuttack during 1954-5. Farm receipts were analysed under four different 
heads: receipts from land, from livestock, from trees and kitchen garden 
and from labour outside the farm. In the 13 grids of Cuttack district, re
ceipts in the. form of crop and fodder accounted for 70 per cent of the 
tota~ from livestock about nine per cent, about tWo per cent from kitchen 
garden, etc. and the remaining 20 per cent or so from wages. The receipts 
from land formed a smaller percentage of the total receipts of smaller 
cultivators than of the large ones. On the other hand, receipts from wages 
formed nearly 60 per cent of the receipts of the smallest cultivators, 31 
percent of the second smallest group and less than 10 per cent for the 
medium cultivators. They did not at all Ilgure in the case of the group of 
biggest cultivators who naturally had no need and/or time to work on 
wages .. 

Most of the receipts were in kind. Only about 18 per cent were received 
in cash through wages, sale of produce, etc. Of these total cash receipts 
as much as 78 percent were from wages, sale of produce amounting to only 
a Jlfth of the total. Wages were received mostly in cash, only about 25 per 
cent being received in the form of grain or other produce of the farm. 

The most important farm produce was paddy, pulses, and jute. 

Current farm e:t'PeTI8e$: Table 4.13 presents data about total expenses 
on current farm operations on sample farms in Cuttack under different 
heads. Of the total expenses, wages, including wage payments to casual 
and animal farm labour and to customary village servants, and feed and 
fodder expenses of livestock, accounted for a third each. The remaining 
one-third of the total was divided between expenses on materials like seed 
and manure, rent payment to landlords and other expenses like payment 
of land revenue, interest, etc. 



TABLE No. 4.12. 

Receipts from farm business of sample/arms (clnssified by size) in Cuttack during 1954-5 

Crop .... eipts Li" •• tock prot!uco .protluce from tr ••• , orclwrrda 
kit.It ... gartIe"" etc. 

Groupll Size No.o! Sold UnBolt! Total Sold Umolt! Total \ Solt! U ... old Total 

i (Acrea) Farnut RB. Ra. R •. R •• R •• R •• RB. Rs. R •• 

L ... than 1.00 • 1 56 661.06 3,888.51 4,439.67 41.25 607.76 649.00 63.00 180.12 248.12 

~ (12.4](%) (100%) (6.36%) (100%) (25.91%) (100%) 

2 1.00 to 1.99 66 1,097.94 12,062.88 .13,160.27 797.63 1,452.37 2,260.00 835.00 835.00 ~ • (8.34%) (100%) (35.46%) (100%) (lO()%) 
~ 

8 2.00 to 2.99 68 2,208.12 15,242.66 17,450.78 186.00 1,861.62 1,646.62 254.00 650.00 8(}4.00 

~ (12.66%) (100%) (11.96%) (100%) (81.69%) (100%) 

4 8.00 to B.99 27 1,261.26 9,799.44 11,060.69 114.00 1,110.87 1,224.87 83.76 206.00 288.76 .;, 
(11.40%) (100%) (9.31%) (100%) (29.00%) (100%) 

~ 6 4.00 to 499 19 1,426.94 8,649.21 10,076.16 76.l3 971.66 1,046.69 26.00 186.00 211.00 
(14.16%) (100%) (7.180/.) (100%) (12.82%) (1(}0%) t:i 

6 &.00 to 6.99 17 1,166.60 10,051.39 11,216.89 614.87 1,308.00 l,822.37. 77.00 136.00 212.00 

~ (10.39%) (100%) (28.23%) (100%) (36.82%) (1000/.) 

7 7.00 to 9.99 11 1,623.60 8,686.72 10,210.22 86.87 689.76 776.12 . 2.00 47.00 49.00 
~ (14.92%) (100%) (11.01%) (100%) . (4.08%) (100%) 
i!:. 

8 . 10.00 and above 7· 2,274:12 6,060.79 8,324.91 360.00 984.37 1,344.37 35.00 85.00 
(27.32%) (1000/.) . (26.780/.) (100%) (100%) 

Total 260 11,508.43 74,431.06 85,989.48 2,172.76 8,486.29 10,669.04 505.75 1,672.12 2,177.87 
(13.39% ) (100%) (20.38%) (100%) (23.22%) (100%) 

Sold-ca.h value. Unsold-kind value. 



!'II TABLE No. 4.12-(Contd.) 

:. Receipts from farm business of sample farms (classified bg size) in Cuttack during 1954-5 

Group Other ,..ceipt. Total Wall'" receipt. Grand Total 

Sold Unsold Total Sold Unsold Total Catl> Kind v"lue Total CaBh Kind value Total 
R •. R •• Rs. R •• • R •. R •• R •. Rs. R •• R •• R •• Rs • 

~ 
1 480.12 480.12 655.81 6,105.50 6,761.81 5,466.87 2,195.50 7,661.87 6,121.68 7,302.00 13,428.68 I (100%) (11.870/. ) (100%) (71.85% ) (100% ) (45.60%) (100%) 

II 646.87 646.87 1,895.67 14,896.67 16,292.14 6,114.87 1,834.19 6,948.66 7,009.94 16,230.76 23,24.0.70 9 (100%) (11.63%) (100%) (7S.60%) (100% ) (30.16%) (100%) 
~ S 626.76 626.75 2,647.12 17,781.03 20,428.16 4,658.69 1,829.00 5,987.69 7,305.81 19,110.03 26,416.84 
~ (100% ) (12.96%) (100%) (77.80%) (100%) (27.66% ) (100%) 

4. 282.25 282.25 1,459.00 11,897.56 12,856.66 953.00 224,44- 1,177.44 2,412.00 11,622.00 14,034.00 ~ 
(l00%) (11.36%) (100%) (80.94%) (100% ) (17.19%) (100%) ~ 

6 262.00 262.00 1,628.07 10,067.17 11,695.84 583.50 41.50 625.00 2,111.67 10,109.27 12.220.84 i (100%) (18.18% ) (100%) (98.36% ) (100% ) (20.89%) (100%) 

322.69 322.69 1,766.87 1l,817.1i8 13,573.96 698.50 136.00 834.50 2,456.37 11,963.08 14,408.45 '" 6 

~ (100%) (12.94%) (100%) (83.70%) (100%) •• (17.04%) (100% ) 

'1 174.62 174.62 1,610.87 9,698.09 11,208.96 219.00 219.00 1,829.87 9,598.09 11,427.96 
~ (lOO%). (14.37% ) (100% ) (100%) (100%) (16.01%) (100%) 

167.00 157.00 2,634.12 7,227.16 98,612.28 2,634.12 7,227.16 9,861.28 
I'l 8 

(100%) (26.71%) (100%) (26.71'Yo) (100%) 

Total - 2,802.30 14,186.93 87,891.76 101,678.69 17,693.48 17,693.43 5,760.63 23,454.06 81,880.36 93,152.39 125,032.76 
(100%) (13.979'.) (100%) (75.44%) (100%) (25.50'Yo) (100%) 

Sold-cash value. U D80Id-kind value. ~ 



TABLE No. 4.13 ~ 
Current farm exp~ of sample farms (classified by their size) in Cuttack during 1954·5 

Wage. to CG6ual fa,..,. PapentB to permanent Materials used 
labourers ja.1'1n 8ervants" 

G.·.up" Size No •• ! Cuh· KindvalU6 Total Cash Kind "alU6 Total' Cask Kind 1)al". Total' 
~ (acre.) !fIIrnUJ RB. R •• R •• R •• . R •• R •• R •. R •. R •• 
z 
0 

1 Less than 1.00 493.26 651.87 
i!: 

65 611.87 130.69 742.56 58.62 l:i (82.40% ) (100%) (1o.s2%) (100%) 

2 1.00 to 1.99 66 1,866.19 407.06 1,773.25 199.00 1.453.56 1,652.56 ~ 
(71.04% ) (100% ) (12.0"'%) (100%) i>-

S 2.00 to 2.99 68 1.786.37 963.76 2,749.12 24.00 21.00 45.00 297.19 1.695.50 1,992.69 ~ (64.94%) (lOO%) (53.33%) (100%) (14.91%) (100%) 

4 3.00 to 3.99 27 1.299.50 683.31 1,982.81 150.00 253.00 >103.00 73.37 1,071.44 1.144.81 j (65.54%) (1000/.) (37.22%) (100%) (6.41%) (100%) 

5 4.00 to 4.99 19 1,815.12 724.50 2.639.62 280.00 461.00 741.00 '19.00 906.62 985.62 
(71.47%) (100%) (37.79%) (100%) (8.02%) (100%) t:l 

6 5.00 to 6.99 17 1.502.26 1.070.31 2.672.56 570.00 1,310.44 1,880.44 .11.26 1,142.31 1,153.56 ~ (58.40%) (100%) (30.31%) (100%) (0.98%) (100%) 

'1 7.00 to 9.99 11 1,550.62 '909.19 2.459.81 260.0!) 457.00 717.00 107.75 974.19 1,081.94 ~ 
(63.04%) (100%) (36.26%) (100%) (9.96%) (100%) i!: 

8 10.00 and above 7 1.203.62 697.87 1,801.49 530.00 791.25 1,321.25 772.12 772.12 
(66.81%) (100%) (4!l.ll%) (100%) (10!)%) 

Total 280 11,134.64 5.486.68 16,621.22 1,814.00 3.293.69 6,107.69 826.18 8,508.99 9.a~5.17 
(66.99%) (100%) (35.56%) (l00';.) (8.85%) (1001.) 



. TABLE No. 4.13-{Contd.) 

Current farm expenses of sample farms (classified by their size) in Cuttack during 1954-5 
, 

Feed "nd lodder ch""goa Rop",i,. ch",rges of PtLlIme>tta to village Currsn.t improvenumt 
.... pl.m ... " seruantB 6O;pB1l8eS Oft land , , 

Kindvalu. 
Kind Total Caah. Kind Total Cash Kind Total 

i .. ,GroUPB . Size Casl • Total 'Caa1> 'Value valU6 'ValUB 
... ("eros) R •• R •• R •• Ra. R •. R., R •• R •• Ra. R •• ·R •• R •• 

'1 LeSs than 1.00' . 858.12 1,262.69 1,620.81 14.00 14.00 11.00 30.44 '11.44 16.37 16.87 ~ 
(22.10%) , (100%) (1000/0) (100%) (26.64%) (l00%) (100%) (100%) 

I 2 1:00 to· l.99 718.76 2,602.00 S:220.76 20.06 20.06 14.87 127.62 142.49 62.75 62.75 
(22.32%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (10.44%) (100%) (100%j (100%) 

'S 2.00 to U9 878.66 2,783.69 3,657.25 14.75 14.75 4.00 216.12 219.12 98.94 98.94 
(23.890/.) (100%) (100%) (100%) (1.83%) . (100%) (lOO%) (100%) .. 

4 S.OO to. 3.99 475.44 ll32.l1~ 2,007.81 1.00 1.00 114.44 114.44 61.00 61.00 !i1 
(23.68%) (100%) (100%) (lOG%) (l00%) (100%) (100%) m 

.6 4.00 to 4.99 469.75 . 1,420.94 1,880.69 6.94 6.94 100.66 100.56 55.75 2.'00 57.75 
~ (24046%) (100% ) (100%) (100%) (100%) (96.64%) (100%) 

6 6.00 to 6.99 514.94 1,631.44 2,046.88 6.37 6.87 91.62 . 91.62 65.50 65.50 ~ 
(26.16%) (100%) (10~%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)' .~ 

7 7.00 to 9.99 883.87 1,782.00 2,116.37 0.94 0.94 80.25 80.26 53.00 4.00 67.00 ~ 
(15.760/0) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (92.98%) . (100%) 

8 10.00 and above 222.37 1,018.75 1,241.12 62.87 62.37 15.00 15.00 
(17.92%) (100%) (100%) (l00%) (100%) 

Total' . '. '3,95630' 13,883.88· .17,790.18 . 64.06 . 64.06 29.87 822.42 862.29 418.31 6.00 424.31 
(22.24%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (3.50% ) (100%) (98.590/.,) (100%) 

) '~ .. : lS 



TABLE No. 4.13-{ Contd. ) 
.... 
8 

Current farm expenses of Bflmple fanru (classified by their size) in Cuttack during 1954·5 

Oth.,. current ."'penlle. Payments to landlord Tota! 

Group. Size Cash Kind "alue • Kind val". Total Cash Kind "alus Total Total Cash 
(aor •• ) R •. R •. R •• R •. R •. R •• R •. R •• R •• 9 

2,13619 3,577~23 
Z 

1 Les. than 1.00 37L06 4.00 . 375.06 215.12 215.12 1,441.04 

~ (98.93%) (100%) (100%) (40.28%) (100'1. ) 

2 1.00 to 1.99 1,031.66 26.44 1.068.00 7.60 1,449.37 1,456.87 3,410.68 5,966.05 9,376.73 
~ (97.50%) (100%) (0.51% ) (100%) (36.37%) (100%) 
flo 

3 2.00 to 2.99 937.87 98.44 1,036.31 2,195.44- 2,195.44 4,035.68 7,972.94 12,008.62 
~ (90.50%) (100%) (1000/.) (33.61%) (100%) 

4 3.00 to 3.99 275.56 17.00 292.56 4.00 1,347.44 1,351.44 2,339.87 5,019.00 '1,358.87 ~ 
(94.19%) (100%) (0.30%) (100%) (31.80%) (100%) ... 

~ Ii 4.00 to 4.99 424.44 31.12 455.56 • 10.00 746.37 766.37 8,131.00 4,393.11 7,524.11 
(93.17%) (100%) (1.32%) (1000/.) (41.61%) (100%) ~ 

6 5.00 to 6.99 '127.87 40.00 767.87 2.00 1,315.44 1,817.44 3,400.18 6,501.56 9,901.74 j (94.79%) (100%) (0.15%) (100%) (34.34%) (100%) 

'1 7.00 to 9.99 238.25 5.25 243.50 'llUl '114.31 2,543.93 4,926.19 '1,470.12 ~ 
. (97.84%) (100%) (100% ) (34.05%) (100%) a: 

8 10.00 and above 602.66 602.56 327.87 327.87 2,573.55 3,570.23 6,143.711 
(100%) (100%) (100%) (41.89%) (100%) 

Total 4,609.17 222.25 4,831.42 23.60 8,311.36 8,334.86 22,875.93 40,485.27 63,361.20 
(96.40'1< ) (100%) (0.28% ) (100%) (36.10% ) (100%) 
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Expenses on labour engaged on farm increased as the size of the farm 
increased, the last but one group of large farmers reporting nearly half 
of its total expenses to be on this account. However, unlike the Sambal· 
pur zone, payments to annual farm servants accounted for less than 25 per 
cent of the total wage payments. 

Except for the very small cultivators, expenses on seed and manure 
formed roughly a steady proportion of between eight and 12 per cent of the 
total expenses. Rent payments formed a higher proportion of the total 
expenses only in those groups where a large proportion of the cultivated 
land was leased in .. 

The discussion above relates to total expenses. But nearly two·thirds 
of this was in kind-produce of the farm used or paid out as expenses. 
Most of the cash expense was on account of wage payments-payments 
to casual labour and to annual farm servants. These two accounted for 
nearly 57 per cent of the total cash expenses. One-fifth of the total was 
due to miscellaneous expenses, mainly land revenue and interest payments. 
Over 17 per cent of the total was due to purchase of feed and fodder. 

Examining individual items of expenditure separately we find that ex· 
penses like payment of land revenue, rent for hire of instruments, wages 
of artisans repairing implements, etc. were made entirely in cash. With 
regard to all other expenses, payments were reported both in cash and 
kind. In regard to wages, about one-third of the total payment was in 
kind, the rest in cash. In this also there was no diHerence between casual 
and attached labour. Only about eight to nine per cent of the seed and 
manure us.ed on the farm was purchased and most of it was manure. 
~early a fourth of the total expenses·on feed and fodder for livestock was 
n cash. Almost the entire rent payment to landlords was in the form' of . 
:he produce, cash rent being of little signiflcance. Customary payments 
:0 village servants was in kind but here too the smaller cultivators reported 
:ash payments. to a certain extent. Almost the entire miscellaneous ex:· 
pense group was in cash, since all land revenue and most interest pay· 
nents were or had to be in cash. . 

4. Agricultural Labour in Cuttack 

The total sample of agricultural laboorers in the Cuttack area consisted 
of 130 persons. Of these, lOS were casual labourers and the remaining 
permanent Of annual or attach,lld. farm servants. 'fhe two are treated sepa· 
rately below. Additional details regarding their employment, etc. afe given 
in Appendix II. 

Casual: To the total of lOS cases in the sample an employment oE 
24,277 man-days was recorded fOf the whole period of 12 months, i.e. on 
an average a labourer could have got employment for lI.25 days during 
the year (Table No. 4.14). The average is by itself of very little significance 



TABLE No. 4.14 .... g 
The employment and wage earnings at agricu/turo! labourers in Cuttaok district in 1954·5 

s. Name afwork Numb.,· Number Value Bulk receipt. l' (haM 
No. of la· o! day. of pay. CaB" Totlll during '/lear total 

001,(1'61'8 worked: ment in income 
kiM Rs. 1Vages 1ft kiM I'll cash Total 

8 R •. R •• R •• Ro. Ro. R •• 

~ 
Casual Labour ~ 

1i 
1. In agriculture both in 105 T 21,534 5,117 13,905 19,022 - 19,022 

~ lind oumide the village .A 205.0 48.7 132.5 181~ 181.2 
>-

2. In non;.agriculture in and 78 T 2,748 119 2,642 2,761 ~ .2,761 

~ outaide the villap A "87,6 1.6 36.2 37.8 37.8 

8. Total .work done 108 T 5.286 16.547 21,783 21.788 
.. 

24,277 ! ,,- A 224.8 48.6 153.2 201.07 201.07. 

'" Farm servants .. 
1. In agriculture hoth 22 T 6.678 2,776 846 8.622 930 930 4,562 ~ in and outaide the village A 80S.3 126.2 88.4 164.6 42.8 .42.8- 206.9-

~ 
2. In non·agriculture both 10 T 266.0 94 66 160 160 ~ 

in and outBide the village A 26.6 9.4 6.6 16.0 16.0 

8. Total work ·done 22 T 2,870 912 3.782 930 930 4.712 
A 130.5 41.4 171.9 42.3 42.3 214.2 

A = Average T = Total 
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except as showing the total volume'of wage ;ork of all descriptions avail
able to these labourers in this region, in a period of 12 months. Furthet 
details about the employment available to individual labourers in the 
sample is discussed below. 

Of the total employment available to these labourers, 88 per cent was 
in agriculture and the rest in non-agricultural pursuits. A detailed break. 
down given in Appendix 11 showed that of the total work in agriculture, 
91 per cent was in the village of the labourers and the remaining outside 
it Of the non-agricultural work, 75 per cent was in the village and the 
remaining outside it On the whole, most of the employment was in agri
culture and in the village: 

An examinatiOB, of the employment data in the different periods of two 
months into which the year was divided showed that the availahility of 
agricultural and non-agricultural employment was rather properly dove
tailed. The slack period in agriculture corresponded with the busy one 
in non-agricultural work. In agriculture, the peak load of work was in June 
and July (23 per cent of the total man-days) and the load was lowet than 
the peak but quite heavy in August-September and December-JanuarY, 
each accounting for 20-18 per cent of the total man-days of employment. 
The remaining three periods of two months each accounted for the re
maining 40 per cent of the total man-days of employment. In -non-agri
cultural work, on the other hand, the peak load of work was in February
March and less heavy but substantial in April-May. The load also increased 
in a small way in October-November. The seasonal fluctuations in agri
cultural and non-agricultural employments were common to all villages, 
Le. the fluctuations in these were the same with regard to work available 
inside and outside the village. 

Table 4.15 gives the ciassiJication of sample labourers according to the 
total number of days on which they were employed, and the range of 
their total earnings in each class. Judging on the criterion discussed earlier 
(p. 51) about 12 per cent of the total labourers in the sample were fully 
employed. About-15 per cent were nearly fully employed (90 to 100 per 
cent of the days). About 12 per cent could not secure employment (on 
the assumption that they were seeking it) for less than half the period. 
This continuum can be cut at any point to decide where the boundary 
between full employment and underemployment- lies. 

What was more significant, however, was the range of earnings. The 
total range in earnings was wide in all classes showing the wide range of 
daily wage rates possibly for different types of work.s This was reflected 
in the total earnings of the two top groups where the average earning 
in the fully employed group was lower than that in the "nearly fully em-. 

• TM Report 0/ 1M Agricultural Lao""r Enquirv, VoL Ill, East India, p_ 71, 
reports that the range of earnings for men labourers In the coastal zone wal' 
from 1 ••• than 10 as. to 84 as. per day. 
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TABLE No. 4.15 

Casual agricultural labourers in the Cuttack sample classified according to 
the total number of days on which they were employed during 1954-5 and 
the range of their total earnings during the period . 

Number ., da/I/' Numb."., Range 0' total 
employed during sample. 6a.rnings 
the lIear 

1. 300 day. and above 13 . 200 t<? 336 
2. 270 to 299 days 16 202 to 359 
3. 240 to 269 .. 16 189 to 287 
4. 210 to 239 .. 27 111 to 279 
5. 180 to 209 

" 16 91 to 218 
6. 150 to 179 .. 7 51 to 195 
7. 120 to 149 .. 7 42 to 150 
8. 90 to 199 .. .1 98 
9. Below 90 days S 33 to 63 

108 

ployed" group. The level of total earnings was thus not proportionately 
connected with the total employment secured by a labourer. Wage rates 
were higher in non-agricultural work than in agriculture. They were higher 
in busy seasons than in slack seasons in both agriculture and other employ
ment. 

Annual farm seroants: There were 22 cases of these in our sample and 
the information regarding ,them is presented in Table 4.14. The Table needs 
no elaborate comments. As attached servants, they mostly worked in agri
culture and in the village. Obviously they could not work in non-agricultural 
lines nor outside the village. The perquisites were naturally important in 
their case., There is no point in analysing the seasonal pattern of employ
ment because they 'were salary earners all the time employed during the 
period of contract.' 

• Some further facts about attached s.,...ants might be quoted from the ReptWt 
., the Agri""ltu.-al Labour Enqui"1l (1951). "In Coaetal zone attached workers 
were of two types known as Kothias or Balias and Chakirias. The latter re
ceived an annual wage of about Rs. 30 to Rs. 60, w)lieh wa. paid in cash in three 
to four instalments. In addition, the following perquisites were allowed during 
a year to the Chakiria.. • 

A bed .. heet worth . Rs. 3.8.0 
A pair of dhotis worth Its. 6.0.0 
A napkin worth Rs. 3.0.0 
3 or 4 meals a day· Rs. 270.0.0 (appro,,-) 

• (consisting of rice; the value of the meal. was annas 12 per day). 
• .' [Contd. on p. 105] 
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5. Rural Industry (Cuttack) 

Weavers: 1D the 13 grids surveyed iD Cuttack district, 82 families re
ported weaviug as their' maiD occupation. Seven of these families were 
selected as a part of the general sample of iDdustries for survey. As an 
additional sample, 17 extra families were also selected for an intensive 
study of the handloom weaviug iDdustry iD the district. The followiDg 
discussion covers all the 24 families of weavers surveyed. -

All but two of the families bad just one loom each; two families had 
two looms each. The 24 families reported 66 workers iD alJ, two of whom 
were very temporary employees with a family. Twenty-niDe of the workers 
were adult males, all skilled; of the 31 female workers, 17 were reported 
as skilled and 14 unskilled. There were only four children reported to be 

, engaged iD this iDdustry. 
The average original value of present capital equipment per family 

came to about Rs. 78 and the estimated present value to about Rs. 56. 
These values were a little higher than those reported for either Puri or 
Sambalpur. The average value of new additions to the weaver's equipment 
amounted to about Rs. 10.5 and the annual repair and maintenance expense 
to about Rs. 15 to 16. 

The average value of sale (production) during the year was reported 
to be about Rs. 1,000. Out of this, nearly (f'f per cent accounted for yam. 
starch and dye. Inclusive of other costs. the total expenses came to about 
69 per cent of tl)e total sales (value. of production). The average net iDcome 
perfanftly. (or household) came to about Rs, 326. As the following Table 
will show most of the families (about 45 per cent of them) had an iDcome 
of between Rs. 300 to less than Rs. 400 per annum and only three of the 
24 families reported an iDcome of more than Rs. 540 per annum. 

[Contd. from p. 104] 
The Kothia. or Halia. were allowed a piece of land free of rent locally known 

as Heta. The employer bore the entire cost of cultivation, except in Puri di ... 
triet, where the cost Was bome by the worker. the employer paying the land 
revenue. ,In Buch ca •••• Kothia. got four meals a day, but were not permitted 
to work elsewhere during the entire period of contract. Interest-free loans of 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 50 were also granted to these workers. The Kothias were allowed 
a daily wage of one gouni or four seerS of paddy worth anna. 12. In some 
villages. the daily wage was only 2 seers of paddy worth annas 6. The Kothia 
was engaged on piece wage. during the harvesting season and was entitled to 
one-fifth share in the produce harvested by him. earning Rs. 1.8.0 per day for 
nearly 3 to " weeks at this rate. Workers usually preferred employment a. 
Chakiria., as they were allowed free meals in addition to other perquisites and 
a yearly wage of about Rs. 50. Children were engaged as graziers and Were 
paid at the rate of Rs. 8 R year for each head of oattle." Agri<>ulmral Labour 
Enq.df'll •• Report, on th, l"t""';'l1. SurtI"II 0' Agri<>ult .... al Labour Empl<>1l'llU'llt. 
Umle,.empio!lm<m~. Wag •• ami Le1Jels ./ Li1J,;ng.,.vol. Ill, East India. Govern
ment of India. Ministry of Labour. New Delhi. 1955. p. 74. 
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Net annual Families with F amities with Total 
iooOf7l6 of . ()fI(I loom two or more 
family in Rs. looms 

Less than 100 4 4. 

-200 2 2 

-300 2 2 

-400 10 1 11 

-500 2 2 

-750 2 2 

-1000 

Above 1000 1 1 

Total 22 2 24 

= 
. Other indmtries: Information about other rural industries in Cuttack 

is presented in Appendix III, in a consolidated Table. 

6. Rural Trade, Transport and Professions (Cuttack) 
., ~' 

Information regarding trade and transport is presented in a cons9lidated 
Table in Appendix III. 

7. The Urban Sector in Cuttack - Kendrapada 

Population: The population of Kendrapada had declined from 15,245 
in 1901, to 12,253 in 1951. The decrease had been continuous from 1901 
to 1941, the largest decrease occurring in the decade 1921-31. During 1941· 
51 there was a slight increase. According to our estimate, the population 
was 12,851 at the time of our survey. The number of females per 1,000 
males was 1,028 in the sample population. . 

The total adult population constituted 61 per cent of the total popula· 
. tion (Table No. 4.16). Of the adult males 88 per cent were earners. The 
proportion of earners among the adult females was 10 per cent only. 
Only one non-adult earner was reported. The ratio of total earners to 
non-earners was 1:2.62. • 

. Industry and occupation: In Table No. 4.17, the sample families are 
classified by the industry (main and subsidiary) in which their heads were 
engaged. Nearly 20 per cent fell in the category of imperfectly described 
oCcupations. Twenty per cent of the sample families. were in agriculture 
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TAin.E No. 4.16 
Distribution of the sample population of Kendrapada b!l age, sex, earners 
and non-eamers \ 

D""oription 0' Earne ... No ..... a ........ Totlll P ..... nt 
population to tot .. 1 

Male adult 403 (88.8) • 61 (11.2) 464 (100) . 28.2 

Male non-adult 1 (0.3) 338 (99.7) 339 (100) 21.1 

Total males 404 (50.9) 389 (49.1) '793 (100) 49.3 

Female adult 62 (9.9) 475 (90.1) 627. (100) 32.8 

Female non-adult 287 (100.0) 287 (100) 17.9 

Total females 52 (U) 762 (93.6) 814 (100) 50.7 

Total persons 456 (28.4) 1,161 (71.6) 1,607 (100) 100.0 

• Figures in brackets indicate percentages of tofai. 

TABLE No. 4.11 
Distribution o/sample families in Keildrapada according to the main and 
subgjdiary industries In which their heOlh were engaged 

Namt of th_ industry 

Agriculture, livestock, 
forestry, fishing, hunting 

Manufacturing 

Construction 

Electricity, gas, water 
and sanitary services 

Distributive services 
(trade and commerce) 

Transport, storage 
and communications 

Services 

Activities not' 
adequately described 

Not stated. or none 

Total 

Famili •• with thu. 48: 

mal .. industry 8'Ubsidiary 
indUJ/try , 

72 47 

76 D , 
1 

111 
62 

70 

10 

362 

7 

II 

10 

15 

266 

352 
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and 21 per cent were engaged in manufacturing; services accounted for 
17.5 per cent and trade and commerce for 12.5 per ceot. The large number 
of families in the insulliciently described category indicated a rather un
diHerentiated structure of employment and work in Kendrapada. Eighty
six families reported subsidiary occupations, 46 in agriculture, six in manu
facturing, 10 in services, etc. 

Table No. 4.18 gives the distribution of earners in the sample by industry 
and occupation. The insulliciently described category claimed 18 per cent 
of the total earners. About 26 per cent of the earners in the sample were 

. in manufacturing, nearly 17 per cent in services and about 13 per cent in 
trade and commerce. Agriculture and primary industry engaged 18 per 
ceot. In regard to occupations, it was found that 60 per cent of the total 
earners belonged to the subordinate technical occupations, about 13 per 
cent to sales and related occupations, and nine per cent each to profes
sional, technical and related occupations and ministerial occupations. 

Table No. 4.19 gives the distribution of earners according to their earn
ings from their main occupations during the year preceding the inquiry. 
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd quartile earnings in the diHerent industrial groups 
are also given in the Table. The median earnings in agriculture and 
manufacturing were about the same, Rs. 235 and Rs. 231 respectively. 
Both the mst and third quartile earnings in agriculture were, however, 
significantly higher than in manufacturing. Transport, storage and com
munications had the highest earning levels in the sample, its median 
income being considerably greater than the third quartile income of services. 
The median earnings in services were Rs. 337. The 1st quartile earnings 
in 'services were about the same as in agriculture but the 3rd quartile earn
ings were Rs. 517.61. In trade and commerce, there was small diHerence 
between the median and· the 3rd quartile earnings though the median 
was more than twice the 1st quartile earnings. . 

Table No. 4.20 gives the distribution of families according to their total 
income during the previoUs year. The median income was Rs. 361. The 
range of the middle 50 per cent of iricomes was from Rs. 214 to Rs. 568. 
The per capita income in Kendrapada was Rs. 126. 



TABLE No. 4.18 

• Distribution of earners in sample families in Kendrapada according to industry and main occupation 

Nams 0/ main. occupation 

-g1H ~ .. 
.10- ~ ... -l:SG~ 1 p..~ .... tg-

~ ct.).~.~ 0 

;f""~ ]"8" lj 'I:~ ~ ~ a -~= 0 ---g '" 'Ed ~'- . 1 0 ~ "l!il . 11 2..5 l!'"ii'~ .~ 
.. -~'W" .... ~ " ~ bI! ~ .... =.~"CS~ Utli ·if "g'" "60- .. - " l!·H ~::- ~~~ ~ .. "t t]f ." 2- .. 

" 
.. .n ... il ..!i 0'" £~ - -t:I:.ojo!I i\,} § ~~.! . "'" - .. s 

~ ~ ~~'s: ~~t~ JfUg ~g ~ ... i£ ~~Q ~ e:: A!.s 
~ 

,,-- -0 

Agriculture, Ii_ g stock, forestry, 
fisbing & bunting 84 84 18.4 z 

'" . . 
Manufacturing 1 1I 117 120- 26.3 ~ 
Construction. ~ 4 4 ·0.9 

~ ElectricitY, p! .. water 
&; sanitary services 1 1 0.2 

~ Distributive services 
(trade & commerce) 1 57 58 12.7 

Transport, storage S 
and communications 4 12 16 3.5 ~ 

Services 1 39 11 4 21 76 16.7 
Activities not ade-
quately deattibed 26 58 83 18.2 

Not stated 14 14 3.1 

Tote! 2 42 41 4 57 275 21 14 456 100.0 .... 
8 



TABLE No. 4.19 .... .... 
00 

Distribution of earners in sample families in Kendrapada classified by the industry, according to their annual income 
from their main occupation 

Famil1l income (in Ro.) btQu- Media" 3rd Qu-
artile Income artile 

Nflnae of 1 161 201· 261. 361 351 401 601 751 1,001 Above Income lncoma ~ i1&dust." to to to to to to to to to to (Ro.) (R •• ) (R •• ) 
2 0/ earnenr 160 200 250 300 360 400 500 760 1,000 2,000 2,000 0 

Agriculture, live- ~ 
stock, forestry, 0 
fishing &: hunting 11 17 10 13 4 8 5 8 4 1 129.41 234.62 428.91 

.,. 
> 

Manufacturing 82 • 16 12 11 6 22 71.59 231.26 857.50 7 7 3 4 ! Construction . '- 1 1 1 1 
Electricity, gas, water • ... 

& sanitary serviee 1 ~ Distributive aer- ... 
vices, (trade and l'I 

commerce) 11 7 2 7 1 16 4 6 3 2 125.00 328.33 384.38 i Transport, storage 
& communicationa 2 2 1 3 5 3 300.00 626.00 826.00 

~ 
Sel'vices 12 13 . 2 8 1 6 10 11 1 7 4 126.92 337.60 517.61 I:: 
Activities not • adequatel)' described 9 10. 20 14 6 9 7 4 1 8 179.38 233.93 343.06 

Total 75 66 46 55 15 58 87 36 22 23 5 123.16 250.00 396.35 

NOTE: "Earners" Who did not report any earning and who did not report any occupation have been excluded for this Table. 



, 
TABLE No. 4.20 

Distribution of 8tJmple (ami/leg In Kendrapada classlficd by tIle Indllslrll of their 1leads, according to the total annual 
family income 

Fivmull i1ioo"'. {in R •. } • 
Indmtrr/ of 1 151 201 251 801 351 401 501 751 1001 Above Not Toea, i the 1t.1Jd of to to to to to to to to to to 2,000 otatcd 
tl •• familll 100 200 250 300 360 400 600 760 1,000 2,000 

t( 
i.'\ 

Agriculture, live-

i stQekf forestrY, 
ft.hi~ 8& hunting" 2 11 7 11 8 Ii 6 11 7 7 2 72 

Manufacturing 9 4 4 8 2 18 12 10 4 9 75 ~ 
Conatruction • 1 1 1 1 " '" 
EI~ctri.ity. "gas, !i! 
water" sanitary ~ services 1 1 

Distributive services ~ (trade 8&lCOtDmerce} 7 2 1 3 1 8 8 II 1\ " 1 44 

Transport, storage 

~ ". communications 1 " " 8 1 13 

ServiCes 4 14 1 2 1 6" 6 13 4 6 Ii 62 

Activiti .. not ade-
quately described 7 Ii 10 10 6 11 9 6 2 2 1 69 

Not stated 1 1 10 12 

Total 29 37 26 " 34 14 44 87 64 27 31 10 10 352 
..... ... ..... 



Chapter V 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE DELTA ZONE (PURl) IN 1954-5 

l. Farm BlUiness (Purl)! 

THE average size of the cultivated holdings was 3.68 acres. Two-thirds 
of the cultivators had less than four acres of land each. Cultivators having 
less than four acres each cultivated only about one-third of the total cul
tivated land. Cultivators with more than 10 acres of cultiv<llted land each 
cultivated over one-fifth of the total land. In Purl, joint cultivation was 
practised to a considerable extent. For a particular plot of land a number 
of cultivators oame together and put in the labour and incurred expenses 
and shared the produce in the same proportions. • 

The average size 'of the farm family was reported to be 5.5. Generally, 
the size of the family increased with the increase in the size of the farm. 
Two per cent of the net cultivated area was reported to be fallow. Sixty
five per cent of the gross cropped area was reported to be under paddy 
and 29 per cent more was occupied by pulses. 'The area under orchard crops 
like coconut, betel leaves, etc. accounted for a little less than one per cent 
of the gross cropped area. About thirty-one per cent of the gross cropped 
area was cropped more than once. The second crop was almost invariably 
pulses. The total irrigated area constituted about 2.16 per cent of the gross 

I cropped area. All of this was lift irrigation. 
The average value of the assets per farm was reported to be about Rs. 

1,276. Eighty per cent of this was owned land, about ten per cent Iivestoek 
and the remaining farm implements, etc. The bigger cultivators had more 
bullocks and cows per tarm. Cultivators with less than' four acres each 
had less than a pair of bullocks on an average. Most of the bullocks were 
purchased. 

The average value of farm implements per farm was Rs. 43.5 and the 
annual purchases of these per farm were reported to be about Rs. 6. 

Farmyard manure and dung-cakes accounted for three-fourths of the 
total value of the live-stock produc~ the rest being accounted for by milk 
products. Forty per cent of the total milk and milk products was sold. Only 
about ten per cent of the total live-stock product was marketed. Nearly 
a half of the total investment was in the purchase of land, one-fifth in im
provements to land, about· 32 per cent .:of ,the remaining investment was 
on impl~ents andtne rest in Jive-sfoeli;. " ;, 

1 As ill theca ... of Bambaipu~ and Cutiaek; a detailed report on the 1ann 
business survey in the, Purl sam!,ie grids iscontai"ed in Appendix II. , ' 
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Farm receipts: Over 73 per cent of the total farm receipts according to 
Table No. 5.1, were from land, in the form of crop and fodder receipts and 
receipts from trees, orchards and kitchell gardens. Live-stock receipts 
amounted to about nine per cent of the total and the remaining eighteen 
per cent were from wages. Considering cultivators in different size groups 
we fiod that receipts from live-stock were more or less of the order of this 
average. The wages, on the other hand, constituted as large as 65 per cent 
of the total farm receipts in the case of the smallest cultivators and less 
. than three per cent in case of the largest. 

Only about 10 per cent of the· total value of the receipts from crops and 
fodder, live-stock produce and produce of trees and. orchards, etc.· was 
from sales. The rest was consumed at home or used on the farm. About 
nine per cent of the total value of croll and fodder was for sale. The larger 
portion of wages received by the farmer was, however, in cash. The wages 
in kind formed only about 38 per cent of the total wages received. 

Paddy was the most dominant crop. Pulses came next. The other crops 
were of minor importance. A larger proportion of the other crops was sold 
whereas the sales of paddy were proportionately less. 

Farm expenses: Table ~.2 gives the total expenses on current farm 
operations under different heads. The wages paid to casual and annual 
farm servants and to village servants accounted for one-third of the total 
expenses. Nearly 32 per cent of the total expenses were on feed and fodder. 
Expellses· on account of seed, manure and other materials formed about 
17 per cent of the total expens!lll Due to greater prevalence of tenancy in 

. this district, payment of rent formed .14 per cent bf the total expenses. 
The smaller cultivators - those with less than five acres of cultivated 

land - incurred a smaller proportion of their total expenditure on pay
ment to labourers than the bigger ones. On the . oth~r hand, feed-and
fodder expenses formed a larger part of the small cultivators' total expenses 
than that of the larger ones. 

Out of the total expenses on current farm operations, only about 33 per 
cent were incurred in cash. All other expenses were in kind. Excepting 
a stray case here and there, all payments to landlords and to village ser
vants were in kind, in the form of farm produce. Payment of land revenue 
and repair charges of implements (payment to artisans) were invariably 
in cash. Payment of wages in cash, which formed nearly 54 per cent of . 
the total cash expenses, formed about 54 pet cent of the total wage pay
ments also. Of course, cash payments to casual labour were nearly two
thirds of the total payments, whereas cash payments to permanent farm 
servants formed only about half the total payment to them: Cash expenses 
on feed and fodder which formed about 25 per cent of the total expenses 
under this head, also formed one-fourth of the total cash expenses of the 
farmers. Land revenue and interest payments formed about 12 per cent 
of the total cash e"llenses. 
lI' ... 8 



TABLE No. 5.1 
.... .... .... 

Receipts frum farm business of sample farms (affllnged by size) in Pun during 1954·5 

Crop receipts Livestock produce Produce from tre6B? orchards. 
kitehe.,. gerdrn etc. 

GTOUp" Size No. 0' Sold Unsold Totel Sold U ... old Totel Sold Umold Totel 8 (acre.) 'erma R •• Rs. Ro. R •• Ro. R •• Rs. R •. R •• 
z 

1 L ... than 1.00 26 29.37 1,615 .. 94 1,646.31 ·24.00 388.00 412.00 20.00 20.00 ~ (1.79%) (100%) (6.830/. ) (100%) (100%) 

2 1.00 to 1.99 28 364.00 4,038.28 4,392.28 245.75 737.87 983.62 37.00 37.00 ~ 
(8.06%) (100%) (24.98%) (100%) (100%) > 

3 2.00 to 2.99 23 220.00 4,640.12 4,86o.t2 91.87 588.31 680.68 191.66 110.00 301.56 

~ (4.53%) (100%) (13.50%) (100%) (63.62%) (100%) 

4 8.00 to 8.99 16 122.00 4,693.04 4,716.04 86.25 644.12 730.37 99.94 99.94 

~ (2.69%) (100~ (11.81%.) (100%) (100%) 

Ii 4.00 to 4.99 14 543.75 4,854.89 5,398.14 474.60 474.60 80.00 80.00 ~ (10.07%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

6 5.00 to 6.99 13 679.87 5,272.75 5,962:62 9.00 630.37 . 639.37 76.69 76.69 ! (11.42%) (100%) (1.41%) (100%) (100%) 

'1 '1.00 to 9.99 12 1,572.50 8,625.00 10,197.60 850.00 850.00 43.00 146.76 189.75 ~ 
(15.42%) (100%) (100%) (22.66%) (100%) ~ 

8 10.00 and above 8 782.00 9,396.85 10,177.86 173.69 890.12 1,063.81 192.00 224.87 416.87 
(7.68%) (100%) (16.33%) (100% ) (46.06%) (100%) 

Total 140 4,303.49 43,036.37 47,338.86 630.66 6,203.79 5,834.36 426.66 745.25 1,171.31 
(9.09%) (100%) (1081% ) (100% ) (36.40% ) (100%) 

Sold-c""h value. Unsold-kind value. 



TABLE No. 5.2 
.... .... 
'" Current farm expenses on sample farms (arranged by size) in Puri in 1954-5 

Wage. to CfUJU41/arm labOUT.,.. Po,yment8 to pennanent farm s.,..a."t8 Materials used 

. Group. Size No .• / CaB! Kind val ... Total CaBk Kindvaluo Total Cask Kind"aluo Total 
(acros) farms R •. mRs. Rs. Rs. mRs. Ra. Rs. mRs. Ro. '" 8 z 

1 L ... than'LOO 26 150.75 ' 6.87 157.62 80.87 238.87 269.24 ~ 
(96.64%) (100%) (11.28%) (100%) 

&i 
2 1.00 to 1.99 28 628.69 124.19 747.88 136.31 604.69 741.00 0 

(83.39%) (1000/.) . (18.40%) (100%) ... 
> 

.3 2.00 to 2.99 23 . 842.37 122.31 964.68 125.62 125.62 104.87 749.37 854.24 

~ , (87.82%) (100%) (100%) (12.28%) (100%) 

4 8.00 to 3.99 16 945.75 303.62 1,249.37 38.81 708.00 746.81 
(76.70%) . (100%) (5.20%) , (100%) ~ 

5 4.00 to 4.99 14 280.44 209.81 490.25 20.00 186.00 206.0D 272.19 725.50 997.69 0 
(100%) (27.28%) (100%) '" . (67.20%) (100%) (9.71%) "" 

6 5.0D to 6.99 13 575.19 563.12 1,138.81 . S30.00 455.87 785.87. 32.19 734.S7 766.56 ~ (50.53%) (100%) (41.99%) (100%) (4.20%) (100%) 

'1 7.00 to 9.99 12 1,359.19 620.81 1,880.00 607.00 1,053.00 1,560.00 229.75 940.87 1,170.62 ~ (72.30%) (100%) (32.60%) (100%) (19.63%) (100%) 

8 10.00 and above 8 1,103.25 1,102.19 2,205.44 742.00 1,268.25 2,010.25 315.94 1,114.12 1,430.06 
(60.02%) (100%) (36.910/.) (100%) (22.09%) (100%) 

Total' 140 6,880.63 2,952.92 . 8,833.55 1,599.00 3,088.74 4,687.74 1,160.43 5,816.79 6,976.22 
(66.57%) (100%) (84.11) '/0 (100%) (16.63%) (100%) 



TABLE No. 5.~(contd.} 

Current farm expenses on sample farms (arranged by size) in Purl in 1954·5 

Feed loddsr chargee Repair, 'charge. 0' Payment. to village Currant im~ment 
implemente B6rvt£nt. .""Panse. on land . 

Groups Cash Kindvalu. Total Cash Kind Total CaBh Kindva/u. Total Cash Kind va/". Total 
va/us 

RB. ... Ra. R •• R •• inR84 RB. R •. in R •• R •• R •• inR •. R •• 

1 852.94 486.87 839.81 17.94 17.94 8.00 11.94 12.94 16.25 16.25 I (42.03%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (23.18%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

2 478.06 705.87 1,178.48 12.19 12.19 83.69 33.69 
(40.14%) (100%) (100%) (100%) - (100%) 

8' 817.12 807.31 1,124.48 40.62 40.62 49.37 49.87 23.00 23.00 !i! 
(28.20%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) ~ , 518.31 766.00 1,279.81 37.19 87.19 4.00 47.87 61.87 t:I 
(40.12%) (100%) (100%) (100%), (7.79%) (100%) 

~ 
Ii 285.12 754.69 1,039.81 83.25 88.25 89.25 89.26 9.00 9.00 >' 

(27.42%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100,},.) (100%) 

~ 6 457.12 1,025.87 1,482.49 19.56 19.56 48.69' 48.69 24.50 24.50 
(30.88%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) . 

7 488.87 1,256.44 1,744.81 84.69 84.69 60.75 60mi 11.00 11.00 
(27.99%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) 

8 445.62 1,651.62 1,997.24 45.87 - 45.87 39.75 89.76 12.25 - 12.25. 
(22.31%) (100%) (lOO,},.) (1000/0) (100%) (lOO,},.) (100%) , 

Total 8,332.66 7,353.67 10,686.33 241.31 241.31 7.00 328.81 335.81 96.00 96.00 
(31.19%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (2.080/0) (100%) (100%) (100%) .... .... 

-ol 



TABLE No. 5.2-(contd.) .... .... 
0> 

Current farm expenses on sample farms (arranged by size) in Purl in 1954-5 

Olher .". ........ t 6Zpem68 Paymenle 10 1G1Uilord Total 

GTOUpB Size e .... k K i1Ui 1141 .... Total e .... 1> Ki1Ui 1IalU6 Total e .... 1> K i1Ui valu. Total 
(aoros) . Ro. 'nR3. Ro. Ro. inR •. Ra. RB. inR •• Ra. 

~ 
1,676.99 1 Lea. than 1.00 182.25 8.94 141.19 222.00 222.00 708.60 973.49 0 

(98.67%) (100'10) (100%) (41.95%) (loo%) ~ 
2 1.00 to 1.99 178.44 42.60 220.94 301.56 801.56 1,428.69 1,812.00 3,285.69 

~ (80.76%) (lOO%) (100%) (44.000/0) (1000/0 ) 
~ 

3 2.00 to 2.99 416.19 1.37 417.66 4.00 917.66 921.56 l,74S.17 2,772.91 4,621.03 

! (99.670/0 ) (1000/.) (0.480/0 ) (1000/0) (3S.67%) (l000/0 ) 

4 3.00 to 3.99 67.44 82.60 99.94 721.19 721.19 1,606.60 2,578.68 4,186.1S , 
(67.480/0) (100%) (l00%) (38.390/0) (l000/.) ... 

~ Ii 4.00 to 4.99 67.75 8.75 66.60 1,141.94 1,141.94 967.75 3,066.94 4,023.69 
(86.84%) (100%) (100%) (23 .. 80%) (100%) [:l 

6 5.00 to 6.99 79.94 28.75 108.69 757.37 757.37 1,618.60 3,613.64 6.132.04 ~ (78.550/.) (100%) (100%) (29.590/0 ) (100%) 
7 7.00 to 9.99 332.76 23.50 866.26 1,026.19 1,026.19 2,962.75 4,881.56 7,844.31 " >-(9UO%) (100%) (100%) (37.77%) (l00%) ~ 
8 10.00 and above ~4.19 10.06 174.25 854.81 854.81 2,829.12 5,940.80 8,769.92 

(94.23%) (l00%) (100%) (32.26% ) (100%) 

Total 1,428.96 166.37 1,685.32 4.00 5,942.62 6,946.62 13,749.98 26,638.92 39,888.90 
(90.14%) (l00%) (0.07'70 ) (100'70 ) (34.91%) (lOO%) 
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Thus we 1l.nd that most items of fann expeDditure were in kind, coming 
out of the produce of the fann. Payment to labour, some purcbase of feed 
and fodder for the live-stock, and payment of land revenue and interest 
were the major items for which the fanners had to pay cash. 

2. Agricultural Labour (Pun) 

The sample consisted of 70 cases. Of these five were annual and 65 
casual labourers. Additional information is presented in Appendix II. We 
deal here with casual labour only. 

Casual: The total man-days of work reported during the year in the 
sample were 16,115 i.e. the average work available per man was 248 days 
,Table 5.3). 

TABLE No. 5.3 

The employment and wage earnings of sample agricultural casua1laboorers 
in Pun in 1954-5 

Seri- Natur. No. 0' Total 
Total Teceipts i; _ 
during tho 7/00.. :S .. .; 

tUNo, o! work labour ..... 
In In Total 11~ 

1 2 3 • kind .... h t:>'~-

1 In agriculture 62 T 11,731 3,615 4,332 7,947 80 80 8,027 
both in and out- A lS9.2 58.3 69.9 12S.2 1.3 1.3 129.5 
side the village 

2 In non-agnew. 61 T 4,384 219 3,024 3,243 3,243 
tur. both in & A 71.9 3,6 49.6 53.2 53.2 

outside the village 

3 Total work done 65 T 16,115 3,834 7,356 11,190 SO 80 11,270 
A 247.9 69.0 113.2 172.2 1.2 1.2 173.4 

T = Total; A = Average; 1 = No. of days worked; 2 = Nature of pay
menta in kind; 3 = Cash wages; 4 = Total. 

Of the total available employment, 73 per cent was in agricultural and 
the rest in non.agricultural pursuits. As compared to Cuttack, the propor. 
tion of non-agricultural employment in the total was substantial.' Of the 
total agricultural work available, 86 per cent was in the village, but in non
agricultural work only 66 per cent was available there and the rest out. 
side the village. . 

Considering the broad seasonality of available agricultural and non
agricultural work, we flnd that they alternated well. Of thEl, total available 
work in agricuture, eight per cent was in February-March and 14 per cent 
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in April-May. 'The rest of the work was almost equally divided (about l' 
to 18 per cent each) in the remaining four period's of two months eael 
On the other hand, 53 per cent of the total available work in non-agri 
cultural lines was done during February-May, corresponding to the slac' 
season in agriculture. As, in Cuttack, in Purl also the seasonality of wor: 
in agricultural and non-agricultural lines was similar both inside and out 
side the village. 'That is, the seasomility did not vary from village t, 
village. 

Table 5.4 gives the classilication of the casual labourers in the sampl, 
according to the total number of days on which they were employed an« 
the range of the total earnings in each class. About 14 per cent of thl 
labourers could be described as "fuJly employed" and 23 per cent more a 
"nearly fuJly emplo.yed" (90 per cent to 100 per cent days emplo.yed) a 
per criterion discussed earlier. Ouly three per cent were unemployed fo. 
more than half the period. As compared to. Cuttack, the ·degree of under 
employment was markedly less in Purl. 

TABU: No. 5.4 

Casual agricuJturalltibourers in the Purl sample classified according to til, 
total number of days on which they were employed during 1954-5 and th, 
range of their total earnings during the period. 

No. 0' !la'll' emplO'/led No. of R"'ng~ of tot"l 
during tll. 'lieu ._ple. .arning. (in R8.) 

1 300 days and above 9 136 to 246 

2 270 to 299 days 15 124 to 326 

3 240 to 269 " 
16 98 to 313 

4 210 to 239 " 
12 75 to 229 

5 180 to 209 " 
6 "18 to 1'13 

6 150 to 179 " 
Ii 101 to 134 

7 120 to 149 .. 1 96 -

8 90 to 119 --" 
9 Below 90 days 1 50 -

66 

'The earnings and their ranges in each of-these categories showed thE 
wide margin of variation of daily wages. This is again fully reflected iii 
the range of total earnings of the two top classes the "fuJly employed' 
and the "nearly fully employed". 'The average earnings in the latter ,wen 
found to be higher than thpse in the former. ' 

Agricultural and non-agricultural, wage rates were about the same, 
Seasonal Buctuations in wage rates were not very marked. 
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3. Rural Industry (Purl) 

. A consolidated Table containing the data regarding rural industry in 
Purl is given in Appendix III. The following notes deal with a few impor
tant industries. 

Goldsrnith8: In the seven grids surveyed in Purl district, weaving and 
goldsmithy were the two noteworthy industries in which non-agricultural 
families were engaged to any signiJlcant extent. The census of house
holds recorded 111 families with goldsmithy as their principal occupation. 
Seven of these were selected on a random basis for an intensive survey. 
In view of the large number of goldsmiths and their importance in the 
industry group, an extra sample of 16 goldsmiths was drawn from one of 
the biggest concentrations of goldsmiths in our grids, lIaIanga. In the follow-· 
ing discussion, the 23 families of the two samples taken together are treat
ed separately. 

Of the seven families, one turned out to be an employee's; he had had 
no independent establishment. Another in the Balanga sample was not 
a goldsmith but maker of goldsmith's tools and moulds. These two fami
lies were, therefore, excluded from the sample. 

The six families in the general sample reported 10 earners in all. Nine 
of them were skilled adult males and one a skilled child. Three of the 
families had two skilled adult male workers each, and the other three had 
one such worker each. Taking non-adult workers into account, four fami
lies had two workers each and two had one each. 

The implements of. goldsmiths consisted of small hammers, scissors, 
blowpipes, bellows, scales, etc. The average original value of implements 
per goldsmith came to a little over Rs. 26 and their value on the date of 
the investigator's visit was estimated at Rs. 19 per family. The average 
annual repair and maintenance cost of these implements came to about 
Rs. 4 while new purchases were reported by none of these six families. 

Besides bullion, the largest expense in the making of ornaments by. the 
goldsmith was fuel The average expenses under this head came to about 
Rs. 23 per annum per family in our sample. The materials like acid, etc .. 
cost a little over Rs. 3 only per family per year. 

None of these goldsmiths, however, reported any purchase of bullion 
and making of ornaments, etc; on their own. All of them only prepared 
ornaments out of bullion supplied by the customers and charged only the 
wage (which, o( course, included the cost of fuel, etc.) for such work. 
Thus the industry could be described as only a service industry, 

The six families taken together reported making of ornaments out of 
3,945 ,tow of silver and only 50 tolas of gold. For the making of these 
ornaments they charged the customers at various rates depending on the 
value of ornaments and the degree of skill involved in the making of them. 
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Making charges for silver ornaments varied from four annas to one rupee 
a tola, and for gold from Rs. 5 to Rs. 15 a tola. The six families had received 
Rs. 1,970 (Rs. 328 per family) during the year preceding our survey, as 
making charges of ornaments. Besides, they reported receipt of about 
Rs. 300 as repair charges (or Rs. 50 per family). Out of the total receipts 
of Rs. 2,270 (or Rs. 378 per fawly), expenses on fuel, etc. amounting to . 
Rs. 182 (or about Rs. 32 per family) were met. Thus the families reported 
a net income of Rs. 2,089 or Rs. 348 per family. 

Taking the 22 families of the two samples together, we Bnd that the 
general pic1;ure is not much diHerent. The 22 families reported 39 workers 
of whom two Were skilled children, three unskilled adult male workers, and 
34 skilled adult male workers. Eleven of these families had only one adult 
male worker each, seven had two, and four families had three each. No 
employees were reported; only one family had an apprentice learning his 
trade at the establishment. 

The average original value of implements came to about Rs. 32 per 
family and the maintenance and repair charges to about Rs. 6 per family. 
Only six families reported any new purchases of implements, worth about 
Rs. 25 in all. The implements lasted long and only needed sharpening 
from time to time. 

All but one reported no purchase of bullion and making of ornaments 
for sale. Only one goldsmith reported that he had purchased 20 tolas of 
gold and 300 tolas of silver for making ornaments and selling them during 
the marriage season. Others merely had received what they called "making 
charges". 

On the whole, the 22 families reported having made ornaments of 14,160 
tolas of silver and 158 tolas of gold, during the year previous to our 
survey. As making charges (including a small amount of sale) they re
ceived a little over Rs. 10,000. Besides they received about Rs. 790 as 
repair charges. Deducting the cost of bumon, fuel, etc. purchased by the 
goldSmiths themselves, the net income came to a little over Rs. 7,700 for 
the 22 families or Rs. 350 on an average per family per annum. 

The Table on page 123 gives the distribution of families according to the 
net income and number of male adult earners in the business. 

Thirteen out of the 22 families had an income of less than Rs. 300 a year 
and only eight of the families had more than Rs. 400 per· year. None of 
the families with only one adult male worker had an income of more than 
Rs. 400 a year; all families with an income of more than Rs. 400 had more 
than one worker. 

Of course, it wonld be too much to say that the family income depend" 
ed on the number of adult workers in the family because income depend
ed on demand and, apart from the fact that many of these goldsmiths were 
in scattered villages with little custom, the skill of the workman determined 
his income. Those who knew no better than the making of old-fashioned 
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ornaments had less income. NeW fashions in ornament-making command-
ed higher wages and thus made for better earnings. 

N e' Gnnuo/ ."" ...... Familie. wit" number 0' adult mal. ",o .. ker. 

1 2 3 Total 

Les. than Rs. 100 1 1 

200 '6 6 

300 S S 6 

400 1 1 

600 1 1 2 

600 2 2 

700 1 1 
800 2 2 

Up to 1.000 1 1 

Total 11 7 <I 22 

Bamboo basket, etc. making: In the seven grids surveyed in Purl dis
trict, 48 families in all reported making of bamboo baskets. etc. as their 
main occupation. For intensive study, four of these families were selected. 
But to get a somewhat better idea about the bamboo basket-making indus
try an extra sample of six families was selected. The data, therefore, relate 
to 10 families only. In what follows, the data for the general and the spe
cial samples are treated together, unless differences between the two 
warrant comments. 

This industry was conBned to families of the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes (in the highlands of the State also). Persons of the Dama 
and Pana castes were mostly engaged in this work. Of the 10 families sur
veyed in Purl district, nine belonged to the Pana caste and one to the 
Dama caste. The total number of persons engaged in this work in these 
families was reported to be 25, giving on an average 2.5 workers per 
family. Both men and women in these families worked. Of the 25 members 
of the family reported as engaged in this work. 11 were adult males, 12 
adult females and only two non-adults. The work required some degree 
of skill; only one female and one child were reported to be unskilled 
workers. No employees were reported. 

Axe and bodkin were the only implements used by these workers. The 
average original value of implements with a family was reported to be 
about Rs. 5 and the present value only Rs. 4. Value of new purchases of 
any of these implements during the year was reported at a little over Re. 1 
per family and maintenance expenditure in sharpening, etc. at about 11 
annas only per annum. 
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Bamboo was the main raw material. Vegetable fibres of a particular 
type were used as threads for tying. Bamboo cost about 12 annas to a rupee 

. per piece. The average annual purchase of bamboo per family was report
ed at about Rs. 128, and, inclusive of maintenance and other charges, the 
total expenses came to about Ri!. 130 per family per year. 

Products were of various types for domestic and farm use and varied 
in price from one anna to eight annas or even more. 

Cane work: Like making of bamboo baskets, cane basket-making was 
also a cottage industry in these areas followed by Scheduled Caste fami
lies. Out of a total of 45 fainilies in the seven grids reporting the making of 
cane goods as their main occupation,. 14 families were sele.cted for inten
sive enquiry, three in the general sample and the remaining 11 as extra 
samples. All the sample families were of the Pana caste. 

Taking all together, we find there were 30 earners, of whom 29 were 
adults and only one non-adult. All but three of these earners were skilled, 
the three unskilled being females. Indeed, the nature. of the work required 
only skilled workers. There were no employees reported. Of the 29 adult 
workers, 11 were females and 18 males. This gives a little over two 
workers on an average per family, mostly a male and a female. 

The capital equipment consisted of no more than axes and needles. The 
average original value of these implements per family was reported at· 
about Rs 6 and the present value at Rs. 4. Annual purchases appeared 
small; all families did not report mQl'e than Rs. 2 worth of purchases of 
implements. But repair charges which in this case meant sharpening of 
the axe, cost about Rs 8 in all, giving a per family average of about nine 
annas a year. For purchasing cane, they required some working capital. 
The average working capital was reported to be about Rs. 4 per family. 

Cane was the only important raw material. The fibre that was used as 
string was obtained from local shrubs and bushes and cost nothing. Cane 
was locally obtained and paid for at the rate of Rs. 2.25 for SO canes of 15 to 
IS feet length or Re. 1 for 80 canes of six to seven feet length. The average 
raw material consumption was reported to be Rs. 12 a year per family. 
This amounted to 48 per cent of the value of the total production. Taking 
other expenses like transport' and repair charges into account, we find that 
costs accounted for about half of the value of the total production. 

The average value of production per family per year came to about 
Rs. 160 and the costs to Rs. 10; giving a net income per family per yeal: 
from making of cane baskets, of Rs. 90 only. 

The baskets made were used for measuring grain in the countryside 
IlIld were a fairly standardized product. 

Weatiers:, In the seven grids surveyed in Puridistrict, 100 families re
ported weaving as their main occupation. A sample' of 24 families was . 
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. selected from among these !it random, seven as a part of the general 
sample for industry in the district, and 17 as extra samples to give a siz
able number for studying weaving industry in the area. The two groups 
of sample families are here treated together .. 

The 24 weaver families reported 34 looms, 10 of them having two or 
three looms each. There were 75 \Vorkers reported; all of them were family 
members. Of these 38 were males, 35 females and two children. Thirty
seven out of 38 males were skilled workers whereas 18 out of the 35 females 
were reported as skilled. 

The average original value of the existing tools and implements amount
ed to about Rs. 53 per family. The present value of the existing equipment 
was estimated at Rs. 35 only. The average addition to capital equipment 
during the year was stated to be about Rs. 3.50 per family and the average 
repair and maintenance expenses Rs. 6.10. 

The value of raw materials was .reported to be about 69 per cent of the 
total yalue of production. Including expenses on repair and maintenance 
and. transport, etc. the total expenses accounted for about 70 per cent of 
value of total production. This was somewhat more than that for the 
Sambalpur weavers. The type of production may account for it to a cer
tain extent. 

The average value of sale per family (or production) was reported to 
be Rs. 757 per annum and of expenses to be Rs. 533 giving a net family 
income of Rs. 224 which was considerably less than that reported for 
weavers of Sambalpur. The following Table gives the distribution of 
families according to their net annual income and the number of looms 
operating iDthe house. 

Net a.nnual income FamilwB wit" 
0' t". "0""6,,"14 1 loom 2 tn' .... ,... loO'/lt8 Total 

Ro. 100 3 S 

200 '1 3 10. 

300 4- 3 '1 

400 1 1 

500 1 1 

750 2 2 

Total 14 10 24 

Twenty out of 24 weavers had annual' incomes of less than Rs. 300. All 
the families with only one loom had less than Rs. 300 whereas four out 
of the 10 families with two or more looms had annual incomes of more 
than Rs. 300. 
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The following Table shows the quantity and value of the v~ous types 
of production reported by the weavers : . 

Number Value i'f/, Rupee. 
" 

Saree 20's 602 1,429. 0.0 
20 X 26'. 726 3,614. 8.0 
26 X 80'. 75 300. 0.0 
30'. 70 262. 8.0 
80 X 40'. 150 610. 0.0 

1523 6,116. 0.0 

Gamcba and Pancha 
20's 4187 4,98S".10.0 

20 X 24 Dr 26 1210 1,861. 4.0 
26 X 80 197 236.10.0 

5,684 7,086. 8.0 

Other goods 20's 246 361. 0.0 
20 X 26'. 195 440. 0.0 

441 801. 0.0 

Gr.nd Total 7,648 14,008. 8.0 

Nearly one-half of the value of the total production was accounted for 
by Gamcha, paneha, towel, etc. The low value and the low margin of 
profit in case of these products, as compared to those In case of sarees, 
may go to explain the comparative low income of the weavers in this 
region. 

4. Rural Trade and Transport in Purl. 

Information regarding trade and transport is presented in a consolidated 
table in Appendix III. 



Coopter VI 

THE TOTAL INCOME OF THE AREAS AFFECTED BY 
HIRAKUD IRRIGATION 

WE have described in the preceding pages the main structural features 
of the economy Ilf- the, regions that will receive irrigation waters from the 
Hirakud Dam, as they were before the dam was completed. The presenta
tion has inevitably been piecemeal and it is necessary to draw all the threads 
together to form a composite picture to serve as a benchmark to which 
the future picture, say ten years after the completion of the dam, may be 
compared for measuring the total benefits of the project. The best way 
of doing this is to put all the data in the framework of the national income 
or regional income estimate. This, we now proceed to do. 

An important part of the main data from which we have to estimate total 
income of these areas has been already presented. The rest is to be 
found in the Appendices II and III. The intensive farm business enquiry 
of the sample of the cultivators together with that of the agricultural 
workers furnishes the main 'data from which the income estimates for the 
agricultural sector are to be derived.' The non-agricultural income esti
mates can be derived from the intensive enquiry in the randomly selected 
samples of industries, retail and wholesale trade, professions, etc: 

These surveys provided detailed and fairly reliable information about 
the main business of the family and the earnings in it But they did not 
furnish informatiol) regarding the earnings of other earners in the family 
.who did not either partly or wholly work in the family business, or about 
any other incomes received by these families by way of remittances, etc. 
This was covered by a -family questionnaire which was separately filled 
in for each-of the sample families at the time of the intensive inquiry. A 
part of the data of these family schedules could have been checked against 
the data furnished by the intensive inquiries mentioned earlier. As it hap
pened, however, the family schedules were filled in simultaneously with 
the intensive inquiry schedules and the earnings of the family from its 
main occupation were, in most cases, identical in both the family and the 
intensive inquiry schedules. 

We have thus data regarding incomes received by sample families, in
cluding the incomes earned by different earners in them from the pursuit 

1 As remarked already (p. 41) the data regarding the agricultural income in 
the Sambalpur zone, pertain to the year 1955-6 instead of 1954·5. The year 
1954-5 was one of drought in Sambalpur. The a&Ticuitural income in Sambal
pur, as presented here, il not the actual income in 1954-6, but 1966-6 income ad~ 
justed by prices of the preceding year. The actual income for 1954-6 was pro
bably20 to 30 per cent smaller than that given in the Table. in this chapter. 
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of various occupations outside the family occupation. The total inc6me 
for the grids has been blown up for the whole area by multiplying by the 
appropriate sampling fraction. This is contained in Table 6.1. 

The incomes of two groups of families in this Table have not been fur
nished directly by the intensive inquiries. They have had to be estimated 
indirectly from the data furnished by them. The two groups were those 
of families who reported their occupation as "rentiers" and those who 
did not report any occupation at all. 

In regard to the rentier families, no intensive inquiry was carried out 
and we had no direct information about their income receipts. We had 
to estimate these from other data. The total land owned and leased out 
by the rentier families twas insignificant in Sambal:pur, 1,336 acres in 
Purl and 3,338 acres in Cuttack. The' data of the farm business survey 
showed that the average rent paid or received by the sample families was 
Rs. 34 per acre in Puri and Rs. 38 per acre in Cuttack. Assuming that the 
rentier incomes must have generally accrued at these rates on the lands 
owned and rented out by them, a close approximation of the incomes of 
these families would be Rs. 45,000 in Puri and Rs. 1,21,000 in Cuttack in 
rounded figures. 

Many of the families in the group, which did not report any occupation 
were found to be without a resident earner. The earners in them were 
working outside the region and the families received remittances from 
them. As these families were not covered by an intensive inquiry, there 
was no direct information available regarding their incomes. They had 
to be estimated from indirect information. It was found that the rentier 
families (65 in Puri and 220 in Cuttack) also derived incomes from remit
tances. These also had to be estimated. In Cuttack I,IW and in Puri 316 
families reporting no occupation had one or more non-resident earners. 
There were no such families in the Sambalpur zone. Data from the intlm
sive family schedules showed that in Cuttack the average annual receipts 
from non-resident family members amounted to Rs. 185 per year per re
porting family. A similar average for Purl was Rs. 103. Assuming that all 
families who c;lid not report any occupation had earners outside and 
teceived remittances at about these rates, the .income of such families in 
Cuttack would come to Rs. 2,04,000 and to Rs. 33,000 in Puri. Calculating 
fu the same way, the remittance income of rentier families in Cuttack 
and Puri comes to roughly Rs. 41,600 and Rs. 6,700 respectively, in round
ed figures. 

The total estimate of income of the region as it emerges finally from the 
calculations noted above, needs to be adjusted in yet another direction. 
The areas sHected by the Hirakud irrigation waters are almost an un
broken mass of rural territory and our grid sample broadly represented 
this rural population. There are nevertheless two small urban centres, 
Bargarh in Sambalpur and Kendrapadain Cuttack, within this area. As 
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• TAlILB No.6.! 

Total iIIcoIiie received irr the region from different BOarCU during 1954-5 
(ill t"""""nda ./ R •• ) 

I,..,...... / ...... diff.......t ."""pati .... 

O"""pal;"" Cult""" Atrri<>ul- Otlter IM",t,." Tf'IUi<o Prol.s. T ......... T.tal 
• tioIl turo.! lo.b....., ,;.". .. nd port 

lo.bou .. .erviceB 

SAMBALPUR 
1 Cultivation 21,119 3,313 2M 6,249 320 1,220 32,465 

2 LaboUl' 388 3,190 194 923 71 109 12 4,887 

a Industry 140, 90 85 4,464 16 4,795 

4 Trade 87 1,062 13 1,162 
5 Prof....non S· 22 .21 136 182 
,6 Servi ... 17 86 71 106 48 1,240 40 1,608 

• '7 Transport 2 2 

Total 217,54 6,701 605 11,742 1,601 2,734 54 45,091 

CUTTACK 
1 Cultivation 21,613 12,852 411 4,428 1,064 4,010 272 44,550 
2 Labour 84 8,078 3 653 63 105 8,886 
3 Industry 8 300 62 1,341 30 '14 2,265 
4 Trade 18 36 27 87 1,065 25 4 1,2&1 
II Profession 12 152 71 20 723 104 1,082 
6 Servi"" . 50 114 4 49 329 143 689, 
7 Rentiers -

Total 21Jj85 21,531 578 6,968 2,242 6,206 523 58,728 

PURl 
1 Cultivation 8,669 5,755 1,129 602 1,436 793 18,37' 
2 LaboUl' 3 2,379 12 164 2 2,560 
a: Industry 6 16 132 1,246 105 1,604 
4 Trade 7 16 28 272 56 378 
Ii Profession 17 10 1 166 184 
G Servi"" 13 14 93 29 907 88 544 
7 Transport • • 6 '6 
8 Rentiers 

T.tal 8,668 8,187 184 2,659 906 2,059 886 23,549 
.~ 

Grand Total for 
delta region 30,363 
(Cuttack .. Purl) 

29,718 762 9,617 3,148 7,266 1,409 82,272 

• LMs than Re. 600. 
F .. ,9 
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TABLE No. 6.1(Contd.) 

Total income received in the region from different sources during 1954-5 
(i .. thomanM of R,.) 

Occupo,tion 
I .. come 

Incom. from differ.nt ,ources . 
Adjmt- Grand 

Remitt- Rent Inter"'" Other. Tota.l ment Total 
from anc. land &: &: bonm for Income 

differ ... t Receipts home. high.r 
occupa.- urba .. 

tions income 

SAMBALPUR 
1 Cultivation 32,455 162 60 32,667 
2 Labour 4,887 19 2 4,908 
3 Industry 4,795 2 174 16 4,987 

" Trade 1,162 172 11 ..!.. 1,845 
6 Profession 182 182 
6 Service 1,608 267 28 1,908 
7 Transport 2 2. 

Total 45,091 21 776 66 62 46,994 1,904 47,898 

CUTTACK 
1 Cultivation 44,660 4,333 145 632 49,560 
2 Labour 8,886 230 52 46 9,218 
3 Industry 2,256 34 245 23 2,557 
4 Trade 1,261 8 46 8 2 1,320 
6 Profession 1,082 17 42 18 1,159 
6 Service 689 28 3 720 
7 Rentjers 41 

~ 
127 168 

8 Families 
reporting no 
occupation 204 204 

Total 58,723 . 4,867 685 3 623 64,901 745 65,646 

PURl 
1 . Cultivation 18,374 651 142 6 109 19,282 
2: Labour 2,560 52 11 4 2,627 
3 Industry 1,604 60 116 -,' 1,669 
4 Trade 878 9 93 480 
5 Profe •• ion 184 7 7 198 
6 Service 544 30 69 633 
7 Transport 6 5 
8 Rentie •• 7 45 62 
9 Families 

reporting no 
oCcupation 33 33 

Total 23,549 839 472 6 118 24,979 24,979 

Grand total for 
1,157 delta region . '82,272 5,706 1/ 786 89,880 745 90,625 

(Cuttack & Puri) 
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a part of the general survey, we also carried out an intensive survey of 
these two centres, and the data regarding incomes, etc. of the residents 
of these centres have been presented in Chapters III and IV. The detailed 
enquiry conducted in these centres showed that not only was the occupa
tioual pattern markedly different in them but the level of earnings was 
also comparatively higher than in the surrounding area. It will, therefore, 
be appropriate to adjust our previous estimate for the higher income in 
these two centres. 

As we had the data to calculate the total incomes of the two centres, 
it was possible to add these to the income of the surrounding area. This, 
however, would have involved double counting. In order to avoid this, 
we calculated the per capita income of the population of the total area 
including the towns. Deducting this from the per capita income in the two 
centres, we calculated the excess of -income enjoyed by the residents of 
these areas. This excess in each case was multiplied by the total popula
tion of each of the two centres. This was added to the total income. The 
calculations detailed above are set out in Table 6.2. 

TABLE No. 6.2 

Ad;ustment for Urban Incomes 

Cutla<lk (K emlrnpada) : 

Per capita income of the area 
Per capita income in Kendrapada 
Excess per capita. income inXendrapada 
Popuiation of Kendrapada 
Total excess income to be added 
on account of Kendrapada 

Grand total income of the 9uttaek area 

Sa.mbaJpur (Ba.rga.rh) : 

Rs. 68.00 
Rs. 126.00 
Re. 58.00 

12,851 

• Re. 746,000.00 

Re. 65,646,000.00 

Per capita income of the area Re. 123 
Per capita income in Bargarh Rs. 829 

Excess per ca.pita income in Bargarh Re. 206 
Population of Bargarh 9,244 
Total excess income to be added on account of Bargarh - RI. 1,904,000 

--"'----'--
47,899,000 Grand_ total income of the Sambalpur Zone Re. 

In national income calculations, a distinction is drawn between "income 
produce" (income originated by the factors of production in a given 
region) and "income received" (the income accruing to the residents 
of that region). U.N. studies call the former "net geographical product' 
at factor cost" and the latter "national income at factor cost". 
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"In general for any region; income received will exceed income produced 
to the extent that receipts of service_ and property income by in-region 
residents who own factors employed outside the region exceed payments 
to factors employed within the region but owned without."2 

In the present context, the income we have calculated is income 
received. If we subtract from it the income derived from remittances we 
will, hroadly speaking, have the income produced in the region. 

National income is the income of the factors of production but it is not • the income that individuals actually receive because it excludes those pay-
ments which are not received by individuals such as_ social insurance contri
butions, undistributed profits of corporations, corporate profits, taxes, etc. 
but includes all non-factor payments such as relief, charities", etc., i.e. pay
ments which individuals receive for reasons other than current services 
rendered.s Both the inclusions and exclusions mentioned above, it may be 
judged, do not amount to much in the three areas we are considering here 
and, for all practical purposes, income received as calculated above may 
be taken as equivalent to the national income of the regions or income paid 
out to factors of production . 

• 

2 Richard Easterlin, in Regional Income. Studie, in 1_ and Wealth, Vol • 
. XXI, By the Conference on Research in Income and Wealth, A Report of the 

National-Bureau of Economic Researeh. Princeton, 1967, p. 29. 
a.Ruggles, National 1_ and Inc<nIIf Anall/ris, 1949, New York, p. 74. 



Chapter VIl 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS FROM IRRIGATION, FLOOD CONTROL 
AND HYDRO-ELECTRICITY 

WE shall now examine each of the three aspects of the Hirakud project, 
namely irrigation, hydro-electricity and flood control, and try to indicate 
the economic benefits that would probably result from each. 

Irrigation: . The completion of the Hirakud project will make perennial 
·irrigation available to 448,600 acres in the Sambalpur zone and to 990,000 
acrest in the delta areas of Cuttack and Puri districts according to--tIie 
Project Reports. In order to estimate the benefits resulting from this, the 
Brst step is to estimate how much will the agricultural production increase 
over the present level because of irrigation. There are quite a number of 
problems involved in this and we will begin by examining the problems 
involved in estimating the agricultural production of the area before 
irrigation. 

Agricultural production before irrigation: The Brst problem: is to fix 
the area for which these calculations are to be made. The Hirakud Project 
Reports give' what they call the culturable !)Ommanded area in the 
Sambalpur and Delta zones. The figures quoted above are taken from 
these reports. These are arrived at, according to our information, byap
plying a uniform ratio to the total commanded area which is in its tum 
read off from the topographical maps.2 

The actual surveys when conducted may naturally show the actual 
culturable commanded area to be more or less or equal to these estimates. 
In the case of the Sambalpur zone, the actual surveys in progress show, 
as per the latest information available to us, that the actual culturable 
commanded area ther~ will be in the neighbourhood of 380,000 .acres 
rather than 448,600 acres. In the estimates made by us, where necessary, 
we have used the former 'and not the latter figure given by the' Project 
Reports. In the case of .the delta area, we have taken the official figures 
as quoted above for estimation where. necessary 

The culturable commanded area is not the area under cultivation or the 
area cropped. It is simply land that is culturable, i.e. which can' be 
cultivated but which is not necessarily cultivated or cropped) and which 
will receive irrigation water. The area that is actually cropped or culti-

1 This exclude. the area of 69,000 acre. under non-perennial irrigation fOI 

reaSODll mentioned in Chapter IV. 
• Rep ... t 0' the Ad'lliB01'II Committee on Hirtikud Dt1dII Proje.t (Chairman-

S. C, Majumdar), Central Water and Power Commi •• ion, Government of India, 
Marcil 1952. PP. <I. 7. 
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vated may be equal to or less than f:his ligure. Ordinarily, the total 
cultivated area in any year should be available from the' agricultural 
statistics. The agricultural statistics of Sambalpur district and the dis· 
tricts of Cuttack and Puri are far from reliable in this respect. Since 'the 
latest settlement in Sambalpur during 1921-5 and that in Cuttack and Puri 
during 1922-32, there has been no proper assessment and the figures of 
cultivated area given by revenue officials for later years are very much 
in the nature of informed estimates based on the old settlement figures. 
Apart from this, these ligures are for the districts as a whole and not for 
the particular areas in them aHected by the Hirakud irrigation waters with 
which we are here concerned. We have, therefore, felt inclined to put 
more reliance on our ligures. We have made a calculation of our own 
from the sample data collected by us. According to this estimate the cuI. 
tivated al'~.l in the Sambalpur zone was 325,000 acres in 1954-5. In the 
Delta area it was 674,000 acres in the same year. For estimating tb 
agricultural production in these areas duj'ing the year of the benchmarl 
survey i.e. 1954-5', we have used these estimates of the cultivated areas. 

It was next necessary to know the distribution of the cropped are: 
among the various crops. Again there were available the official ligure 
as embodied in the Agricultural Statistics. These were again not usabl, 
because of the defects noted above. We, therefore, decided to use thl 
crop distribution data that we had collected in our sample as more reliabll 
for our purpose. 

Accordingly, we distributed the total cultivated area as revealed by ou, 
sample according to the crop distribution, again as revealed by ou 
sample, for the calculation of the total agricultural production in 1954-5 il 
the area to be dected by the Hirakud irrigation waters. Needless to say 
we used the yield ligures, of different crops also as revealed by our sampl' 
data as also the prices prevailing at that time with which to evaluate th, 
physical quantities into money terms. As explained before, the prod uc 
tion data for Sambalpur are for the year 1955-6 but have been convertec 
into money terms at the 1954-5 prices. Our estimate of crop productior 
in the area to be irrigated by the Hirakud waters in 1954-5, ie. before the 
Hirakud Dam was completed, is solely based on the data gathered in OUI 

survey. This is given in Table No.7.! (Parts I and II). The crop productior 
calculations contained in this Table are exclusive of the production 01 
fodder as well as of the other receipts of farmers such as those derived 
from cattle, grass cutting and selling, etc. The gross crop receipts are nol 
identical with gross receipts from agriculture. The Table also gives thE 
estimates of materials used up in the production of the different croP! 
based on the data of the farm business survey. These represent the cos! 
of production to the economy as distinct from the cost of production t~ 

the peasant. 



TABLE No. 7.1-(Part I} QCres) 

The estimated value of C1"Dp production in the Sambalpur Zone in 1955-6 at 1954-5 prices (Net cultivated area 325,000 

Yield i" pltysical Value in 1964-5 pri ... Co.t 0' 71I4tsriala used up in 
Are .. _ hftd •. ) , (Rs.) production (V .. !us in Ea.). 

S. Name.' tM O1"o1'1'od 
- No. 01"01J (...". .. ) PwacrB Total P..,md. Total P..,...".. Total 

1 Paddy 276,015 13.00 3,676,196 8.01 28,637,312 18.73 6,161,031 i 2 Wheat 466 4.25 1,934 18.22 36,237 27.91 12,699 
3 Other cereals 1,496' 2.65 8,812 4.48 17,078 8.16 4,709 
4 Green K1"am 2,242 1.14 2,656 16.65 42,302 6.07 11,367 R 
6 Black K1"am 5,688 1.61 8,689 18.10 166,461 10.46 59,440 I 6 Kulthli 2,146 2.14 4,690 10.90 60,031 2.87 6,156 
'1 CTtana 1,106 1.40 1,647 1.60 11,767 8.97 4,387 a 8 Groundnut 4,940 7.10 86,074 6·1i 230,086 16.96 '18,842 

~ 9 Other oUseeds 818 6.11 4,967 8.60 42,220 8.39 6,821 
10 Condiments 98 Not reported 10,832 80.66 2,994 
11 Jute 180 2.18 283 26.19 7,129 27.43 3,666 

~ 12 Sugarcane 2,668 82.00 82,176" 12.94 1,068,367 81.27 208,701 
18 Potato 66 6.18 833 10.00 3,330 84.23 5,476 ~ 14 Vegetables 1,722 Not reported 801,384 80.56 52,607 
15 Orchards ete. 662 Detell. not ~ 

. reported 

Total 299,038 30,607,616 6,608,796 
or or 

80,608,000 6,609,000 

• G ..... 
.... 
Co> 
tit 



TABLE No. 7.1-(Part II) .... 
The estimated IOOlue of Cf'Op production in the Delta Zone in 1954-5 (Netcultiooted area 674,000 aCf'es) 

f$ 

Al'BG Yield in physical • Val .... in 1954-6 price. Coat of materials used up in 
S. Name of the cropped UrmB (mtls.) (Ro.) production (Val ... in Ro.) 

No. ""01' (acreo) 
Per...".. Total Permtl. Total Peracr. Total 

1 Beali paddy 66,691 10.00 666,910 6.87 3,327,762 12.81 726,212 i 2 Sarod paddy 678,366 13.36 7,726,823 6.24 48,216,376 11.07 6,402,390 
3 Wheat 336 3.64 1,219 9.90 12,068 18.50 6,198 ~. 
4 Other cereals 1,726 3.42 6,900 9.72 57,348 7.06 12,179 Q 
5 Green gram 149,129 1.54 229,669 8.79 2,018,703 3.67 647,303 ~ 
6 Black gram 40,298 2.44 98,327 8.50 835,780 4.67 184,162 ;.-
7 Kulthi 68,710 3.61 223,622 6.30 1,408,819 3.68 234,453 

~ 8 Chana 7,020 2.62 17,690 6.~ 112,166 6.60 46,332 

~ Other pulses :;I 
and grame 293 0.26 711 n.86 1,609 8.90 1,148 ... 

10 Oilseeds 2,937 1.66 4,682 10.63 48,707 2.31 6,784 I 11 Co'1diments 321 2.41 774 24.52 18,978 33.98 10,908 
12 Jute 14,508 8.44 122,448 26.05 3,067,822 8.59 124,624 
13 Sugarcane 904 35.72 82,291" 11.92 384,909 61.42 65,624 

~ 14 Tobacco 126 Not reported 25,122 51.44 6,481 
16 Potsto 2,152 44.49 95,742 8.00 766,936 172.71 371,672 

~ 16 Vegetsbles 779 Not reported 69,971 39.79 80,996 
17 Betel leaves 271 Not reported 855,880 Not reported 
18 Orchard ete. 5,003 , Detail. not 

reported 
Total 924,557 60,726,845 . 8,767,861 

or or 
60,726,000 8,767.000 

" Gtw. 
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Agricultural production after frrigatioft: For estimating the agricul
tural production of the area aftet: irrigation, we have to start by fixing 
the area for which such a calculation should be attempted. The production 
before the dam as worked out above has been for the area as estimated 
from our sample data. This area is smaller than the official estimate. The 
estimate of future production is to be made for comparing it with the 
present one so as to estimate the net increase in it. For the comparison 
to be fair, we must see that the ~ of future production is not blown 
up unwarrantedly. 1£ we base the estimate of future production on the 
official area ligures, which are la.{ger than the area estimates hased on 
our sample, that estimate will unwammtedly exaggerate the net increase 
in production. We have, ·therefore, based our estimates of future produc
tion on the estimates of area made from our sample data and have used . 
this estimate for the purposes of comparison and for estimating the net 
benelits. We have, however, made calculations of the future production 
based on the official areas also and given them sepamtely for those who 
may feel interested in them. 

We must next specify the time horizon to which the estimates of future 
production are hitched. In the original memorandum on this survey pro
ject* we had ·said that we would try to give two estimates; one short-term 
and the other long-term. The former would roughly be the estimate of 
benelits at the end of ten years after the completion of the dam or ten 
years after the irrigation waters are made available, and the latter of 
production at the end of 25 years. An irrigation system takes, we said, 
twenty to twenty-live years to come to full maturity when its benelits are 
at the mamnum level In the Iirst teo. years, the area might try to settle 
down to irrigated farming with the least cost and adjustment but may not 
exploit its full potential We are attempting here the short period estimate. 
Later on, we indicate some lines of future development but we do not 
propose to attempt a detailed estimate for the long period mainly because 
the longer the term for which an estimate is to be made the farther away 
hom the period of reference (for which we have sufliclent and Iirm data 
regarding yields, costs of production, crop pattern, etc.) we go and this 
makes the estimation difficult and more unreliable. 

The basic assumption of the estimate attempted here is that in 
the ten years that will elapse after the irrigation waters begin to flow to 
the lields, the area will just settle down to irrigated agriculture with 
the least possible change in technique or capital investment or crops 
or seeds, etc. The peasants will grow more than one crop where they 
were growing one before hut the crops will be such as they know of 
and the methods will be the same as they at present practise. The costs 
will be about the same as they incur today in respect of the different crops 
under present irrigated conditions. We can make allowan~ for. the 

• Cf. Chapter IL· 
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changes' in the 'source of irrigation, if any, the irrigation water charges 
and betterment levy, and the initial investment that may be necessary to 
prepare the land for irrigation, etc. So far as the crops are concerned. we 
will assume that they will not take to other varieties than those they know 
today. For example, we will expect that the peasants who take to sugar
cane cultivation will first grow the variety that is grown today in Orissa, 
and will not immediately change over to the other and better varieties 
known. Perhaps. this is bound to come later on but Dot in the short period 
we are considering. We shall also assume that the peasants will be slow 
in overcoming their prejudices in regard to several things. and during the 
first ten years not many of these will be eroded,or given up. For example. 
the peasants in Sambalpur have a prejudice against the growing of 
a second crop on the Bahdl lands because they expect that this will lead 
to waterlogging and salinization of this land. Scientifically speaking.' 
there is little ground for this belief and yet the peasants have it. We would 
think that it would Dot be removed in the Brst ten years but will certainly 
go in the long 'period. Peasants will apply more manure and get higher 
yields than at present as they get increasingly familiar with irrigation. 
Their improved Bnancial position after some years of irrigated agriculture 
will also enable them to do so. In the first ten years, however, they will 
not, we assume, depart much from the quantity of manure inputs than they 
are accustomed to at present. In short, we assume that this is the estimate 
of production which will result with the minimum necessary change from 
the current practices. 

The Dext steP to be taken for calculating the future agricultural produc
tion is to determine the future crop pattern and the future yield of crops 
under irrigated conditions. We shall examine this in turn. 

Before considering the future crop pattern, we must make clear the 
nature of such an attempt and the way we have gone about it. We cannot 
make the attempt by losing sight of reality. It would not do to think, as 
with some experts, that with the present' technology any crop can be 
grown' anywhere with water availability. This is no doubt possible under 

• An analysis of Mahanadi water. carried out during 1951 and 1952 for each 
month showed that "The total dissolved solids ranile from 8 to 26 parts per 100 
thousand parts of water. Moreover, out of the acidic i!!.llB, the bicarbonate. 
are by far the most predominant, suiphates and chlorides being less in compari
son and calcium is the main basic ion. The irrigation water containing 1 ••• 
than 60 parts dissolved solid. per 100 thousand parts of water is normally con
sidered safe for that purpose. Judged on that standard, the Mahanadi river 
water Seem. safe for use for irrigation and little saliniza.tion of land is expected 
hy the application of that water due to the preponderance of calcium salts. Thi. 
fact received confirmation from the fact that the use of Mahanadi water for 
irrigation in the Delta Canal System for the past over 80 years has not caused 

vany marked .oil deterioration in the area under command there." R. C. Hoon, 
Report em the Preliminary S<>iL Survey 0' the Ar ... C<nnmanded. 1nI the Hi,.aku4 
Can"l System, 1964, \1\1. 16-17. 
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certain ideal conditions but hardly feasible in the real world with its pain
ful limitations. In practice, we have to take into account the fact that the 
crop pattern in an area is largely determined by its soil, water and clima
tic conditions, and that this is reinforced by the customs and modes of 
the peasants that develop around it. This is at any time given. When a 
new technical factor is introduced into the situation, the whole en.semble 
of conditions bas to adjust itself to it and this is a slow process, as 
experience everywhere shows. The process can be speeded up by careful 
planning but even this has its limitations. In arriving at the future crop 
pattern, we adhere- to the assumption made earlier of the minimum neces
sary change from the present. 

We accordingly first describe the prevailing soil conditions and crop 
patterns which are, of course, governed by the soil, water and the climatic 
conditions as at present. We then consider the new factor of irrigation. 
It will be appreciated that circumscribed as this situation might appear, 
there are still an almost infinite nwnher of crops, combinations of their 
distributions and their rotations that can be technically feasible and can 
be suggested. Many of these, it is quite possible, will be as good as any 
other and there will be hardly any criteria decisive enough to choose be
tween them. The fun of the situation is that any or none of them may be 
actually realized in practice because what will develop in the field will 
depend very much on what the peasants will actually do and how they 
will react to the whole situation. In the circumstances, it is obvious that 
we can only choose a certain crop' pattern which, in our judgem~nt based 
on the information available to us and within our technical competence, 
appears to _ us the best.. In the final analysis, the choice will be necessarily 
arbitrary. It is necessary to bear this in mind for a proper evaluation of 
the discussion that follows. 

Sambalpur - Crop Pattern 

The present crop pattern: Sambalpur gets an average annual rainfall 
of 52 inches. The soils are of four broad types: Bahal (bottoms), Berna 

• We must note hen that in this task we expected that considerable guidance 
and information will he available from the Agricultural Experiment Stations 
of the Government of India, or those of the Government of Ori.sa. We expected 
that they would have experimented with crops and crop rotations under irrigated 
conditions and would have established, before the irrigation waters became 
available, sufficiently tIrm crop patterns and .rotations which they considered best 
suited to the region; that these .. ould be recommended to and propagated among 
the peasants. We wen aorry to find that very little had been done in this regard 
and very little relevant information ..... available in time for use by the time 
the .. aters were made available for irrigation in Sambalpur. The same .. as the 
.tory on the Agricultural Extension front. Very little or next to nothing was 
done to instruct the Sambalpur peasant in methods of irrigated agricultun. H • 
.. as left to fend ,for himsel:f as best as he could when the irrigation waters began 
to 110" in the year 1957. 
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(dells), Mal ESlopes) and At (tops). 'The classillcation is based mainly on 
location with respect to the water-shed. "In other words, the cultivated land 
consists of ridges, slopes, dells and bottoms. 'The uplands which receive only 
dirs:.ct rainfall are known as At. The slopes are terraced to catch surface 
drainage from the uplands and are known as Mal. 'The .Mal terraces are I generally dry and harden quickly. 'The gently sloping At may be terraced 

i~ 'nto Mal. 'The dells are formed where the slopes meet and these get 
r ainage from the slopes on either side. 'These dells are known as Berna. 
The Mal slopes and the Berna'dells fall into the bottoms which are known 
as Bahal and the Bahals usually end in a nullah ... • , 

'The fertility of these four classes of land varies inversely with their 
height. The Bahollands have a deeper soil crust than other lands and have 
comparatively heavier soil at the top than the other lands.' 'They are the 
most fertile in the area. 'The Berna lands have relatively shallower topsoil 
than the other three types,· and are the second best lands as regards ferti
lity. Mal lands are characterized by thin soils and as water runs off them 
quickly, they are insecure. 'The At lands have the lightest soils of all and 

\ the meagrest water-holding capacity. As a result only shallow rooted crops' 
\ can be grown on them. According to Dr. Hoon's report, all the soils are 
( capable of growing more than one crop under irrigated conditions. 
j In the total cultivated area, according to the farm business survey in
formation, Mal and Ballal lands accounted for about 70 per cent of the 
cultivated area. A further 12 per cent was At land. ,Berna land was 15 per 
cent. In o.lll' sample only seven per cent of the cultivated area was irrigated, 
mostly from tanks. 'There was very little double cropping, less than one 

I 
per cent of the cultivated area being reported as cropped more than once. 
Nearly 92 per cent of the cropped area waS put under paddy. 'The At lands 
usually were planted to pulses and oilseeds, though paddy was also grown 
on them in some places. , 

"In almost all villages plots are prepared out of the At or Mal lands 
near the village sites for crops like sugarcane, wheat and gram. Such lands 
are known as Barcha lands and are prepared with great labour. The Barchll 
lands are watered either from tanks or wells and a crop of sugarcane is 
alternated with wheat, gram, potatoes or vegetables like cabbage, onion, 
etc. 'The Bal'cha lands illustrate the use to which the At lands can be put 
to, provided water ~ made available in plenty and suitable investments 
are made.'" 

(

,Future crop pattern in the Sambalpur zone: 'The intensity of irrigation 
in the Sambalpur zone is 100 per cent for kharif and 48 per cent for rabi, , 

G Report of the Sivaraman Committee, 1953, p. 8. 
T Dr. R. C. Hoon, Report 0" the PrellmiMrv Soil Surv"1l 0' the Ar,,,, C".,.. 

manded In! the Hirtt.ku.d Dam, 1954, pp •. 16-17. 
"Ibid. 
8 Report of the Sivaraman Committee, 1953, p. 4. 
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according to the Project Reports. This means that irrigation water will 
be available to only 48 per cent of the total culturable commanded area . 
during the rabi season. 'The first question to be decided is then which 
types of land will be irrigated throughout the year and cropped more than 
once. 

For detennining the future crop pattern we have the following data 
with us: (1) crop patterns and rotations recommended by the Com
mittee of Officials in 1952; (2) those recommended, according to soil 
conditions, by Dr. Hoon; (3) the infonnation collected by us regarding 
the preference of farmers in Sambalpur regarding the second crop; 
( 4) experience and infonnation available regarding coastal practices or 
delta irrigation; (5) data regarding the cost and yields of cultivation of 
different crops in Sambalpur gathered by us; and (6) the same gathered 
by the Sivaraman Committee. 

'The best and most fertile lands in Sambalpur are the BaMl lands. 'There 
are, however, several reasons why it seems unlikely that they wili be put 
under an irrigated second crop. For one thing, according to our infonna
tion, there is a great prejudice among the Sambalpur cultivators about 
putting these lands under irrigated second crops partly because they are 
afraid that as these lands are low lying, they will tend to retain the irriga
tion water with a consequent tendency to waterlogging. From the farmer's 
point of view, Bahal lands are the most secure and the most fertile and· 
they are his mainstay, his main security or insuran~ against drought or 
failure of crop on other lands. He is naturally reluctant to D\onkey with 
this land. , 

Secondly~ most of this land usually grows a long matoring variety ofl 
paddy. This is relatively heavy-yielding and its quality is also much better ) 
than the short-matoring varieties. 'This is planted in June and harvested 
in Decemher-January. This is too late for a rabi crop except perhaps some 
catch crop like pulses. If the peasant wants to grow a second crop, he must· 
change over to a shorter matoring variety of paddy which will necessarily 
be coarser and lower in yield than the long-matoring variety cultivated 
today. Together with the prejudice noted earlier, and the distinct pre
ference for the long matoring paddy in Sambalpur, it seems most likely 
that the Bahal lands would not be put under an irrigated second crop. 

Bema lands, which are located just above the Bahals. are next to them 
the most secure and fertile. 'There is no prejudice against putting them 
under an irrigated second c;rop as in the case of Balud lands. 'The Mal 
lands are neglected today because water runs off quickly over them and 
crops on them are not secure. 'The peasants are ready to experiment with 
'this type of land and already encouraging results have been obtained by 
individual fanners in growing wheat as a second crop after khanf paddy 
on these lands.Io At lands grow only shallow rooted crops today. But both 

10 R. C. Hoon, op. cit. 
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At and Mal lands can be developed, as exemplmed by Barcha land, if 
water supply is. assured, 

The- Advisory Committe, in 1952, recommended the following inten
sities for the right and left side flow canals. 

1. Khanf 
Khanf paddy 
Sugarcane 
Other khanf crops 

2. Rabi 

t: of C.C.A:. 
70 
1011 

20 

100 

Rabi Paddy ,33 
Cash rabi wheat, groundnut, potatoes, etc. 8 
Light rabi crops like U rid, mung, kulthi, etc. 7 

Total 148 

This plan was suggested at an early stage of the project and the data 
on which it was based were not available in as great a detail as were, for 
example, available in regard to the delta irrigation scheme. There were 

. some quite strong contra-indications regarding this crop pattern in the in-
formation we had gathered, as also in the information that had become 
available since then. For example, in the crop pattern a very large pro
portion of the area under the rabi crop was proposed to be put under 
paddy. This appeared to be uneconomic for one thing. The results of crop 
rotation experiments at the Rice Research Station, Cuttack, showed that 
two crops of paddy iri succession would be profitable only if there is 
grown a green manure crop in between which is ploughed under. A green 
manure crop was unknown in the present crop practices in Sambalpur. 
Without a green-manure crop, a second crop of paddy was not paying. 
Secondly, the known tendency of the peasants in Sambalpur was to put 
as much land under paddy in the 'k:1uI1rif season as possible. Thirdly, the 
information we had collected from the peasants in the area, after the 
Hirakud waters became available last year, showed that they were not 
thinking of a second paddy crop at all but were all thinking of grow
ing wheat after khanf rice, a rotation they had successfully tried on 
a small scale before. It was, therefore, not possible for us to accept 
the above crop pattern. We thought a modmcation was called for. 

,. 11 The non-inclusion ot sugarcane in the .... 1>; doe. not mean that it will not 
get water during the rabi season. Its requirements for all the year are included 
in this. 
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It was necessary in the light of our information to reduce the area 
proposed to be put under kJuJrif crops other than paddy and to put that. 
area under paddy, making the total proportion of the area under kJuJrif 
paddy 90 per cent. The kJuJril Crops thus displaced were put down for tabi 
where the area proposed to be put under paddy was vacated and put 
v.uder pulses and wheat. Pulses. wheat and groundnut were allotted 30 
per cent each of the total rabi area and the remaining 10 per cent was 
allotted to potato. From the point of view of water availability, this was 
feasible because our plan replaced paddy, a very heavy irrigation crop 
by other lighter irrigation crops such as wheat, or oilseeds, pulses, etc. in 
the robi season, and shifted the paddy crop to the kJuJrif season where, 
because of 100 per cent intensity and additional supply from rain, the 
water availability was quite satisfactory. 

As will be noticed, we have not thought of varying the acreage under 
sugarcane. This is so mainly because the sugarcane crop requires perennial 
irrigation and this depends on the total water supply available to an 
irrigation project, in the first place, and, in the second place, on the water 
that may be. allotted by the irrigation authorities for sugarcane as such 
considering their concurrent commitments to other crops in the area and 
the other technical factors such as the discharge capacity of the canals, the 
feasibility of frequent waterings, etc. As the Official Committee had put the 
acreage under sugarcane at 10 per cent of the total cultivable area, we took 
that as based on a certain decision and view of the irrigation authorities 
after taldng account of all the technical factors involved. Ten per cent also I 
appeared to be a modest and realistic target. It appeared that if a very large I 
proportion of the area is to come under sugarcane, that would necessitate 
a very radical change of crop patterns and rotations in the area. Even 
putting 10 per cent of the cultivable area under sugarcane was a tremendous 
change considering the fact that at the time of the survey a fraction of one 
per cent of the net cultivated area was under that crop. In Sambalpur Mal 
and At lands had to be prepared for the cultivation of this crop and turned 
into HareM. land, as mentioned previously. This will necessarily take time 
and the extension of area under sugarcane will, we expect, be a slow pro
cess even after irrigation. 

The final crop pattern after irrigation in the Sambalpur zone, as expected 
by us is given in a Table on the next page. 

Future crop pattern. in the delta area: We may begin this by noting 
the characteristics of the soils of the Mahanadi delta. The following from 

. Dr. Hoon's report on the soil survey of the delta gives a good description: 

"The area occurs as a deep alluvium and comprises a number of 
'Doabs'. The soil texture varies from clay loam to clayey with clay con
tent ranging from 30 to 50 per cent. The land at the head of the 'Doab', 
i.e. near the bifurcation of channels and along the banks of streams is 
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comparatively high level and lighter in texture with heavier soil in the 
valley. The latter continues till the sea sand belt is reached. The high
lying, intermediate arid low-lying lands are known locally as 'Biali', 

~ 'Laghu' and 'Sarad' respectively .......... The soils are primarily deB-

t 
cient in nitrogen and, to a slight extent, phosphorus and potassium and 

: call for an enrichment by artlBcial fertilizers and/or green manur-
. ing which can be introduced in the crop rotation."'2 . . 

(To;ble ahowing fin.o;I. crop po;ttern r.f ...... d to on po;ge 148) 

1. Kharif 
Khan! paddy 
Sugarcane 

2. Rabi 
Pulses 
Wheat 
Groundnut 
Potato 

Total 

%0£ C.C.A. 
90.0 
10.0 

100 

14.4 
14.4 
14.4 
4.8 

48.0 

148.0 

We may proceed by describing the existing crop pattern in the Cuttack 
and Purl districts in order to assess the factors that have basically shaped 
it. In Cuttack, 195,000 acres of the net cultivated area are under canal 

• irrigation, and the crop .pattern, in this area, may furnish valuable clues 
to the shape of things to come when j?eren:Qial irrigation comes to the delta 
region through the Hirakud waters .. 

''The principal crop is rice, three main variations of which are Beali 
(Autumn rice), Sarad (Winter' rice) and DaJua (Spring rice). The 
autumn rice is sown broadest in the month of June and is harvested in 
August or September. The winter rice is sown like the autumn rice in the 
month of June and harvested from October to January . . Dalua or spring 
rice is sown in waterlogged depressions in the cold weather and harvested 
in March and April. This is a short-term crop."'8 According to thl\! figures 
given by the Sivaraman Committee, winter rice is by far the most impor
tant of the three and accounts for nearly 80 per Cent and more of the area 

12 Quoted in the Report ... In" •• tigo;tione for the E:t:t.1£BiIm of Irrigo;timl in; 
the Maho;n<Uli Delta, Mlnist1'l' of Irrigation and Power, October 1953, p. 821. 

13 Sivaraman Report on the m,..tt Benefits of IrrigatWn 0/ tho H,,.o;kud Do;m 
Proj •• t (Delta Aree), Cuttaok, 1954, p. 1. 
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under rice. Area under autumn rice accounted for about 8 to 9 per cent of 
the area under rice. Both these were 'k1ulrif crops. Area under spring rice 
is very small, slightly more than one per cent of the total area under 'k1ulrif 
rice. The other 'k1ulrif crops were oilseeds (til and groundnut) and jute, 
mainly in Cuttack district (17,000 acres), 

The proportion of the net cnltivated area double cropped in Cuttack 
was 27 per cent; it was 23 per cent in PurL In both the main raIn crop was. 
pulses which covered nearly 17 per cent of the net cultivated area in both 
the districts. Potato was grown in both the districts and the area under 
it ,was 14,000 acres in Cuttack and 1,670 acres in Purl. Wheat occupied 
3,000 acres in Cuttack and a negligible area in Puri. Sugarcane 
was cultivated in both the districts and the total area under it amounted 
to 17,000 acres in the two together. 

There are cl!1ifa.in features of this crop pattern which need further 
attention. For example, the soil conditions in the delta are much more 
uniform -than in Sambalpur. The soils are generally alluvial and do not 
differ much. They are all capable of growing the same crops under similar 
conditions of water supply. So also most of the area is flat. The soil compo
sitiori and the surface levels, etc. being generally similar do not affect the 
crop pattern in any particular direction. The main factor seems to be water 
supply and manure supply. This will be brought out more clearly if we 
di$cuss some Qf the crops grown and their locations, etc. 

Jute cultivation has increased of recent years. The Sivaraman Com
mittee noted that acreage under it had increased from 5,080 acres in all 
the coastal districts at the time of the last Settlement (1932) to 68,000 
acres in Cuttack alone in 1952-3. Jute is a very paying crop, but its' culti
vation is liinited by several factors in Cuttack. The jute crop is followed 
by a rice crop. Jute is sown in June and harvested in August. The suc
ceeding rice crop is transplanted as soon as jute is harvested. This has to 
be done almost simultaneously, because if it is not done the late trans
planted rice does not get enough moisture in its early stages of growth. 
For both the harvesting of jute and transplantation of rice to be carried 
out almost simultaneously, a considerable amount of labour force is neces
sary. This is more so because the harvesting of the jute crop is not over_ 
when the crop is cut, It has to rot and then has to be beaten and the latter 
is a very labour intensive operation. The very'large amount of labour that 
these operations require is not easily available in the' areas where jute is 
grown, partly because the agriculturl!l population in the area is also busy 
in these months with their other 'k1ulrif crops (weedings, etc.) and is not 
willing to work for somebody else in that. period. Partly also, the shortage 
is not really of labour but of working capital to employ it. The jute 
growers have not the cash required to employ a large number of casual 
Jabourers for the job during this period. The other restriction on the ex
pansion of acreage under jute is the lack of clear' water pools in the canal 
E ... 10 
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irrigated arJas of the delta which are necessary for the further processing 
of jute after harvesting. The fineness and quality of the jute fibre depends 
to a very significant degree on the water in which it is rotted. The muddy 
canal water is not very suitable for this purpose. But perhaps this is a res
triction that can be overcome easily with a little planning. 

The acreage under potato has also shown an increase iIi recent years and 
potato certainly is a paying crop. It is an irrigated crop. The restriction 
on its growth today besides irrigation is really the demand factor. The 
potato acreage is today very largely concentrated around the towns of 
Cuttack and Puri which are their main markets. There is no reason to 
believe that the acreage will not grow with increased irrigation and in
creased demand for potato in the urban and rural areas. 

Sugarcane is another paying crop. It is to be noted that though sugar
cane acreage has increased during recent years it is not c9!lfined to Cuttack 
where canal irrigation is available. In fact, it is not grown in the canal
irrigated areas. Sugarcane is grown along the river banks, where .the flood 
waters reach and leave a residue of silt and where, because of the perennial 
flow of water in the river, however small, it is possible to give water to 
sugarcane by lift irrigation. In the Orissa canals, there is no water after 
December or January nor do the canal irrigated areas receive the natural 
fertilizer dose in the form of flood silt. The farmers believe that the canal
irrigated soils are not fertile enough for sugarcane. This merely expresses, 
in another way, the fact that fertilizers will have to be put in for sugarcane 
cultivation for which they have no money. Even the sugarcane that is 
grown on river banks is grown in small patches of less than one acre each. 

By far the most important ram crop is pulses throughout the delta. The 
main reason for this prEjference is that pulses are a necessary ingredient 
of the diet of the area; they are also suitable as quick catch crops; they 
do not require much water and are easily nurtured on the water remaining 
in the soil after the earlier crop is harvested; the pulse crop also restores 
the fertility of the soil to some extent and serves as a fertilizer and does 
not need any fertilizers for its own ifowth. 

Crop pattern under irrigation: In contrast with the Sambalpur area, 
in the delta irrigation zone we have more data for determining the crop 

( 

pattemunder Hirakud irrigation. For one thing, the Orissa canals in 
Cuttack, now nearly a century old, give at least some patterns of irrigated 
agriculture in this area, a. good basis to build upon. For another thing, some-
. .. 
how there seems to have been much more technical data gathered, pro-
cessed and examined with regard to the delta irrigation scheme than 
seems to have been done in regard to the Sambalpur area. The Report on 
th6 Inoostigati<ma for Extension of Irrigation in the MaharnuU Delta 
(Mimeographed), October 1953, contains a. wealth of data regarding the 
irrigation pl~~ ip ~ lU'~. 
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The proposed scheme of delta irrigation will make available more water 
to the existing Orissa canals and turn them from seasonal into perennial 
ones. The discharge capacities . of these canals are also being modified. 
Secondly, new canals will be dug in Purl, where there is no flow irrigation 
today and Hirakud water will flow through them all the year round. 

As Cuttack and Purl districts receive annually an average of 62 inches 
of rainfall between June and 30th November, it was necessary to take into 
account the water thus made available and then to chart out how best 
the Hirakud water could supplement it. 

''For this purpose it is necessary to evaluate the annual precipitation 
much more precisely than is done by the mere figures of inches of rain
fall. It is usual to take a certain percentage of the total annual rainfall, 
varying between 50 and 70 per cent and call it useful rainfall. This is, 
however, vague, and a better method known as the Madras Method 
(Madras Engineering Association, P.W.D. Diary 1944, p. 49-50, based on 
results of experiments on water requirements in Madras State) has been 
evolved. According to this : 

"It is desirable to iguore during transplantation ninf¥! of less than 
li" in 24 hours, or exceeding 3" in 24 hours or 5" in any 10 days' period. 
After transplantation period, all falls less than 1/1Oth. of an inch in 24 
hours or ex.ceeding 2" in 24 hours or 3" in any 10 days' period shall be 
iguored." 

Examining the rainfall data for the Mabanadi Delta over the preceding 
30 years and more particularly that of Dve years of low rainfall among 
them, the useful rainfall calculated according to the above method came 
to 31.0 inches." 

Taking this minimum into account and also considering the discharging 
capacities of the proposed canals, the total available water, losses during 
transmissions, etc., the report works out detailed duties for monsoon and 
Don-monsoon months. The total intensity of irrigation in the delta area 
is 177 per cent. All this was considered at a conference of representatives 
)f Directors of Food and Agriculture, Orissa; Director, Central Rice ROo 
search Institute, Cuttack; and the C.W.P.C., and the following decisions 
regarding intensities and crop rotatj,on were arrived at: (see p. 148). 

Taking account of all the information available on this point, the above 
appears to be a reasonable crop pattern for the delta area. As in the case 
of Sambalpur. our data throws ~p no contra-indications. We have, there
fore, assumed this crop pattern for the future for our purposes. 

14 M. G. Hiranandani, Report. on th. l'tWeet4laWnu; 1M' E",t.tIIrion QI lrri.l1o.
tion in the Malt.aMdi D.lta, Ministry of Irrigation and Power, (lQvernment of 
[ndla, October 1953. (Mimeographed), Appendix Xl. ,.age, 
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Crop yields : We now go on to- indicate what we expect to be the 
situation in regard to the yields of. diflerent crops under irrigation. 

Khanf 
Jute 

Amon Paddy 

Berdi Paddy 

Sugarcane and 
garden 

Rabi 
Dalua paddy 

Wheat-Cotton 
Groundnut 
Cover crop 
(legume variety) 
Vegetables and 
potatoes 

15%· 15th April to 31st July followed by 
Amon paddy· iii 2/3rd jute area.·· 
15th May to 30th November. 

80% This includes 10% of the land in , 
which· jute will be grown and 
Amon paddy done from 1st August 
to 30th November. Seedlings of 
this will be raised in July, trans
planted from 1st August to 15th 
August and matured from 15th 
August to 30th November. 

5% 15th May to 30th September; to· 
be followed by potatoes and 
vegetables. 

l()%l~ Whole year crop 

110% 

12% 1st January to 30th April (Seed
lings to be raised in December). 

10% 15th October to 30th April. 
40% (In Aman paddy area) December 

to April. 
5% These will be grown in Bea/i 

paddy area (October to March). 

611> 

Total intensity during the year 177% 

As in the case of the crop pattern, here also we nave to make the best 
judgement possible from the available data. In respect of the current 
yields of crops widely grown in the area today, we had data gathered in 
our farm business survey. Besides this, we:: had. conducted special surveys 
in respect of c~ crops which were today not very extensively grown 

16 As in Sambalpur, ·the omission of sugarcane from. RaW does not mean that 
this willl\otget irrigation water in ,that season. Its requiremente for 12 months 
have been taken int(FaCcollnt, . ..• . . ~ ~" . 
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but which might become important after Irrigation, as also crops *hich 
were today being grown under Irrigated conditions. These' data furnished 
us yields as well as the costs of 'cultivation to the economy (i.e. materials 
used up in production) of those crbps. BeSides our data,we also have 
made use of data available to tis from the Agricultural Experiment 

. Stations at Cuttack and Sambalpur. These data were meagre, as nbted 
before, but, such as they were, we have tried to make Illlililinum use of 
them. We have also used, ill some cases, data from all-India Reports. Even 
this varied type of information 'waS found insufficient sometimes and we 
had to use our best judgement in' making good ilie deficiency. It was; 
therefore, thought necessary that we must make clear in every case the 
reasoning behind the figures of yield that we have 6.nally arrived at. We 
have set down, in each case, the data on which w~ have based ourselves 
in respect of each crop. 

S~alpur' Zone 

Paddy: In the Sambalpur zone there' is no broad diVision of paddy 
into Beali and Sarad as found in the coastal region. Of course, l:he short 
duration paddy grown on Mal lands might be considered the equivalent 
of Beali on the' coast. But separate yield figures were neither stated nor 
noted down filr these in our survey, since SUch division 'was not customary 
among farmers in Sambalpur. For Sambalpur we consider all paddy to-, 
gether. The average per-acre yield of paddy in the Sambalpur zone during I 
the year 1955-6 came to 13 maunds in our farm business survey. 

The Sambalpur zone had practically no Irrigated paddy. Though the 
soil and topographical conditions of this region 'are to a certain extent 
diJIerent from the delta, for the purpose under consideration, the Bgures 
for the delta may be considered nearest ·to those of Sambalpur. The dif. 
ference between the yields of irrigated and non-Irrigated paddy in the 
delta was found to be in ,the neighbourhood of six maunds. In Sambalpur, 
the best lands are lowlands which have even ·today good water supply. 
and here Irrigation may not register as much increase in yield due to Irri. 
gation as in the coastal area. On ' Mal and At lands, because of the .soil 
factor, rice yields cannot be expected to be as high as in the coastal area. On ~ 
an average, it would be safe to assume an mcrease ,of. Bve m'lunds per I 
acre in the yield of paddy in the.Sambalpur zone as ar4ilsult of Irrigation. ' 

Sugarcane.: The average yield .of gur per acte of cane ~as reported 
to be 3.2 maunds in the Sambalpur zone. Calculatiog on the basis of a 10 
per cent recovery, we may put the present cane yield at about lUI to l~ 
tons per acre. Cane is grown today in small patches and' water availability . 
is severely, restricted. With gravity /lPIoX Irrigation and a factory· to pro-

e "'~. • 

• See D. 161. 
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cess the cane, there is bound to be some improvement in cultivation prac
tices. Even today, according to informed cultivators, it is not difBcult to 
get 50 maunds of gur or 500 maunds of cane per acre. This is also about 
the yield in some places in the Delta zone where people regularly and 
systematically cultivate sugarcane. The Agricultural Experiment Station 
at Sambalpur has recorded yields of sugarcane varying between 500 
maunds and 1,500 maunds per acre. Given proper manure and careful 
husbandry, the average yield may go beyond a thousand. maunds. But 
under present circumstances, it would be proper to expect a yield of about 
20 tons per acre or roughly 56 maunds of gur per acre. 

Wheat: Though the total area under wheat at present in Sambalpur 
zone is rather low, it has been increasing of late. A special crop survey 
by us showed that the average yield of wheat per acre in the region was 
5.16 maunds. Informed cultivators, however, reported that with three to 
four waterings and careful cultivation one could get eight to 10 maunds 
of wheat per acre. Examining yields of wheat in other highland areas 
in India, we /lnd the average yield of unirrigated wheat varying between 
three and six maunds per acre and of irrigated wheat between eight and 12 
maunds per acre. In view of this, it would be reasonable to assume that 
with irrigation the average per acre yield of wheat in the Sambalpur zone 
may be about eight to eight and a half maunds per acre. 

Groundnut: Groundnut is grown on the At and upper Mal lands of 
Sambalpur. An average per acre yield of a little over seven maunds (seven 
maunds four seers) was reported in our Farm Business Survey for the year 
1955-6. Groundnut can be a khatrif or a raU crop though in Sambalpur 
it is always a kharif one. It is not an irrigated crop, though it may benefit 
from an occasional watering and from protective irrigation. In any case, 
improved soil conditions due to general irrigation farming may have a 
beneficial effect on it. Experienced farmers ·of Sambalpur stated that with 
proper cultivation the heavy-yielding variety may give a yield of anything 
,like 10 to 15 maunds in shell per acre. The straight variety of plant 
though heavy yielding is more liable to damage by birds whereas the 
spreading plant is a comparatively low yielder. The Agricultural Experi
ment Station at Sambalpur has recorded a yield of over 24 maunds per 
acre; but of course, this is under exceptional conditions . that are rarely 
reproduced by farmers. Taking all this into consideration one might safely 
expect that the average yield of groundnut may increase by about tliree 
maunds per acre over the 1955-6 average after irrigation is introduced, 
i.e. the per acre yield will be 10 maunds. 

Potato: The Sambalpur zone today grows very little potato and we 
had in our sample only a fr~ction of an acre reported under potato. In 
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the delta on the other hand, potato is grown to a considerable extent and 
the yield is 92 maunds per acre in Cuttack and 87 maunds per acre in Purl 
district. The A.gricultural Experiment Station at Sambalpur reported a 
yield of 100 maunds of potato per acre. It is an irrigated crop and is heavily 
manured. In Sambalpur, the At and Mal lands will be most suitable for 
growing potato once irrigation water is availablE!. But their soil is compara
tively thin and poor. Of course, heavy manuring may, to a great extent, com
pensate for the deficiencies of the soil It would not be improper, therefore, 
to expect an average yield of 80 to 90 maunds of potato per acre in Sambal
pur with irrigation. 

Pulses: In Sambalpur today, most of the pulses are 'khari! and are 
grown on the At and Mal lands which are of poor quality. The yields are 
quite low: kulthl, a little over two maunds per acre, mung, a little over 
one maund per acre; and blackgram (birhi) about one and a half maunds 
per acre. The average per acre yield of all pulses came to about one and 
a half maunds. With irrigation, there is a possibility of the condition of the 
At and Mal lands improving. And people may also start growing pulses on 
the BaJuil lands which are the richest. Though the pulses need very little 
irrigation, they will be assured of water supply in time. All these considera
tions lead us to believe that with irrigated farming the yield of these crops 
will double. According to informed cultivators, a good crop of kulthi or 
blackgram (birhl) yields about five to six maunds per acre. So also with 
mung. But these pulses are delicate crops and slightly unfavourable 
weather or pests might completely damage the crop. An average of about 
three maunds per acre would, therefore, be a fair estimate of future yields 
in case of pulses. 

Delta Zone 

Unlike the Sambalpur zone, in the delta quite a few crops were grown 
under irrigated conditions. at the time of our survey, and they proved the 
best guide for estimating future yields of crops when perennial irrigation 
would be introduced in the delta . 

• 
Aman or Sarod paddy: In Cuttack district in 1954-5, the average yield 

of irrigated Sarad paddy per acre in our intensive sample survey, was 
reported to be 17.5 maunds, and of non-irrigated Sarod paddy a1!out 11.5 
maunds. The average per acre yield in Purl was also the same as non
irrigated Sarod paddy in Cuttack. Making allowance for all factors it might 
be safe and reasonable to assume an average increase per acre of five maunds 
in the yield of Sarod paddy' in the non-irrigated areas of the delta once! 
those lands are brought under irrigation. 
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. Beali paddy: Most of the short-duration paddy in this region is also 
low yielding. Beall paddy was grown on comparatively high-level land and 
did not need any irrigation. BeaU being a low-yielding v:u.iety. the ten
dency of the cultivator was to convert Beall land into Sarod wherever pos
sible by digging and levelling down the field. With perennial irrigation 
reaching the BeaU lan9, this tendency might be reinforced and quite a lot 
of BeaU land may go under Sarod paddy. There are, however, two reasons 
why cultivators may continue to grow a short-duration paddy like Beall. 
In the Brst place, long-dumtion or Sarad paddy keeps the land occupied 
till December, by which time it may he late for any other crop except 
pulses and such other light robi crops. Those who would want to grow 
potato, vegetahles, wheat or even rabi cotton (if that is grown at all) 
would like to have the field free for it much earlier. And besides, the 
Beall land will be more suitable for most of these crops. Hence the culti
vator may prefer to grow Beali paddy to be followed by any of these crops 
to growing long-duration paddy on it. Secondly, the smaller and poorer 
cultivators always find themselves hard up in the rainy season, particularly 
during three or four months before the harvest of SaracLpaddy. Beali paddy. 
which is normally harvested by the end of August, i.e. about three to four 
months before the long-duration Sarad paddy, is a great help to such fami
lies, as a stopgap arrangement. In such circumstances, despite irrigation 
facilities, such cultivators may want to grow some Beall paddy. The infor
mation collected in our intensive sample shows that Beall paddy benefits 
from irrigation. The yield per acre of irrigated land was higher, on the 
average, by two maunds than on non-irrigated land (the latter being ten 
maunds per acre). We have, therefore, assumed that the yield of BeaU 
paddy under irrigation will increase by two ~aunds per acre. 

lute: Jute has been grown in the coastal districts of Orissa for a long 
time. Since the partition of the country in 1947, the area under jute regis
tered a very considerable increase. Plentiful water is one of the prime 
requirements of jute cultivation. Jute is at present grown in both irrigated 
and non-irrigated areas in the Mahanadi Delta. Irrigation may improve 
the cultivation· of jute in two respects. The uncertainty of timely rainfall 
delays sowing operations in non-irrig~ted areas, and as a result the yields 
fall. Secondly plenty of clear water is necessary for separating the jute 
fibre from the stem; inadequate and muddy water affects the quality of 
the fibre and hence the price. In both these respects, perennial irrigation 
might be expected to improve the situation. 

The cultivators surveyed in the sample grids in the Cuttack district 
reported 'anaverage yield of 8.44 maunds of jute fibre per acre. There was 
hardly any difference in the yield figures for canal-irrigated and non-irri~ 
gated areaS. 'I1:Ie cultivator's notion is that, properly cultivated, one 
should get 10 to 15 maunds of jute fibre per acre. A special survey of some 
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of the non-sample cultivators of jute, in one of the well-known jute-growin! 
tracts in the delta, showed an average per-acre yield of 13.35 maunds 
These were rather good cultivators. Considering all such factors, the pre 
sent average of 8.44 maunds per acre appears a reasonable one. Wit} 
perennial irrigation (today it is only for nine months in the year) coverin! 
practically all the cultivated land in the commanded region, it might bl 
justifiable to expect an increase in the average per-acre yield of jute. Takin! 
the better farmers' performance into account, one might say that undel 
perennial irrigation in the entire commanded area (part of which is un 
'COmmanded today) the per-acre yield might rise by about. three maUIlds. 

Sugarcane, Sugarcane is one of the main irrigated crops but, curiousl) 
enough as noted earli~, in the canal irrigated area of the Mahanadi Delta, 
there was very little of it grown.18 Two sample farmers in the irrigatell 
sample grids reported growing of sugarcane, and only 12 cultivators ~ 
non-irrigated areas reported very small areas under it. (They reported s 
yield of nearly 36 maunds .of gur per acre.) Therefore, a special surve~ 
of sugarcane cultivation was carried out in an important sugarcane,growin~ 
area in Purl district along the banks of the River Daya near Bhuvaneswar, 
The average yield per acre of these farmers was reported to be a little ovm 
56 maunds of gUT. If we consider a recovery rate of 10 per cent, the canE 
yield comes to about 560 maunds per acre. These farmers grew cane from 
year to year and were amOng the best sugarcane cultivators in the area, 
Unless methods of cultivation, including manurial practices, improve con· 
siderably, there is no compelling reason to expect any great change in the 
per-acre yield of sugarcane over this, though perennial irrigation mighl 
help the extension of area under sugarcane. Taking everything into account, 
it would not be unfair to expect an average yield of about 20 tons or Se 
maunds of gur per acre under perennial canal irrigation. 

Potato: Among cash crolls grown in the delta, potato today occupies 
a place next only to jute. And yet it is grown in specific areas and nol 
widely spread over the whole region. Twenty-two sample cultivators in the 
'20 sample grids in the' delta region reported potato cultivation with a 
total acreage of 4.02 acres under potato and the reported yield per acre 
in their case was 44.50 maunds. Special enquiries were conducted in two 
i)nportant potato-growing areas of Cuttack and Puri districts. Not all potato 
grown was under Cl\Ilal irrigation. All potato-growing iQ Puri and quite a 
lot of it in Cuttack was under lift irrigation. The average per-acre, yield of 
potato in these special surveys was reported to be 90.07 maunds in Cuttack 
and 84.43 maunds in Puri. The weighted average of these was 86.54 maunds. 

18 The data supplied by tbe canal revenue. authorities show that a little less 
tball 200 acres along tbe High Level canal had beEn irrigated for cane during 
tbe year 1953-4. 
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As stated above, the potato crop in the delta region today Is fully Irrigated 
and well manured. Perennial Irrigation may make only a little difference 
to the average yield, though the acreage under potato may go up consider. 
ably. The Agricultural Experiment Station, Cuttack, had recorded a yield 
of about 100 maunds per acre. It would not be wrong to ~ect an average 
yield of 90 maunds per acre under Irrigated conditions. 

Pulses: The largest portion of the double-cropped area in the delta il 
today put under pulses and is proposed to be put under pulses. It is, how· 
evet, very difficult to say what difference Irrigation will make to the average 
output of pulses. The intensive survey of the farmers in the sample grids 
in the delta showed that there was practically no noticeable difference in the 
yields of pulses between the Irrigated and the non-Irrigated areas. Indeed, 
if anything, the differences were rather unexpected and suggested that 
possibly Irrigation did not make any difference to the yield of these crops, 
In Cuttack, for example, the yield of green gram in the Irrigated areas was 

I reported at 1.39 maunds per acre (in 1954-5) whereas in unlrrlgated areas 
it was 1.52 maunds. The same was true of black gram, kulthi and ChaM. 

The Bndings were not any different when similar data for Purl district were 
~ examined. The average figures for the two diltricts were practically the 
I same. How ~ this explained? Pulses, in the first place, did not require 

much Irrigation; indeed, one or two waterings were the highest that were 
given to a crop like mung, whereas kulthi was just not Irrigated. Besides, 
untimely rains might damage the crops or result in mere vegetative growth. 
Soil conditions were important in determining yield; taking all these factors 
into consideration it appears that there are no compell,ing reasons to 
expect any notable increase in the per-acre output of pulses as a result of 

I the introduction of canal irrigation in the delta. The present average yield 
of all pulses was about 2.2 maunds per acre in our sample and one might 
put the yield under Irrigated conditions at three maunds per acre generally. 

Wheat: Very little wheat was grown in 'the delta and we could not 
get any good samples for a special survey. In calculating the production 
of wheat under Irrigation we have assumed, in the absence of anything 

, else, the same yield per acre as in Sambalpur, namely 8.5 maunds. 

Estimate of total crop productiOn after irrigation: Combining the crop 
patterns worked out above as well as the yield estimates and the prices 
prevailing in 1954-5, we can now estimate the crop production after irriga
tion in the Samhalpur and the Delta :zones .. These calculations are con
tained in Table No. 7.2 (Parts I and II). These calculations relate to the 
cultivated area as estimated from data gathered in our inquiry. Estimate 
of the crop production under Irrigation relating to the official figures 
of cultivated area are contained in Table No. 1.3 (Parts I and II). In both 



TABLE No. 7.2-(Part I) 

. Estimated value of crop production and the material8 used up in the production after irrigation in the Sambalpur Zone at 
1954-5 pricea (Net cultivated area 3i1.S,OOO acres) 

• 
Yw!d '" pAvsical V .. I"" .11 1964·6 prius co.t ol_riar. ""od up ill 

A,... tenM (mda.) (R •• ) ~ (Val""'IIRa.) 
s. N ...... o/u.. """ppod 

No. - ( ......... ) Per_ Total Permd. Total Per ...... Total 

I 1 Paddy 292,600 18.00 6,266,000 8.01 42,172,860 18.78 6,478,625 

2 Wheat 46,800 8.60 897.so0 18.22 7,247,916 27.91 1,306,188 I 
8 Sugarcane 82,600 68.00 *1,820,000 12.94 28,660,800 81.27 2,641,276 

i 
4 Pulsea and &Tam 46,800 3.00 140,400 15.02 2,108,808 7.28 340,704 I 
Ii Groundnut 46,800 10.10 472,680 6.68 8,100,781 15.96 746,928 ~ 

Z 

6 Potato 15,600 90.00 l,404,OOQ 10.00 14,040,000 440.09 6,866,404 

Total 481,000 92,220,965 17,379,024 

..... 
• Gw-. 8: 



TABLE No. 7.2-(Part n) .... 
~ 

Estjm4ted value of crop production and m4terials used up in the production after irrigation in the Delta Zone at 1954-5 
prices {Net cultivated 'area 674,000 acres) 

Yield in physical Val"6 in 1954-6 price. C';'t of _M'ials uaed "1' ... 
Area terms (mdB.) (Ra.) production (Valua ... Ra.) 

8 s. Name 01 th. eropped 
No. I11'OP (""':6') Pert1CT6 Total Permd. Total PWtMlrB Total 

I 1 Boal, paddy 33,700 12.00 404,400 6.87 2,378,828 12.81 431,697 

2 Samd paddy 639,200 16.50 8,896,800 6.24- 65,616,032 11.07 6,968,944 ~ 
>. 

S Dalua paddy 80,880 4.38 364,264 6.l6 2,178,662 11.67 943,870 -~ 
4 Jute 101,100 11.44 1,166,684 26.06 28,972,429 8.59 868,449 ;;I 
5 Sugarcane etc. 67,400 56.00 *3,774,400 11.92 44,990,8~8 261.60 16,967,840 I 6 Pulses 269,600 3.00 808,800 7069 6,219,672 3.89 1,048,744 

7 Potato 33,700 90.00 3,033,000 8.~0 24,264,000 440.09 14,831,033 

I 8 Wheat 22,467 . 8.60 190,970 9.90 1,890,603 18.60 415,640 

9 Cotton 22,467 Details' not availablll .~ - ~ . 
10 Groundnut 22,466 Detail .. not available ., . . ~ 

• 

. Total 1,192,980 166.406,074 41,466,217 

• pur. 



TABLE No. 7.3-( Part 1) 

Estimated ualue of crop production and materials used up In the production after irrigation In the Sambalpur Zone at 1954-5 
prices.(Net cultivated area (oflicial): 380,000 acres) 

, 
Ar •• Yield in phl/.ical V .. l .... ilt 1964-6 pric •• Co.t 0/ "",t • ..u.t. ""ad u" in 

S. N ...... 0/ t1to ."..,,,,,.4 torma (~ .. ) (Ra.) fI'I'IJdwotitm (Valus in B •• ) 
No. ."..,p ( ....... ) 

Per" .... Total Permd. Total Per acre Total' 

~ 
1 Paddr 842,000 18.00 6,166,000 8.01 49,809,660 18.73 6,406,660 ~ 

§ 
2 Wheat 54,720 8.60 465,120 18.22 8,474,486 2'1.91 l,&2.7,2116 I 
8 Sugarcane 38,000 66.00 *2,128,000 12.94 27,636,820 81.27 3,088,260 

~ • 

" P~. and gram 64,720 3.00 164,160 15.02 2,466,683 7.28 398,862 ~ 
6 Groundnut 64,720 10.10 662,672 6.66 3,626,628 15.96 873,831 i , 

6 Potato 18,240 90.00 1,641,600 10.00 16,416,000 440.09 8,027,242 

Tots! 562,409 107,827,677 20,820,090 ... 
* GI!r. ~ 



TABLE No. 7.3-(Part II) 
... 
&l 

Estimated value at crop production and at materials used up in the production after irrigation in the Delta Zone at 1954-5 
pricU (Net cultivated area (officiid): 990,000 acres) 

Ar ... Yield in pkllsieal V,uue in 1954-5 price. Coat of materials ... ed up ill 
S. Name of th. cropp.d terms (mds.) (Ea.) produ.tien (Val ... ill Ro.) 

I 
No. crop (acres) 

Poracre Total p..-md. Total ,Poracre Tot,u 

1 Be,ui paddy 49,500 12.00 594,000 6.S7 3,486,780 12.S1 ,634,095 

2 Sara<! paddy 792,000 16.50 13,068,000 6.24 81,544,320 11.07 8,767,440 ~ 
;. 

3 D,u_ paddy 118,800 4.38 ' 620,344 6.15 8,200,116 11.67 1,386,396 

~ 4 Jute 148,500 11.44 1,698,840 25.05 42,555,942 8.69 1,275,615 , 
'5,644,000 '" 6 Sugarcane etc. ,99,000 56.00 11.92 66,084,480 261.60 24,908,400 

~ 6 Pulses 896,000 8.00 1,188,000 7.69 9,135,720 3.89 1,540,440 
~ 

7 Potato 49,600 90.00 4,465,000 8.00 36,640,000 440.09 21,784,455 i 8 Wheat 33,000 8.60 280,600 9.90 2,776,960 lS.60 610,600 

9 Cotton 33,000 Details not available E 
10 Groundnut 33,000 Details Dot available -

Total 1,752,300 244,424,308 60,907,341 

·Gvr. 
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the Tables are also given costs of production to the economy of different 
crops which "are identical to the materials used up in production. These 
are based on the data of the farm business surveys and other information 
available to us. 

In estimating the net increase in crop production after irrigation, we 
have to deduct from it the crop production that is lost because of the loss 
of cultivated land submerged by the waters of the reservoir created by 
the Hirakud Dam. For this, we have to estimate the crop production of 
this area in Sambalpur before the construction of the dam. This is done in 
Table No. 7.4. The estimate has been made partly from our data and partly 
from the available official data. All remarked before, the sample grid that 
was located in this area could not be covere<!. by uS because the land had 
already been vacated by the peasants by the time our survey began. Accord
ing to the official information, the submerged area contained one lakh 
acres of cultivated land. The crop pattern in the area was broadly sirnilar 
to ,the other areas in Sambalpur district that were to be under the command 
of the Hirakud canals and that were sampled and surveyed by us. Taking 
the official figures regarding the cultivated area and the broad crop pattern 
from our information and applying the yields of different crops as derived 
from our farm business data, we calculated the total crop production of 
the area at 1954-5 prices. 

Economic benefits flowing from irrigation : The primary direct benefits 
£rom irrigation consist of the net increase in agricultural production. In 
the foregoing pages we have calculated the crop production of the area 
&Hected by the Hirakud irrigation waters both before and ten years after 
the completion of the dam. The money value of production of the area 
before the" completion of the dam came to RS. 913.34 lakhs. This is, of 
course, gross. If from the current production of the area the costs of culti
vation to the economy by way of the materials used up in that production 
calculated from the farm business data are subtracted, we get the net pro
duction, which roughly comes to Rs. 769.58 lakhs. 

For calculating the net future production we have to make more 
subtractions than those of costs only. The money value of "the gross crop 
production of the future comes to Rs. 2,586.27 lakhs. We have to deduct 
from this the crop production in the area lost to cultivation under the 
Hirakud reservoir. Estimating this from our data and the official figures 
regarding the cultivated area in the submerged region, we can put its 
money value at Rs. 103.37 lakhs. Deducting this item from the gross crop 
production of the future, we get roughly Rs. 2,482.90 lakhs. When we 
deduct the costs to the economy of this production, we get the net crop 
production, which comes to Rs. 1,913.22 lakhs. Compared to the net crop 
production before the dam, this represents an increase of about 150 per 
cent. 



TABLE No. 7.4 .... 
'" 0 

Estimated value uf crop,production and of materials used up in production in the area submerged under the Hirakud 
reserooir in the Sambalpur' Zcme in 1955-6 at 1954-5 prices 

Area- Yield in phllsiea.l. Valu. in 1954-6 price. Coot Df mo;urials !L8ed up m. 
S. Na'11l6 of th. cropped terms (mde.) (RB.) Production .. t 1964-6 price. 

~ No. crop (acres) 
Per a.cr6 Total Permd. Total Per acre Total 

(Ra.) 0 

1 Paddy 115,759 13.00 1,244,867 8.01 9,971,885 18.73 1,793,566 a 
977 

~ 
2 Wheat 36 4.25 149 18.22 2,715 27.91 :. 

, 
~ 3 Other cereals 22 2.55 66 4.48 251 3.15 69 

4 Pulses and gram 2,087 1.55 3,235 15.02 48,590 7.28 '16,193 liI 

I & Sugarcane 600 32.00 ·19,200 12.94 248,448 81.27 48,762 
to 

6 Groundnut 480 '1.10 8,408 6.56 22,356 15.96 7,661 

~ 7 Other oilseeds 840 6.11 5,132 8.60 43,622 8.39 7,048 

~ 8 Condiments (pepper) 112 Not reportsd - 12,379 80.65 3,422 

9 Tobacco 6& Details not available 

Total 100,000 10,337,367 1,876,698 

·G ..... 
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Indirect primary benefits result from the· spending of the increased in
comes of farmers resulting- from irrigation. We have no data on this and 
we cannot proceed anyfurtber in that regard. The secondary direct bene
fits are the values added by transporting, processing and distributing of 
the added farm products produced in the region mainly because of the 
advent of irrigation plus any value added by other activities stemming 
from or induced by the project. In the Hirakud case, the only processing 
that is visualized as a result of the plans of government is one co-operative 
sugar factory that will be erected in the next few years, at Atabira, near 
Bargarh in Sambalpur. 

The follOwing information about this is available: It is proposed to 
start a co-operative sugar factory at Atabira, near Bargarh, in the Samba!
pur district. In the Bargarh sub-division of Sambalpur district, there were 
about 5,000 acres under sugarcane and of this nearly 2,000 acres were 
within an area of 15 miles of Bargarh. Over 60 per cent of this area the 
varieties of sugarcane grown were Co. 419 and Co. 421. The rest of the 
area was occupied by the des/. varieties. 

It was proposed to set up a factory with the crushing capacity of 1,000 
tons of sugarcane per day of 24 hours with the possibility of expanding 
it to 1,200 tons. The working season was expected to be of 120 days in the 
year. The total capital investment in plant and equipment was put at Rs. 
7,000,000. 'Tl:ie authorized capita! was Rs. 3,000,000, half of it being con
tributed by members of the co-operative and half to be contributed by 
Government of Orissa. The borrowing limit was fixed at five times the ' 
authorized capital. Substantial contribution from the Industrial Finance 
Corporation. was to be sought. . 

The employment that it was expected to give rise to was as follows : 
teChnical-IS; non-technical-I5, clerical-30; skilled labour-l00; semi
skilled-ISO; unskilled-300. Calculating roughly and assuming a 10, per 
cent recovery, the factory wonld be expected to produce 12,000 tons of 
sugar every year, wortb Rs. 1.11 crores at 1954-5 prices. 

Judging from the data available regarding value added in comparable 
sugar factories elsewhere in India, we can estimate that, in this case, it 
will come to Rs. 22.2 lakbs. This may be considered the net secondary 
direct benefit resulting from the Hirakud irrigation. The other products 
may also be processed but we have no information regarding them. So 
also we have little data to calculate the net value added by transportation 
and distribution of the added farm produce. 

The indirect secondary benefits would tesult from the spending of the 
increased incomes to labourers and others on account of this factory and 
such other activities. We have little data on this and we have to leave 
it at that. 

The data regarding tertiary benefits are almost non-existent I!nd. we 
cannot say anything in the matter. 
F-ll 
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There would be, besides these, some other good and bad effects in the 
long run of the Hirakud inigation system. Irrigation is known to produce 
waterlogging and damage to soils by salinization, etc. if not properly 
handled. Partly because of the characteristics of Mahanadi waters and 
partly also because of the topography in the commanded mea in Sambal
pur, there is little danger of both these evil effects appearing, at least ac
cording to the experts.17 

Irrigation water increases the level of the subsoil water and this 
indirectlybenef!ts the area because it increases the water supply to the 
existing wells and creates a potential for the development of well irriga
tion in areas not served by the canals or where canal water does not reach . 
./l canal system, besides supplying water to the crops, also makes it avail. 
able, to a certain extent, to human beings, and alleviates, to that extent, 
any water scarcity that mighfhave been experienced in the summer 
months, in those areas, before the construction of the canals. 

Irrigation is also known to bring with it malaria. With the improved 
means of malaria eradication, this can be easily avoided. This, however, 
involves costs which will have to· come out of the increased production 
resulting from irrigation. 

We have noted previously that the Booding of the land under the Hira
kud reservoir has resulted in the loss of a certain amount of agricultural 
production and we have duly made an allowance for the same. The reser
voir may, however, prove to be a good breeding place for nsh. If the 
production of nsh can be thus increased, both in the reservoir and in the 

11 Mr. Hiranandani observes about the Delta: "Tbe existing areas have been 
under irrigation for nearly 90 years and if the water table during winter monthe 
fiuctuates between 7 and 13.0 it. from ground surface, no danger' due to water. 
logging need be apprehended due to the introduction of perennial irrigation 
wbich is mostly dry except for wet Rabi to the extent of 12 per cent pf the 
C.C.A. Similar inference may be drawn in respect of the new areas in Puri district 
which are subject to about the ·same amount oi rainfall and will have similar 
intensity of irrigation during Kht1.ril and RaW." op. cit., p. 89. 
. Regarding SambalpU>', Dr. Hoon observes: " .... ;; the difference for the 
Hirakud area (SambaJpur) between the maximum and minimum levels of sub
soil water ranges on the average between 10 and 25 feet, the highest and the 
lowest figures of that difference are of the order of 39 feet and 8 feet respective
ly •.•. Tbere should be little danger of waterlogging in the major portion of tbe 
Hirakud area (Sambalpur). Even in the low-lying valley land (Bahal), tbe 
obseryation has been that where drainage i. effective in that type of land, all 
it is over a greater part of it, the excessive water after the rainy season gets 
drained off very quickly leaving the topsoil free. It may be advisable to maintain 
the natural drainage as clear as possible in tho •• low-lying areas when a peren
nial supply of irrigation water becomes available." R. C. Hoon and K. N. TalwBr, 
Be/uwiour of Sub.oil Water Tabl<! u'/lder a System of Irrigatitm antJ Drainag •• 
Sub.oil Water Tabl<! Crmitititms 'ft th. Hiraklul aM tM Kosi Pro;eet/t, Inter
national Commission on Irrigation and Drainage, Second Congress, p. 15 
Ouestion 4. 
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canals, that will be an added item in the benefits resulting from the 
Hirakud Dam. 

As the water level of the Hirakud reservoir falls every year in the winter 
and summer months, the shore lands from which water recedes become 
available for the cultivation of fodder and other crops of short duration. 
This production will have to be added on the benefits side. 

These items are only mentioned here. We have not attempted to mea
sure or estimate them becailse we thought that with the very meagre data 
bearing on these aspects at our disposal it would not be proper to do so. 
Perhaps in the course of the next few years more data on these points may 
become available asd a fair estimate will be then made. 

To round off this catalogue, we may mention the beauty spot created 
by the Hirakud Dam and the Reservoir. Perhaps it may become an attrac
tive spot to tourists. The benefits resulting from this cannot be estimated, 
wen vaguely, at this stage. 

rrrigaticm Benefits (1954-5 prices) 
Primary Direct 

1.1 Gross crop production in 1954-5 
Sambalpur 
Delta 

Total 

1.2 Cost of production of 1.1 to the 
. economy: (Value of materials used 
up in the production). 
Sambalpur 
Delta 

Total 

1.3 Net crop production: (1.1-1.2) 
Sambalpur 
Delta 

Total 

2.1 Gross crop production after irrigation : 
Sambalpur 
Delta 

Total 

2.2 Gross crop production (in 19~) 
of the area submerged under the Hirakud . 
reservoir in Sambalpur district • 

2.3 Gross crop production of the irrigated 
area after allowing for 2.2 

Lakhsof Rs. 

306.08 
001.26 
913.34 

56.09 
87.ff1 

143.76 

249.99 
519.59 

769.58 

922.21 
1,664.06 

2,586.27 . 

103.37 

2,482.90 
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2.4 Cost of production to the economy of 2.1 : 
Sambalpur 
Delta 

Total 
Of this cost of production to 
the economy of 2.2 

2.5 Cost of production to the economy of 2.3 

2.6 Net crop production of 'the 
irrigated area 

2.7 Increase in net crop production 
attributable ,to irrigation (2.6-1.3) 

Primary Indirect 
Secondary Direct 

3.1 Processing of sugarcane in one 
factory for producing sugar : 
expected production of sugar at 
the factory at 1954-5 prices 

3.2 Value added by the ,factory in 3.1 
Secondary Indirect 
Tertiary Direct and Indirect 

2. Flood Control 

Lakhs of Rs. 

173.79 
414.66 

588.45 

18.77 
569.68 

1,913.22 

1,143.64 
No data 

111.00 
22.20 

No data 
No data , 

The Mahanadi has a total catchment area of 51,000· square miles and 
the Hirakud Dam will exert control over 32,000 square miles of the catch· 
ment area upstream from Sambalpur. Even after the construction of the 
Hirakud Dam, the remafuing catchment area of 19,000 square miles doWD
stream from Sambalpur will remain uncontrolled as before. But the "peak 
discharge of this uncontrolled area cannot raise the Hood level beyond the 

. gauge of 88.5 feet at Naraj. Damage by Hoods occurs in the delta area 
only when the Hood level goes above 89 feet at Naraj. The maximum 
reserve required for controlling the severest Hood on record has been 
estimated as 3 million acre feet while the maximum storage available at 
the (Hirakud) Dam between the dead storage level and the full reservoir 
level is 4.5 million acre feet. The Hood reserve provided by the Hirakud 
Dam project is, therefore, considered adequate to reduce 'all Boods to 
gauge of 89" at Naraj and it is, therefore, forecasted, that there will be 
no floods to cause damage in the lower regions."'· 

. 18 Report "" tM BlflUJjite DUll to' Complete Flood Prot •• tion ill the Hilrakud, 
D_ Proj •• t (Delta Zone-Cuttaek and Purl Areas), Government ot India, 

. Ministry of Irrigation and Power, Cuttack, 1954, p. 1. (Uerred to hereafter 
.s Sivaraman Report on Flood Protection Benefits.) 
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"The Hirakud reservoir extending over an area of 288 square miles with 
a Hood reserve of 4.Z7 million acre-feet will successfully hold the Hood 
water until the Hood peak in the lower catchment passes down to the sea. 
Records of 39 damaging Hoods have been examined. Assuming the safe 
gauge at Naraj to be R.L. 89.00 feet, it has been found that all such Hoods 
can be controlled even without the Hirakud reservoir being filled to the 
maximum level. In years of exceptionally heavy rain storms only, the full 
capacity of the Hirakud reservoir will be strained. ' In designing the 
Hirakud Dam the requirements of flood control bave been given speoial 
consideration. The reservoir level will be kept at R.L. 590 during the 
monsoon period and a large number of deep slui~ unique feature of 
this dam-has been provided SO that with this reservoir level as muoh as 
7 ·lakh cuseos can be passed down. Thus, throughout the flood season, the 
reservoir will have the maximum Hood reserve capacity of 4.72 million 
acre-feet available to absorb Hood peaks. This has been made possible due 

, to the Mahanadi carrying sufficient supplies during October and November 
jUst after the Hood season to enable the reservoir being filled to serve 
irrigation and hydro-power requirements in the dry season.Ut9 

We are not teclmical experts in this field and we have to accept the 
above claints as coming from experts in the field. But we would like to 
put down nyo disturbing thoughts that have impressed us in the large 
literature available regarding Mahanadi floods. One is regarding the con
tribution of the catchment area of the Maltanadi not controlled by the 
Hirakud Dam, to the floods in the delta. According to The Third Interim 
Report of the Orissa Flood Adv£sory Committee (February 1942) the 
heaviest ralnfall in the catchment area is confined to this uncontrolled 
sector. "The iso-hyetal lines, or lines of equal rainfall from June to Sep
tember, show that the heaviest rainfall (60 inches) is confined to a small 
area between Sambalpur and Sonepur. Thereafter, the next heaviest rain 
is in the north-east part of the catchment. The rainfall causing heavy 
Hoods usually occurs in well-marked patches of heavy rain resulting in an 
average rainfall over the whole catchment of considerably over one ,inch 
per day for about three consecutive days, and moderately heavy rain of 
over three quarters of an inch per day for about five consecutive days, 
with maximum Hood at the head of the delta at Naraj one day later. 
General average rainfall of 1 inch per day for three days causes a shori 
Hood with maximum Hood at Naraj on the fifth day." 

"An important factor in estimating Hoods at Cuttack from Sambalpur 
is the state of the Tel-tributary which has a large catchment and enters 
the Mahanadi 46 miles downstream of Sambalpur at Sonepur. This river 
is capable of producing a considerable Hood at Cuttack befo~e the Hood' 

19 Kanwar Sain, "Harnessing the River Mahanadi", Hirakud Dam Project 
'Supplement to Th~ Tim •• of In1l; ... January 23, 1957. 
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from the Mahanadi above Sambalpur arrives at the junction of the' Tel 
and'Mahanadi rivers. "20 

These observations leave a distinct apprehension behind that perhaps 
the claim of Hirakud eliminating the £loods in the delta completely, may 
not be one hundred per cent tenable. The uncontrolled portion of the 
catchment area may be capable of producing £loods on its own in the delta. 

The second disturbing thought is based again on certain observations 
made in the same . Interim Report of 1942. The operation of the Hirakud 
Dam, as envisaged at present, is to moderate the £loods by holding up 
water in the reservoir from the upper catchment area until the peak £lood 
water from the uncontrolled portion of the catchment area has £lown down 
to the sea. Obviously, the moderation of £lood by the Hirakud Dam .will 
mean'that the gauge at Naraj will be kept below or at R.L. 89 feet. The 
total discharge of the Mahanadi will not be allowed to rise above a certain 
level by distributing It over a longer time than hitherto by the moderating 
operations of the Hirakud Dam. This means that the water level of the 
Mahanadi will be maintained at N araj at R.L. 89 feet for a longer time 
than hitherto because of the Hirakud Dam. This is the essence of the £lood
moderating operation of the Hirakud. It is precisely here that, it would 
seem, lurks danger. The Interim Report says: "The embankments in Orissa 
if exposed to !l high £lood for a prolonged period, percolate in many places 
and there is a chance of earth slips and breaches. A £lood height of 25 
at Bellevue gauge at Cuttack on the Katjuri river or 89 at Naraj for more 

. than three days may be taken as iDdicating percolation danger."n 
This refers to the river embankments in the delta of the Mahanadi 

constructed for flood protection purposes. The danger of percolation will 
be greater, as explained above, because of the longer duration of the 
high water level in the x:Jver resulting from the moderating operations of 
the Hirakud Dam. If this proves real, £loods will continue to damage the 
delta areas even after Hirakud. We have been informed in this connection 
that the technique of the construction of embankments has since improved 
and they can be made impervious to percolation. We hope that they will 
be so made. But if they are not made or until they are so made, £lood danger 
through breaches and slips will remain. 

Having noted these two disturbing facets, we now proceed by assum
.ing that there would be no £loods after the Hirakud Dam begins to operate. 
In estimating the economic benellts resulting from complete £lood contr~1 
in the Mahanadi Delta, we have first to address ourselves to the question 
of the estimation of the loss which results from £loods in the area. 

Floods are ei-ratic and it is difficult to reduce them to a precise system 
of intensity, frequency, etc. Yet, for our purpose and for several other 
purposes, indeed, we have to evolve or really read into the available £lood 
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data some sort of a pattern on which we can reasonably base ourselves. 
The Hood-and-water-discharge data regarding the Mahanadi over the last 
eight decades -have been closely scrutinized and analysed and this 
showed that a "normal Hood" averages once in three years; a fairly 
"heavy Hood" once in five years; and an "abnormally heavy Hood" 
once in 12 years. This pattern can be seen to be underlying the Siva
raman Repot:t on Flood Protection Benefits and its recommendationll. 
It is patent that heavier the flood larger the area affected by it. The Siva
raman Report on Flood Protection Benefits estimates that an area of "two 
lakh acres in Purl district, and 150,000 acres in Cuttack district in the 
Mahanadi delta", is liable to floods.22 

This area is divided into three categories mentioned above as follows : 

"Normally liable 
to Hoods" 

180,000 

Area in 0Ct'88 

Liable to 
"heavy floods" 

90,000 

Liable to only 
"abnormally' 
heavy floods" 

80,000 

Total 

350,000 

In what way do floods affect these areas? The destructive aspects of 
floods are well known. They destroy or affect the crops; they destroy 
houses and cattle; and they render some land unfit for cultivation by erosion 
and deposit of sand. But, along with these, there are a few compensatory 
effects that Hoods produce. They extend the area under the second- or rabi 
crop in the year by leaving enough mois~ behind them. Secondly, they 
leave behind silt deposits which presumably increase the fertility of the 
soil. For arriving at our estimate of the net adverse effects of floods, it is 
necessary to evaluate all these as far as practicable. This is what we attempt 
below with the aid of the -data gathered by us regarding the 1955 Hoods. 

For getting detailed and meaningful data regarding Hood damage, we 
carried out a farm business survey of 90 farmers in six pockets in the 
Hood-affected area in 1955. Two of these were in Cuttack and four in Purl. 
These areas were first marked out on the map and the cultivators in them 
were then completely enumerated and a stratified random sample of 9Q 
cnltivators in all was chosen for our survey (1955-6). . 

The resnlts of this inquiry are set out in Table Nos. 7.5 (A and B), 1,6 
(A and B), 7.7 (A and B) and 1.8 (A and B). Table 7.5 (A and B) contains 
information regarding the distribution of the cultivated area under different 
crops in the special Hood block samples in Cuttack and Puri districts in 
1955-6. For comparison, the crop distribution in the general grid sample in 
1954-5 derived from the farm business data is also given. The Tables bring 

•• op, cit., p. 2. 
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out the fact that, in the areas experiencing Boods, the area under second 
crops is larger than those not experiencing Boods. Table No. 7.6 (A and B) 
presents data regarding the adverse effects of Boods on area cultivated and 
harvested. Details of area over which crops were completely destroyed 
by the Boods and over which crops were washed away in oUr sample blocks 
are also presented. The Table broadly indicates that the area over which 
crops were washed away and destroyed in 1955-6 constituted between 
six and eight per cent of the total sown area in that year in these blocks. 
Table No. 7.7 (A and B) contains data regarding crop yields per acre in 
terms of quantity and value in the special Bood block samples in Cuttack 
and Puridistricts in 1955-6. It brings out the adverse effect of floods on crop 

TABLE No. 7.5(A) 

The proporticn crt net cultwated area under different crops in the general 
.ample grid.s and special sample flood blocks in Cuttack District· 

G.,..,.,.I grid 
Speci4l flood block .ample. 1955-6 .ampl. 

S'l'. Name of tho O'I'OP Block 1 Block 11 Tota! l1IIJe,.,.g' 1954-6 dt. 
No. average 

1 B.aU paddy 6.22 37.84 21.77 7.7S 

2 Sa.,.aiJ paddy 67.66 47.78 57.67 85.90 

8 Wheat ·8.62 1.78 0.08 

" Ragi 0.41 2.31 1.87 0.29 

6 Other cereals 1.06 0.62 

6 TOTAL CEREALS 77.96 87.93 83.01 94.05 

7 Green gram 4.36 37.50 21.18 22.50 

8 Black gram 4.11 6.57 4.S6 6.61 

9 Kulthi 8.06 36.29 22.38 6.70 

10 Cha,nu. 40.67 0.90· 20.49 1.65 

11 Other pulses and lITam ~ 0.07 

12 TOTAL PULSES"" GRAM 67.20 80.26 68.90 36.53 

13 Oilseeds 6.02 2.47 0.02 

14 Condiments and spices 4.71 2.81 0.04 

16 Jute 26.91 2.09 14.82 8.46 

16 Sugarcane 0.70 0.28 0.49 0,07 

17 Potato 2.16 1.09 0.24 

18 Vegetables 0.04 

19 Tobacco 0.08 

20 Betel leaves 0.01 

21 Orchard and others 1.84 0.93 0.44 

TOTAL CROPPED 172.50 174.56 173.52 134.93 
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TABLE No. 7.5(B) 

The proportion of net cultivated area under different crOP8 in the general 
8tlmple grid$ and 8peciaZ 80mple flood blocks in Puri DWrict 

Special ftood block ta.mpk. 1955-6 G.neral. grid 
8IllInpl. 

Sr Name oi Block 1 Block II Block III Block IV Total 1954-5 dt. 
No. the average Q/tJeragtJ 

1 Beal; paddy 5.72 8.92 22.23 1.61 7.03 9.45 

2 Sa,'flrl paddy . 91.68 94.88 75.26 88.69 88.55 85.66 

a D .. lua paddy - 0.89 0.27 

4 Rag; 0.44 1.96 0.72 0.20 

Ii TOTAL 
95.31 CEREALS 97.84 98.80 97.49 93.15 9657 

6 Green gram 26.93 29.82 41.09 21.87 28.58 21.51 

't Black gram 32.11 5.60 7.89 10.51 4.94 

8 Kultk; 5.36 14.03 16.68 10.84 10.96 15.63 

9 ChIl1l4 0.04 

10 TOTAL PULSES 
AND GRAM 32.29 75.96 63.37 40.60 50.05 42.12 

"" 11 Oil.eed8 Q.84 3.44 1.19 1.12 

12 Condiments 
and spices r- 0.06 

13 Sugar.eane 0.38 0.07 0.24 

14 Potato 0.13 0.13 0.05 0.4& 

15 Vegetables: 0.22 0.05 0.24 

16 Bet.! leaves 0.07 0.01 0.09 

17 Orchard 
and others 0.13 0.03 1.24 

Total cropped 130.13 175.24 162.28 137.19 148.02 140.87 

yields. Table No. 7.8(Aand B) presents the receipts and expenses of sample 
farmers in special /lood blocks in Cuttack and Purl districts. These are 
derived from the farm business survey of these farmers conducted during 
1955-6. 

In evaluating /load damage, let us begin from the adverse eHects oE 
/loods on agricultural production. The Sivaraman Report on Flood' Pro-
tection Benefits points out or assumes that the total paddy (khanf) crop 
is destroyed by the Boods and then proceeds to average out the total 
loss over the period over wJ;rlch the area coucerned is liable to Bood (1/3 
or 1/5 or 1/12. etc.). The data gathered by us show that the paddy or 
kharif crop was not totally destroyed but adversely aHected by the 1955 

• 
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TABLE No. 7.6(A) 
Area sown, area on which crops were destroyed and washed away and area 
harvested in special flood sample blocks in Cuttack District 

r G ' '!i'< ... '" .. ., 
11 ·11 1 ~ ~ ~ " 1 .:l 

.. ~ 

~ ~ 1 'tI .. 
! .. .. 

" w .. ~ ..~ j 
.. 

ol ~ " ~ :0. 
.. 'tI " ~ i: .. h~ t 1 l ~l .. 

1 .... ij ... 
~ ~p .. 

:I :.! :I ol " ~~l ~b~ ~ Z ... Z ... ... ... '" 
1 2 3 4 0 6 7 8 9 ... 

I B ... li paddy 2.54. 2.04 100.00 

S"r"d 
paddy 11.38 2.00 9.38 17.07 82.43 

Wheat 1.76 1.76 100.00 

10 farmers R"Ui 0.20 0.20 100.00 
Green gram 2.12 0.82 1.30 88.68 61.32 

. Black gram 2.00 0.96 0.16 0.89 47.00 8.00 44.50 
Kldt1r.i 3.92 0.25 8.67 6.38 . 98.63 
Ck"na 19.78 2.00 17.78 10.11 89.89 
Jute 13.09 0.18 12.91 1.38 98.62 

TOTAL (ALL CROPS) 56.79 7.49' 1.41 47.89 13.19 2.48 84.38 

II Beali paddy 18.22 0.30 17.92 1.65 98.85 

S"r&d 
paddy 23.94 23.94 100.00 

15 farmers R"Ui 1.16 1.16 100.00 
Green gram 18.79 18.79 100.00 
Black gram 2,80 0.22 2.58 7.85 92.15 
Kultk' 18.17 1.27 16.90 6.99 93.01 
Ck"na 0.45 0.45 100.00 
Jute 1.05 - 1.06 100.00 
Potato 1.08 1.08 1.08 

T~TAL (ALL CROPS) 85.66 0.80 1.94 88.42 0.85 2.26 97.39 

District BeaU paddy 20.76 2.84. 17.92 13.68 86.82 
Total ot So;md 
abo... 2 paddy 85.32 2.00 33.32 5.66 94.34 

Wheat 1.76 1.76 100.00 
Raui 1.36 1.36 100.00 
Green gram 20.91 0.82 20.09 3.92 96.08 
Black gram 4.80 0.95 0.38 3.47 19.78 7.91 72.31 
Kult1r.i 22.09 152 20.57 6.88 93.12 

30 farmers Chana 20.23 2.00 0.45 17.78 9.89 ·2.22 87.89 
Jute 14.l4 - 0.18 13.96 1.27 98.73 
Potato 1.08 1.08 100.00 

TOTAL (ALL CROPS) 142.46 7.79 3.85 131.81 6.47 2.35 92.18 

• 
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TABLE No. 7.6(B) 
Area sown, area on which Gropll·were tkmoyed. and washed. CI1Oa!I and IIrea 
harvetted in special flood &ample blocb In Fun District 

~ I "§.t .. .. .. .. 
1i 

.l\i 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 - .. .. .. .., .. .. Ii ~ e J. 
... 1:1 

!i, HI j .. 
S .. .. 

~ Ii Ii Ii 
~J! .. 

't! E 
.... ... ... 

. " ~ I:! l~ ! ~ OD 3 ; ; .. 
~t'" 0" 

~ ::.1;:<; ::.I; ~ .. "'Ii 1;-3 "'Ii ... ... 1\0 

1 2 3 " II 6 7 8 II 

(Acy .. ) (A ....... ) (A ....... ) (A ..... ) 
I B.ali paddy 0.69 0.12 6.67 2.11 97.89 

S....w. 
paddy 91.16 8.00 88.16 3.29 96.71 

11llarmers BIII/i OM 0.44 100.00 
Green gram 26.77 . 1.00 26.77 3.74 96.26 
Eulthi 6.33 6.33 100.00 

TOTAL (ALL CROPS) 129.38 8.12 1.00 125.26 2.41 0.77 96.82 

n .BeaU paddy 2.91 ..:. 2.91 100.00 
Sarod 
paddy 70.41 0.50 69.91 0.71 99.2\1 

15larmers Green gram 22.13 0.40 21.73 1.81 9819 
Black gram 23.82 23.82 100.00 
Eulthi 10.41 10.41 100.00 

TOTAL (ALL CROPS) 129.68 0.60 0.40 128.78 0.39 0.31 99.30 

III B.ali paddy 13.29 1.77 11.112 13.32 86.68 
Sarod 

paddy 44.9\1 44.99 100.00 
16farmera Green &Tam 24.57 24.57 100.00 

Black gram 3.26 3.36 100.00 
Eulthi 9.97 9.97 100.00 

TOTAL (ALL CROPS) 96.17 1.77 94040 1.85 98.16 

IV B.ali paddy 1.62 0.11 1.61 6.79 93.21 
Sa;rod 

paddy 89.38 21.23 68.16 23.76 76.25 
Dalua; paddy 0.90 0.90 100.00 

15 farmers Bagi 1.98 0.25 1.73 12.63 87.37 
Green gram 22.04 1.01 21.08 4.58 95.42 
Black gram 7.96 7.96 100.00 
Eulthi 10.92 . 0.16 10.77 1.87 1/8.63 

(ALL CROPS) 134.80 21.59 '1.16 112.06 16.02 0.86 83.12 
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TABLE No. 7.6(B)-(Contd.) 

Area sown, area on which crops were destroyed and washed away and a1ea 
harvested in special flood sample blocks in Purl District 

~ I 1~ .o! .. .. .. 
11 ·Ii 'll ~ ~ ~ .. 1 ~ - ~ ~ .,. .. .. 

~ ~ ~ .. .o! I:! 

~h llt!", 
.. .. w 

~ j .... ~ " iliii ~ ~ ~ ~.1! ~ .~ it 11 " t~ I.:l ... - ~ ~ I! :! :I :! ~~ :g ~ ~lSl .-.: 
'" II> '" 1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 II 

(A ..... ) (A ..... ) (A ..... ) (A ..... ) 

District BeaU paddy 23.61 2.00 21.61 8.61 91.49 
Total of Sarail. 
above 4 paddy 295.93 24.73 271.20 8.36 91.64 
60 farmers Dalua paddy 0.90 0.90 100.00 

Ra,gi 2.42 0.26 2.17 10.33 89.67 

. Green aram 95.51 2.41 93.10 2.62 97.48 
Black gram 35.13 35.13 100.00 
Kultki 36.63 0.15 36.48 0.41 99.69 

TOTAL (ALL CROPS) 490.0a 26.98 2.66 460.49 5.61 0.52 93.97 

Hoods in the Hood-affected areas. OUl' data also show that the areas pro
duced a second crop in the wake of the floods. The Sivaraman Report on 
Flood Protection Benents does not mention this at all. 

In order to estimate th~ loss of crop production in the areas liable to· 
Hoods, we must calculate not only the crop production in these areas in a 
Hood year such as 1955-6 but the crop production in these areas when free 
from Hoods. Data for calculating ·the crop production of the Hood-affected 
area in 1955-6 have been already presented. For estimating the crop pro
duction of the same areas when protected from Hoods, we have to decide 
upon the crop pattern that would be appropriate, and appropriate yields 
per acre of different crops. The crop pattern of the areas liable to floods 
is different from that of the areas in the delta that are free from Hoods. 
In the absence of floods, it can reasonably be assumed that the crop pattern 
of these areas will be. approximately the same as that of the other areas 
in the delta. However, there is a complication here. A part of the area in 
the delta is irrigated while the remaining is not. The crop pattern appro
priate for the areas liable to floods, in the absence of floods, is the one that 
prevails in the non-irrigated areas in the delta because mere protection 
from flood does not bring irrigation to these areas. In view of this we have, 
for this calculation, assumed that the crop pattern in these areas will be 
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similar to that prevailing in the non-irrigated areas of the delta. The data 
for this have been derived from the non-irrigated farms in ~e farm business 
survey sample for the delta. Once this basic decision was ml!-de, the deci
sion regarding per-acre yields of crops was also made. The per-acre yields 
for this calculation were to be those found in our sample of non-irrigated 
farms. 

TABLE No. 7.7(A~ 
Crop yiil/ds, quantity and vaiue per acre of different erops in speciol flOod 
block samples in Cuttack District 

Quantitll (in 1114u.n<i8 per ..."..) Value por...".. (in Rupe •• ) 
Sr. Nt .. "" 0/ tIr.. Spet:ial flood block ,ample. G ......... l Special flood block ''''''1'1 .. 
No. =1' ,rid . . 

,,,,,,pkt 

Block I Blo.kll Total 1964-6 Blockl Block 11 Total 
1955-6 "" ..... ,. Dt. a1) ..... '. 

a1J_tIJ 

1 Beali padq (washed) 6.53 6.73 11.49 (washed) 60.92 44.69 

2 S"rad, paddy 8.84 9.16 8.98 14.66 10o.aS 86.36 94.44 

3 .Wheat 3.80 3.80 3.64 69.78 69.78 

4. R",i 11.00 7.70 8.18 3.81 80.00 60.74 63.68 

6 Green gram 1.24 2.99 2.81 U9 14.66 36.46 82.76 

6 Black gram 0.19 2.14 -1.33 2.53 2.63 80.06 1i1.64 

7 Kulthi 3.13 3.55 3.48 8.79 31.71 33.22 32.96 

8 Chana 1.11 (washed) 1.09 2.50 11.26 (washed) 11.00 

9 Other pulses 
grams 0.26 

10 Oilsooc!s 1.66 

11 Condiments " 
spices :1l.83 

12 Jute 10.31 10.14 10.30 8.44 256.91 263.22 266.64 

13 Sugarcane 46.00 

14 Potato 72.06 72.05 28.88 616.28 616.28 

16 Vegatables -

16 Tobacco .. . . 
17 Betel leaves 

• 
Finally, there was the problem of prices. While the data of crop produc-

tion of the flood-aJIected area was in 1955-6 prices, the actual year of the 
flood, that for the calculation of the crop production in the absence of 
floods was in terms of the 1954-5 prices being derived from the farm busi-
ness data. To make a valid comparison between the two· calculations, . it 
was necessary to adjust for prices. We decided to calculate the crop pro-
duction of the flood"alf6cted area in 1954-5 priceS. 
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TABLE No. 7.7(B) , 

Crop yields, quantity and value per acre of diDerent crops in special flood 
block samples in Purl District 

Quantity (in maunde per aqre) 

Speci4l fiooa. block Bample. G .... "al grid 
.ampl • 

Sr. Name 0/ tke Block I • Bwck II Blo.kIlI Bl.c1<IV Total . 1954..0 
No. crop (1955-6) auorag. auerag. 

1 Beali paddy 10.76 6.03 6.57 8.46 7.65 8.11 

2 Sarad paddy 4.81 8.65 11.67 8.20 6.24 11.38 

3 Dalua paddy 4.38 4.38 

4 Ralli 17.50 4.92 7.22 2.49 

Ii Green gram 1.24 1.96 2.10 0.82 1.04 1.81 

6 Black IIram 2.09 2.78 1.32 1.98 . 2.24 

7 Kultki 2.61 3.01 2.30 1.67 2.38 3.34 

8 Ckana 3.90 .. 
I) Oil ••• de 1.66 

10 Condiments 
& spice. 1.96 

11 Sugarcane 81.27 
12 Potato 68.19 

13 V.getabl •• 17.07 
14 Bet.1 leaves 

Table No. 7.9 gives the calculation of crop production in the three diff~ 
rent types of flood-affected areas in the flood year. Table No. 7.10 gives the 
crop production for the same areas in a £Iood-free year. It should be noted 
that in estimating the ~rop production in £Iood years in Table No. 7.9 we 
have taken the proportion of the double-cropped area the same as in the 
non-irrigated area of the Delta zone in a flood-free year, though our data 
presented earlier indicates that this proportion would be larger in a £Iood 
year. We. have done this because of the fact, also indicated by our data,. 
that in a £Iood year which is characterized usually by heavy rainfall, the 
proportion of double-cropped area increases above the normal in all areas 
including those that are not actually affected by floods. Table No. 7.11 gives 
the total crop production in a comparative way. 

The evidence we have presented above does not signify regarding the 
effect, good or bad, of silt deposited by the £Ioods. Comparing the yield of 
the second crop-which should profit from silt deposited in the wake of the 
flood-in flooded and non-flooded areas, we find no clear indiCation as to 
whether the silt deposit has a favourable or an unfavourable effect on 
them. In the circumstances, we cannot evaluate the effect of silt deposits. 
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TABLE No. 7.7(B}-(Contd.} 

Crop yields, quantity and value per acre of different crops in special flood 
block samples in Puri District 

Sr. NafM 0/ tM 
No. Crop 

1 BeaU paddy 

2 SfJra./l paddy 

3 Dalua paddy 

4 Ratli 

6 Green gram 

6 Black gram 

7 Kulthi 

8 ChaM 

9 Oilseed. 

10 Condiments &. spi""" 

11 Sugareane 

12 Potato 

13 Vegetables 

14 Betel leaves 

Val"" per ....... (in Rup ••• ) 
Special /I<lorl b/<)ck .mnpZ.., 

B/<)ck I Bleck II Block III Bleck IV 

77.86 43.21 49.59 67.44 

46.39 72.74 103.02 25.23 

28.61 

184.09 46.96 

14.26 27.23 24.83 9.73 

28.54 81.12 16.87 

29.32 31.61 27.39 16.02 

Total 
"voratl· 

56.87 

54.88 

28.61 

71.95 

18.94 

26.04 

25.48 

If anything, we presume that it would be favourable to fertility of the soil 
but it is also possible to exaggerate this effect. 

We bave still to reckon the other adverse eHects of floods. As noted 
earlier, Boods render some areas uncultivable by erosion and sand deposit
ing. The following estimates regarding the areas so damaged in some 0,£ 

. the older floods in the Cuttack district are available." 

1933 
1937 

••.....•..•.•.. 600 acres 1939 
.............. 1598 acres 1944 

............... 622 acres 
•••.•..•.••••.• 320 acres 

With reference to the total area liable to Boods in Cuttack, 150,000 acres, 
these damages are very negligible. If one averages it over the years they 
are still more so. They affect less !:han one-half of one per cent of the area. 
Yet in individual terms it is a severe loss. In terms of resource equipment 
also it is a loss. 

28 Sivaraman Report on Flood Protection Benefits, 1954, p. 2. 



TABLE No. 7.8(A) 
.... 
~ 

Expenses and receipts of sample farmers in special flood block samples in Cuttack District in 1955-6 

FARM EXPENSES (in Ro.) 
Block NOB. .... "0-0 

~ 8 
. ~ 

.. .. ;0, ~ .. t;E ~t 0; 
.. 

~.l!. i a ~~ ~ ::~ il il ~ 0 ~ ... 
a " 'lJ ~ 11 

...... 
.~I -" Ii 

~l-~ :: ~. 'l 
... Ii .. .. .. 

15~ I; -'tl !l " ... - - .!! .~ ~ " ... ..... 
"It .. ~ " ~-

.., 
~ " ... .... .. - 0 so...!1 .. ::!Ill r..., a;:.~ a;: .... a;: so..'il <::> e-. :.-

1· 833.0.0. 578.12 1,10.0..31 5.0.6 57.50. 75.75 30.6.62 2,945.36 ~. 
11 1,419.0.0. 1,643.19 1,149.87 24.25 339.50. 26.81 38.31 4,634.93 ::l 

Total 2,262.66 1,616.31 ,2,256.18 29.25 397.0.0. 96.56 338.93 6,980..23 i 
'" .. 

FARM RECEIPTS (in Ro.) I 
From/and From liveBtock Total Wage receipts Tolal Othsrreceipts Total receipts ~ Ra. Ra. R •• RB. 

7,4.69.19 766.66 8,224.69 24.3.0.0 8,467.69 270..0.0. 8,737.69 

5,314.60. 513.25 5,827.25 361.62 6,128.87 1,288.00. .7,416.87 

12,783.111 1,268.75 14,651.94 54.4.62 14,696.56 1,658.60. 16,154.66 



~ TABLE No. 7.8(B) 

ti Farm expenses and receip~ of sample farmers in special flood block samples in Puli District in 1955-6 

FARM EXPENSES (VlZlue'" Rup ••• ) 

~ ... 

it 11 .. ~l i - = .. 
~ a :3 ~ ~ ~ ~ .. .n.:! :\! ~~ 

I ,aoa.:! 1 -itl 
.. 

Ii 
u 

~I' .1: ~ l t! .. 
'a 1!! -0 .. 2. .... i. ! oS ~ .. ... ... ... 

~ "" ~~ 
.. -" rc. Il..,!! .. rc. .. ' A:~.S A: o. 

1 2;026.75 858.50 2,100.66 -' 425.81 73.25 107.44 5,592.81 I II 1;627.60 1,175.56 2,227.81 -' 180.00 656.19 47.75 172.81 6,087.62 
III 2,306.18 859.81 1,468.19 640.00 86.26 158.114 6,517.87 
IV 71l.56 1,162.06 1,924.62 2.19 29.75 497.50 24.62 57.37 4,409.67 t Total 4,065.93 6,6'10.99 7,721.18 2.19 159.75 2,219.50 230.87 496.56 21,656.97 

~ " 
FARM RECEIPTS (VlZlue in Ro.) ri 

LaM' , lA".iJtock TotlZl Wag. Total" Other GraM total ~ 
receipto 'NJc~iptB reoeiptB 

5,290.81 604.87 5,895.68 873.81 6,269.49 724.88 6,994.37 
7,076.00 1,069.25 8,145.25 891.00 9,036.25 818.18 9,854.43 
6,788.75' 939.26 7,678.00 3,873.19 11,661.19 7,416.00 18,967.19 

'. ,,8,081.44- 979.19 4,06b.68 1,252-.12 5,312.75 975.00 6,287.75 

22,187.00 8,692.56 25,779.56 , 6,390.12 32,169.68 9,934.06 42,108.74 ... 
::l 



TABLE No. 7.9-(Part I) 
... 
Q,} 

Estimated oalue of crop production in the area liable to floods in the Delta Zone in 1955-6 (when there were heavy floods) 
at 1954-5 prices, (Area normaUg liable to floods : 180,000 ClCf'es) 

S.NO.NMM of A ..... cr01'f>6'l, y",/d i .. p"yoioal to ...... Vtzl .... i .. 1956·6 price. (Ro.) Vtzl .... ... 1954-6 prices (Ra.) 
. tho crop (,.ore.) (in mda.) 

i Per...".. Total P.,.mtL Total P ... md. Total 

1 BotUi paddy 26,550 6.76 179,213 6.69 1,198,935 1i.87 1,061,980 

~ 2 Samd paddy 124,560 6.68 832,061 7.52 6,257,099 6.24 5,192,061 

S DtzlUGpaddy 806 4.38 1,340 6.15 8,241 5.83 7,866 ~ 
4 Wheat '188 8.80 2,804 15.73 44,107 9.90 27,760 >-
5 Ra.gi and } 1,782 '1.56 ·13,472 8.98 120,979} 7.7'1 

~ 6 Other cereals 486 &.51 2,678 8.00 21,424 125,486 

7 Green gram 81,636 1.77 &6,819 10.68 696,147 9.69 536,304 

I 8 Black gram 9,144 2.64 23,226 12.26 284,751 8.66 201,137 

9 KultM 23,256 2.76· 64,187 9.01 &78,325 6.48 416,932 

10 Chana 9,504 1.09 10,359 8.58 . 88,880 6.24 64,640 
[lJ 

11 Jute 8,370 10.30 86,211 24.92 2,148,378 26.95 2,323,386 3 12 Sugarcane 666 23.27 16,830· . 14.00 235,620 11.92 200,614 

13 Oil ..... do 6,882 0.85 4,675 16.93 77,455 10,68 48,632 ~ 14 Condiments 828 3.97 8,287 10.99 36,124 25.42 83,556 

16 Potato 640 72.06 88,907 7.17 278,963 8.37 325,652 

16 Vegstabl"" 18 not reported (quantity) 19,688 

Total 248,666 11,995,116 10,604,006 

• GYr. 



TABLE No. 7.9-{Part ll) 

Estimated value of crop production in the «rea liable to floods in the Delta Zone in 1955-6 (when there were heavy floods) 
at 1954-5 prices (Area liable to fairly heavy floods : 90,000 acres) 

S.No.N_ of A ..... croppBd Y"'1tt in ph1/8ie4l t ....... Val .... in 1955-6 price. (R •• ) Val .... in 1954-5 pric .. (R •• ) 
thB crop (acrea> (in md.t.) 

P .......... Total P.rmd. Total Prrmd. Total 

1 B.al, paddy 18,275 6.75 89,606 6.69 &99,464 &.87 626,987 ~ 
2 Sarad paddy 62,280 6.68 416,030 7.62 8,128,546 6.24 2,596,1)21 

~ 8 Dalua paddy 158 4.88 670 6.15 4,121 5.87 3,933 
4 Wheat 869 8.80 1,402 16.78 22,063 9.91) 13,880 

I 5 Rag. 891 7.56 6,786 8.98 60,489} 7.17 62,743 
6 Other· cereals 243 6.51 1,839 8.00 10,712 
'1 Green cram 15,168 1.77 27,909 10.68 298,068 9.59 267,647 

~ 8 Black: gram 4,572 2.64 11,618 12.26 142,376 8.66 101),669 
9 Kulth' li,G28 2.76 82,093 9.01 289,158 6.48 207,963 

I( 

10 Chana 4,762 1.09 6,180 8.68 44,444 6.24 32,823 I 11 Jute 4,185 10.30 43,106 24.92 1,074,21)2 26.96 1,161,707 
12 Sugarcane 333 26.27 8,41&* 14.00 117,810 11.92 100,307 g 
18 Oilseeds 2,691 0.85 2,287 16.93 38,719 10.63 24,311 z: 
14 Condiments 414· 8.97 1,644 10.99 18,068 25.42 41,790 
16 Potato 270 12.06 19,454 7.17 139,485 8.37 162,830. 
16 Vegetables 9 not· reported (quantity) 9,844 

Total i21,833 5,997,658 . &,31)2,017 

• GuT. 
...... 
ca 



TABLE No:7.9-(Part III) .... 
00 
0, 

'i:stimated value of crop production in the area liable to floods in the Delta Zone in 1955-6 (when there were heavy floods) 
at 1954-5 prices (Area liable to abnormaUU heavu floods : 80,000 acres) 

~.No. Ntvm6 of 'Are .. cropped Yield in phlltticaJ. to ....... Value in 1955-6 priDe. (Re.) Value in 1954-5 prices (Ro.) 
tho crop (acreB) (in mds.) 

~ Pera.cr6 Total P.rmd. Total P.rmd. Total 

, 467,546 
0 

1 Boalt paddy 11,800 6.'15 79,650 6.69 532,859 6.87 

~ 2 Sarod paddy 65,360 6.68 869,806 7.52 2,780,934 6.24 2,307,583 

3 Daiua paddy 136 4.38 596 6.15 S.665 5.87 3,499 ~ 
4 Wheat ·828 3.80 1.246 15.73 19,600 9.90 12.335 > 
& Ragi 792 7.66 6,988 8.98 63,772 7.'17 56,773 

~ 6 Other cereals ' ,216 5.61 1,190 8.00 9,620 
7 Green 'gram 14,016 1.77 24,808 10.68 264,949 9.59 237.909 
8 Black cram 4,064 2.54 10,323 12.26 126,560 8.66 89,397 I 9 Kulthi 10,836 2.76 28,527 9.01 257.028 6,48 184,855 

'" to Chana 4,224 1.09, 4.604 8.68 39,502 6.24 28,729 I!O 

tl Jute 3.720 10.30 38,316 24.92 954,835 26.95 1,032,616 i L2 Sugarcane 296 26.27 7.480· 14.00 104.720 11.92 89,162 
13 OiJseeda 2,392 0,.86 2,033 16.93 34.419 10.63 21,611 ~ 14 Condiments 368 3.97 1,461 10.99 16.056 25.42 37,139 
16 Poteto 240 72.06 17,292 7.17 123,984 8.37 144,734 
16 Vegetables 8 not reported (quantity) 8,760 

Total 108,296 5,331,153 4,712,888 

• Gur. 
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Floods also destroy houses, roads, bridges, etc. and take away cattle 
and human beings. In Cuttack district, for example, according ~o informa
tion available, "2,438 houses were destroyed by Hoods of i933, 816 
houses in 1937 and about 400 houses in 1944. Number of houses partially 
damaged was also heavy in the years 1933, 1937 and 1944."2' 

The above information is not only incomplete but in a form in which it is 
irreducible to a common denominator. A more comprehensive attempt to 
estimate this was made by Mr. J. Shaw, Executive Engineer, Floods and 
Drainage Division, Cuttack, before World War II. This is contained in 
the Appendix Ill, Evaluation of Flood Damage, to the Interim Report of 
the Orissa Flood Advisory Committee, 1938-9. As this is a short Appendix, 
it may be quoted in full : 

"Eva/uatic1l of Flood Damage 
Flood damage is considered und~r four groups: 
( 1 ) Crops, houses, live-stock, personal property and land: 
(2) Flood embankments and protection works. 
( 3 ) Roads and bridges, 
( 4) Railways. 

"No account of remission of taxes or gratuitous relief is included as 
the original loss is what is required .. 

"Regarding Group I, the Collectors' Hood reports for the bad Hood 
years of 1933 and 1937 are selected as giving more detailed descriptions 
and figures of damage. 

"Group 2 is arrived at by consideration of the Public Works Depart-
ment Annual Embankment Reports. . 

"Group 3 comprises the District Board figures of Hood damage ex
penditure. 

"Under Group 4, it is difficult to get detailed figures as Hood damage 
to railways in Orissa is in general small and casual, and it is only catas
trophes sucb as the Baitarani Hood 'of 1927 which are really damaging. 
The loss is also Dot directly provincial. Flood damage losses to the Rail
ways are, therefore, omitted from the present estimate. For information 
it may be noted that r,epairs and improvement to the Brahmani bridge 
flanking spurs in 1920 cost Rs. 86,000 and in 1929-31 Rs. 37,000 were 
spent in protection from scour of the foundation walls. Rs. 5,81,278 were 
spent in renewing the track after the 1927 Hood of the Baitarani and 
Rs. 1.99,887 in providing extra waterway. 

"MethodS of classi6cation and evaIuation are available in a fuller 
report. , 

"Rough· valuation of the Hood damage losses is as follows, based on 
the 1937 and 1933 figures with roughly comparative allowance for the 
other years of bad Hood damage in Orissa: 

.. Sivaraman Report on Flood Protection Benefits, 1964, p. 2. 
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1937 - House damage 
Crop damage 
Public Works Dept. 
Roads, etc. 

Total 

1933 - House damage . 

1929 
1927 
1926 
1925 
1920 
1919 
1911 

Crop damage 
Public Works Dept. 
Roads, etc. 

Total 

.. 

.. 

Rs. 
29,000 

2,862,000 
59,000 
13,000 

2,963,000 say Rs. 29.5 lakhs 

105,000 
5,395,000 

56,000 
37,000 

5,593,000 say Rs. 56 lakhs 

say Rs. 85.5 lakhs 
Rs. 20 lakhs 

35 " 
60 " 
23 

" 
29 " 
66 " 
30 " 

Total 348.5lakhs 
say Rs. 349 lakhs 

"Say Rs. 340 lakhs from 1911 to 1938, i.e. a period of 29 years ioclusive. 
The average annual losses from flood damage, therefore, amount to Rs. 
12lakhs. . 

These llgures are only very approximate as .the information available 
is not in sufficient detail and various assumptions had to be made. Also 
it has not been possible to differentiate the damage under each river 
.and tract." 

In the detailed break-down of figures of flood damage io 1933 and 1937 
given by Shaw, the damage to crops accounted for 'iYT to 98 per cent of 
the total damage. This gives us a relative idea of the flood damage other 
than the damage to the crops. Makiog a generous allowance for other dam
age, if we add five per cent to the crop damage that wonld adequately 
cover these other items of damage. The estimate of total damage would 
then be as follows: 
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I. Area normally liable Value of crop 
to floods production in Rs. 

180,000 acres: in normal year, 14,318,000 
in flood year 10,604,000 

Loss due to floods 3,714,000 

Distributed over three years: per year 1,238,000 

II. Area liable to fairly heavy floods 
90,000 acres. 

'Normal year 7,159,000 
Flood year 5,302,000 

Loss due to floods. 1,857,000 
To be distributed over five years: per year 371,400 

III. Area liable to abnormally heavy floods 
80,000 acres 

Normal year 6,363,000 
Flood year 4,713,000 

Loss due to floods . 1,650,000 
To be distributed over 12 years: per year 137,500 

Annual loss over I 1,238,000 
II 371,400 
III 137,500 

1,746;900 
+ 5% for damages other than to crops 87,340 

Total annual loss due to floods 1,834,240 or 
1,834,000 

This estimate of annual loss or damage due to floods compares very well 
with the older estimates of Mr. Shaw quoted earlier. Mr. Shaw estimated 
the annual damage or loss between 1911 and 1939 at Rs. 1,200,000. Allow
ing for price changes, etc. our estimate of Rs. 1,800,000 can be considered 
fairly reasonable. . 

Benefit' 

"Control of floods provides benefits in two ways: ( 1) By preventing 
the loss of goods or services which would otherwise occur as a result of 
floods; (2) by making possible increased production of goods and services 
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TABLE No. 7.10-(Part I) 

Estimated value of crop production in the area lUible to floods in the Delta 
Zone ofter complete flood control at 1954-5 prices , ,. 

(Area normallV liable to floods : 180,000 acres) 

S. Namul of the crop Area. Yield in physical terms Value in 1954·5 pric •• 
No. cropped . (in mda.) (R •• ) 

(acre.) Per 4m'" Total Per md. Total 

1 Beali paddy 18,018 10.00 180,180 6.87 1,057,657 

2 Sarad paddy 150,858 11.50 1,784,867 6.24 10,825,570 

3 Wheat 90 4.21 879 9.90 8,752 

4 Other eereals '504 3.75 1,890 7.77 14,685 

5 Green gram 32,688 1.69 55,248 9.69 629,780 

6 Black gram 10,980 2.66 27,999 8.66 242,471 

7 Kulthi 21,978 8.46 75,825 6.48 491,840 

8 Ckfl1llJ 1,368 2.57 3,516 6.24 21,940 
• 

9 Other pulses & grams 18 crop destroyed-per acre data not available 

10 Oilseed. 1,152 1.56 1,797 10.63 19,102 

11 Condiments 126 2.38 800 25.42 7,626 

12 Jute 2,682 7.76 20,786 26.95 560,183 

13 Sugarcane S24 36.72" 11,573" 11.92 137,950 

14 Tobacco 86 not reported 7,178 

15 Potato 640 57.84 31,234 8.37 261,429 

16 Vegetables 288 not reported 24,515 

17 Betel leaves 90 not reported -' 112,405 

18 Orchards etc. 1,512 details not reported 

Total 243,252 14,317,683 

(135.14% of net area) 

• Gur. 
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TABLE No.,7.10-(Part II) 
EstilOOted value of crop production in the area liable to floods in the Delta 
Zone after complete flood control at ,1954-5 prices 

(Area liable to fairly heavy floods : 90,000 acres) 

S. N"1M 0' the crop Are~ Yield in ph1l1riMJ urmt V.a .... in 1954-5 pri ••• 
No. ' cropped , ' (in mds.) (R •• ) 

(acres) P.r "'"'" TotcU Permd, TotcU 
. 

'I Be,.U paddy 9,009 10.00 90,090 5.87 628,828 

2 Sarad paddy 75,429 11.60 867,434 6.24 6,412,788 

3 Wheat . 45 4.21 189 9.90 1,871 

4 Other cereals 252 ·3.75 945 7.77 7,343 

I> Green gram 16,S44 1.69 27,621 9.59 264,885 

6 Black gram 5,490 2.55 14,000 8.66 121,240 

~ Kulthi 10;989 3.45 37,912 6.48 245,670 • 

8 Chana 684 2.67 1,758 6.24 10,970 

9 Other puls.s & grams 9 crop d.stroyell,-per acre data not available 

10 Oilsaeds 676 1.56 899 10.63 9,556 

11 Condiments 63 2.38 150 25.42 3,813 

12 Jute 1,341 7.75 10,393 26.95 280,091 

13 Sugarcane 162 35.72 5,787· 11.92 68,981 

14 Tobacco 18 n~t raporte<! (quantity) 3,589 

16 Potato ,270 57.84 15,617 8.37 130,7~4 

16 Vegetables 144 ,no,t reported (quantity) 12,257 

17 Betel leave. 45 not reported (q~antity) 56,202 

18 Orchards. ete. 756 details not reported ..... 

Total 121,626 7,158,798 

(135.14,% of net area) 

f Gur. 
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TABLE No. 7.10-(Part III) 

Estimated value of C1'Op production in the al"eIJ liable to flood" In the Delta 
Zone after complete flood control at 1954-5 prices 

(Area liable to abnormally heavy floods : 80,000 

S. NItIiM 0/ th. crop Ar." Yield in plvgBWal to ..... V Illu. in 1954-5 prie .. 
No. cropped (in mds.) (R •• ) 

(_ .. ) Pe .. acre TottU Psrmd. Tot,,1 

1 BeaU paddy 8,008 10.00 80,080 6.87 470,070 

2 Sarad paddy 67,048 11.60 771,062 6.24 4,811,864 

3 Wheat 40 4.21- 168 9.90 1,663 

4 Other cereals 224 3.76 840 7.77 6,627 

6 Green gram 14,528 1.69 24,662 9.69 236,464 

6 Black gram 4,880 IU6 12,444 . 8.66 107,766 

7 Kullki 9,768 3.46 33,700 6.48 218,376 

8 Chan" 608 2.67 1,563 6.24 9,763 

9 Other pulses & grams 8 crop destroyed,-per acre data not available 

10 Oilseed. 612 1.66 799 10.63 8,493 

11 Condiments 66 2.38 133 25.42 3,381 

12 Jute 1,192 7.76 9,238 26.96 248,964 

13 Sugarcane 144 36.72 6,144· 11.92 61,316 

14 Tobacco 16 not reported (quantity) 3,190 

1'6 Potato 240 57.84 13,882 8.37 116,192 

16 Vegetables 128 not reported. (quantity) 10,895 

17 Bote! leaves 40 not reported (quantity) 49,968 

18 Orchards, etc. 672 details not reported 

Total 108,112 6,363,361 -. 

• nfL'r 
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through more intensive use of property' which would otherwise be under
utilized because of a flood hazard.'''· 
. In calculating the loss of agricultural production from floods. we have 

estimated the agricultural production of the.three types of flood-liable 
areas from the data gathered by us in such areas in 1955-6 (adjusted for 
1954-5 prices) and deducted this from the normal production of the areas 
calculated by applying the average non-irrigated yields of different crops. 
This calculation of the normal is based on the fact that the areas liable to 
floods have today almost no irrtgation. In fact, without complete flood 
control these areas cannot be provided with irrigation facilities. The loss 
due to floods thus calculated comes under (1) in the above, and it amounts 
to about Rs. 18 lakhs annually. . 

As it happens, the Hirakud project does not only make these areas. free 
from floods but provides them with perennial irrigation. In terms of (2) 
above, it makes possible a more intensive use of land resulting in increased 
agricultural production. This increase in production, over and above the 
normal. can be easily calculated from the data used earlier for calculating 
future production under irrigated conditions in the delta. We have not 
made this calculation because it can be disputed whether this increase 
should be attributed to flood control at all in the context of the Hirakud 
project. After all, irrigation is not inherent in flood control. It is an addi
tional thing. with its own associated costs, etc. It is true that without flood 
control there could have been no irrigation in these areas. Flood control 
creates the pre-conditions for irrigation, but by no means brings It about. 
We have. therefore, felt that. this increase should be attributed to irriga
tion and,not to flood control. We bave, therefore, in calculating the future 
production of the delta under irrigation, not excluded these areas nor 
have we calculated their production at the lower yields of flood-affected 
years. Full cognizance of the improvement in agricultural production 
after irrigation in these areas has already been taken in the calculation of 
benefits resulting from irrigation. 

Besides irrigation, there might be other possibilities of using the re
sources in the area more intensively than before because of flood control. 
The control of floods makes possible the development of all-weather com
munications in this area. It removes the continuous sense of insecurity in 
the area and creates the conditions for' more investment in long maturing 
schemes. These are by their very nature, not amenable to measurement 
or estimation at this stage so that it is only possible here to mention them. 

3. Hydro-electric P()Wer 
• 

"An important part of the Hirakud Dam Project is the generation of 
electric power .• The ultimate proposals for the development of power in 

•• Pt'Op.8ed Pr ... !ic •• lor Eeonom"" A1I4It/.is 0' Riv.r Baft .. ProJ.ct,_ 1960~ 
p.41. 
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the Hirakud Project envisage the installation of Bve generators of 37,000 
kW each and two generators of 24,000 kW eacll in the Brst power house 
located at the toe of 'the main Dam and four units of 24,000 kW in the 
second power house. 

"The second power house will also be a hydro sta~on located at 
Chiplima, situated about 14 miles downstream of the dam. This' will uti
lize the tailwaters of the Brst power house led through a channel with a 
capacity of 13,000 cusecs and also a head of 78 ft. between the level of 
water in the channel and the river bed."26 

\ 

In the Brst $tage of the project, an installed capacity of 123,000 kW is 
being constructed mainly in power house No.1. The completion of the 
1st and 2nd stages of the Hirakud Dam Project will give an installed 
.capacity of 232,000 kW and the fum capacity of the system would be about 
180,000 kW. . 

"The reservoir will be filled up to R.L. 630 by lst of October every year 
and from this date on the water in the reservoir and the subsequent inflow 
after meeting the needs of irrigation and evaporation losses aggregating 
to 3.038 million acre feet for the season will be so utilized that the 
maximum' average daily power will be obtained by the integrated opera
tion of the power houses No. 1 and 2. 

T ABLl!: No. 7.11 

Estimated 1Jlilue of crop production in the area liable to floods in the delta 
with and without flood protection at 1954-5 prices' 

~ 3d~~ 3 ~ ~ .. 
,'tI i IS ,,'!l .. 1 co 

~ ~""U~-:- ~ S rl'!i. co .... .... _ 0 ~""" 110 -$ "!} 
1l'JII 

.,. 
l~ 

~ ... g.0:I ... ~ t:S ~~~ ~ .. .. I; 'tI ,,'-- "":JlfEl;;:!; ~ II a ::!!;fl til llU "ti.5 ~ 'V cr. ...... .. l! -It::b~ " ...... 
rt.i ~;! ~ ·ll !; f: .... -:2 '§' ·ll H~f: ... Q! :>. .. ,,'!l .... ~o· ... ;:1$t:S'-

1 Area normally 
'liable to floods 180,000 243,666 10,604,006 14,317,583 

2 Area liable to 
fairly heavy 
floods 90,000 ,121,833 5,302,017 7,158,798 

3 Area'liable to 
. only abnormally 
heavy floods 80,000 108,296 4,712,888 6,363,361 

Total 360,000 473,796 .. (135.87 
per cent. 
oi 

28 N. Dharmarajan, Superintending Engineer, Electrical Circle, Hirakud Dam 
PrniAt":t.. lHl"aknd nAm RnnnlAmAnt tn rItA 'l'imA. nl l"iU" 1nth .Tanua:rv. 1957. 
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"Such an operation will yield about 128,000 kW of power at 100 per 
cent load factor. At 70 per cent, which is ,expected to be the average load 
factor of the system, the firm capacity will be 180,000 kW."2T Later on the 
estimate was reduced still further and the maximum demand that can be 
met by the Hirakud reservoir, was put at 168,000 kW. 

The second-stage works were started in 1956 and were expected to be 
complete in 1960-61. . 

"The power will be transmitted to major load centres in the State 
( Orissa) over a network. of 132 K v and 66 K v transmission lines, the total 
length of the lines being 320 miles and 94 miles respectively connecting 
seven main grid sub-stations. From these sub-stations, hundreds of miles 
of 33 K v secondary transmission and distribution lines will serve the 
various towns and villages making power available to large and small 
industries in Orissa. Some power in bulk may be sold to neighbouring 
States of Madhya Pradesh and Bihar ... •• Hirakud power will servt!, or go 
to the districts of Sambalpur, Bolangir, Sundergarh, Mayurbhanj, 
Dhekanal, Cuttack and Purl. 

In contrast with irrigation from the Hirakud Dam, the electric power 
generated by it radiates over longer distances and encompasses a larger 
territory than that covered by irrigation. On the other hand, the use of 
electric power is not as all-pervading as irrigation water in the irrigated 
areas because it is delivered at specilic points in large bulk and is, as we 
shall see in the case of Hirakud power, used also in' bulk at those points. 
The evaluation of the economic benefits in the case of electric power 
throws up, therefore, quite different problems from those encountered in 
connection with the evaluation of irrigation benefits. 

Let us begin by presenting information about the load forecast of the 
Hirakud hydel power. "The Central Water and Power Commission carried 
out in 1951-2 a load survey of the area to be served by the Hirakud project 
from which it was clear that the possibilities of load development were 
reasonably good. Since then, the load prospects from large industries such 
as steel and ferro-manganese have increased considerably. The indications 
are that the system's maximum demand will exceed the firm power.output 
(of 193 M.W.) from both stages of the project, by 1961."'9 Table No. 7.12 
gives the load forecast envisaged by the Rath Committee. 

Since the Rath Committee reported, the total demand for power in the 
region has been continuously increasing line!, according to the latest in
fonnation, the total requirements in the regiQII. ilre now estimated at 
295,000 kW in 1960-1 as against 210,000 kW estimated by the Ratll Com-

2T Ibid. 
2. Report 01 1M Oris'tJ Pow ... TtJ"'f! Commdttetl on TtJ"'f!. lor tke Supply 01 

POWiff' Irom 1M Hirokud tJ1Id Ma.chkund-Hlldr.-ele.t .... Projects (Chairman, 
Shri Radhan.th Rath) (Mimeographed)! 1956, p. 8 (hereinafter referred 'to .a 
Report of the Rath Committee)." . 

•• Report of the Rath Committee, 1956, p. 8. 
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TABLE No. 7.12 

Hirakud H ydro-Electric Scheme detailed load forecast (Source; Report 
of the Roth Committee) 

Area and particular. 0' load (kW) 1958-9 1960-1, 1961-2 

1 Auminium Factory, Hirakud 25,000 55,000 55,000 

2 Steel Factory, Rourkels 20,000 60,000 50,000 

3 Ferro-Mangane •• Factory, Joda . 18,000 36,000 86,000 

4 Large Industries: 

Dalmia Cement Factory. 
Rajgani'?ur 6,000 6,000 6,000 

Orient Paper Mills, Brijrajnagar 3,000 3,000 3,000 

Rampur Colliery 1,500 1,500 1,500 

Birmitrapur Mining Area 1,000 1,000 1.000 

Mining area at Barbi! 1,000 1,000 1,000 

Cotton Mill and other loads 
near Rairangpur 1,000 1,000 1,000 

HirakU(/,.Cuttack-Talcher S •• tion : 

Talcher Colliery • 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Orissa Textile Mill. 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Kalinga Tube Mm. 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Ori.sa Cotton Mills 600 600 500 
Rolling Mill 500 500 500 
Paper Mill, etc. 2,000 2,000 2,000 
New loads for mills, etc. 
to b. established with 
the availability of p~wer 4,000 6,000 6.000 

Bargarh Paper and SUKllr Mill 4,000 
N uamcendi Mining Load (Bihar) 5,000 

Madhya Pradesh 5,000 

Railway !'1ectriflcation Raghharsuan. 
Dangaposi Sini.Jharsuguda 16,000 

Medium and small-size industries 4,600 5,600 6,000 

Domestie supply by Department 1,100 1,800 1,800 
Bulk supply to licensees 2,300 2,700 3,200 

Total 97,500 178,500 210,500 

NOTE: Though the system's maximum demand is 210,500 kW only 193.000 kW 
load will be carned by the Hirakud System and the balance will be 
taken by other projects. 



TABLE No. 7.13 

Anticipated Revenue from Sale of Energy 

(Baaed on the Report of the,Rath Committee and adjusted for later changes.) 

Sr. A "_6 ,.at. per k W 11IoM' 
No. C"tlJIIOf'7I 0/ Load ' 01" pe .. kWh R,. 01" an""" 1966·7 1967-11 1968-9 1969-60 1960-1 1961·2 

Laka 0/ Rupe •• 

I 1 Aluminium Factory Rs. 120 per k W year *16.00 80.00 86.00 36.00 86.00 

2' Ferro-Manganese Factory, Joda Re. 220 per k W year up to 7.600 

I kW &I Re. 210 for balance *19.27 38.55 ' 38.55 76.35 76.36 

S Steel Faetor:v. Rourkela Rs. Ii per KVA &I 
0.46 anna per kWh 3.80 8.80 38.20 95.39 96.39 95.39 

~ " Large industries @ .82 anna per unit average 22.« 68.00 69.30 61.70 66.20 80.10 

6 Small &: medium industries @ 1.20 annas per I unit average 3.94 7.73 9.02 9.80 9.80 11.20 

6 Domestic supply @ 2.6 annas average per unit 1.37 2.74 8.02 8.28 3.66 4.93 

7 Bulk supply to lieensees @ 1 anna average per unit 0.96 8.80 4.40 4.80 5.17 6.18 

8 Bulk supply to Madbya Pradesh @ 0.8 anna per unit averap ...., 10.90 

Total revenue 32.61 110.34 182.49 249.62 291.46 321.00 

.. For six months only. 
. ~ 

'" .... 
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mittee. As we are solely concerned here with Hirakud power, we are in
terested in those demands that will be met from it. In the load forecast 
given by the RathCommittee, there is listed a demand for 16,000 kW for 
·railway electrification. The Rath Committee does not discuss this demand 
or frame"a tariff for it, nor is it taken into account in its financial forecast 
clearly indicating that this demand will not be met from Hirakud.30 From 
the information supplied to us by the Planning Commission, we gather 
that though the initial demand of 25,000 kW required by the Indian 
Al1pDinium Company will be met from Hirakud, the ·additional block of 
power of 25,000 or 30,000 kW required by them for expansion cannot be 
met from the Hirakud Dam. • 

The remaining consumers of Hirakud power fall broadly into two 
classes: (1) industries, including irrigation-pumping, and (2) other con
sumers, including commercial power and lighting, domestic pO'Yer and 
lighting, public lighting .and bulk supply to distributing licensees. 

'The most striking thing about the use of Hirakud power is that 80 per 
cent of it goes to large industries, nearly 70 per cent going in large blocks 
to three metallurgical industries, steel, aluminium and ferro-manganese. 
The other strjking feature is that even before the Hirakud Dam is produc
jng power to its capacity, the potential effective demand for power in the 
area secved by the dam has exceeded the capacity of the system. On both 
these points it is necessary to ask whether they are conducive to the 
generation of the maximum economic benefits from power. 

The Rath Committee justifies the sale of power primarily to the three 
metallurgical industries as follows: "Electricity development in Orissa 
in the past has been very poor, the per capita consumption being less than 
one kwh. The project must also be viewed in the background of the efforts 
of the Orissa Government to improve the economic conditions of the 
under-developed areas by providing the basic amenities. The bulk of the 
power available from the' Hirakud project is necessarily to be utilized in 
large industrial units such as aluniinium, ferro-manganese and steel fac
tories. With an assured income from the sale of a large part of the power 
generated to large industries, it will be possible to offer reasonable rates 
to the general public for small industries and domestic uses so that the 
benefits of the Project would be extended to a large number of people.USl 

This would imply that large blocks of power sold to the three metallurgi
cal industries serve as a stabilizing factor for the rate structure of the 

80 This is also underlinell by implicati~n in the article of the Superintending 
. Engineer, Mr. N. Dharmarajan. After giving the Table of the prospective loads 
for Birakud power amounting to a total of 187,500 kW, he writes: "For further 
industrial development schemes including electric power, such as railway electri
fication, eto. immediate planning for further expansion of generating capacity 
is essential." Birakud Dam Supplement of The Time, 01 India, 15th January, 
1957. 

81 Ibid ••. P. 12. 
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Hirakud system and enable the fixation of lower rates far the other types' 
of consumers. In the absence of this stabilizing factor, the rates for the 
other consumers would have had to be fixed higher than what they actually 
have been. _ . 
. In examining this daim, it is necessary to. find out whether any pre
ferential or promotional tarills have been given to these three industrial 
units. The tariIIs fixed for the three are as given below : 

Tariff Rates 

Recommended by 
the Rath Committee 

1. Indian Aluminium Rs. 135/- kW annually 
Company 

2. Joda Ferro-Man
ganese Plant. 

3. Rourkela Steel 
Plant 

Rs. 21ltJ/- per kW per 
year for the first 7,500 
kW. Rs. 210/- per kW. 
per year after the first 
7,500 kW. 

Rs. 5/- per kW per 
month pllis energy 
charge 0.45 anna per 

Actually contracted rates 

Rs. 120/- per kW an
Dually for the flrst ten 
years commencing on 
the day on which such 
contract demand is flrst 
available to the Com
pany. 
Rs. 19/5!- per' kW of 
M. D. per month for 
the flrst 7,500 kW. Rs. 
19/- per kW of M. D. 
per· month for the flrst 
7,500 kW. 

The aluminium unit has been given a specially low rate' as compared 
with the other two. ''In arriving at a suitable tariII for the aluminium fac
tory at Hirakud, the Committee took into account the national importance 
of this industry, the high load factor of over 90 per cent, the long-term 
effect of such a big block of load (about 50,000 kW) on the power system 
and its location near to the generating station. It is recognized that far the 
economic working of this industry, in which the cost of power constitutes 
an important element, a low rate is absolutely necessary. The Committee 
has also taken into consideration the prevailing· power costs in the two 
existing aluminium production units in India. Having regard to all these' 
circumstances on the one hand and the likely cost of power generation at 
Hirakud over a period of years on the other, the Committee recommends 
the above quoted tariff schedule".·' The Committee further added: '~ln 

82 !bitl.. p. 14. 

B ... 13 
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order to help the industry in the early years and to hasten its expansion. 
it is open to the Government of Orissa to offer such concessions or rebate 
in the power rate as may be iustilled by the circumstances under which 
the factory will be established."s8 

The actual contracted rate between the Indian Aluminium Company and 
the Government of Orissa Is Rs. 120/- per kW for the /hst 10 years. This 
was, it appears from its report, known to the Rath Committee and in cal
culating the financial returns this rate was used by it. 

Similarly, for the ferro-manganese factory at Joda, the tariffs fixed by 
the Committee were based on tl)e study of all aspects of the industry: . 
"the steady nature of the load. its high load factor (over 70 per cent), the 
good scope which the State offers for the development of this industry 
and the location of the factory at a considerable distance from the power 
stations". The rates recommended were the same for this and the other 
factory at Rayagad which was to be served by Muchkund power. As in 
the case of aluminium. the Committee left it "to the Government of Orissa 
to offer whatever concessions or rebate in the power rate to the ferro-man· 
ganese industry."s, The contracted rate with the Joda factory, however. 
seems to be the same as that recommended by the Rath Committee. 

In the case. of Rourkela Steel factory, there seems to have been no 
specially low rate offered, or contracted for. from the information available. 
On a comparison with the rates for other large industries offered by the 
Committee, the rates contracted for supply to Rourkela are low. But per
haps this lower rate is iustilled because the Rourkela Steel factory is a big 
consumer of Hirakud power. 

If, as is clear from the above account, concessional rates have been 
offered to the Indian Aluminium Company for the first ten years, this can 
only be either at the cost of other consumers who have to pay higher rates 
or at the cost of the financial solvency of the power aspect of the Hirakud 
project. 

In its financial calculations, as pointed out previously, the Rath Com· 
mittee has taken into account the concessional contracted rate for sale of 
power to the aluminium industry rather than the higher one recommended 
by them; Even with the lower contracted rate, the hydel part of the Hira. 
kud project becomes financially paying from the fifth year onwards. A 
little arithmetic will show that even if the originally recommended rate 
of Rs. 135 per kW per year was charged, it would not have made the 
power part of Hirakud paying earlier than the .flfth year of operation. The. 
financial solvency or rather the period over which it can be achieved, is 
only slightly affected by the concessionai rate though with the higher rate 
the annual surplus after the fifth year would have been greater. This 
argument, therefore, loses much of its force. In regard to whether these 

88 Ibid., p. 16. 
84 Ibid.. p. 16. 
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low rates are given at the cost of other CODSumers of power, it is diflicult 
to say de6nitely in the absence of adequate data. 

This, however, would be too narrow a basis for the economic evaluation 
of the proper use of Hirakud power. We need not stop at the total pro
ceeds from the sale of power but go further and take into account the 

. other accompanying secondary benellts, etc. that might arise from this 
pattern of use of Hirakud power.u 

The secondary benellts of this pattern of c;onsumption of power will be 
reSected in the production from these metallurgical industries, the employ-
ment thrown up by them and the possibility of their products making pos- . 
sible the development of other complementary or supplementary industries 
in the area, so as to further industrialization. The Rourkela steel plant will 
gi,:,e rise to a number of secondary industries for manufacturing fertilizers, 
benzol, etc. Aluminium melting is to be accompanied by wire-making, etc. 
and it is likely to stimulate the development of bauxite deposits in tlie 
Kalahandi district in Orissa not far from Hirakud. The ferro-manganese 
plant at JOOa will start processing manganese mined in the area, which 
was formerly being exported. The factory will also be able to manufacture 
carbon monoxide gas as a by-product leading to the manufacturing of 
chemicals like methanol. These industries can become the nucleus for 
further development of other associated and ancillary industries in the 
region leading to further industrial development. 

These secondary benefits of the pattern of power-use are important but 
it must, of course, be remembered that this particular pattern of use has 
no monopoly of secondary benellts. Jmy other pattern will have its own 
secondary benefits and, unless we have comparative data in this regard, 
there can be no decisive argument on this score. 

Apart from this, the establishment of these industries has also to be put 
in the context of the industrial development of the COUDtry as a ·whole 

. and the place they occupy in the whole spectrum of development plans. 
Here again there is a very strong case "for the location of these industries 
in the Hirakud area. For one thing, aluminium, st~1 and ferro-manganese 
have been given very high priority in the industrial development em-

3~ "It is axiomatic that power like any other consumable commodity hal 
... ery little ... alue unless a prolltable market can be found for It. The margin of 
prollt i. a matter for diaeu.sion and decision. For a commodity like electrlcai 
power which is a tool of production and In1Iuences tit_ Installation and operation 
of industries producing essential material, and .employing large number of! 
people, the indirect benefits to the community are ... ast and multifarious. ·The· . 
State as the owner of this commodity may justiliably take cognizance of such 
indirect benellta and not Insist On the profit margin considered neeeBsary to 
attract pri ... ate enterprise," Reporl 01 the Adw.,.", Committee 1m Hiraku4 .DGftI, 
Projoct, S. C. Mazumdar (Chairman), Central Water and Power Commission, 
Go .... rnm.nt of India, Simla, 'Manager of Publications, 'Mareh 1952, p. 20,· , 
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bodied in the Second 1;ive Year Plan.BS Secondly, the location of these 
industries in Orissa or the area served by Hirakud power is based on a 
sound appraisal of location factors. In regard to the aluminium industry, 
the Mission of the Indian Aluminium Company Ltd., with the assistance 
of the Aluminium Laboratories Ltd., Canada, which investigated the pos
sibilities of increasing the production of aluminium ingots in India (1952.-3) . 
observed : ''The question of power supply was investigated from the point 
of geographical location, cost, continuity of supply and reserve potential 
against possible future expansion. Of all the sources studied, that at pre
sent under construction at Hirakud on the Mahanadi river appeared to 
be the most desirable."sT 

In the case of the ferro-manganese plant at Jods also, the location is one 
of the most favourable for such plants. It is near the sources of raw mate
rials and neat the markets for its products, i.e. the steel factories. In 
addition to these favourable location factors, there is a special reason for 
using electricity for the manufacture of ferro-manganese in preference 
to coke which has been used hitherto. As the Report on the Programmes 
of Industrial Developmem 1955-61, Second Five Year Plan, observed: "the 
principal. producer (of ferro-manganese) in the country has not found it 
possible to turn out material of even the standard grade. This is partly 
due to the high iron content of the manganese ore and partly to the high 
phosphorus content of Indian coal" (p. 23). "The use of the electric fur
nace for the manufacture of ferro-manganese might reduce to a certain 
extent the disadvantages of the high phosphorus content of Indian coke 
since the percentage of coke in the raw materials charged would be 
reduced as a result of the electrical heating provided, but the other handi
~ap will still remain to be overcome" (p. 24). 

With reference· to this industry the C. W. P. C. Report quoted earlier 
observed: "Orissa possesses all the raw matedal required for production 
of ferro-manganese except coke, which can be obtained from Bihar. Though 
reserves of high grade manganese ore deposits in Orissa are limited, the 
deposits in Madhya Pradesh are not far off. Proximity of mining centres 
is, no doubt, desirable but by no means essential. It is,however, the 
availability of electric power that would mainly determine the location of 
the industry, and the Hirakud site is ideal for the purpose . 

. "In the production of ferro-manganese cost of electricity forms 10 to 25 
per cent of the entire cost of the product. The location of the industry at 
a place where electrical po~er is available in abundance at economic r~tes,. 

88 Report on tAe Programme of IndUlltrial D."eZopment, 1956-61, II Five
Year PlaD, p. 393. 

87 Report on tAo Utilu..tMn 0/ Power from tlul Hi'l'akuil Donn Projeot btl C ... t
ral Wat.". Power Commifllion, 1953, p. 33 •. 
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is, therefore, far more important than its location in the proximity of 
mining centres."se 

The location of the steel factory at Rourkela was decided' upon quite 
independently of Hirakud on its own merits. Out of the three sites in the 
country, Rourkela won. it is well-known, on almost aU counts. 

We may try to look at the problem from an altogether difFerent angle 
by considering whether, in the absence of the demand from these three 
industries, or by a deliberate denial of power to these. it would bave been 
possible to sell all the power generated by the Hirakud project to other 
consumers at higher rates or even, say, similar rates. In other words, would 
there, have been enough demand for Hirakud power in the absence of 
these units? The answer, from all available evidence, is that there would 
not have been. The total load necessary to serve the established users of 
electricity would not have amounted to more than 10 to 15 per cent of the 
total capacity of the Hitakud project. In fact, it can be argued that the 

, full development of the Hirakud hydel potential would have been ham
pered if the load required by these three industrial units had not come 
up in time. 

The Majumdar Committee observed: "Owing to the urgent demand 
for power, Power House. II, (14 miles below the dam-Chiplima) was 
planned to be commissioned first in 1953 . (Total installed capacity 72,000 
kW.) .... ,But, in December 1951, the Government of India decided 
that the irrigation part of the project which arose mainly from the main 
dam should receive more emphasis, and all equipment and Ilnance avail. 
able should be diverted thereto. The works in progress on the subsidiary 
dam Power House II and power canal were, therefore, suspended and ef. 
forts concentrated on expediting, the main dam and canals."8~ 

In the later section of the Report on "Financial Anticipations and Eco
nomics of the Project", the Committee remarked that according to its cal
culations based on the anticipated load and at reasonable rates: "The 
return covers the standard rate of interest viz. 3.75 per cent in the 17th 
year." In the 19th year when all power is sold, "the return on the sum 
at charge will be 4.26 per cent". 4. On this background the Committee 
recommended: "If the load anticipation does not materialize beyond the 
estimated 100,000 kW in the wad survey for 1960, the balance of 23,000 
kW will suffice for normal growth for same years. No work nee4 be under·, 
taken on subsidiary dam, power canal and Power House II till major load 
is in sight."". . 

But the load developed quite rapidly mainly because of the demand 
developing in the three industrial projects, and where a long period of 
19 years was regarded necessary to take up all the power generated at the 
main dam it came to pass that even before the dam was completed in 

as Ibid.., 'pp.' 36-6. 
a. R.port of tho Ma;umui4r' Committ .. , p. II. 

'0 01'. llit., p. 21. 
<I 01'. llit., p. 21. 
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December 1956, the anticipated load had exceeded the full hydel capacity 
of the dam. The Rath Committee remarked: "Owing to the rapid deve
lopment Qf the load from certain large industries, these secondary stage 
works (i.e. Chiplima or Power House II) are being started early in 1956 
with a view to commencing the power station by 1960."·~ According to 
the calculations of the Rath Committee, all the power (including that of 
the Power House II) will be taken up by 1961-2 and "the Hirakud Project 
becomes remunerative from the 'end of the 5th year of operation" .<. This 
gives rather good support to the case for the allocation of Hirakud power 
as proposed at present. 

Economic Benefits 

We can proceed now to problems of the nature and measurement of 
economic benefits flowing from power. 

, "Power benefits consist of primary benefits which are the value of the 
power produced at the project and any improvement in the upstream or 
dowrultream power values, which ~ attributable to the electric power 
produ,ction." 

"The primary power benefits of power produced by a project are the 
value of the power to the users as measured by the amount that they would 
be willing to pay for such power in the absence of that project."" 
, The value of power sold is the primary benefit because the power pro

duced is, in a very real sense, the product of the project. In an hydro
electric project, electricity is produced by the force of the flow of water. 
The power is not extracted out of the water. It is produced by the dam. As 
such the sales proceeds of power are a real measure of the benefit resulting 
from the power aspect of the project.·~ In the case of Hirakud power, it 
is in this connexion necessl!l'Y only to reproduce the tahle prepared by the 
Rath Committee regarding the total sales proceeds of Hirakud Power 
(Table No. 7.13) after making the necessary adjustment for the fact that 
the Aluminium factory will not be getting more than 25,000 kW from 
Hirakud. 

, ~ Op. cit., p. 7. 4. Op. cit., p. 28 • 
.. PropoBed Practice. Jor E.onomi. Analysis 0' River B!l8in Proj.ct •• Prepared 

by th~ Sub-Commitwe on Benefits and Costs, Report to the F.I.R.B. Committee, 
Washington, 1950, p.49 • 

• 5 The U.N. documenta in this regard, distinguish between the consumptive 
and non-consumptive use of waWrs "the former being those in which the wawr 
18 wholly or largely used up. A large part of irrigation use is consumptive, but 
_,vol) here part of the wawr spread over the land may rejoin the .tream as drain
age .. The, passage of wawr through generating turbine. is a non-consumptive 
us. in the sense that the physical quantity is undiminished. At the same time 
the water is 'used' in the aense that it is no longer available at the upstream 
level." Integrated River B!l6in Development, Report by a Panel of Experts, 
United Nations, Deparbnent of Economic and Social Maira, New York, 1958, p. 4. 
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To these benellts are to be added the beneuts, if any, accruing to con
sumers of power because of a lowering of electricity rates, charged in the 
area directly or indirectly, because of the availability of power from the. 
project under consideration. In considering this aspect of Hirakud power, 
we can raise the question of the cost of this power. 

The view of the Majumdar Committee may be recalled in this connexion. 
"There is no special advantage in favour of power produced at Hirakud. • 
It is not cheap, nor plentiful ... the COIIt of coal which is the alternative 
competing source of large power in the load centres is much less than in 
other parts of the country and sets the upper limit on the charge which 
can be made. Conditions thus are aot too favourable. It is essential for 
financial success of power development that market for block power should 
be obtained in the neighbourhood of Hirakud" (p. 20). • 

Large Industrial Pvwer Rate8 Comparison with other Pvwer SystlJ1ll8 
(Current) 

Name .f Ql1.raU rat. in anmur por k M. 
'I",,"or 81/S""" MtJr<imum demand Mawimum demand 

100 KVA. 2,500 KVA. 
Remarks 

at 50% at 70% at 00% at 700/. 
load load load load 

factor '""tor !""tor '""tor 

Bhakra-Nangal 0.893 0.754 0.834 0.726 
U. P. Hyde) 1.235 1.105 1.235 1.105 
U. P. (Kanpur) 1.184 1.015 1.037 0.909 ... ..,al at R •. 26/9 

per ton 
Delhi 0.925 0.926 0.925 0.925 Coal at Ro. 30 

per ton 
M. Pradesh 1.048 0.989 1.048 0.903 Coal at R •• 21112' 

per ton 
Calcutta 0.670 0.630 0.540 0.520 Coal at R •. 22/4 

per ton 
Madras Hydro' 0.589 0.526 0.530 0.490 
Tata Hydro 0.784 0.697 0.714 0.667 

Andhr. 0.885 0.775 0.836 0.726 
D. V.C. 0.867 0.774 0.842 0.748 Coar at RI. 16 

per ton 
llix-akud G.900 0.810 0.866 D.~~6 

• A surcharge of 30 per cent on the H. T. supply rate is understood to have been 
introdueed in Madras from April, 1956. The overall rates as against Madras 
will be hieher by SO per cent. 
Source: R.port 01 tke RAtk Committ.e, p. 19. 

The Bath Committee also pointed out that "due to, the availability of 
coal in many parts of Orissa, the alternative cost of the thermal power . 
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generation by individual factories is somewhat low" (p. 12). The Com
mittee also remarked that the capital allocation to power in the Hirakud 
'project was rather heavy (p. 26). The Committee gave the Table of com
parative power tarilIs for large industry as formulated by them for Hirakud 
and other power systems. (See page 199). . 

It would appear from the Table that the power generated by Hirakud 
is sold to large industries at rates which are higher than those in the adjoin
ing D.V.C. system as well as the BhakraNangal system in the Punjab. 
The rates are lower than those in U.P. In this connection, however, it is 
necessary to bear in mind the follOwing observation$ of Mr. Hayath, 
Member, C.W.P.C. (Power Wing) quoted in the Appendix to the Report 
of the Rath Committee. "The table of comparative figures given in the 
Report indicates apprOximately the level of charges in the various systems 
and by no means can be considered as accurate within four per cent, as 
the tarilIs depend upon load factors, sizes of loads, etc. The Hirakud load 

'rates on the basis of certain load factors. and sizes of loads would be almost 
equal to the neighqouring rates: ... Further ... the D.V.C. rates men
tioned are subject to variation due to the price of coal. Also the rates 
mentioned are bulk supply rates at 33 Kv. When the energy is purchased 
in bulk at 33 Xv. by the Bihar Government and supplied to the factories, ' 
the rate would be substantially higher due to the addition of cost involved 
in the distribution system to be provided for the purpose." The Hirakud 
rates for industries may' be, therefore, taken to be on par with comparable 
rates in the adjoining D.V.C, and generally speaking not higher than other 
comparable systems. 

We may broadly say that in the case of old established industries who 
change over to Hirakud power there are not likely to be any differential 
gains or losses : The case of new industries which are Hirakud-based is 
different. Here the differertial cost or alternative cost approach is' not 
validly applicable because, in all probability, these industries would not 
have been established (except Rourkela Steel factory) or planned if the 
large power supplies from Hirakud were not available. 

If the rates charged for Hirakud power sold for domestic, commercial, 
etc. .use to the existing usets are cheaper than the prevailing ones, and 
if the lower rates are passed on to the actual consumers, the consumers will 
naturally gain. 'fhis gain will have to be added to the primary gain cal
culated above. From the information we have on this point, we cannot 
indicate quantitatively the extent of the beneflts on this account We sum
marize the information regarding the rates of sale of power before and 
after Hirakud in the area served by Hirakud power. The inform<!tion relates 
mostly to towns; , 

The Chief Engineer, Electricity, Orissa, informed us in a letter dated 
1st July 1958: "At present the towns of Cuttack, Purl, Rourkela, Rajgang
pur, Sundargarh, Jharsuguda, Bargar?, Sarnbalpur, Dhenkanal, Talcber, 
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Angul, Kendrapada, Jagpur and Bhuvaneshwar are being supplied with 
power from Hirakud Grid. Out of these towns Cuttack, Purl and Sambal
pur are being supplied with power by the Cuttack Electricity Company, 
Purl Electric Supply Company, and Sambalpur Electric Supply Company, 
respectively, and the rest .are being supplied by the State Electricity De
partment." 

In the three towns of Cuttack, Purl and Sambalpur up-to-now the rates 
had not changed. "The companies have been asked to revise their struc
tures taking into account the hydro-rate of bulk supply. The rates will now 
be lower with eHect from the date of hydro supply." 

In the other towns enumerated above the rates have been reduced. The 
following statement gives the old and the new rates. The statement gene
rally indicates that consumers of power in' all these areas will have to' pay 
for electricity lower rates than before because of the switchover to Hira
kud power. As remarked already, it is not possible to estimate quantitatively 
the total beneSt resulting from this. (See page 2(2). 

The total sale proceeds of electricity, however, cannot be considered 
as equivalent to primary beneSts because the costs associated with its 
generation, distribution and sale have to be allowed for. These are the 
costs of working the power houses and the depreciation and replacement 
of the transmission and other equipment built up for distributing power 
to the various users. The Rath Committee has estimated the total annual 
working expenditure including that on production (operation, maintenance 
and depreciation), transmission (operation and maintenance and depre
ciation) and sub-transmission and distribution (operation, maintenance 
and depreciation) from the fifth year onwards at about Rs. 90 lakhs. This 
can be treated as costs associated with the generation, distribution and sale 
of power and deducted accordingly. 

We have to take into account certain adverse elIects of the switch· 
over to electricity of the new users. For example, if electric lighting is 
newly adopted by people naturally they will not buy kerosene which served 
them as an illuminant before. This will adversely alIect the suppliers of 
kerosene in those localities. Such adverse eHects, if they can be measured, 
will have to be deducted frOm the primary beneSts. ' . 

Where Hirakud power is substituted for local power by old users, the 
problem is whether there is any deduction necessary because of the dis
placement of the old generating equipment now rendered unemployed,. 
In the case of existing loads in Orissa which will be taken over or substi
tuted by Hirakud power, the generating equipment being used now will 
be rendered unemployed. Some, of this equipm\!nt, particularly the diesel 
sets serving the 13 electriSed towns in the region served by Hirakud power, 
are old and their capacity much derated. Derated capacity of the installed 
electrical plant in the electriSed towns aggregated 3,224 kW. The arithmetiC) 



I., Lights and fan. 

2., lndu.trialload 

3. Street lighting 

Rates prior to supply 
01 Hirakud power 

6 annaa Ie.. rebate of 
1 anna per unit *1 

2.2 anna. Ie.. rebate 
0.2 annas per unit for 
.upply at H.T. and 2.4 
annas Ie.. rebate 0.2 
annas per unit, for 
supply at L.T. '2 

3 annas per unit *8 

Rates alter th_ Hirakud 
power supply began 

4.5 annas per kWh . per 
montb - rebate of 6 pies 
per unit for payment within 
10 days of the pre.entetion 
of bill. 
1.75 annas per kWh" 

Lamps up to 40 watts'5 

Rs. SO per year 
Lamps of 41 to 60 watts., 

Ro. 42 per year 
Lamps above 60 watts. 

Ro. 60 per year 
M. V. lamps of 80' watts. 

Rs. 72 per year 

01 In Jharsuguda, Sundergarb and Bargarb tbe rate was ei~ht annas less 
rebate 1 anna per unit. 

•• In Jharsuguda and Bargarh rate per unit varying from 1.9 annas to 
8 annas per unit Ie •• rebate varying from 4 pies to 6 pies per unit depending 
on the number of units consumed. 

•• In Jharsuguda and Bargarh 3 annas l •• s rebate 6 pie. per unit. 
•• Rate for small industries for d.mands of 3 k W to 20 k W for supply of 400 

volts, 3 phase, 50 cycles: subject to a monthly minimum charge of R •. 4 per 
B.H.P. of conn.cted load • 

•• The rate includes the charge for tnaintenanc. and energy consumption. The 
charge for initial fitting of lights, etc. i. however, payable by the local body or 
patty requiring provision of ' the lights. ' 

total of the maximum demands on these' stations was approximately 
2,000 kW.·· 

This derated equipment may not be of much use now. In other cases.:.. 
the Chaudwar thennal station is a case in point-perhaps the equipment 
may be available for use in the same area or elsewhere where no hydel 
power is available today. Privately owned machinery may be sold away 
for its, depreciated value. The value of the equipment rendered unemploy, 
ed cannot be counted as cost to be deducted from the total beneJlts. Fot 
continuing 'to use it, it may have to be removed to other areas and this 
",QuId involve t;ransport and setting up, etc. costs. IT these costs are deduct~ 
e,d from the present, worth of the equipment that might be a measure of 

46R.port 0.. the Utili:ration 01 Power f'l'lYln Hirakud Dam Project, by 
C~W.S.P.C., 1953, p. 28. 
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fixed old capacity made mobUe' and, therefore, made available elsewhere. 
But we ,have not enough data to estimate this .. Webave,neither the data 
regarding its present worth nor the data .abQl\t ,the sqpplementary costs 
that will have to be incurred for'moving it "and setting it up again else
"fIhere. Besides noting theSe things, therefore, we can do no more. 

We should DOW tum to the estimation of the secondary benefits,'direct 
and indirect. These&tem from !he, use' of electricity for further production 
of goods.' , 

Imonnation regarding this is available in resl?ect of new industries", 
that will lise' ',Hirakqd powei! "a.s well as in'reSl'iept of the old industrial 
units which' are p!alming'to expand production',by using power. The 
details of investment, etc. in the new industries and those of the expansion 
of the existing industrial units in the area served by Hirakud J?Ower are 
given in Table 7.14. This information has been mainly taken from the 
Bles of the Department of Industries, Orissa. W!Jhave tried to fill in certain 
gaps by making use of indirect evidenCe. In thij' footnotes~o Table 1.14, 
the different methods used in arriving at some of the figures in the Table 
have been indicated. The info'rmatioil' was' not as precise and as ample 
as we would have desired. We have tried to make the best use of whatever 
was available. 

The total value of annual production from the new industrial units is 
expected to be about Rs. 13 crores while the expansion of production of 
the existing industries is expected to result in production valued at about 
Rs. 11.80 crores. But the total value of the production of these industries 
cannot be counted as a net benefit. For that purpose we must know the 
value added by manufacture in this total. That would measure the net 
secondary direct benefits from Hirakud power." '. , 

From the available data presented in Table 7.14, the estimates of value 
added by manufactUre cannot be made. The basic data, even of other 
similar industries, are not available in the importa~t cases of alulI!inium, 
ferro-manganese,' refractories, etc. If notionally we assume that on an 
average the value added in the new industries, will be 10 per, cent of gross 
production and 'a" similar relation will hold for the expanded production 
in the old industries, the value added in the new industries will be Rs. 130 
lakhs and Rs, 118 iakbs in the expanded exi~ting factories, the total value, 
added in the two being Rs. 248 lakhs. ' ~ 

The net primary and secondary direct benefits of hydro-electricity would r 
amount to Rs. 479 lakhs (annually)."", ' " 

4T We have excluded from the calculation the ateel factory at Rourkela, be
e&u8e that, is not Birakud-based. The" investment in that plant would have taken 
pI...". even if Blrakud power would 11,01; have been th.re. In discussing the._n
dary benefits from power al80 we have not Included the production of the Rourk_Is 
atee\ factory on th_ credit Bide. .. ~" /. . 



. TABLE 'No. 7.14. ' 
Capital Investment, employment and gross value of production of new and 
Il'X'pflnded industrl.al anits that will. C01I.I'U1IIe Hirakad power 

(A) Existing industriol anits and their plans of expansic1l 

N""",e ., til. 
concern ~ 

1. Ori •• a Cement, Ltd. 

2. Ori •• a Cement, Ltd. 
~Ca.t Iron 
Manufacture) 

S. Orient Paper Mill. 
(Paper) 

L.cation . Pre.ent Present Pre.omt 
1II1Z""., .... pZO'/I. caPllcity 
capital ment or pro-

d ... tion 

Rajgang. 92+450 165,000 toM 
pur =542 of cement 

a year 

Rajgang· None at 
pur present 

Brajraj. 
nagar 

- 257 + 2.528 31,200 
= 2,785 36,000 tons 

per annum 

4 •. Orient Paper Mills Brajraj. 
,(Chlorine&cau.tic nagar 
soda plant) 

5. Orissa Textile Chaudwar 5,000 47,728 apin. 
Mill. Ltd. dies and 

864 tons 

6.0ri ••• Cotton Bhagalpur 100 70 thousand 
Mill. Ltd. to 11akh lb. 

of cotton 

7. Orient Weaving Cuttack 11 lakh. 10 + 305 1,560 bales of 
Mills ' ::;:: 815 yarn requir-. 

ed 100 loom. 
8lakh yard. 

8. Kalinga Tubes Chaudwar - 300 36,000 ton. 
(Castiron tube.) . , 
Total 

It.1Ial,, • 

01 

110 
lakhs 

os 
445.8 
lakhs 
(at 
32,000 
tons pe. 
annum) 

01 

462.3 
lakhs 

,;. Ex.factory value of cement per ton (Rs. 66.7) (all·India average), 1Iid6 : 
Rep,," on til_ Nintll C.,....... ., Inc!ion M_! ... turtJ'f', 1954, p. 272: only port
land cement prices are calculated. . . 

02 Consumer prices, (Rs. 490.3); 1~., p. 661. 
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. TAllLE No. 7.14-(Contd.) 
Capital inoemnent, employment and gr088 value of production of new and 
erpanded industri6l units fhat will consume HIrfikud 'fJOW9t' .... : " 

(A) Existing .industrial units and their plans of expansion. 

p"..,..... ItIJ 'IIal ... C,.pital B",tro; 
..."....""'" ..... t of la.b""I' 

e:rp6ndi-
tur. 

5,500kW Over25 20+ 
lakhs 165= 

185 

B:dro; 
".-od
tion 

21akh 
tons of· 
Portland 
&3lakh 
60 thou
sand tons· 
of slag 
eement 

01 

133.4 
lakh. 

1,700kW 

Not None 72,000 tons 0, 363 Not 

2,000kW 

2,ookW 

200kW 

2,000 kW 

stated annual lakh. stated 

1 eror. 36+ 
571ab 228= 

2M 

18,000 
tonsper 
anuum 

o. 
260 
lakh. 

40lakhs 9 + 80= 4,820 ton.. 0, 
+ 40.. 89 + chlorine 24.2 
:=: 80 89= 6,480 tons lakh. 

2.62 
eroreB 

178 caustic •• 
soda 37.2 

18 + 810 9 lakh
=828 yards 

200looma 

450 30,000 

lakha 

or 
386.2 
lakhs 

11.83 
erore. 

3,000 k"IV 

8,000kW 

8,000 kW 

ItIJ "alu • 

'S Ibid., p. 387. Total of all 'paper' excluding card board, etc. V.lue of 
grosa reeeipts is taken (Rs. 1,896.72 per ton) • 

•• . Ibid., p. 496. Value of commodity produced fow aale (Rs. 660.8). 
•• Ibid., p. 946. Value of productioJl per ton taken (Re. 574). 
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T~LE No. 7.14~(Cpntd.) 

'Capltal investment, employment aoo. groM value c1 production oiMW and 
expanded Industrial units that. wiU· consume Hirakud power . '.' 

(B) New industrial units being established' 

S.No. NIWUJ 0' the 
concern 

1.' Aluminium 
Factory 

2. Western Spinn
ing and Weav
ing Mills 

3. Kalinga Textiles' 
(Kegriwala) 

4. Titagarh Paper 
Mills 

5. Paper Mill at 
Kesinga 

6. Orissa Cement 
Ltd. (Refractories) 

7. Belpahar 
R.fractories 
Plant (Tata) 

8. FelTa-Manganese 
Plant (Tata) 

Total 

9. Hindustan Steel 

Location 

. Hirakud 

Jharsuguda 

Rajgangpur 

Cbaudw,ar. 

Kesinga 

. Rajgangpur .. 

Belpahar 

Joda 

.. Rourkela 

•• Value e.timates not available. 

T.otal capital 
i1l/vestment 

Rs. 

About 5.23 
erores 

301akh. 
(estimated) 

Total 
employment 

-
200 

2,500 

1l1akhs 7 + 250= 
(estimated) 267 

AbOut 96 lakhs 800 
(estimated) 

'11 1,500 
1.5 orores 

About 3 crores 300 
(estimated) 

'18 50+800= 
8.13 erores 860 

018 150 
.. 17ll.3 lakhs 

About 16 crores 6,667 

176 erores 

'" '.1 Ibid., p. 6.76, priceRe, l,284.1.(most probably imported material price). 
. '8 Ibid., p. 534. Value of alumini\ll!l ingots, not ex-Iactor,. but inclusive 

of transport.-eommission. costs. ete. (Re. 2,961.73). 
'9 Estimate" 'on,~e bas;" qf Kalinra .T~i1~sl Ltd. 
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T.ABLE No. 7.14-{Contd.) 

Capital investment, employment and gr()8$ value of production of new and 
expanded industrial units that will consume H irakud power . . 

(B) New industrial units being established 

SoNo. Na ..... 0/ tke 
C<mcet'll 

1. Aluminium 
Factory 

2. W .. tern Spinn
.ing and Weav

. iug Mills 

3. Kalinga Textiles 
. (Kegriwala) 

4. Titagarh Paper 
Mills 

6. Paper Mill at 
Kesinga . 

6. Orissa Cement 
Ltd. (Refractories) 

7. Belpahar 
Refractories 
Plant (Tata) 

8. Ferro-Manganese 
Plant (Tata) 

Total 

9. Hindu.tan Steel 

Total 
produetion 

10 thousand 
tons of ingots 

Capacity '25,000 
spindles 600 
looms 

10 tbousand 
_ spindl •• 

(2.56Iakh lb.) 

8 thousand ton. 

17 thousand 
tons 

80 thousand 
tons 

67tbousand 
tons brick 

10thousand 
tons mortar 

30,000/36,000 
tons 

1 million tons of steel 

"0 Company's estimates. 

It ... /i_ted 
valu#J 

(i"lak6 0/ R •• ) 

os 
2 crores 
951akbs 

.& 
About 
110lakbs 

"0 

361akbs 

.s 
111 lakb. 

2~6.6Iakhs 

.,. 
IOO.Slakbs 

"2 
96.61akhs 

." 
300 to 340 lakhe 

About 
Rs. 13 crores 

·11 Estimated on the basis of Titagarh plant at Chaudwar 
*12 Ibid.~ p. 288. 
*13 Figure IIUppUed' by the Tata Industries. Ltd. 
·...Calculated at 1953-4 import prices. 

Total 
power 

25,000kW 
(50,000 
later) 

200kW 

200kW 

.6,OOOkW 

4,500kW 
(oHhi.· . 
2,260kW. 
Hirakud 
supplyt· 

1,000kW • 

1,630kW 

. 
16,000 kW 

'. 
65.000kW 
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The industrial production gives rise to factor incomes and when these 
incomes are expended on different commodities and services, the suppliers 
of them experience greater demand than before and have to expand their 
supplies' or production, This is tIle indirect secondary benefit. All can be 
realized, this is very difficult, to measure and we have very little informa-
tion regarding this. ' 

The tertiary direct and indirect benefits arise from the possibility of the 
industrial products creating a further poten,tial for the development of 
other industries-. Thus, the ferro-manganese proauced at Joda may lead 
to a further exploitation of the by-products like methanol, etc. The alu
minium ingots can further be processed by starting units for mannfacturing 
aluminium products. These would require investment and would give rise 
to, further production. The direct and' indirect benefits resulting can be 
calculated as in the case of the secondary benefits if we have the necessary , 
information. As we have very little of it we cannot do more than note the 
possibilities here. 

The total economic benefits of hydro-electricity at diHerent stages are 
set out below: . 

Benefits from Hydro-electric Power 

Primary direct: 
1.1. Gross annual revenue frOIl) the sale of power 

(from the 5th year i.e. 1960-1 onwards) 
1.2. Total working expenditure including depreciation 

(annual) 
l.3. Net annual revenue [1.1- 1.2] 
1.4. Gain to present consumers of electricity because 

of cheaper rates of sale of Hirakud power 

1.5. Net primary benefits (annual) 

Secondary direct: 
2.1. Total (annual) production of new industries 

based on Hirakud power 
2.2. Value added by new industries at 10 per cent of 

the value of gross production 
2.3. Gross expansion of the production of existing 

industries switching on Hirakud power 
2.4. Value added at 10 per cent of value of gross 

production 
2.5. Total secondary direct 
Secondary indirect } 
Tertiary, direct and indirect 

Lakhs of Rs. 

321.00 

90.00 ' 
, 231.00 

This is posi
tive but not 
exactly , 
known 

231.00 

1,300.00 

130.00 

1,180.00 

118.00 
248.00 

No data 



Chapter VlII 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF THE HIRAKUD DA"M AND 
RELATED MATTERS 

1. Benefits and Costs 

WE have so far separately discussed the three purposes for which the 
Hirakud Dam has been constructed and have tried to indicate, on an annual 
basis, the approximate size of the econonlic beneHts that might result from 
each of them. All the calculations have been explained in detail at the 
appropriate places so as to leave no doubt as to the method of calculation 
and the data that bave been used for the purpose. We can now bring them 
together and look at the benefits as a whole. The net beneHts are presented 
below: 

Pr/rnor'Y direct: 
,Irrigation 
Hydel power 
Flood control 

Secondary direct: 
. Irrigation 
. Hydel power 
Flood Control 

Total 

Total 

Lakha of R,. 
1,143.64 

.231.00 
18.00 

1,392.64. 

22.20 
.248.00 

270.20 

If we compare the primwy direct beneHts from all the three, those from 
Hood control are quantitatively the smallest. The primary direct .benelltJ 
from hyde1 power are the next in order of magnitude and those from ini
gation are the largest of all. Even if we take into account the direct 
primwy and secondary beneHts from hydel power together, the combined 
total of the two as calculated above does not exceed the primary direct 
beneHts from irrigation. It is also obvious that the measurement of secon
dary benellts has been incomplete and that we have not been able to 
evaluate. them as fully as we would have liked. There is no point, there
fore, in comparing the two types of benellts and measure their relative 
magnitudes. In so far as we have been able to calculat~ them, the relative 
dimensions of the total ~eneHts resulting from the three are clear from 
the above statement. 
F 14 
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Perhaps the more important question that can be raised in this connec· 
tion is the economic evaluatiOn :of ·the Hirakud project as a whole by 
means of the ~enefit-cost ratio. The current practice in the U.S.A., where 
this has received considerable attention, is to regard 'a project as economic 
if the total benellts produced by it exceed the total costs. In computing 
this ratio we must specify what costs and benellt should' be taken into 
account. It is also necessary to reduce them to a common comparable basis 
because as the Report on the' Proposed Practices for Economic Amdysi8 
of River Basin Projects puts it : "The benefits and costs of projects occur 
In diverse physical forms, at different times, and have effect over varying 
periods' of time.' It is now the universal practice to measure the costs and 
'beneSts in the monetary unit of some speciSed purchasing power as also 
to' take into account only the benellts' and costs as are measurable in 
money terms. These are often called tangible as against intangible ones 
which cannot be so measured. The reduction to a comparable unit of time 
:is usually to an annual basis.2 

In calculating this ratio as specified above it is neceSsary to answer three 
questions. The first is, "What is the purchasing power of the monetary 
unit in which these calculations shpuld be made?" In other words, what 
price level shoald we take as the basis of the calculation? The question 
has been de1?ated long but no satisfactory solutions have emerged. The 
Report qf the Sub-Committee on CO$fs and Benefits observes: "In order 
to satisfy the various purposes to be served by the beneSts and cost 
analysis the use of prices reasonably expected to prevail at the time of 
the benefits and costs accrual is reeommended.'" This is a counsel of per· 
fection. But the main dilBculty in carrying it out in practice is how to 
arrive at these expected price levels. This is not an easy task and no for
mulre have been devised to solve this riddle. We have tried to tackle the 
problem-by calculating costs and beneSts, as far as possible, in 1954·5 
prices. This ensures comparability. It makes available the calculations on 
a uniform basis so that any desired revaluation of aU or some of the indivi
dual items is also rendered easy. 
. As the benefits usually accrue annually in many cases (as in irrigation, 
hydro-electticity) the reduction of costs to an annual basis really gives rise 
to . two other problems. One is· the rate of interest which should be charged 

1 .p. cit., p. 15 • 
. • Repo.ot to the Committee on Public Work., Evaluation 01 Federal Wate;

Re,ou,·c6., Dfl'IJc/opmtnt Prof.ct, 82 Congress, House Committee Print, Washing. 
ton, peeember 6, 1952. See also Propo.ed Pracflices IIYf' Ectmomic Ana/11m of 
Ri"'r Baoin Projects. Prepared by the Sub·Committee on Benelits and C.sts, 
Report to the Federal Inter Agency River BaBin Committee, May 1950, 
·Washington. 

,t 8 'op. cit., p.-20. 
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on the .initial investment that goes into the project. The usual practice re
commended in the U.S.A. is to take the interest rate on long-term govern
ment honds for Federal and public projects and a somewhat higher rate 
for private investment.' In the Hirakud calculations, we have used interest 
rates that the Hirakud project au~orlties have thenise1ves used. Thus in 
regard to the hydel aspect capital at' charge has beeJ;! taken to bear an 
interest rate of 4.25 per cent per annum following the Report of the Rath 
Committee. In regard to irrigation, a rate oJ; 3.75 per . cent per annum has 
also been adopted following the Report by the Chief Engineer, Hirakud 
Dam Project, on Hirakud Dam Project::' Reoi$ed Estimates uf Costs and 
Revenue for Stage I.' ',',. 

The use ~f the prevailing interest rates in such calculations, however, 
is said to understate the real or special cost of capital investment.' To avoid 
this Tinbergen has suggested that a rate of 10 per cent or more be used." 
We have presented below separate calculations of costs based on a 10 per 
cent rate of inter",st. 

TIle third problem is with regard to the annual rate of depreciation of 
capitalforthe project. The project authorities have worked out an annual 
depreciation rate. In our calculations we have adopted the same rate of 
depreciation. The calculations of the beneSt-cost ratio are presented in 
Table 8.1. The allocation of the cost of the project as between irrigation, 
Hood control and power is as arrived at and discussed in the section on 
Financial 'Returns on page 217. 

TIle benefit-cost ratios as calculated in Table 8.1 indicate that if only 
the primary benefits and costs are taken into account both the irrigation 
and power aspects of the Hirakud project are economic (in the sense that. 
the benefit-cost ratio is more than one) lit the rates of interest used by 
the project authorities; If, 10 per cerit interest is used the irrigation. aspect 
of Hirakud appears to be economic. On the other hand, if both primary 
and secondary benefits and costs associated with them are taken into 
account both the irrigation and the power aspects of the project are found 
to be individually eC9nomic even with a 10 per cent rate of intereSt. If the 
Hirakud project is considered as a whole, i.e. irrigation and power tOgether, 
it is seen to be economic whether we take into account only primary or, 
tatal benefits and whether we take 10 per cent or the other lower rates of 
interest suggeSted by the project authorities, for our calculations. 

As there is no separate allocation of capital for the Hood control part of 
the project we may be justilled in adding the benefits resulting from it to 
those resulting from irrigation. This is, however, ,a small sum and cannot 

• Ibid., p. 24 
"6 River Van;,. Development Department, Government of Orissa, "Cuttack. 

November 1953. . 
8 Jan Tinbergen, Tk. D.sign 0/ D.".lopment, The :Economic Development In-

stitllte, IBDR, Johns Hopkins Pre •• , 1968, p. 39. " 



TABLE No. 8.1 

Benefit-cost mti06 of the Hirakud Dam pro{ect . 

Benejita (a......al) 

Irrigation : 

LaTe"" 
of 88. 

Primary direct: GrOBB value 
of increased crop production 
due to irrigation 1,669.66 

Benefit-co.t rotio ; ............... . 

Secondary direct: Value of 
sugsr pradueed in the sugsr 
factnry 110.00 

Tatal Benefits 1,679.66 

B""'fi~.t .... tio •• ; ........ ; ..... 

Coota (annual) 

1. Interest charges on the 
totel investment of Rs. 6,400 

LaTe,," 
0/88. 

lakhs at 3.75% per annum 200.60 

2. Maintenance of canals at 
Rs. 2 per irrill1Rted acre. 19.98 
(326,000 1: 674,000 acres as 
estimate.!' from our sample) 

3. Working expenses of the 
dam including depreciation 7.60 

4. Assnciated cost of increased 
crop produetion 425.92 

Total costs 653.90 

.. ................... .. 0·. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. 2.4 

Cost of sugar produetion at 
80% of the total groBS 
production 88.00 

Total costs 741.90 

................................................... ., .... 2.26 

• 

COBts ( .. .-al) 

1. Interest cha1l:eB on the 
total investment of Ro. 5,400 
lakh. at 10% per annum 

2. Maintenance of canals at 
Rs. 2 per irrigated acre. 
(326,000 + 674,000 . acres 8S 
estimated from our sample) 

3. Working expenses of the 
dam including deprecietion 

4. Associated cost of increased 
crop production 

Total costs 

Cost of sugar production at 
80 % of the total gross 
produetion 

Total costs 

" .... ~ .................. ; ...... . 

La.k"" 
018& 

640.00 

19.98 

7.50 

426.92 

998.40 

l.58 

88.00 

1,081.40 

1.70 



TABLE No. 8.1-(Contd.) 

Benefit-cost mtios of tIle Hirakud Dam project 

Benefits (a ... "",l) 

HlIdro-elscwff: po'lva,. : 
Primary direct: GI'OIIS lOVe

. nue from the sale of power 

LI&kM 
of Ro. 

321.00 

Benefit-cost ra.ti ................ .. 

Secondary direct: Gross 
"'>lue of industrial produc-
tion hased on Hirakud power 2,480.00 

'Total benefits 2,801.00 

Benefit-eoot ratio ............... .. 
'Total primary direct benefits 
of irrigation and power 1,890.66 

'Total benetits of irrigation' 
and power 4,480.66 

Benefikost roM ................ . 

Costs :(a .. """l) 

1. Total warkinll' expenditure 
including depreciation 

2. Interest on capital (Ita. 
4,600 lakhs) investment as 
4.25% per annum 
Totel cost. 

Cost of industrial produetion 
'(calculated by deduct!n&, the 
notional 10'';' value added by 
manufacture trom gross 
value of production) 
Totel costs 

Costs associated with total 
primary direct benefits from 
irrigation and power 

Costs aasoclated with total 
benetits from irri&,ation an4 
power . 

Primary 
TotBl 

Lo.kh.s 
ofRs. 

90.00 

19;1.00 
287.00 

1.12 

2,2a2.~0 

2,519.00 

1.11 

940.90 

8,260.90 

2.00 

1.S'1 

1. Total workin&' expenditure 
including depreciation 

2. Interest on capital (RL 
4,600 lakhsl investment at 
10% per annum 
Total eost. 

Co.t of Industrial production 
(calculated by deducting the 
notional 100/0 value added by 
manufacture from gros8 
value of produetion) 
Totaleost& 

Costs .. ssociated with total 
pl'imary direet benetits from 
irrigation and power 

Costs a.sociated with total 
benefits from irrigation and 
power 

9n.00 

460.00 

650.00 

0.586 

2,232.00 

2,782.00 

1.01 

1,543.40 

8,863,49 

1.22 

U6 
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sigiiiflcan'fly alter, the benefit:cost ratio Of the irrigation aspect ,of the Hira· 
kud project. ' , 

As such ratios 'are not available for other comparable projects in India, 
it is not possible to say how far relatively productive the Hirakud project is, 

2. Future Income 01 the Pea.sttntry. 

The discussion of benefit-cost ratios and that of the financial returns ol 
the project' are no doubt important but perhaps they may leave man) 
people cold. What they would like most of all to know is : To what extenl 
is the income of the peasantry in the area to be irrigated by Hirakud 
waters going up after irrigation? This is, of course, a crucial question, 
but it is also a difficult question to answer. We nevertheless make herE 
an attempt to answer it as best as we can with the data at our disposal. 

Of course, we cannot estimate the incomes of peasants in individual 
terms., 'We can attempt to measure the income of the peasantry as a wholE 
before the dam was complete and after irrigat;ion is developed in the area! 
concerned. . 

In Table 7.1 we have estimated the crop production of the areas ill 
1954-5. To ~stimate the net crop receipts of the peasantry from this, it il 
necessary to estimate the costs of this produc.tion borne by the peasantry, 
Similarly, we have to estimate the costs of production to the peasantry 
of the future crop production after irrigation as worked out in Table 7J 
to estimate the future net crop receipts of the peasantry. We present below 
the relevant ,calculations I 

, An estimate of rheincrease in the income of the peasantry due te 
H irakud irrigation : ' 

1.1 Gross crop production in 1954-5 
Sambalpur 
D(llta 

Lakhs of Rs, 
306 

6Cf/ 

. Total 913 

1.1 is the same as in Table No. 7.1 and its calculation Is explained on p. 137. 

1.2' Cultivation costs (including overheads) of 1.1 Lakhs of Rs. 
135 , Sambalpur 

~l':" Delta. 515 

Total 650 

1.2 ' .Total com 0' oulti1latiDn including O1IerheaiU: This estimal<! of costs has 
been made as comprehensive as possible. We had calculal<!d costs per acre for 
indi'lidual crops. If We had estimal<!d costs on that basis that would have left out 
overhead cost. that jnclude payments to IlIndlords, payments to village servants, 



""pllirs to' inlplements. cw. which . often' form between: 40 to 50 per e,nt ot 'the 
total costs of eultiYation. We, the",fore, calculated the total costa p.r acre ot the 
net cultivated area in the'Sample .... d estimated the total costs for the area. The 
total costs include crop costs and overheads "osts. By and large the costs do not 
leave out any costs incurred in tam management. . 

1.3 . Net crop receipts of peasantry (1.1-1.2) 
Sambalpftr 
Delta 

Lakhs ofRs. 
171 
92 

. Total 263 

1.3 N t:t crop re .. ipts: This is derived by subtracting the costs in 1.2 from 
the gross crop production in 1.1. This does not correspond to the net income of 
cultivators from cultivation .s shown in Table 6.1 in Chapt.r VI on National 
Income. This i. b .... u .. the groso crop rec.ipts in 1.1 do n<>t include other receipts 
such as those from li .... tock. or grass-euttinll'. etc. The full. costs, however. are 
taken into account in 1.2. The net crop rec.ipts are, therefore, smaller than the 
n.t receipts from agriculture. 

2.1 Gross crop production after irrigation 
Sambalpur 
Delta 

Lakhs of Rs. 
9"..2 

1,664 

Total· 2,586 
2.1 Gro88 crop production after irrigation: This is ao in Table 7.2. 

2.21 Cultivation costs (including overheads) 
of 2.1 (estimated) 

Sambalpur 
Delta 

Laklis of Rs, 

Total 

310 
1,(l70 

1,380 

2.21 Tottr.l .o.t. of cultivation In.ludlng lWe"head8: This is essentially a hypo
theti ... 1 ... lculation. The co.ts of crops cultivated under the new crop pattern 
under irrigation have been worked out partly from our sample and non-sample 
special crops intensive Burveys. The .osts of .ach of the crops under irrigation 
have been estimated from these data, supplemented in a few .... es by infonn ... 
tion derived from other .our.... To these crop costs the ov.rhead costs per acre 
derived from the farm busines. data, have been added to make up the total 
costs. In thus' ... Iculating the overhead costs, we have assumed that the over
head costa per cultivated acre will be the sam. in. the future. In the absence of 
data which could indicate the future rate per acre of the.e cost. 'we thought 
it best to make the assumption of no change in this rerard.· The second assump
tion und.rlying the .stimate of future overhead cost was that they would vary 
with the gross .cultivated rather than with the net cultivated area. Tljis was 
based on our expe.tstion that the important components of overhead costs might 
Increase with the increase in the gross cultivated area. For example, payments 
to landlords, one ot the importsnt componentl! of overh.all cOsts, ma}, be expecteel 
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with some certainty to vary with gross nther than with net area judging from 
present practices under which a fixed proportion of the crop produce is give~ 
to the landlord. So too the paymente to wage labour and fArm servants will 
inerease with the increase in the gro •• cultivated area. Itepair charges of imple. 
mente and farm propertr might be expected to increase with more intensive uel 
after irrigation. Other items like land revenue mar !lot be expected to increase 
Paymellts to village servante mayor may not go up. On the whole, it i. fair t< 
assume that overhead coste will increase with the gro._ area cultivated . • 
2.22 Water rates and betterment levy payments 

Sambalpur 
Delta 

2.22 The basis of calculation is the same as on p. 219 • 

.2.23 Non-recurrent capital costs in Sambalpur 
. for preparing lands for irrigation spread 

over 10 years (10 per cent of the total) 

Lakhs of Rs. 
65 

188 

Total 253 

l..akhs of Ro. 

2.30 
2.23 N01lrY6current· eapital cosu in Sambalpur lor th. p' .. 6pl1/l·ation 01 land t. 
recei". orriOo.14011: This estimate is based on the cost data furni.hed by th, 
Sivaraman Committee's Report on the Direct Ben.flu from Irrigation 0' !h, 
Hirakud Dam P·roject (Sambalpur Zone). The Sivaraman Committee remarked 
"To get the increased yield (under irrigation) from Mal and At lands, the ex 
isting fields need capital expenditure. There are two types of Mal viz. Mal.ma, 
and Mo.!tikra. MalUkra lands like At lands are almost left to nature and conteil 
lots of forest growths at places. The soil has not been· improved to any appre 
ciable extent by tilth and improvement in order to benefit by irrigation. It i, 
estimated that a sum of Its 150 will be required per aere of At land and It •. 101 
per aere of Mal land, to deepen the fields, remove stones and..,gravel and to clea: 
patches of jungle growths. Necessary permanent improvemente including thl 
cost of construction of water course. would come to about Its. 30 per acre 0: 

Bo.lur.lland, Its. 60 per acre of B,,"IUl, Its. 120 per acre of Mal land and It •. 171 
per aer .. of At land", p. 9. . 

We calculated the capital expenditure by taking these rate. and applying then 
to our sample area distributed into types as per our sample data. As this wa, 
(!Spital expenditure, we thought that its repayment can be spread over ten year. 
and we have, therefore, taken into account one-tenth of the total for the anDua 
cost calculation. This item would disappear at the end of ten years. 

In the delta area no need for incurring such costs was expressed as the land 
there were not as undulating as in Sambalpur. 

2.3 

2.4 

Net crop production 
[2.l - (2.21 + 2.22 + 2.23) 1 

Allowance for the loss of crop 
production due to the submergence of 
land under the Hirakud reservoir 

. 2.4 is the same as in Table No. 7.4. 

Net crop. receipts of the peasantry 

Lakhs of Rs. 
950.70 

103.00 

847.10 



It is perhaps necessary here ti, stress once again the limitations of this 
calculation. It is not the total agricultural income but only income derived 
from IlI'Ops. The costs of future c:rop production are hypothetical in the 
sense that they have been derived from present data. So also is the estimate 
of future crop production. It assumes a certain price level, that of 1954-5. 
Lastly, it Is an aggregative estimate. With all these limitations the calcula
tion indicates that the net income of the peasantry in these areas will go 
up by 325 per cent over that of 1954-5 as a result of Hirakud irrigation. 

3. Financilll Returns: Pr08pect8 

The economic beneflts of the Hirakud Dam Project as discussed in the 
foregoing pages do not indicate the finailcial returns of the scheme. These 
consist of the total investment in the project that the Government has had 
to make and the annual returns that the Government will receive, net of 
the costs of collection, depreciation; interest on capital at charge, etc. 
through taxes or levies directly or indirectly attributable to the develop-· 
ment of irrigation, power and Bood contro!' These we try to indicate below. 

Let us begin by noting the total investment and Its allocation to various 
aspects of the project. The total cost of the project is put at Rs. 100.02 
crores, including the second stage. The cost of the first stage ( not including 
the scheme for delta irrigation) amounted to Rs. 70.78 crores and It was 
allocated as 1:1.5:1.5 as between Sambalpur irrigation, delta irrigation (in
cluding Bood control) and power.' Since then the delta irrigation scbeme 
costing Rs. 14.92 crores was added to the project. This cost ,naturally is 
solely to be put to delta irrigation. The cost of the second stage was put 
at Rs. 14.32 crores and as this was solely for the second power house, it has 
to be put to the power account. The Rath Committee estimated the capital 
investment in the power aspect to be Rs. 46.52 crores at the . end of the 
second stage, i.e. 196Q.l. Allocating the remaining of the total costs between 
Sambalpur and delta irrigation, we get the following overall allocations : 

Cost allocable to delta irrigation Rs. 31.97 crores 
.. Hydel power Rs. 46.5.2 " 
" Sambalpur irrigation Rs. .21.53 " 

Total Rs. 100.02 " 

The allocation is rough and has been based on the information available 
to us. It relates to all the investment in the project and not only to that 

. going into the Hirakud Dam only. 
What does the Government get by way of taxation because of these 

developments? We are concerned here exclusively. with such taxes 
or collections as can be directly attributed to irrigation, power and. flood 

, Report of the Ruth Committee, JI. 26. 
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control. Iii· the· following, we til> not take" mto ·account the increased yiel 
of other "taxes or even the" existing land revenue .. We have thus de.6ne 
GOvernment receipts rather severely for this purpose to see hOW that wor. 
out. . 

We will begin with irrigation. The two taxes directly arising out of irri 
gation development are the water rates and the betterment levy. We hav 
not gone into the question of the appropriate levels of tbese rates an. 
whether the proposed rates I.'onform to them. We have taken the 'Eates a 
fixed by Government and based our calculations on them. The rates fa 
these as proposed to be levied in Sambalpur and the delta, together witl 
the total collections expected from them are contained in the followinl 
stlltement and, it should be observed, that they are based not on the ollicia 
estimate of irrigated area but on the areas as estimated from our sample 
survey and the crop pattern worked out by us. 

Water Rate Collection.s in the Sambalpur Zone 

Crop Acreage Water rate Total water 
per acre rate collection 

1\ •• 

Khanf' Paddy 292,500 Rs. 8 2,340,000 
Sugarcane 32,500 "Rs. 16 520,000 

Rabi Wheat 46,800 Rs. 6 280,800 
Groundnut 46,800 Rs. 8 374,400 
Pulses 46,800 Rs. 5 234,000 
Potato 15,600 Rs. 8 124,800 

Net cultivated area 325,000 acres' Total 3,874,000 

Bett~nt Levy Collection.s in the Sambalpur Zone 

Type of land and its propor- ·Acreage Better- Total betterment 
tion to the total according ment charges 
to the information of our charges collection 
Farm Business Survey per acre 

Rs. Rs. 

At 12~ 39,000 60 2,340,000 
BerM 15~ 48,750 75 3,656,250 
Bahal 28~ 91,000 60 5,460,000 
Mal 42~ 136,500 100 13,650,000 
Barcha 3~ " 9,750 75 731,250 _ 

325,000 25837500· . , ' . .,. 
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'To 'be r~overe-a "oli~r: IT years. :or 'fhi!l;"oiu!;tliiltli in the Iifst two years 
a~d' the reSt iit th~siib5eiiueitt··i1ihe;Yeiirs I' .\:ougb· yea.-Iycollection on an 
avtirage'( Its: 2,583,150,: ,. .. .. , , . 

. 'Watet 'rafe:·C<illeeaotF(annlial) . Rs., 38.74 lakhs 
BettermenfleVy eolhictioh' 'j)' Rs. .25.84 lakhs . "\ . 

. Total- . Rs. 64.58 lakhs 

Water Rat.e CoUeotions ,in the Delta Zone 

. Acteage 

Jute 10!JOO 
Paddy' (Aman 
and BeaU) 572,900 

Sugarcane 67,400 
Rabi paddy 80,880 . 
Pulses' . 269,600 .,.. 
Cotton . 22,467}337 ,om ... 
Wheat 22,467, . 
Croundnut, . 22,467 • 
Potato 33,700 . 
Net culti-
vated area ' 674,000 a:crll$ .. 

. ' ., 

Betterment levy coZlection!.: -' 

Perennial (new) area 
Existing irrigated area: .... 

474,000 
200,000 

:',- ,','; I 

Rate 
per acre 
.. Rs. 

20, 

8 
20 

7 

8 

20. 

Total 

. Total water rate 
.coUection 

Rs. 

2,022,000 

4,583,200 
1,348,000 

566,160 

2,696,008 

674,000 

11,889,368 

, ,Rate, per . Total betterment 
acres~Rs. collection 

125-
50 

''total . 

59,250,000 
10,000,000 

, 69,250,000 

To be recovered .over 11 years. Of this one-tenth in'the first' two, years 
and the restm.the"subsequent;.nine yearspough yearly collection on an 
average: Rs. 6,925,(J()(l. 

Annual" w:ater rlJCte collectiPnl~ 
. Anaua\ betterl!lent levy co!le9ti?ns •. 

: .. ' Total R$.' ... 

Lakhs of Rupees 
J18.89· 

69.25 

18Uf-' . 
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The annual total collecl:iOll from water rates IIQd betterment levy woulc 
amount to Rs. 38.74Iakhi and Rs. 25.84 lakh. respec:tiYely, in the Samba}. 
pur zone and to Rs. 118.89 lakhs and Rs. 69.25 lalchs respectively, in thE 
delta zone. We can calculate the working expenses of c:ollec:tion. at five pel 
cent of the water rates collection and the interest on capital at charge al 
311 per cent as suggested by the Hif'akud Dam Project - Revised EstimatE 
of Cost and Revenue for Stage I, Chief Engineer, Hirakud Dam l'roject 
1953, p. 51. The calculation is given on p. 221. Taking into account thE 
receipts from the flood protection cess as well as the expenses on aecounl 
of the working of the' dam for irrigation purposes, the net surplus on thE 
irrigation account comes to Rs. 32.73 lakhs. 

This annual surplus will accrue only when the total irrigation systetl1 
begins to function both in the Sambalpur and the delta zones. We ma) 
expect this to happen by 1960. If 1960-1 Is regarded as the first year 01 
operation of the irrigation system, during the first two years the bettermenl 
levy is to be recovered at half the rates, and then at the normal annual 
rates during the "following nine years. In the first two years, therefore, i.e, 
1960-61 and 1961-2, the annual yield of the betterm.ent levy will be Rs. 47.5( 
lakhs and as the expenditure will remain unllitered there will be de/lcil 
of about Rs. 15 lakhs per year. As a coQseqitence in the third year, i.e, 
1962.3, there would be a surplus of only Rs. 2.13 lakhs after wiping out thE 
de/lcits of the previous two years. In the following years, a surplus oj 
Rs. 32.73 lakhs will accrue annually as calculated above. At the end of this 
period i.e. at the end of 1969-70, if the surplus is used to repay the original 
capital investment of Rs. 5,350 lakhs, a total compounded sum of aboul 
Rs. 300.00 lakhs (or Rs. 299.S1Iakhs to be exact) will have been paid bad 
and this will make for a saving of about Rs. H, Iakhs of interest charges 
annually in the period subsequent to 1969-70. 

The betterment levy collection will cease after 1969-70 and as a conse· 
quence the annual surplus of Rs. 32.73 lakhs will be converted into 8Il 

annual deficit of Rs. 62.36 lakhs. If the saving in the annual interest charges, 
as calculated above, is deducted from this, the net annual de/lcit will 
amount to Rs. 51.38 lakhs after 1969-70. 

In regard to electricity, we have to ~eproduce with suitable adjustments 
noted earlier the elaborate table regarding Ilnancial returns worked out in 
the Report of the Rath Committee. (Table No. 8.2). This shows that the net 
Ilnancial return on the power investment would every year amount to 
Rs. 33 lakhs from the Bfth year onwards, i.e. 1961-62 with a smaller surplus 
of Rs. 4.66. 1akhs in 1960-1. For calculating this net, the Hath Committee 
has calculated interest on capital at charge at the rate of 4~ per cent per 
annum. 

Assuming that this net surplt;ls from the fourth year, i.e. 1960-1, is used 
for repayment of the original capital investment, at the end of 1969-70 (the 
last year of collection of the betterment levy) the repayment compounded 



(In lakha of Rupee.) 

R_ipts 
A_II .. I ",,/leeti."" from 

1 : -i " j i i 
~ -~ ~ 

jl~.~ .; 
I~~ 
....... :§ i! 
~:;8~ ,," 
~lnil 
t3 .. u-;. 

Sambalpur zone 8S.74 26.84 6U8 1.94 

Delta zone 

Total 

118.89 69.26 lS8.14 6.94 

i57.63 95.09 252. 7ll 7.8S 

Net receipts for Samhalpur and Delta zones : 

Add: Annual receipts from the Flood Tax : t 

Lea.: Wotking exPense lit the dam for irrigation purposes t 
(Including depreciation). 
Net ennual surplus. 

t Sivaraman Report on Beneftts of Flood Protsction, Po 8. 

·t.U 
II ~ 
~~ " 
i;~ 
di 

-;. .. .. -
J;~ Ii 

II '11" 
:l;jlll ~" 

80.25 6.60 88.29 

120.IIS 13.48 139.80 

200.63 19.98 228.49 

+ 24.23 lekha lit Ra. 

+ 16.00 lakha lit RI. 

+ 40.23 lakha lit RI. 

- 7.50 .. 
+ 82.78 .. 

t Hirakud D ..... Project, Reviaed Estimat •• of C08t .. nd Re"."". for Stage I, 1963. J). 48 Jr, 
• 826,000 acree in the Sambalpur zone and 674,000 acre. in the Delta zone. 

Net ... cs€pt.o 

-24.11 

+48.84 

-+24.29 



TABLE No. 8 . .2. 'v 

Anticipated working expenditqre aoo:1'eV/l!lU8 and the fimlcastof /inane 
results of the hydro-electric asp:ect of;the;f:lirakud Dam 

" ;" .' 

(BaSed on the Report of the Hath Committee) 

l~ .... ~ 
6 

(2 to 5) 

1956-7 3.20 33.10 . 22.11 6.10 64.51. 32.61 -32, 

1957-8 3.21 41.50 24.90 7.42 77.03 110.34 33. 

1958-1t 3.21 47.46 26.22 7.74 84,63 182.49 97, 

1959-60 3.21 50.23 26.22 7.94 87.60 249.1;2 161. 
," .. 

1960-1 4.21 60.23 26.22 8.14 88.80 291.46 202. 

I 

1961-2 4.21 50.23 26.22 8.40 89.06 321.00 231. 

1962-3 4.21 60.23 89.35 321.00 231. 
':;" . ~' '" 

1963-4 50.23 26.22 8.95 89.61 821.00 231. .. 
1964-5 . 4.21 50.23 26.22 9.22 89.88 321.00 231. 

'c 

1965-6· 4.21 60.23 .26.22 9.22 :·89.88 . 321.00 231 . 

The depreciation charges have been assumed as given in page 27 of this repOI 

Maintenance. charges bave been taken as 'follows: (L.S.) 
. '. 

Civil and Dam Electric Works~

'l';'ansmission 

Sub-Transmission and Distribution 

@ 1 % of capital cost.. 

@ l.G% of capital. 

@ 8% of capital cost. 



TABLE No. 8.2-(Contd.) 

Anticf.pated working expenditure and reoenU6 and the forecast of financial 
rew1ts of the hydro·electric aspect of the Hirakud Dam 

(Based .on the Report of the Rath Committee) 

&.s~ ' .... .. 
~§ ~ ,\~~ -~o " " " ~- ~ " CD ~i -" .. ~~ .... 

~ .!! '\;' !'I 'Ii !;~ 
l-l! " I ....... 

'il. " ". .:H "" = .... ..... .g .. - .. 
t:1;,..'l;S U-:: ;." ] .. "!il ... " \'b 

".~ ~H " ~l &a - ~"f il-e. .. " !: e-~ ....... .... .!!1 Ii ~~.! .:::'" l~ ! "Ii!" "l .. "" ~~.$ .!;® rl.lii cf.i :illll.tti ;.." ~ E=l.'S C1Io. 

(FI.q" .... repreomt Rupee. in lakh8) 
1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 8 

1966-7 3,775.40 -.'12.00 27M3" -.'102.73 -302.73 4,078.13 -Wi6) 

1967-6 4,221.89 33.31 179.95 -146.64 -449.37 4,671.26 0.71 

1958-9 4,516.02 97.86 192.00 - 94.14 -543.61 5,059.63 1.94 

1959-60 4,643.02 161.92 197.00 - 5.08 -578.69 5,221.61 3.08 

1960·1 4,647.02 202.66 197.00 4.66 -572.93 5,219.95 3.87 

1961·2 4,652.02 231.94 198.00 83.94 . -539.99 6,192:01 4.45 

1962·3 4,652.02 231.65 . 198.00 83.65 -506.34 6,158.86 4.47 
,'. 

1963-4 4,652.02 231.39 198.00 38.39 -472.95 6,124.97 4.50 

1964-5 4,662.02 231.12 198.00 33.12 -439.83 6,091.85 4.55 

1965·/) 4,652.02 231.12 198.00 S3.1? -406.71 5,058.73 4.56 

. . 

• Includes aceumwated interest during construction. 
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would amount to a little less than Rs. 4 crores. This would roughly mean 
an annual saving of Rs. 16 lakhs in the interest charges for the years fol
lowing. From 197()'1 the annual net surplus on the hydro-electric aspect 
of the project would amount to Rs. 49 lakhs roughly. 

Up to 1969-70, the irrigation and the hydro-electric parts of the Hirakud 
project show a net surplus. In 197()' 71, with the disappearance of the 
betterment levy collection, the irrigation aspect is expected to be "in the 
red" to the extent of Rs. 51.36 lakhs annually. But the hydro-electrical part 
is expected to show a surplus of Rs. 49 lakhs annually from that year. 
From that year the project as a whole will show an annual deficit of Rs. 2.36 
lakhs. 

This is a highly tentative calculation. We have not taken any account 
of the increased receipts of Government indirectly resulting from irriga-. 
tion, such as the receipts from stamp duties, excises, sales tax, etc. We have 
also excluded the possibility of increasing land revenue when the better
ment levy ceas·es. The saving in Government expenditure on drought and 
Hood relief will also add to the surplus, but has not been taken into account 
in the above. The use of hydel power in industry will indirectly enhance 
the receipts from income taxes, company' taxes, excises, etc., but these 
we have not taken into account. 1£ they are, receipts from irrigation and 
power will go up and to that extent increase the surplus or reduce the 
deficit. It is not possible to estimate these precisely at this stage. 

• 4. The Employment Angle 

What is the employment potential of the irrigation aspect of the pro
ject? Irrigation involves a more intensive use of land which naturally re
quires, besides water, manure, increased)abour inputs, etc. From the data 
of the farm business survey, we were able to calculate the labour inputs, 
in terms of labour days, .family, exchange and hire, for most of the crops 
grown at present. In a similar way and using the same figures of labour 
inputs for each of the crops, we could also calculate the labour inputs 
that would be necessary for the future crop pattern under irrigated condi
tions. This is shown below : 

Sambalpur zone (1954-5) 
(future) 

Delta zone (1954-5) 
(future) 

Famayand 
exchange 

117.09 
366.26 
305.00 
734.00 

(Man doyaln lokhs) 
Hired employment Total 

25.41 
47.74 

166.00 
322.00 

employment 

14.2.5 
414.0 
471.0 

1,056.0 
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This is necessarily a very rough calculation. It assumes that labour fn· 
puts for each type of crop are the same under irrigated and non-irrigated 
conditions. In actuality this may en on either side. Our data showed that 
labour inputs for a crop were not much different under irrigated and non· 
irrigated conditions except where there was lift _irrigation. As canal irriga
tion is less labour intensive than well irrigation, for example, this would 
appear natural Now,it may be that intgation may induce the, adoption of 
less labour intensive techniques and, therefore, the total labour inputs 
required may be less than before. On the other h~~d, irrigation may ex
tend the area 'under more labour intenSive crops than assumed here and 
demand more labour inputs; The calculation also assumes, _that the elasti· 
city of supply offamily labour will remain the same as: at' present. H this 
is not so, the hired labour inputs will vary in the future.' Any calculation 
is necessarily governed by its aSSlimptions and fhe'priise\it one Is no ex
ception to this. It has been attempted more by way of indicating the dimen· 
sions of the change that may be expected. 

Bearing these limitations in mind, we may indicate a few significant 
features of the picture thus built up. From the point of view of employ. 
ment, the non-paid-for -employment of family and exchange labour is of 
less fignificance than the employment of hired labour. The latter involves 
payment of wages which directly and irutantaneolisly increase incomes. 
From the calculation it seems that hired employment, in terms of man-days, 
will increase by 94 per cent iil the delta and by 88 per cent in Sambalpur. 
This increase is much less than that in total employment which is expected 
to increaSe by 124 per cent in the delta and by 190 per cent in Sambalpur. 

Construction Labour 

The ,construction of a capital work involves investment for buying goods 
and services that go into it and gives rise to a demand for materials and 
labour. This generates income and starts Ii round' of spending and saving 
made familiar by the discussions connected with the investment multiplier. 
TIle multiplier concerns itself with the period of construction only and 
does not look beyond. The income and employment resulting from the 
functioning of the capital work after its completion do not come within 
its purview. To use the terms recently made familiar in such discussion, 
the multiplier deals with the "revolving" rather than the "sedimented" 
aspects of capital works. Our-inquiry was concerned wih the latter. Never
theless it may be useful to put down the available information regarding 
the revolving employment connected itith the Hu-akud project. 

The follOwing information is available regarding the labour component 
of a part of the total costs of the Hirakud proje.ct : - . 

' ... 1& 
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Hlrakud project (except power) 

Cost of labour 
Total cost Skilled Unskilled Total 

(in lalills of Rs.) 

Mai!l earth dam 647.00 67.26 94.42 161.68 
Main concrete dam 780.00 104.39 125.07 229.46 
Dykes 295.00 32.27 47.61 79.88 
Canals 660.70 99.40 314.12 413.52 
Buildings and roads 119.00 30.78 21.22 52.00 

Tqtal 2,501.70 334.10 602.44 936.54 

Other items 2,949.30 -
Hirakud power unit 1,627.00 101.60 101.96 203.56 

Information about the other items and their labour components was not 
available. 

As can be seen, quite a significant part of the total cost was disbursed 
on labour. "At the time of peak construction year after year - during the 
last three years - the total number of labour employed was well over 
30,000 and the workers wire drawn from all parts of India.... It was 
obviously beyonl;! the resources of a single state, Orissa, to mobilize the 
huge mass of workmen and machinery to start the work. Efforts had, there
fore, to be made to get workers, particularly those skilled in various trades, 
from all over the country.... StoDecutters came from the South, black
smiths, carpenters, welders,. etc. from the Punjab and engineers and super
visory'staff originate from, apart from these two, several other States .... 
The position of employment as regards unskilled labour, however, con
siderably changed with the participation of local workers in large number 
subsequently. They are now about 70 per cent of the total number of un
skilled workers. Majority of them are from Ganjam district and the neigh
bouring areas; a good number comes also from Bilaspur district in Madhya 
Pradesh. During the last six years a large number of local people have been 
trained in various skilled jobs and they now form 45 per cent of the total 
skilled strength .... Nearly 70 per cent of the total labour strength has been 
employed and directed by the contractors."s 

Employment at Hirakud was necessarily 'casona!. While the peak em
ployment was over 30,000 the number dwindled to 10,000 or less during 
the rainy scaso~ - July to September - each year. The unskilled workers 

8 "Mobilizing an army of 'Workers for the Hirakud Project," Hirakud Dam 
Supplement to The Times of India, January 15, 1957. 
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got Rs. L50 per day, the women Re. 1; the skilled workers got Rs. 60 per 
month. For highly skilled workers the rate was up to Rs. 180 per month. 

. The following gives the labour statistics for January 1955 separately for 
departments and contractors distributed between Oriya and Non-Oriya.9 

Departmental Contractors Total 
------------

Oriya 6,638 14,423 21,061 
Non-Oriya 4,672 11,841 16,513 

Totat 11,310 26,264 '37,574 

5. Long-tenn proiection 

In the shorHerm projection discussed in Chapter VII, we have allowed 
for minimum necessary change only. Naturally, in the long-term projec

, tion this assumption does not hold good. We might expect that the full 
potentialities of irrigation will be realized by then. One very likely deve
lopment seems to he in regard to the cultivation of sugarcane. As in the 
other regions of India, the tendency to extend the area under this crop 
to the utmost will also probably manifest itself in these areas. So also the 
varieties of. sugarcane grown today will very likely be replaced by the 
more heavy yielding and the better suited and improved ones. Judging 
from the results achieved in other regions in India, we might expect that 
the methods of cultivation will also change radically and the sugarcane 
yield per. acre might rise to 50 tons instead of the present 18 tons per acre 
with the added advantage of more IiUcrose content. If this happens, one 
may naturally expect more sugar factories to be set up in the area and 
possibly the processing of the by-products of this industry might also 
develop. . . 

Another likely possibility seems to be the utmost extension of the acreage 
under jute in the delta zone. In the delta area, the conditions are favour
able for a: rather rapid extension of the area tinder jute because it is already 
grown there today. It is also likely that in Sambalpur the prejudice against 
growing a second crop on Bahal lands will go and more valuable crops 
may be grown on these lands. Orchards are also likely to develop in 
Sambalpur. ' 

A third possibility seems to be the likely displacement of the area under 
pulses by some more valuable crops. Both in Sambalpur and the delta we 
have, in the crop pattern of the short period,allowed for a considerable 
proportion of the rabl area under pulses. Pulses do not require heavy water
ing and are not considered irrigated crops. To put perennially irrigated land 
under pul~es means an uneconomic and unproductive use of land. It was 

o Handout to 'the press party visiting Hirakud on 11 and 12 February, 1956. 
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allowed to stay. in the short period in our discussion because it fitted into 
the present crop structure. Today a large proportion of the area put under 
'kharif paddy is put under a long maturing variety which is harvested in 
December. :rhe: only crop that can be grown after this is a short catch crop 
that does not require much watering and which matures' before summer, 
and pulses Ilt the bill perfectly. Displacement of pulses in the long period 
would require a change in paddy cultivation ill the first instance. This 
may be expected to come about in the long period. Also may be mentioned 
the possibility of improvement in the teclmique of paddy cultivation. 
Today padd)' is sown broadcast. With the availability of irrigation, it may 
be discarded'in favour of transplantation which improves yields consider
ably. And one may also venture to say that if this comes then the Japanese 
method. of rice cultivation may not be far behind. 

These, by no means, exhaust the possibilities of the long period. We 
have indicated a few lines which are really projections of present technical 
possibilities. With teclmical progress going at the rate it is, it is difficult 
to say today what the possibilities of the future would be. 

, What is true o£ the long-term projection of the primary direct benefits 
of irrigation.!s also true of the secondary and tertiary benefits. As it is, we 

· have been able to indicate only a little in regard to these but it is quite 
obvious that. the potentialities in this regard are quite sizeable. We have 
aJr/lady referred to the possibility of more sugar factories coming up and 
at the tertiary .level the further processing of sugar, bagasse and molasses 
developing. Confectionary, paper and power alcohol manufactUring would 
seem to be the natural lines of further development. If the production of 

· oilseeds increases, then oil crushing and later on soap manufacture may 
possibly develop. A development of orchards can give rise to the possibility 

· of a canl3ing ;indUstry developing in the region. 
In regard to hydro-electricity we have been able to calculate the secon

dary benefits somewhat more firmly. We have also indicated the industries, 
. that might develop at the tertiary stage from ferro-manganese, aluminium, 

" etc •. These potentialities are likely to be exploited in the long period. 
Thelong-temi development prospects with reference to flood control 

are in the nature of the., more intensive use of resources freed from the 
constant threat of 1I0od. Very little can be said in this regard at present. 

6. Concluding Obseroati01l8 

Whether short-term or long-term, the economic beneflu. Bowing from 
any major capital work originate in the response which the people give 
to the challenge created by it. As we have emphasized often, the quantum 
and the rate: of flow of beneBts over time will basically depend upon the 
response of the people. The Hirakud Dam creates a potential but to exploit 
the potential quickly and effectively is Ii task that the people have to 
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perform. It may be truly said that the bene1lts are a function of the response 
of the people. 

Because it is basically so. there is no reason to adopt a non P0881.1mUs 

attitude and leave things to drift and shift. And this is where Government 
policy comes in. In backward undeveloped economies with democratic 
'governments, the governments have both to follow and to lead the people. 
Economic development is a long-term phenomenon and the Government 
has to play a leading role in this because it can be more far-seeing than the 
people. That is why developmental planning has acqUired such an impor
tance in the present era. In exploiting the potential created by planned 
capital works further planning can playa very crucial role. We feel that 
this is inadequately realized in India today. One gets the impression that 
the planning authorities often consider their duty done when they plan and 
complete a capital work The exploitation of the potential thus created 
is regarded as beyond their sphere of responsibility. This is often reflected 
in the pained surprise some of them express when they find that the poten· 
tiaI created remains unexploited. 

This attitude, of course, is neither new nor uncommon so far as govern- , 
ments and planning authorities go. The history of land reclamation and I 

Irrigation projects in the United States over the past several decades is " 
replete with such examples and how the Government policy had to shift I 
from the mere coustruction of a capital work (Irrigation or land reclama- ! 
tion) gradually to further development planniog and recently to. the full i 
development of the region to be Irrigated or reclaimed. even to the con. ! 
struction of farm houses and provision of equipment to the farm, let alone I 
extension ,and demonstration farms.'" 

In the absence of such a complete follow-through, it was found that the 
lands to be developed had to have one or two crops of croppers themselves 
before full development could take place. 

In India, Irrigation is an old problem about which there is considerable 
experience and information. This experience, however, is not often fully 
taken into account, and the obvious lessons seem to be unlearnt, to judge 
from the recent official pronouncements. In the case of the Hirakud project, 
so far as Irrigation is concerned, there has been a slight movement forward. 
At the beginniog of the Hlrakud project no follow-through was thought of. 
The dam was to be constructed and the main al)d subsidiary canals were to 
be dug. Then the responsibility of the project authorities ended. The con
struction of field channels was to be done by the cultivators themselves, and 
this after the sad experience of the Orissa Canals in Cuttack district! Fortu
nately this was revised later and the construction of field channels has 

10 See Roy E. Hu/fman,lrrigatitm Dev.lopment and Public Works PoliC1l. New 
York. Ronald Press Company, 1953, Chapters 8: Development of Irrigated 
Farms, pp. 94, 121. Pre.ident'. Water 8 •• owrC68 PolicU Commission 8""0'1'1, 
Vol. I. 1950, Washington. 
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been now taken O'fer by the Government in both the Sambalpur and 'the 
delta :>:ones. 

But there the progress seems to have come to a stop. We have already 
referred to the meagre and inadequate effort at extension work, at the 
delay in establishing the most suitable crop rotations, etc. All these have 
been neglected. This is bound to affect the pace of development as well 
as its extent. 

It can never be stressed too often that the calculations of benellts con
tained in this report assume that the people a'nd the Government will res
pond to the challenge thrown down by the construction of this huge capital 
work. The Government has to play a crucial role in evoking this response 
for increasing the volume of total benellts and also for quickening the rate 
of their accrual. This requires a considerable additional investment in 
planning, education, extension, etc. Economic development truly consists 
of increased capital inve~ tment in productive capacity on the one side and 
on the other, and perhaps a more important side, increased investment in 
human beings. A democracy can neglect the latter only at its peril. 
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LETTERS EXCHANGED AND OTHER DOCUMENTS 

1. Leiter (No. WI5000/CE dated 15th August. 1952)from Mr. Kanwar Sain, 
Member(Designs), Gorernment of India, Central Water and Power CommissiolU, 
New Delhi, to Prof D. R. Gadgil, Director, Gokhale Institute of Politics and 
Economies, POO1lQ 4. 

Dear Mr. Gadgil, 

I liave read your publication No. 17 "Economic Effects of IrrWation" with 
great interest. The findings of your surveys may have a very far reaching effect 
on the future of river valley projects. You must have seen the publication of 
the Inter-agency Federal River Basin Committee on the methods of "Appraisal 
of Cost and Benefits of River Valley Projects". 

2. I have been thinking that it will be a useful thing if the benefits and costs 
of the Hiraku<l Dam Project could be prepared on the basis on which economic 
effects of irrigation both direct and indirect have been surveyed by you for the . 
Godavari and Pravara canals. If your Institute would be willing to undertake 
this study could you give me an estimate of time and cost to enable me til 
put up the proposal before the Hirakud Control Board at· its next meeting on 
September 11, 1952. The area which will be c,overed by the surveys is about 
600,000 acres in Sambalpur District and about 800,000 acres in the Cuttack 
and Puri Districts of Orissa. I shall be glad to have a reply from you by the 
end of this month to enable me to include this item in the agenda of the Control 
Board. 

11. Professor Gadgil's reply dated 23rd August 1952. 

Dear Mr: Sain, 
, 

Your sincerely, 
Sdl- Kanwar Sain 

1 have to acknowledge with thanks your letter dated 15th August, 1952. 
I was very glad to hear of the interest of the Conlrol Board iu the question of ; 
assessing net economic benefits of river-valley projects. 

The problem of the appraisal of costs and benefits for a project in contem
plation or under construction is materially different from the assessment of 
benefits in case of a project completed many years ago. In the case of a project 
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still under construction the investigational methods adopted by us for assessing 
the benefits of the Godavari and Pravara canals could not be used. In the 

.latter case, conditions after irrigation. are known, and for assessing the difference 
made by irrigation some assumptions have to be made only regarding conditions 
before irrigation .. The positiPD is reversed in case of a project· still under con
struction. Here the problem is not one of measuring an actuality but one of 
forecasting what conditions in the future would be like, and of estimating 
the benefits on tl:\ebasis of the fore~st .. Forecasting future conditions involves 
the attempt to build I:!P as full a picture as· possible of conditions of economic 
activity in the tract after irrigation. The framing of such a picture is not easy 
and cannot be done by an economist working by himself. For example, 
future developments will depend to a material extent on land policies. The 
organi:ration of land use, the determination of size of holdings, the types of 
tenure allowed, etc. will vitally affect land utili:ration. Also, detailed projection 
of the pattern of land use by crop combination and rotation and the periods 
of timo and the outlay required to bring about given developments would be 
other essential pieces of data .. Moreover, for estimating the nature and costs 
of the large number of subsidiary public works on which planned development 
of a tract will depend, expert engineering advice would be necessary. The work 
of projection of eonditions in the future could thus be done only co-operatively; 
the minimum different types of authoritative advice, other than that of 
an economist, required for the purpose being those regarding ( i) land policy· 
decisions, (Ii) land utili:ration with special reference to cropping system, 
and (iii) public works. Such a body of experts working together will be 
able to evolve procedures for forecasting future conditions and on application 
of these to particular regions might be able to produce results which have some 
validity and significance. The actual field investigations today would be con
fined to assessing the present situation and the work of projecting the future 
would involve little field in,vestigation. I may refer in this connection. to the 
series of reports produced by the Columbia Basin Joint Investigations in the 
U.S.A. Though nothing equally elaborate is possible or necessary in India, 
the benefits and costs would have to be assessed in a similar manner through 
co-6perative work .of experts in different fields. 

'c. I., '_." 

I feel that the Central Water and Power Commission should examine this 
approach not only for the Hirakud Project but also for developing a general 
methodology regarding apprais~ of ~sts and benefits of alllarge-scaie projects 
undertaken Of to be undertaken in India. In my opinion an economist working 
by himself could not do the whole work. However, in case the Commission 
or the Control Board are interested in working out my suggestion in a general 
way. or liS f(:lf, any. particmar project, I shall be glad personally and through the 
niso\lIlleS' of 1M Institute to CO'1operatein the effort. . 

Your sincerely, 

Sd/- D. R. GadgiJ 
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Ill. Mr. :;ajn's letter in reply daled 25th. ,(~t, 1952. 

Dear Mr. Gadgil. 

Thank you for your letter dated August 23, 1952. 

235 

2. . I was fully aware of the difference between assessing a projeet which has' 
been completed and a project which is yet under construction. I, however, 
thought that the experience gained in the former would be ofvalue in assening 
the benefits from the latter. After all we cail forecast the (utitre only in the 
light of the el(perience gained in the past. If this cannot be done then thd 
Cl(perience of the past serves only a very partial advantage to the Society. 

3. 1 also ag..ee that the forecasting of the future is not so easy nor may it 
be entirely the work of an economist. An along I have been thinidng that 
whosoever works on the problem ·would have- the benefit of experience of the 
engineers woridng on the project as well as of the revenue and land authorities 
of the Government of Orissa. What I was anxious to obtain is the experienco 
of an economist who has worked on a completed project suc~ as Godavari 
and Pravara Canals. -

4. I am keen that a proper assessment of some of the irrigation schorn;" 
should be made. I shall be grateful if you personally and through the re
sources of the Institute could co-operate in the efforts: I shall be glad to know 
further the way and the terms in which your Institute would be prepared to 
co-operate in this elIort. 

S. . ............ ~ ... 

Yours sincerely. 
Sdl- Kanwar Sain . 

IV. Professor Gadgil's Tetter dated 2nd October, 1952 to Mr. Sain. 

Dear Mr. Sain, 

I enclose herewith a note* Prepared by the Institute regarding the survey: 
for assessing benefits of the Hirakud Projeet. The note has been made fairlY 
detailed. In case, however, y~u desire any el(planatioai;- or elaborations'Of 
any points I shall be glad to furnish thttn. . . . , .. 

• This nolo is printed in Chapter n 

. . 
Yours sincerely, 

Sdl- D. R. Gadgil 
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Y. Resolution (No. S F) of 2nd January. 1954. of the Government of Orissa 
in the Finance Department. 

The question of having a comprehensive economic survey of Orissa was 
under the consideration of the State Government for some time past. In the 
absence of such a survey Government are handicapped in framing the right 
economic and fiscal policies as the basic data required for the purpose can 
only be had through such a comprehensive survey. The proposal could not 
bo proceeded with so far because of the lack of trained and experienced per
$onnol for undertaking the survey. 

2. . At the instance of tho Governmont of India tho Gokhale Institute of 
Politics and Economics. Poona, agreed to undertake an enquiry into the 
economic benefits resulting from the construction of the Hirakud Dam and 
prepared a scheme for. the purpose. A Copy of the scheme is given in the 
Appendix to this Resolution. It was originally intended that the economic 
enquiry would form a part of the Hlrakud Dam Project and its cost would 
be debited to the project.. Subsequently, however, it was suggested that the 
cost of this enquiry should not be debited to the project, but should be borne 
by the Government of Orissa. After careful consideration of the matter, the 
State Government have decided to undertake the financial responsibility for 
the proposed enquiry by the Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, 
Poona, . as this enquiry could form a part of tho- comprehensive Economic 
Survey. of the State under their contemplations and the presence of the staff 
of the Institute in the State in connection with Hirakud Dam enquiry could 
be utilized for training local personnel in carrying out the proposed economic 
survey In the other parts of the State. 

3. The Finance Minister, accompanied by Dr. S. Misra, the Head of the 
Department of Economics, Ravenshaw College, Cuttack, went to Poona in 
November 1953 and had detailed discussions with Professor D. R. Gadgil, 
Director, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics and other members 
of the staff of the Institute ill connection with the proposed economic survey 
and enquiry. Though it was the intention of Government that the Institute 
would be entrusted with the work of planning and carrying out the economic 
survey of the entire State, for various reasons, the Institute did not find itself 
in, a position to extend its survey work beyond the area affected by the Hirakud 
Dam. However, the Director of the Institute has kindly agreed that the Insti
tuto would give its expert advice regarding the design and plan of the enquiry, 
methods of its conduct, recruitment and training of staff, etc. for the other 
areas of the State as well, though the actual conduct of the survey of ihese 
areas and the preparation of the report on the findings of the enquiry would 
not be directly undertaken by the Institute. It has, therefore, been deeided 
that the proposed economic survey and onquiry would be divided into two 
parts, A and B for each of which a separate organization would be set up 
though both the organizations would work with full co-operation and con
sultation with one another. 
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Part A of the survey will consist of the enquiry into the economic benefits 
of the Hirakud Dam. This work would be undertaken by the Gokhale Insti
tute and will be carried out by that body. Shri N. V. Sovani. Assistant Director 
of the Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, will be placed in fulf 
charge of this enqniry and will visit Orissa as and when necessary. A lump 
grant will be made to the Institute for meeting the cost of the proposed enquiry 
and the Institute would set up a local field organization with its headquarters 
in Hirakud a,rea.· The Government of Orissa have agreed to lend the Institute 
the senrices of such local administrative and field staff as may be necessary 
for the conduct of the enquiry. Tho terms of reference of the proposed enquiry 
will be communicated to the Institute separately. 

Part B of the enquiry will be concerned with the economic survey ofthe whole 
State and will be placed unqer the charge of Dr. S. Misra, Head of the Depart
ment of Economics, Ravenshaw College. Cuttack. This will repeat most of 
the enquiries designed by the Institute for the survey of the Hirakud area in 
the rest of the State and will also supplement this with specific enquiries directed 
towards getting additional data necessary and useful for the main objectives 
of the economic survey. The organization of the Gollile Institute in the· 
Hirakud area will also carry out these supplementary enquiries for the State 
survey within the project area. The terms of reference for Part B of the survey 
will also be decided separately. A separate lump sum would be placed at the 
disposal of Dr. Misra for meeting the expenses of the cost of the survey in 
other areas of the State. 
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ADDITIONAL DATA ON AGRICULTURE IN SAMBALPUR, 
CUTTACK AND PURL 

(A) FARM ,BUSINESS. 

SAMBALPUR ZONE 

Size of Farms: Table No. S.l gives a distribution of the fanns according 
to the size of their cultivated holdings. The average size of the cultivated 
holding was 5.2 acres; nearly 58 per cent of the cultivators, however, had 
holdings of less than 5 acres in size. The distribution of cultivators in different 
size groups was fairly uniform; only the very smallest were considerably less 
in number in the Sambalpur zone than in the Delta. The concentration of 
cultivated land holdings was, however, pronounced~ cultivators with less 
than 5 acres of cultivated land, accounting for 38 per cent of the total fanners, 
cultivated only 27 per cent of the total cultivated land. On the other hand, 
the 11.7 per cent biggest cultivators with more than 10 acres of cultivated land 
each, cultivated in all over one-third (34.2 per cent) of the total cultivated land. 

The average land revenue payable per acre came to Re. 0.86 and there was 
no noticeable difference in this respect between the different groups of culti
vators. 

Family Members: Table No. S.2 gives the composition of the sample farm 
families classified by the size of their cultivating holdings and the distribution 

,of their members by sex, age, occupation, etc.· The average size of the culti
vator's family was about five. The bigger cultivators had larger families than 
smaller cultivators. It might be due to the prevalence of joint family system 
in the larger size classes. 

The proportion of earners to total members in each size' class increased 
from 44 per cent in the smallest size class to 62 per cent in the fifth size class 
and then declined in the higher classes following. It is precisely these size 
classes that reported employment of annual fann servants. As the size increased 
a larger number of family members may be employed on the fann, but after 
a stage, fann labourers were employed to do the increasing work, children 
and women keeping mostly out of it. 

Females were mostly pa,.rt-time workers on home fanns, assisting in opera
tions like weeding and harvesting. As the size of holdings increased, propor
tion of female earners to total adult females declined. Very few of them 
reported any subsidiary occupation. 
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Land Utilization: Table No. S.3 presents· information regarding the reasons 
f.or keeping the land fallow on sample farms. All land occupied for cultivation 
was not put under crops during the year 195.$-6. About 9 per cent of the' 
total "cultivated land" was fallow. More than SO per cent of this land remained 
fallow during the year due to "want of seed" with the farmer; nearly 12 per 
cent was reported unculturable; for the reJnainder no reasons wire given for 
its being fallow. 

The gross cropped area during the year alllounted to 739.90 acres. Table 
No. S.4 gives the distribution of this area under different crops. The complete 
dependence of this region on a single crop, paddy, is obvious from the Table. 
Nearly 92 per cent of the gross cropped area or about 80 per cent of the net 
cultivated area was under paddy. Pulses were grown on 3.74 per cent of the 
gross cropped area, groundnut on 1.65 per cent and sugarcane on 0.85 per 
cent only. The area cropped more than once was less than one per cent of the 
gross cropped area, and that meant that a very small proportion of the land 
was cultivated more than once during a year. Pulses and gralllS were grown 
both as klwrif and rabi crops and the land that grew these as also groundnut, 
etc. waS not put under rice. These lands were mostly At or upper Mal lands, 
unsuitable for paddy cultivation. . 

A little over seven per cent of the gross cropped area was reported to be 
irrigated. Irrigation was purely seasonal and protective, confined to the 
kharif season when the tanks and bandhs were quite full due to rains. They 
were too inadequate to serve any irrigated crop during the rabi season. The 
bigger cultivators aCCQunted for more than half of the reported irrigated area. 

One of the most iDlportant factors that went to determine the quality of land 
in this region was its situation. The undulating surface of the country-side 
was responsible for this. The lands situated at the highest level were called 
At lands; these were inferior lands, sometimes rocky and most
ly liable to erosion. The fields here were not levelled or ridged and in 
most cases had a very thin topsoil. Lands slig4tly lower down the slope were 
called M allands, the lowest lands being Balwf, the best lands of the region. 
This land got plenty of water supply and had a thicker layer of better soil. 
BerM lands were situated where two slopes met and thus got water from both 

• directions. Bercha was a specially 'prepared land for growing cash crops like 
sugarcane or garden crops. The 60 odd types of land classified in the Samba/pur 
Settlement kport can be reduced to these five main categories. 

According to our survey the total cultivated area was divided among these 
five land classes in the following proportions: (See table on next page). 

The figures show wide divergence except for BerM and Bercha lands. The 
proportions of At and Mal lands at th~ tiDle of the Settlement during the 
twenties of this century were put at 37 and 31 per cent respectively, in the 
whole District of Sambalpur and the whole Sonepur State. Our. Survey for 
the commanded region puts At at about 12 and Mal at about 42 per cent. 
Balwlland, on the other hand was about 28 per cent according to our survey, 
whereas it was only IS per cent at the tillle of the Settlement. 
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• 
Setlletmn,· 

LfPld Our SU.WJY Samba/pur , S01I4pur Stal. Total of 
C/au Dlslrlcl Sambalpur aud 

Sonepur 

At 12·27 38·00 32'00 37·00 

,Mal 41·73 34·00 20'00 31·00 

Den:ha &: Bari 2·S3 2·00 2'00 2·00 

Bema 15·42 ' 14·00 ' 21'00 IS'OO 
Dahal 27'86 12·00 2S·00 15·00 

Unspecified 00·19 00·00 00·00 00·00 

100·00 100·00 100·00 100'00 

* Settlement Reports of Sambalpur district and Sonepur State quoted in the Reporl 
Olt Ih. DI,.cl Bon.flts from Irrlgallolt of tho Hlrllkud Dam Project (Sambalpur Zone ), 
Superintenden!, Orissa Government Press, Cuttack. 1947. 

These differences may be real or spurious. Assuming the classification 
made at the time of the land settlement to be correct there are two reasons 
why they may be differenttoday. Firstly. the settlement figures quoted above 
pertain to the whole district of SambaJpur and the entire Sonepur State. where
as the commanded area of the Hirakud canal system covers only parts of both. 
The bulk of this commanded area was in the Bargarh plains, leaving the 'high 
land and mountainous al'ea of Sambalpur out of account. The proportion of 
the higher A.t land was thils likely to be considerably less in these plains than 
in the upland region. The presumption is reinforced by the fact that in Sonepur 
State through which two big rivers-the Mahanadi and the Tel-flow and which. 
therefore. is at least partly.' situated in their valleys. the proportion of the 
higher land A.t was less than in Sambalpur. Secondly, lands classified as At 
Mal or Berna do not necessarily remain the same all throughout. With proper 
ridging and levelling At lands can and do become Mal and Mal lands are con
verted into Berna or Behal by lowering the level of the land by digging out. 
the fields. The Settlement classifi~tion was made over three decades ago. 
Lot of things including a world war had taken place since then. It is only 
natural that the area of Bahal. Berna or Mal lands should have increased at 
the cos.! of the At land~. Indeed At land was generally considered unsuitable 
for paddy cultivation; proper ridging and levelling for this purpose auto
matically transferred this land to the Mal group. At the time of the Settle
inent only 76 per cent of the net cultivated area was reported to be under paddy. 
Today, according to data obtained through our survey, the area under paddy 
was 85 per cent of the total. 

A less important factor in this connection may be mentioned here. Bahal 
lands being the best. usually did not go out of cultivation. unless one decided 
o dig a pond or build a house on tho Bahal field. Such instances were, how-
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ever, not many. Inferior At land may on the other hand, be put to a variety 
. of lIOn-agricultural uses. 

The above factors go to indicate the forces that might have affected the land 
classification in the region since the last Settlement operation. We have no 
concrete measure of the intluence of these forces. The latest official figures 
are of the Settlement in the 'twenties; even a detailed examination of the 
Patwari records could not reveal any changes, since tlie Potwar; was not sup
posed to record the changes in the type of land at any time between two settle-. 
ment operations. In any event our survey figures may be taken as indicating 
the broad classification of land as it exists today. 

Assets: For purposes of farm business analysis only three items of assets 
have been taken into account, owned land, livestock and farm implements. 
Farm building should also have been taken into account, but it was not possible 
during the investigations to' obtain information about residential and farm 
buildings separately, the store houses or godowns being in most places parts 
of the residential houses, .. nd in some cases there being no separate godowns 
or store rooms. The other assets of the farmer, like houses (including home
stead land), Bank deposits, loans advanced, etc. are separately noted in the 
Table No. S.S .. 

Over 92 per cent of the total ass'llts of sample farms were accounted for by 
land owned by the farmer. Livestock came next with 6.60 'per cent, the smallest 
being farm implements (1.23 per cent). • 

The value of owned land per acre was reported on an average to be about 
Rs. 680. This was an average for the different types of land. There was, 
however, considerable difference between the values of various types of land. 
The following table shows the estimated values of the different types of land 
in this region at the timo of our survey:-

At Rs. 500 
Mal Rs. 594 

'Berna Rs. 694 
Bercha Rs. 811 
Bohal RI. 852 

Average Rs. 680 

These were based on the estimates of farmers about the ~alue of their ow~ 
lands. In this the value of AI and Mal lands appeared to have been: somewha~ 
overestimated. . . , . . 

Most of the farmers owned most of the land they cultivated. The value 
of this asset per family went on increasing as the size of the cultivated holding 
of the families increased. 

The same can be said' of livestock. The' average value of livestock per 
farm was reported to be Rs. 246/-. A comparison of the value of this asset 
for different groups of farmers, however, showed only an erratic trend since 
estimated value of livestock varied from farm to farm. 
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The average value of implements per family came to about Rs. 48/- and 
that per acre of net cultivated area to about Rs. 9. Excepting for the group 
of the very smallest cultivators there was no noticeable difference in the average 
per acre value of implements among the different groups. The slight differences 
were due mainly to the possession of bullock"Carts by some cultivators. 

Livestock: Table No. S. 6 gives the number and value of livestock of sample 
farms classified by size. As we noted above, 144 of the total number of sample 
farms possessed bullocks (draught animals). The net cultivated area per 
pair of bullocks increases as we move from the smaller .to the larger cultivated 
holdings, illustrating the nature of these overheads in farm business. The 
same, however, cannot be said of cows and other livestock. The smaller 
cultivators ( those with less than five acres per family) reported a smaller number 
of cows per farm than the bigger ones. This was mostly due to the diffi· 
culty of feeding them, dairy being a business of no importance in the region. 
Therefore, it was only those farmers who had more land and greater resources 
who could afford to keep cows. There were 2·4 bullocks reported per family. 
But families with less than 3 acres of cultivated land had less than a pair on 
an average. Indeed nine families in the smaller groups had no bullocks. 
Seven had only one and the rest a pair or more. These proportions were 
different for the upper groups where most farms had at least a pair, only 3 
reporting one and one reporting no bullock. The other kinds of livestock 
were of little significance. Most of the bullocks were purchased. Indeed 
the home-bred bullocks formed less than 20 per cent of the total number of 
bullocks. The stock in the region was inferior. 

Table No. S.7 presents information about the sale and purchase of live
stock on sample farms. There was very little of sale or purchase of livestock 
reported. Only one bullock was reported to have been sold during the year 
whereas 13 were reported ,as purchased. With regard to cows and others 
no sales or purchases were reported. The value of sales amounted to only 
about 12 per cent of the value of purchases. This big gap can be explained 
by the fact that livestock dealers 'were mostly people who did not belong to 
the region under our survey and were naturally not likely to feature in the 
sample. If this is so, it means that the supply centres were located outside 
the commanded region. Any increase in the demand for bullock labour as 
a result of the extension of irrigation and consequent intensive farming, may 
be reflected, immediately at least, in increased purchase of bullocks and the 
impact may mostly be on places and people outside the region. 

Eleven bullocks ( or abou~ three per cent of the total number of bullocks) 
were reported to have died during the year. . The purchases during the year, 
therefore, made up for this and sale. On the other hand, deaths, etc. among 
milch and other cattle were made up by births; no purchases were made. 

Income from Livestock: Table No. S. 8 presents information about the 
produce and sale of livestock products during 1955-6 on sample of farms 
classified by size. As we saw above, draught animals ( bullocks) outnumber-
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ed cows and calves in the region. Excluding calves, on an average there was 
only one cow per family (there were no buffaloes). But there was hardly any 
milk yield reported .. Only one family out of 154 surveyed had reported 14 
seers of milk yield during the year. With regard to the others, it appeared 
milk yield had gone unreported. Though to the extent that these yields 
have been under-reported the total income and receipts would be understated, 
it is quite clear that the milk yield in the region was insignificant. Farmyard 
manUl'e was the only livestock product reported. 

Farm Implements: Table No. S. 9 presents information 'about farm imple
ments on sample farms classified by size. All farm implements were either 
purchased or made to order. In this region no improved farm implements, 
like iron ploughs, pumps, etc. were used. Even the irrigation equipment was 
rather simple. The wooden ploughs needed to be changed every two-three 
years. We found almost all groups of farmers reporting some purchase. 
The total value of pUl'chases came to about 9 per cent of the total value of· 
existing implements. This may be taken to be the average rate of deprecia
tion of farm implements. 

Investment-Disinvestment: Table No. S. 10 presents information about 
the investment and disinvestment during 1955-6 on sample farms in SambalpUl' 
zone. Considering investments in physical assets of the farm and their 
improvement and also disinvestments we found that there was an overall net 
investment in farm business in the region. Except a stray sale of a bullock 
there was no other disinvestment of physical assets reported. 

The per family investment in physical assets of the farm during the year 
amounted to Rs. 20·7. This was a little over five per cent of the total value 
of assets per farm. About 30 per cent of this investment went into purchase 
of land,.29 per cent into purchase of livestock, some 20 per cent into purchase 
of farm implements and nearly 16per cent.was spent on making permanent 
improvements to land. 

The overall picture was one of insignificant investment expenditure. Taking 
each asset separately we find that the total investment expenditure on land 
(pUl'chase and land improvement considered together) was only a fraction of 
one per cent of the total value of land owned. Similarly with regard to live
stock, the investment expenditure amounted only to three per cent of 
the total value of this asset. In case of implements it was about nine per cent. 

Most of these investment expenditures were made by farmers with hold
ings between three lind ten acres, a little over half of the farmers surv~ed. 
Farmers with less than one aere and thase with more than 10 aeres reported 
only small' expenditures on purchase of implements and improvements to 
land. 

Besides these, there were other types of investment expenses incurred by 
farmers. Some of these like expenditure on construction of residential houses 
or purchase of gold bullion or ornaments might be excluded from farm b,usines 
account. If, however, financial investment and disinvestment expenditures. 
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like repayment or borrowing are taken into account this net. investment 
situation will practically vanish. because. though debts to the tune of 
Rs. 1.904 were repaid during the year, fresh borrowings amounted to Rs. 5,097 
resulting in a net borrowing of Rs. 3.193. This means that on the whole 
the farmers showed a net disinvestment to a very slight extent. If the other 
investments not directly connected with farm business are also taken into 
account the position will again become one of net ,investment. But either 
way the figure was too small and insignificant. There was hardly any invest
ment or disinvestment activity, excepting normal routine purchases of bullocks 
and implements which were in the nature of replacement expenditure. 



TABLE No. S.l 

Sambalpur Zone: Distribution of 8ample farms according to the area (in acres) Cultivated" owned, etc., (during 
1955-6) 

- Cultivated area Tottll owned arM 

Averogs Averogs 
GTOup3 Ar"" No_ %ofth. Total Owned Learedin 8ize of A.'~Q Out 0/' LtmtI 

Total culliva· thl8 Revenue 
Area %ofth. Area % of net Area %o/lkt led leared ]HIYable 

Total cultl· cultl- holding out PUfLQI 

VQled VlII.d (&-) 

1 Less than 1 ·00 12 7-79 6-90 0'86 '·35 77-54 I-55 22·46 0'58 20·21 14'86 0'98 

2 
,-. -

110'l-99 27 17'53 40'69 Hl6 35·14 86'36 5-55 13·64 1'51 37'85 2·71 0·73 

3 2102·99 18 11-69 45'63 5-67 43·43 95·18 2-20 4·82 2'54 44'90 1'47 H12 

4 3 to 3-99 22 14-29 75·59 9-40 73-44 !17 '16 'Z-lS 2·84 3-44 73-44 0'84 

5 4to 4-99 U '7-14 49'33 6-13 46-58 94-43 2·75 5'57 4·48 47·83 1-25 0'88 

6 5 to 6-99 28 18'18 161'64 20-10 '144-61 89-46 17·03 10-54 5-77 144'61 1-03 

7 7109-99 18 11-69 148-62 18'48 142'87 96-13 5-75 3-87 8'26 142'87 0-86 

8 10 ·00 and abo ... 18 11-69 275-72 34·30 262·74 95·29 12·98 4'71 lS-32 266'43 3'69 0'58 

• • ,Total 154 100% 804-12 100% 754-16·' 93-79. 49·96 6'21 '-22 778 '14 23 ·98 0'80 . 



TABLE No. 8.2 N> ... 
Samba./pur Zone: Distribution of 1n6mber8 of 8ample farm famili68 by 8ex, age, main and BUbsidia1Jl occupation, 

... 
cla8sified by the size of the cultivated holding8 of the families 

FQmiiy members Male members Female members Male earners Female earners Total earners l"I 
Groups· ("l 

0 
Male Female Total Adult Non-adult Adult Non-adult Adult Non-adult Adult Non-adult Male Female Total Z 

-0 
0:: -("l 

1 2.3 28 51 15 8 16 12 15 7 15 7 22 '" 0 

2 49 51 100 32 17 34 17 29 I 27 30 27 57 'OJ 

>-
3 37 36 73 26 11 2.2 14 24 I 16 I 25 17 42 0:: 

46 24 
El 

4 54 100 34 12 30 31 1 2S 1 32 26 58 ~ 
';' 
." 

S 32 29 61 17 IS 18 11 16 2 10 18 10 28 c:: = ... 
6 73 70 143 SO 23 SO 20 44 3 34 47 34 81 0 rn 

t'l 

7 SS 66 121 39 16 -47 19 35 3 27 38 27 6S 1<1 

< 
8 68 61 129 39 29 41 20 3S 21 3S 21 56 

l'1 
:a 

'" >-
0:: 

Tolal 383 39S 778 252 131 258 137 229 II 167 2 240 169 409 

* These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. S. I. 



:-s 
;.. TABLE No. S.2-(Contd.) ..., 

\ 

Sambalpur Zone: Distribution of members of sample farm families by se:&, -age, main a.nd subsidiary occupation, 
classified by the size of the cultivated holding8 of the families 

MaJ~ adult ~arnersf occupations Female Adult earner8~ occupations Non-adult earners' occupat/oll8 
Groups· 

Agriculture Labour Olher Agriculture Labour. Other Agricul- Labour Olher 
occupa- occupa ... ture OCCU/1Q'"' 

Full- Parl- Agileul- Non- lions Flill- Part- Asricul- Non- lions lions 
n"", Time lure Agricul- Tune Time lure Agricul-

lure ture 

1 8 3 1 3 6 1 

2 2S 1 1 2 25 1 1 1 

3 22 2 14 2 2 

4 26 2 1 2 1 22 2 1 1 

5 14 1 1 1 9 1 1 

6 40 1 2 1 4 29 1 1 2 

7 31 1 .3 24 3 1 2 

8 31 1 1 2. 1 20 

Total 191 1 9 9 13 7 149 3 4 4 6 7 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No_ S. 1. 



TABLE No.S.2-(Contd.) t<> .... 
.mbalpur Zone: Distribution of members of sample farm families by sex, '(Lge, main and 8ubsidiary occupation, 

00 

classified by the size of the cultivated holdings of the familiew. 

Male adult earners with subsidiary occupations Female adult earners with subsidiarY occupations . Number of Number of I'l 
ups·, migrants fOT aI/ached n 

0 
Agriculture Labour Olher Agriculture Labour Olher work during farm Z 

occupations occupations the part of senants 0 
15: 

Agriculture Non- Agriculture Non- the year 5 
AgrlculturJ< Agriculture rn 

0 
"l 

> 
1 6 1 3 2 I 2 I 15: 

2 4 12 2 , 1 S , 2 ~ 

3 7 3 4 2 1 3 
:;l 
"CI 

4 I 13 I 5 1 2 I ~ 
0 

S I 4 4 2 I 2 rn 
I'l 

6 I 6 2 8 6 S 7 =" 

~ 7 3 7 2 3 2 2 4 
t:! 

8 1 4 4 22 > 
15: 

Total 16 SO 12 34 8 18 1 37 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of rarms as in Table No. S. t. 



TABLE No. S.8 

Sambalpur Zone: Reported reason8 for the cultivated land (area in acres) in the 8a.mple remaining fallow (dur-
ing 1955-6) 

ReasofU 011 allow 

Groups· Total Shortage 01 WQJlt ollatm Want 01 Sandy High and stony Others ... RetUOnsnol 
lallow seeds Implements~ ~/cw money stated 

1 0·25 O'OS 0·20 
:.-

2 .0'94 0·38 0·16 0·40 ~ , 
3 2·13 0'6! 0·12 0'25 0'50 0·65 ~ 
4 2·97 2'22 0'60 0·15 ~ 

;:; 
S 4·93 4·10 0·83 

Ii 11·31 4·39 0·26 4'41 2·25 

7 10'68 Ii ·23 1·32 3 '13 

8 35'95 19'76 2·07 14 '12 

Total 69 '16 31·69 0'12 0'26 0'65 8 '51 0'60 21 '33 

I l!Q 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number OHlll'lll$ as inTable No. S. I. 
.... 
<I> 



TABLE No. 8.4 N 
en 

.sambalpur Zone: Distribution of the· net cultivated area in the sGmp!e farms classified by the size (area 
Q 

in acres) of their cultivated holdings, under different crops (dwring 1955-6) 

.Group* Paddy Wheal Other Total . Green Black Kulthi Chana Total Ground~ Other Jute 
~ cereal. cereals gram ,gram pulsuand nut oil-leeds 0 

graml andcona ... Z 
mmtsand ~ spice. -g 

0 
"!I 

1 6,08 o·n 6·21) 0'05 0-05 I>-

Z 38·08 38·08 0-60 0·30 0·\10 0·35 II: 

§ 
3 40-18 40·18 1'65 1-00 Z'6S 

~ 4 68-ZI 0·50 68-'1 I'ZS 0'46 O·ZS 1-96 o-n 
5 41-95 41-95 1-10 1-10 0-05 

0 
0'10 1·00 '" l'l 

6 133 ·48 0-68 0·58 134·14 3·93 4-01 1·80 Z-OO 11·74 4·27 0-51 0·07 \01 -<\ 

1 128 ·14 0·10 0·50 128'74 0-30 2-66 1-00 0·50 4-46 Z-70 0-15 0·21) ~ 
'" 8 224·30 0-97 Z-OO m-Z7 4-60 0-21) 4-80 2·96 1-60 0'04 :0-
Il: 

Total 680-42 I-lS 3-70 685-27 5-53 14-08 5-30 2-75 27-66 12-21) Z-31 0-31 

• These groups have the same acreages. and the same number of farms as in Table No. S. 1 .. 



-1"ABLE No. S.4-(Contd.) 

Sambalpur Zone: Distributilm of the net cultivated area in tke 8ample farms classified by the size (area 
in acres) of their cultivated holdings, under different crops (during 1965-6) 

Aroo i"/gated during 
Groups· SugorCQM Potato 'Yq~/ob/es Total OrcJumb Gross Fallow ATeO crop- Net cultl- tA~ cu"~nt year 

and oth.,3 croppedorra petimore WIled t17etJ 

than once Net Gross 

1 0-.40 6-65 IHiS 0-25 6-90 0'40 0-40 

2 0·37 0-28 39-98 39-98 0-94 0·23 40·(;9 0-12 0'12 
~ 
~ 

3 0'17 0·75 43·75 43·75 2-13 0·25 45'63 0'42 0-12 t:ll 
Z .. 0'53 0'95 72-97 0·05 73-112 2-97 0-40 75-59 4-45 4-45 ~ -5 0-20 44-40 0-25 44-65 4·93 0·25 49'33 4-95 4-95 
... 

(; 1·32 0-28 152'33 O.gg 152 -I. 11·31 2'08 161-64 4-53 4'53 

7 1-41 0-05 0-73 138-44 138-44 10-68 0-50 148 -62 9-41 9-41 

8 2·52 0-15 0'66 240-00 1-00 241-00 35-95 1-23 275-72 30-95 30-95 

Total 6-32 0·20 4-25 738·52 1-38 739·90 69·16 4·94 804'12 55'23 55.23 

/ l\) 
• These groups have tbe some acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. S. I. ... ... 



TABLE No_ S.5 1)0 
en 

Sambalpur.Zone: Total farm and other assets and outstanding debts of sample farms classified by th/i size (area l':> 

in acres) of t1teir cultivated holdings (during 1955-6) ( Value in Rs_) 

Farm assets Other assets Grand Outstandu18 debts 
total l':I -Land (own) Valueo! Valueo! lIalue' Per cent of 0 

Groups· Implement Livestock Total Other Total value of 0 
value value value homestead non-farm financial Qssets farm Z 

0 
Area Value /andand implements assets assets ::s: I -houses 0 

U> . 

J 20.-21 12,541 248 1,247 14,036 .9,280 23,316 110 0·78 
0 

9,280 "!I 
(89 -35:Y.,) (I -77%) (8-88%) (IOO:Y,,) ~ 

~ 37-85 25,456 366 3,307 29,129 U,515 20 11,535 40,664 1,713 5-88 ::s: 
(87 -39%), (1-26%) (1l'35%) (IOO:Y,,) ? 

3 44-90 29,318 429 1,648 31,395 8,230 8,230 39,625 1,203 3-83 :j' , 
(93 -38%) (1-37%) (5-2S%) (I00%) 

, 
'" 4 73-44 42,544 497 3,626 46,667 20,460 10 20,470 67,137 1,060 2-27 c: 

(91 -17%) (1-06%) (7-77%) (100%) . ~ 
0 S 47-83 31,208 387 2,084 33,679 12,000 100 12,100 45,779 1,482 4-40 U> 

(92 -66:Y.,) (I-IS%) (6·19:Y,,) (IOO:Y,,) t!'l 

I" 6 144'61 90,995 1,791 8,279 101,065 26,850 26,850 127,915 3,988 3'95 
~ (90·04%) (I '77%) (8 '19%) (IOO:Y,,) 

7 142·87 90,814 857 7,090 98,761 16,405 16,405 115,166 1,016 1'03 \0 

(91 ·95 r") (0'87%) (7-18:Y,,) (IOO%) • ~ 
8 266-43 204,668 2,471 10,584 217,723 53,330 200 920 54,450 272,173 6,131 2-82 Ii: 

(94-00~~ (H4%) (4'86%) (100%) 

Total 778 -14 527,544 7,046 37,865 572,455 158,070 320 930 159,320 731,775 16,703 2-92 
(92 -IS%) (1-23%) {6-62:Y'> (tOO%) 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of fanns as in Table No. S. 1~ 
-~""~~--.", .. 



TABLE No. S.6 

Sambalpur Zone: The 1lUmber and value of different kinds of livestocll on the sample farms cla8sified 
by the size (area in acres) of tlieir cultivated holdings (at the beginning of 1955-6) (Value in Rs,) 

Drollght CDIII. Milch CQIII. Calvn Value of Totol Numb., "i jamilies with draught (lnimai 
other Jive- val •• of 

Group" NI., Value No. Value No, Valu. /Sloek livestock Nil One Two Mo,.than 
two 

1 12 717 7 395 6 115 20 1,247 6 6 

2 49 2,870 9 318 2· 35 84 3,307 1 5 19 2 > 
'" '" 3 31 1,330 9 220 6 90 8 1,648 2 2 13 1 
l'J 
Z 
t::) 

4 47 3,107. 11· 404 10 85 30 3,626 I 2 15 4 ~ 
1:1 

S 21 1,740 5 255 3 35 54 2.084 1 7 3 

6 75 5,745 . 40 1,712 . 31 709 113 8.279 17 11 

1 62 4,786 43 1,759 33 544 1 7.090 7 11 

8 69 6,495 36 2,600 48 1,453 36 10.584 6 12 

1O/a/ 372 26.790 160 7,663 139 3,066 346 37,865 10 10 90 44 

* These groups have the same acreases and the same number of farms as in Table No. S. 1. 
to 
en 
I:<> 



TABLE No. S.7 

Sambalpur Zone: The purchase, sale, death, birth, etc., of different kinds of livestock on the samtple farms, 
arranged by size in acres,(during the year and the number at the end of 1955-6) (Value in Rs.l 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

3 175 
1 35 
3 266 
3 200 
1 180 
2 106 

Purchase 

Totm 13 962 -

- 175 

- 35 
-266 1 120 
-200 
-180 
-106 

- -962 1120 

&lIe 

-120 

Dealh and disposal 

1701272 

222 
4 107 1 15 -122 

5371 352 - 429 
I 4 I 15 19 
1 3 _'_ 

- - - 120 11 488 9 152 3 4 644 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No, S'I. 

Birlhand 
acquiring 

2 

3 
2 

6 

8 10 

15 16 

Tolal No. Qllhe 
end of the yeQ1' 

12 
52 

32 

45 
30 
71 
63 

68 

373 

13 

12 
15 

20 
8 

71 

77 
89 

I 
2 
5 

17 
15 

I 

2S 

305 66 



TABLE No. 8.8 

Sambalpur Zone: Li'IJeetQC/c produce and Bale on sample farms clasBi lied by the Bize in acres (during 1955-6) 

Groups'> Milk Farm yard I11QI1UI'B Dung cakes Total of all items 

QlHl1flil), In mils. (Volue in Rs.) (Value in Rs.) (Value in Rs.) (Value in Rs.) 

I -t 143'00 (80'91%) 33·75 (l9-09%) 176-75 (tOO%) 

2 0·35 7-00 (1'16%) 323-00 (53-33:YJ 275-62 (45-51 %) 605'62 (IOO%) 

3 275-50 (63 -94%) 155 -37 (36-o6%) 430-87 (100%) 
> 

~ ... 
4 352-00 (5S -83%) 246-37 (41-17:YJ 598-37 (100%) ... 

l>I 
Z 

200-00 (61-lS%) 126-87 (3S-S2%) 326-S7 (100%) 1:1 
~ ... 

6 879-50 (17-34%) 257-75 (22-66%) 1,137 -25 (100%) ~ 

7 546-00 (11-68%) 156-87 (22-32%) 702-87 (100%) 

8 1,IS7 -00 (87 -49%) 16S'44 (12-51%) 1,322 -44 (l00%) 

Total 0·35 7-00 ( -Illl%) 3,S76-00 (13-12%) 1,418-04 (26-75%) 5,301-04 (IOO%) 

t No sales reported_ 

* These groups have the same acreages and the same number of fanns as in Tahle No. S. I. 



TABLE No. 8.9 "" en 
Sambalpur Zone: Value of farm implements, their sale and purchase on sample farms classified by size in en 

acres. (during 1955-6) (Val~ in Rs.) 
c 

Value o/implemmlS at Value {)limplem~nlS per Value o/implemenl' pur- Value o/implemenl. sold Value 0/ Implement. dis-
l':! 

Groups· 1M bej;nning o/Ihe year farm chased during 1M year during 1M year carded os useless during n 
0 lheyear Z 
0 
Ol: 
;:; 

1 248 20'67 15·62 0·75 '" 0 
-.! 

2 366 13 '56 61·00 8·00 > 
I!: 

3 429 23 ·83 28·25 1·50 ?l 
>i 

4 43·06 -497 . 22'59 110·94 • 
'" c::: 

5 387 38'18 8-00 
I" 

25 -15 '" 0 

'" 6 1,791 63'96 103037 101'87. l'.! 
~ -7 857 47·61 90·44 <: 

201·69 !:l 
8 2,471 137 ·2& 65·62 137 -Oil ~ 

I!: 

Total 7,046 45'75 618 ·24 3%,68 



TABLE No. S.10 

Sambalpur Zone: Investment and Disinvestment on 8ample farms clas8ified by size in acres (during 1955-6) 
PAR,T I-INVESTMENT (Valu. In ltt.) 

~ .. 
2 .. ~ ~" ~ i· ~ Total purchtlSt! of lawd ~ " .. ~ "'l: --~l ~ ~~ 2 .~~ ~ ~~ l! .a -Group.s* :'i .~ .8 2 
:'i H - l! 

~ ~ 4rea Va/u. =-ti ~1! .. " 
~I ~l IS ~o !i 2 ~ a 

'(acres) (ltt.) IS:: ~~ 1i~ ]! a] i:: ~j 11- 'I.~ q !d .i!.~ ·11 -2 
.:: 8 <3 ... ~~ ~~ .::'" .. ", . ., D.C=-: ... S I:> .. 

1 2, 3 4 - 5 6 7 8 \I 10 11 12 _. > ... ... 
1 HIO 15·62 20·62 - 22·62 t<I 

~ 
2 1750()() 61·00 236·00 40·00 127·37 167 ·37 403·37 X 
:I 350()() 28'25 63·25 380()() 38·00 101. ·25 -... 
4 1'00 1,000·00 266·00 110·94 1,376 ·94 60-00 45-00 640()() '169·00 1,545 ·94 

S l'~ 200·00 25'75 225·75 - 225·75 , 

Ii 146·62 180-00 103·37 429·99 198·00 80-00 1,022 'SO 1,300'50 1,730·49 , 
7 190 -00 106·00 207·69 S03'69 36·00 138 -00 174 -00 677·69 

8 169'00 65·62 234·62 l1O-ol! 514-00 624·00 858·62 

Total 1 -00 , 1,000'00 510·62 962-00 618'24 . 3,090 ·86 334-00 235 -00 1,903 ·87 2,.,2'87 5,563 ·73 

I':> 
• Th..., groups have the lI8II10 acreages and the same Dumber or Canns_as in Table-No. S. 1. "" ~ 



TABLE No. S.IO-(Contd.) f<) .,. 
SamlxLlpur Zone: investment and Disinvestment on. sample fa.rms classified by size in acres (during 1955-6) 

DO 

PART II-DISINVESTMENT (Val"" in Rs.) 

l:l 
l:l 

is 
l:l l! ~ l'l 

~ " 
.. n 

l ..!. ~ 
Sale 0/ Land ~ ~ '" ;:. I l:l il ,. ~ 0 

~ ~ ~ 
.... 

~ -'! Z 
Groups* <! } ~ ~9 .s 1! S ~ 0 

'-l - c t- '1i .so ~ ~ il:: 
Area Vau.~ ~ ~ i.1 ~ ~ ""l ~ ~o 8 
(acres) Rs. " ... t~ ~ '!:9 l·~ o!! o!! o!! o!! o!!§ S '" '$ .. ... 

~ ~ ~a ~ ~ ~<€. " ~ ~.,. ~=a 0 II:; C E "l 

L L 3 4 5 6 7 8 ~ 10 11 12 ~ 

il:: 
t fl 
2 528·00 528-00 528 -00 ~ .... 
3 79-00 79-00 79·00 ~ .... 
4 120 -00 120 -00 212·00 212·00 332·00 

0 

'" l'O 

S 152 -00 152-00 152·00 po 

6 1,142'00 1,142 -00 1.142 ·00 ~ po 

7 \- 672 -00 612-00 672-00 ~ 
il:: 

8 -' 2,312 -00 2,312 -00 2,312 -00 

Total 120-00 120-00 5,097-00 5,097 -00 5,217 ·00 

• Th~ ilTnnn.'l haVflo thp ellIftu. Af'l"Pa._ Q~'''''I t:h ..... grn'" .......... ~,..,. 1'"" ....... _ .... -:_ -r .. I.t_ .... C! 'I 



• 
TABLE No. S.lO-(Contd.) 

Sambalpur Zone: Inve8tnumt and.Di8inveatment on sample fa,rmB cla88ijied by size in acres (during 1955-6) 
PART III-IN~ESTMENT AND DISINVESTMENT ( P a/u. /" Rs_ 

.!i i! i! ~ 

~ " I; ~~ i! ~ 
~ ~i ! !~ Ii .. ~ 

O! .. li :: .:. ~ 

i §- E :f ~ § 1~ ~ ~:: ~, ~ 11 ~ 'Iii Grt»IpS* ~ i :: il ~ ;: ., ·s ~ it -It , ... , 
!1 ;: .. :ilig :.:; l! 

~! 
;ij it; :;;: .!i~ ~~ t~ .!i "i g l!l 

"I!~i 
.s !I 

'! sl .!ill " 'i~ '!~ l~~ '!J! l! '!1I ~.s :i -" a~li ~.!i ~.!i ~'a- ~ ~.!i~ ~-! ~.s ~.s ~ ~:ij 
!;; ~ "" 

1 ' 12 20-62 20-62 + 20-62 >-

i 2 27 236000 41HlO 127-37 403-37 528-00 528-00 - 124-63 

3 18 63-25 38'00 101·25 79-00 79'00. + 22·25 R 
4 22 1,376-94 60-00 45·00 64'00 1,545 -94 120'00 212-00 332'00 +1,213-94 ::I 

5 18 225-75 225-75 152-00 152-00 + 73·75 

6 28 429'\19 198-00 80·00 1,022-50 1,730.49 1,142 -00 1142-00 + 588-49 -

7 18 503-69 36-00 138-00 677-69 672·00 672-00 + 5·69 

8 18 234-62 110'00 SI4.qo 858 '62 2,312-00 2,312-00 -1,453 ·38 

Total 154 3,090-86 334-00 235·00 1,903 '81 5,563 -73 l!O-OO 5,097'00 5,217-00 + 346·73 

* These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms .. in Table No_ S. I. 
I\) + Where the iBvestmeot is more than disinvestment. - Where the disinvestment i. more than investment. Ot 
<I) 

• 
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CUTTACK : 

Cuttack : The Mahanadi Delta region of Cuttack district is a thickly pop
ulated region and the pressure on land is great. The average size of the cul
tivated holding was reported to be 2·83 acres only, nearly. half of what it 
was for Sambalpur (Table No. C I). The smallness of holdings is brought 
out more clearly by the fact that nearly two-thirds of the total number of 
cultivators had holdings of less than this average size. Indeed, over one>
fifth of the cultivators had less than one acre, one - fourth had between one 
and two acres and another 22 per cent had between two and three acres only. 
And thes,e two-thirds of the cultivators cultivated amongst themselves only 
one-third ( 36 per cent ) of the total cultivated area. The smallest 20 per 
cent cultivated only four per cent of the total land. On the other hand, cul
tivators with five acres or more of cultivated holding were only )3 per cent 
of the total; but they cultivated nearly 40 per cent of the total area. Cul
tivators with more than-IOacres were less than three per cent only, but culti
vated 13 per Cent of the total area. 

As in the data relating to the first round survey, these go to show the extreme 
smallness of holdings on the one hand, and the concentration of cultivated 
land in the hands of few cultivators on the other. 

Most, but not all, the land cultivated by these farmers was owned. Nearly 
75 per cent of the total land cultivated by the sample farmers was owned by 

.them also, the rest having been leased in from others. The very smallest as 
also the very biggest and the middle group of cultivators (with between four 
and five acres of land) reported relatively lesserl eased-in-Iand than others. 
Of the total land leased-in also, the group of cultivators with between one 
and four acres each accounted for more' than 50 per cent. 

There was very little .leasing out of land. the land leased out being only 
about seven per cent of the total area leased in. Almost the entire area leased 
out was leased out by the small, cultivators, those with less than three-
acre holdings. ,- . 

Leasing-in land to increase the size of one's operating farm unit was more 
prevalent among the medium cultivators. The bigger land owners, unless 
they leased out land, mostly cultivated their own. The very small owners, 
on the other hand; possibly found it more paying than tenancy or pOisibly 
did not lease in more land for a variety of factors like lack of equipment, 
eapital, etc. which might be sunimed up by saying that they Jacked an ad
equate base for farming on their own. 

Family Members: Table No. C. 2 presents information regarding the 
composition of the sample farm families. The average family size was S' 3. 
Larger holdings and larger families went together. The proportion of earners 
in the family declined with the increase in the size of holding. This was 
particularly so in case of female earners. , 

The small cultivators treated cultivati.on as only a part-time occupation. 
The proportion of earners working full time on their farms increas~ with 
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an increase in the size of farm. Employment of labour in agriculture' was 
reported in the three small.est-size classes. Employment in other occupa
tions was reported in all-size classes but the largest number in this category 
was concentrated in the smallest-size groups. 

The same was the case with regard to subsidiary occupations. The pro
portion of earners with subsidiary occupations varied between 60 to, 80 per 
cent in the three smallest-size classes and then sharply declined in the larger
size classes. Most of the subsidiary employment was in agriculture and 
labour. Few females reported any subsidiary occupations. Migration for 
work outside the area was reported in all-size classes. The migrants 
were rather heavily concentrated in size groups of two to four acres. Only 
big farmers reported farm servants. 

Land Utilization: The classification of land into different types in the delta 
was based on two factors: quality of the soil and the situation of land. Un
like the Sambalpur :zone, however, the delta is a fiat country, only very gently 
sloping towards the sea. Land was classified into two main types Beali and 
Sarod. Beali land was situated somewhat higher than Sarod, and water 
drained out !!lore quickly from these lands. For that reason they were used 
for growing the short duration paddy crop which was reaped in August
September. Sarod, being the lower land, gre9{ medium and long duration 
paddy. Ofthe total cultivated area surveyed in Cuttack district, only about 
10 per cent was reportedly Beali, the rest Sarad.· 

The canal irrigation system in the district of Cuttack was nearly 90 years 
old. This irrigation was not perennial. Most of the canals and distributaries 

, went dry during the four summer months, excluding the ~avigation canals, 
which also 'went dry by April of each year. This non-perennial irrigation, 
served the needs of kharifpaddy, potato, jute, and pulses to a certain extent. 
However, not all land in the commanded area of the district was irrigated. 
The survey showed that only about 44 per cent of the total cultivated area 
was irrigated by these canais. All this land was irrigated during the kharif 
season for paddy mainly, and to a smaller extent for' jute. During the rabi 
season only about 25 per cent of this area was irrigated for growing a second 
crop like pulses or to a much smaller extent, potato. All this of course was 
not canal irrigation, some non-canal areas were irrigated by water lifted from 
rivers, etc. 

Not all land occupied for cultivation was put under the crop during the 
year. Only about three per cent of the total cultivated 18nd Wd reported to 
be fallow. This, of course, was much less than in the Sambalpur zone. The! 
reported reasons for keeping most of this 'land fallow are presented in Table 
No. C.3. 

• There are four or five main classes of wit 011 the basJs of which cultivated /and in 
the regiOll can be .Iassified. But we had no eoquiri .. OOIlduc:ted in the matter and DO 
data were available 00 thai point. 
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C1.11TACK : 

Cuttack: The Mahanadi Delta region of Cuttack district is a thickly pop
ulated region and the pressure on land is great. The average size of the cul
tivated holding was reported to be 2·83 acres only, nearly , half of what it 
was for Sambalpur (Table No. C I). The smallness of holdings is brought 
out more clearly by the fact that nearly two-thirds of the total number of 
cultivators had holdings of less than this average size. Indeed, over onl}
fifth of the cultivators had less than one acre, one· fourth had between one 
and two acres and another 22 per cent had between two and three acres only. 
And these two-thirds of the cultivators cultivated amongst themselves only 
one-third ( 36 per cent ) of the total cultivated area. The smallest 20 per 
cent cultivated only four per cent of the total land. On the other hand, cui- . 
tivators with five acres or more of cultivated holding were only 13 per cent 
of the total; but tht!y cultivated nearly 40 per cent of the total area. Cul
tivators with more than· 10, acres were less than three per cent only, but culti
vated 13 per cent of the total area. 

As in the data relating to the first round survey, these go to show the extreme 
smallness of holdings on the one hand, and the concentration of cultivated 
land in the hands of few cultivators on the other. 

Most, but not all, the land cultivated by these farmers was owned. Nearly 
75 per cent of the total land cultivated by the sample farmers was owned by 

.them also, the rest having been leased in from others. The very smallest as 
also the very biggest and the middle group of cultivators (with between four 
and five acres of land) reported relatively lesserl eased-in-land than others. 
Of the total land leased-in also, the group of cultivators with between one 
and four acres each accounted for more'than 50 per cent. 

There was very little .leasing out of land, the land leased out being only 
about seven per cent of the total area leased in. Almost the entire area leased 
out was leased out by the small, cultivators, those with less than three-
acre holdings. .' ' 

Leasing-in land to increase the size of one's operating farm unit was more 
prevalent among the medium cultivators. The bigger land owners, unless 
they leased out land, mostly cultivated their own. The very small owners, 
on the other hand; possibly found it more paying than tenancy or pOiSibly 
did not lease in more land for a variety of factors like lack of equipment, 
capital, etc. which might be summed up by saying that they lacked an ad
equate base for farming on their own. 

Family Members: Table No. C. 2 presents information regarding the 
composition of the sample farm families. The average family size was S· 3. 
Larger holdings and larger families went together. The proportion of earners 
in the family declined with the increase in the size of holding. This was 
particularly so in case of female earners. 

The small cultivators treated cultivation as only a part-time occupation. 
The proportion of earners working full time on their farms increas~ with 
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an increase in the size of farm. Employment of labour in agriculture was 
reported in the three smaHest-size classes. Employment in other occupa
tions was reported in all-size classes but the largest number in this category 
was concentrated in the smallCJlt-size groups.· 

The same was the case with regard to subsidiary occupations. The pro
portion of earners with subsidiary occupations varied between 60 to, 80 per 
cent in the three smallest-size classes and then sharply declined in the Iarger
size classes. Most of the subsidiary employment was in agriculture and 
labour. Few females reported any subsidiary occupations. Migration for 
work outside the area was reported in all-size classes. The migrants 
were rather heavily concentrated in size groups of two to four acres. Only 
big farmers reported farm servants. 

Land Utilization: The classification of land into different types in the delta 
was based on two factors: quality of the soil and the situation of land. Un
like the Sambalpur zone, however, the delta is a fiat country, only very gently 
sloping towards the sea. Land was classified into two main types BeaU and 
Sarad. Beali land was situated somewhat higher than Sarad, and water 
drained out ~ore quickly from these lands. For that reason they were used 
for growing the short duration paddy crop which was reaped in August
September. Sarad, being the lower land, grew medium and long duration 
paddy. Of the total cultivated area surveyed in Cuttack district, only about 
10 per cent was reportedly Beali, the rest Sarad.· 

The canal irrigation system in the district of Cuttack was nearly 90 years 
old. This irrigation was not perennIal. Most of the canals and distributaries 

, went dry during the four summer months, excluding the ~avigation canals, 
which also ·went dry by April of each year. This non-perennial irrigation, 
served the needs of kharif paddy, potato, jute, and pnIses to a certain extent. 
However, not all land in the commanded area of the distriet was irrigated. 
The survey showed that only about 44 per cent of the total cultivated area 
was irrigated by these canals. All this land was irrigated during the kharif 
season for paddy mainly. and to a smaller extent for' jute. During the rabi 
season only about 25 per cent of this area was irrigated for growing a second 
crop like pnIses or to a much smaller extent, potato. All this of course was 
not canal irrigation. some non-canal areas were irrigated by water lifted from 
rivers, etc • 

. Not all land occupied for cultivation was put under the crop during the 
year. Only about three per cent of the total cultivated land w .. s reported to 
be fallow. This, of course, was much less than in the Sambalpur zone. The' 
reported reasons for keeping most of this land fallow are presented in Table 
No. C.3. 

* There are four or five maio classes of fIOil 00 the basis of which cultivated land in 
\he ",gion can bo classified. But we had 00 eoquiries c:ooducted in the matter and DO 

data wore available 00 that point. 
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Table No. C.4 presents data regarding the crop pattern of the sample farms 
in 1954-5. Paddy, naturally was the most dominant crop of the area occupy' 
ing about 69 per cent of the gross cropped area. Pulses tame next, occupying 
27 per cent of the gross cropped area. Only about 2·37 per cent of the gross 
cropped ar4 was under jute. The other crops like potato, ,sugarcane, wheat, 
tobacco, ~ occupied less than one per cent of the area. 

Thus paday and pulses-particularly mug or green gram-stood out as the 
two important crops of the area. Pulses were mostly grown as catch crops, 
sown on paddy lands after the harvesting of paddy. Most of the pulse 
crop was unirrigated, the irrigated pulses, according to our survey, accounting 
for less than a third of the total area under pulses. 

Assets: Table No. C.S presents information regarding the value of farm 
and non-farm assets of sample farms. The average value' of farm assets per 
farm taking owned land, livestock and farm implements only was reported 
to be Rs. 1577 only. Nearly 89 per cent of this was accounted for by land, 
only about 10 per cent by livestock and the rest by farm implements. 

The average value of land per acre in this area during the year of the survey 
was reported to be about Rs. 600. The average value of irrigated land ( mostly 
canal irrigated) was estimated at about Rs. 700 only per acre, and unirrigated 
land at Rs. 530 per acre. 

The average value of livestock owned per farm was estimated at Rs. lSI 
only. The larger the cultivated holding the greater was the holding of live
stock. On the other hand, the value of livestock per acre went on diminish
ing as one moved from the smaller cultivator groups to larger ones, excepting 
the group of the biggest cultivators. This was also true of the number of 
bullocks per acre of cultivated land. Except for the very smallest cultivators 
the tendency was for number of bullocks per acre of cultivated land to de
crease as one moved from small to large-size groups of farms. 

The average value of farm implements per farm was a little over Rs. 22, 
per acre of cultivated land it was nearly Rs. 8. The value of implements per 
farm increased as the size of holding increased, until it reached the last group 
of 10 and more acres. The tendency was different if we look into the value 
of implements per cultivated acre. The value of implements per acre for 
the smallest cultivators was higher than for the rest, and excepting the very 
biggest group of cultivators it was practically the same for the different groups. 
For the biggest cultivators, however, it was the smallest. It is not quite clear 
why the very biggest cultivators in the region should report less of farm im· 
plements judged by their value per farm than most others. 

For reasons already stated it was not possible to obtain data separately 
for farm houses. The other assets of the farm family like houses, shares 
and deposits, etc. came to about Rs. 900 per family; houses, excluding the 
land on which they stood, being valued at about Rs. 600 on an ave:age. 

Livestock: Table No. C. 6 gives the number and value of livestock on sam
ple farms in Cuttack. The main livestock on sample farms were bullocks and 

• 
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cows only a few farmers reporting some goats, sheep or poultry. There were no 
buffaloes in the region: Out of a total of 260 farms surveyed, 211 had bullocks. 
Most of the farms without bullocks were in the smallest-size groups, where 
also most farms had no bullocks or only one. Excepting this group of smallest 
cultivators' the net cultivated area per pair of bullocks went on increasing as 
the size of the holding increased. In general, it can be said that owning of 
milch cattle was larger among larger cultivators. The fact that milk wall in 
greater demand in these areas than in the Sambalpur zone, might explain 
the difference between the two regions in this respect. 

The average value of a bul10ck was reported to be Rs. 70 only. Most of 
these bullocks were reportedly purchased (Tables Nos. C. 7 and C. 8). Of 
the total stock of bul10cks reported at the beginning of the. year. only t.hree 
per cent were home-bred and 97 per cent had been purchased. The extra
ordinary purchase rate would appear rather surprising when one remembers 
the fact that there was no or little special breeding of bullocks in this region. 
The peculiar custom of not using the home bred bullock on one's own farm 
for cultivation might account for these large purchases. During the year 
49 bullocks or 13 per cent of the total stock were purchased, and 42 bullocks 

. or 11· 6 per cent of the total stock were sold. The data for sale and purchase 
of draught cattle relate to the cultivators only. Among non-cultivators there 
might be families, who were either engaged in regular livestock breeding busi
ness or in the .sale of draught cattle. There, however, will be no non-cul-

. tivating families, excepting the pure trader, who also purchase draught cattle. 
We have no special information of such families. Bunt would be safe, in 
view of the small difference between the sale and purchase figures, to assume 
that there were practically as many sales as purchases of draught animals 
in this regieQ. The difference between the value of sales and purchases of 
draught cattle was, however, much greater. Whereas the average value of 
bullocks purchased during the year was reported to be Rs. 70 (the same as 
the value of the existing stock), the sale value of a bullock was repprted to 
be Rs. 48 only. Purchases roughly covered the total deaths and sales of 
draught cattle, total purchases being 49 and total sales and deaths number
ing 52. Most purchases and sales and even deaths were confined to the smaller 
cultivators. 

Milch cattle including young stock increased from 498 in the beginning 
of the year to 512 at the end. . Out of this the cows numbered only 263, less 
than the total number of bullocks. The total number of cows and young' 
stock sold during-the year was higber than the number purchased, apparently 
the excess sales were to non-cultivators who wished to possess milch cattle. 
The deaths were more than made up by births. Though there was no regular 
breeding of milch cattle, the practice of.selling the surplus milch animals to 
non-agriculturists was noticeable in this rilgiQn. • 

" Receipts from Livestock: Tables present jnformatl~bout the receipts 
from livestock on sample farms during 1954-5. Th~o important 
products of livestock were milk and milk products, and catile~ppings. 
P .. IB 
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, The droppings of cattle were partly used as farmyard manure and partly turn
ed into dung cakes'to be used as fuel. They accounted for half of the total 
livestock produce. The other half was milk and milk products. A little 
was derived from eggs and some from sale of hides and skins. 

Most of the livestock produce was used in the farm or ,by the family. A 
negligible quantity of the farmyard manure was sold, almost the entire quantity 
being used on the farm. So also with dung cakes, which were used by the 
farm family as fuel. Only milk and milk products were sold to some extent. 
A little over one-third of the total milk produced and over half of the total 
milk products made were sold. Milk products consisted mostly of curd, 
buttermilk and ghee, and these were produced for the market since they 
fetched a good price. 

Farm Implements: Table No. C. 9 gives the value, sales and purchases of 
Implements on sample farms in 1954-5. The farm implements used were of 
the traditional sort, even the iron plough having made little headway here 
so far. The bullock cart was the only expensive farm equipment, and that 
too was not to be found everywhere. In some of the grids none of the sample 

, farm families had bullock carts. These were mainly areas liable to floods 
where cans could not be used for transport during the rainy season. During 
,the rest of the year they had mostly to purchase farm produce rather than 
sell. No non-farm work in which the bullock carts were necessary was avail
able in these areas. The innumerable streams and rivers that had to be 
negotiated to go from one place to another in these flooded areas made 
bullock cart a useless means of transport. To add to it was the almost 
complete absence of made-roads in the area. 

The average value of farm implements per farm family came to about Rs. 
22 only. One-third of this was replaced every year, which might roughly 
indicate the rate of depreciation, a rate considerably higher than in the 
SambaJpur zone. 

Investment and Disinvestment: Table No. C. 10 presents data regarding 
investment and disinvestment on sample farms in 1954-5. The average per 
farm investment in the total physical assets of the farm was very small. And 
over 50 per cent of the total annual investment was in land, the remaining 
being in livestock and implements. 

In regard to investment in land, though purchase or sale of land were in
vestment or disinvestment activities from the individuals' point of view, they 
were only transfer expenditures for the community as a whole. The real invest
ment was investment in land improvement which was 'precious a little. The 
transactions in livestock and implements have already been examined. 

In regard to disinvestment, thero was no sale of implements and the sale 
of land and livestock were the only two items which were roughly equal in 
importance. 

Most of this investment or disinvestment activity was confined to the middle 
aoll smll.Jll'easlints, the large ones reporting very little of it. 
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Whether one includes land transactions or excludes them, on each item and 
on the total, there was some net investment reported. In regard to land it 
meant that cultivators reported a net purchase of land, obviously from non
cultivators: only 2·91 acres were reported as sold whereas 6·91 acres were 
purchased. 

We have so long been discussing investment in the physical assets of the 
farm. There were other investment activities also, such as (a) financial in
vestments which might at least partly be related to farm business and (b) 
other pure non-farm investment activities like construction or major repair 
to houses, purchase of bullion and ornaments, etc. If borrowing and re
payment as also recovery of loans and lending were considered as disinvest
ment or investment activities then the result was a very small net disinvest
ment. If the other i1westment activities like construction of houses and pur
chase of ornaments were taken into aecount, then the net position was invest
ment to a c:ertain extent. 

It is, however, not possible to say how much of the house-building expense 
was in the nature of major repairs 'and replacement expense and how much 
was real net addition to new houses. As for land it was a transfer expendi
ture and purchase of livestock or implements was mostly replacement expendi. 
ture. Though it is difficult to calculate net investment or disinvestment in 
the sense of a net real addition to assets, it is quite clear from the above that 
almost all the so-called investment expenditure was really replacement, ex
penses. 



TABLE Na: C.l N> 

'" Cuttack District, Distribution of sample farms according to area (in '(l,cres). cultivated, owned, etc.; (during '" 
1954-5) 

Farms Cultivated area Average Total owned area Average 
sizeo! land t'.I 

n 
(jroups Area No. %o/the Total Owned Leased in cu1livat- . Area Out 0/ revenue 0 

Z total edbold- this leas .. payable 0 
Area %o/the Area %olnel Area % of net ing edout per acre iii: -total culti~ated cultivated (Rs_) n 

'" 0 ... , 
:0-1 Less than 1 -00 55 21·15 30'53 4-14 24-56 80-45 5'97 19 -55 0-56 26-86 2-30 3-84 
iii: 

2 1 to 1-99 66 25'39 9S-61 12-98 69-44 72-63 26-17 27-37 1-45 72-60 3 -16 3-77 ~ 
>-i 

3 2 to 2-99 58 22-31 143 -18 19-44 98-72 68-95 44-46 31005 2-47 104 -53 5 -81 3-32 
... 
." c:: 
;0 

4 3 to 3-99 27 10 -38 92-79 12'60 64-45 69-46 28-34 30-54 3-44 64-45 3-70 
.... 

0 rn 
• l'!! 

5 4 to 4-99 19 7-31 84-90 11·53 71-63 84-37 13-27 15 -63 4-47 71-63 3 -27 ;0 -<! 
(; 5 to 6-99 17 6-54 101-37 13 -76 73 -34 72-35 28003 21-65 • 5-96 73-58 0-24 3 -IS t"l 

;0 

7" 7109-99 11 4-23 90-47 12 -28 70'97 7S-45 '" 19-50 21-55 8-22 71-41 0--44 2-59 :0-
iii: 

8 10 -00 and above 7 2-69 97-13 13·27 83-34 85-28 14-39 14-72 13-96 83 -73 0-39 3-30 

Total 260 100% 736-58 100% 556-45 75-55 IS0-13 24-45 2-83 568 -79 12-34 3-32 



TABLE No. C.2 

Cuttack District: Distribution of members of sample farm families by 8e:l:, age, main and BubBidiaT1/ occupa-
ti~, clas8ified by the size of the cultiwted holding!! of the familieB 

Family members Male M.mlMrs Female me"""', Male earners Female earners Total earner8 

Groups· Male Female Total Adult Non. Adult Non- Adult Non- Adult Non- Male Femal. Total 
adult adult adult adult 

1 103 108 211 6'1 34 70 38 66 4 23 70 23 93 

2 141 143 290 98 49 '17 46 91 4 24 95 24 119 

3 159 165 324 98 61 115 50 93 3 23 96 23 119 

• 
4 14 69 143 53 21 46 23 49 2 3 51 3 54 

5 51 11 122 36 15 42 29 33 I 34 34 

6 62 63 125 39 23 43 20 33 3 5 36 5 41, 

7 45 45 90 33 12 35 10 28 3 1 31 1 32 

8 40 38 78 25 15 27 11 20 20 20 

Total 681 702 1,383 451 230 475 227 413 20 79 433 79 512 

". -
N> , .. '" • These groups have the same acreages and the sa',"c,numberQf r,:!"!,, aa~ .r"':kIl1o. C~ 1 "'" 



TABLE No. C.Z-(Contd.) I¢ 

'" iuttack District : Distribution of members of 8a~ple farm families by sex, age, main and subsidiary 
00 

occupa-
tion, classified by the size of the cultiwtea holdings of the families 

Male adult earners' occupation FemDle adult earners· occupation NOR.aduit etU'ners~ oUlipation 
, . l'l 

'" ';roups* Agriculture Lobour Other Agricullure Ltlbour Other Agrjcll/~ Lobour Other 0 
Z 

occupation occllpation ture occupation 0 
Full- Par/- Agricul- Non-agri- Full- Part- Agricul· Non-ocri- Is: 
time time lure culture time time lure eulture ('; 

'" 0 
~ 

1 21 30 15 1 10 1 11 1 3 II> 

~ 
2 73 1 8 1 8 3 4 3 14 4 C! 

~ • >'! 
3 80 4 1 8 2 3 5 13 3 ~ • ." 

4 45 4 1 2 1 1 
c 
=-." 
0 

5 29 4 1 '" '" 
6 29 1 3 5 3 10 

:;;: 
'" 7 27 1 1 1 2 =-
'" 8 17 3 >-
Ii:. 

Total 321 2 43 2 45 5 9 18 1 46 2 1 17 



TABLE No. C.2-(Contd.) 

Cuttack District: Distribution of members of sample farm families by sex, age, main and subsidiary OCCU~ 
tum, classified by the size of the cuUi'/XIted. holdings of the families 

Male adult ,arpers with s.ubsidiaryoccupation Femnle otfull earners with subsidiary occupation No. oj No.ojal 
Groups· migrant9 ehedjor. 

Agriculture Loboar Oth., Agriculture Lobo., Oth., jor work servanl~ 

occupation occupation durlfig 
Agriculture Non- Agricullur~ Non- partojtIM 

agricultllre agriculture year 

1 35 14 2 4 6 2 1 

2 12 42 4 16 1 1 I 2 

3 10 39 4 20 5 I > 4 2. 

4 1 17 2 9 3 I 

5 3 5 I 3 1 2 

6 4 6 3 4 7 

7 6 6 3 

8 I 4 1 5 

Total 66 129 16 66 12 4 1 12 20 

* These groups have the same acreages and the same Dumber of farms as in Table No. C. I 



TABLE No. C.S J t.:> 
-'I 

Cuttack District: Reported reasons for the cultivated la-nd (area in acres) in the sam-pie farms remaining 
0 

fallow (during 1954-5) 

Reasons of fallow 
Groups· To/al l'l 

n 
fallow Slrortage of Due to ,r:easo- Sandy High and Low land Shrub and Others Reasonsnol 0 

Z 
seeds no/ vagaries land stony bush etc. slaled 0 

land i:i: -n 
1 1-22 - 0·50 0-06 0'27 0·39 rn 

0 
>.o;! 

2 0·68 0·22 0-04 O·to 0·02 0·30 II> 
i;( 

3 2'21 0-07 0·66 0·18 0·47 0·89 ~ 
4 1'56 0·08 0·58 0·09 - 0·81 ~ 
5 2·94 0'03 0·49 0·50 0'99 0·93 ij 

0 rn 
6 3'86 1·80 0·08 0·36 1·62 l"J 

1>:1 

7 0·65 0·11 0·13 0'16 0·25 ~ 
1>:1 

8 7·84 3'00 0·66 . 0·68 0'16 3-04 0·30 t:I :;. 
II: 

Total 21·02 3-00 0·84 3·89 1·55 1-10 3·40 . 1·75 5'49 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. C. 1. 



TABLE No. C.4 

,ttack District: Distribution of the net cultivated area. in the sample farms clas8ified by the size (area in 
acres) of their cultiva.ted holdings, under differ61!t crops (during 1954-5) 

1':1 
-'I 

lUpS· ' Beall 3arati Wheal Olh., Total Gr~n 'Black Kullhl Chana Other TOlal Olheroll Jul. 
paddy paddy ureals cerMls g""'" gram pulst.! pulses seeds tmd 

and grams tmd grams contfimenl! 
oadspfc" 

l'J 
C> 

1 3·69 23·94 0'23 27·86 10-05 1'78 ' 2·88 0·56 0·11 15 ·38 0·12 
0 

2·53 Z 
0 

2 7·51 84·51 0·12 92 -14 27·26 9'93 4'64 0'93 ~'43 
is: 

42·76 0-05 -C> 

'" 
3 10·84 123·31' 0'48 0'35 134 -98 38·85 9·82 7·85 3'88' 0'38' 60.78 0·25 5·31 0 

"'l 

> 
4 9·18 79'34 0·30 88-82 19-39 4-64 3.61: 0'-91 28·55 2·0J :;:: 

S 10·16, 70.05 0·10 80 '31 14-88' 5·n 11'90 1 .. 97 .:..... 33-86 - 4·00 ~ 
o,l 

6 6-72 88-18 ,94,90 111-91 2-67 4·53 0.55' 27-66 2-,7r ~ - ~ 
7 6·04 19-81 0·08 \·00 86·93 14'95 12·09 4·61 31·65 2·54 0 

I'll 
l'J 

8 3-19 83-54 86·73 20-42 2-62' 2·ill 3·37 2t!.(2 3·00 :u 
-.-,> ~ 

:u 

Tolal 57-33 632·68 0·56 2·10 692.67 165,71 48·66 42-03 12-17 0-49 269-06 0-42 25·52 
t:1 
;I> 

10:: 
" - • ,. 

• These group. have the same aereages and the'sqme number ofJarms< •• ,in ,Table No_ C. I. 



TABLE No. C.4--(Contd_) f-:I 
-'I 

cDistrict: Distribution' of the net cultivated area. in the sample farms classified by .the size (area in 
f-:I 

acres) of their cultivated holdings, under different crops (during 1954·5) 

Sugarctme Tobacco Potato Vegetables Ptm Total Orchards Gross Fallow Area Net Area irrigated durillfl 
groves and cropped cropped cultivated lhe ClII'rent yHT !l<t 

n 
. others area mtJTe lluln mea 0 

Z 
DIIU Net Gross 0 

iii: 
8 

0-16 0'16 46-21 46-21 1-22 16-go 30-53 14-go 21-52 
<1.1 
0 
"l 

0-08 0-59 0-17 139-22 0-65 13~-87 0-68 44-94 95-61 53-46 72-76 ~ 

I!: 
0-10 0-19 '201·61 0-94 202-55 2-27 61·64 143-18 72-08 91-96 fl 

0-06 0-08 0·11 H9 -62 0'27 119-89 I-56 28·66 92-79 42-52 50-10 
:f .- - ." c:: 
I" 

0-10 0-20 118-47 0-05 118 -52 2-94 36-56 84-go 33 -13 41-48 
..., 
0 
<1.1 

0-11 0-52 125 -go 0·88 126-78 3-86 
I>.l 

29-27 101-37 52-20 66-09 l" 

37 -S7 
< 0-()4 0-10 121-26 0-33 121-59 0·65 31-77 go'47 45'57 I>.l 
I" 

0'10 . 0-05 '" 118'30 0-11 lI8-·n 7-84 28-52 97-73 18 -53 18-53 ;0.-

Il: 

0-53 0-21 1-74 0-33 0-11 990-59 3-23 993-82 21-02 278-26 736-58 324-39 407-91 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of fanns as in Table No_ C_ I_ 



TABLE No. C.5 
Cuttack District: Total farm and other assets and outstanding debts of sample farms classified by the size 

(area in rwres) of their oulti1Jated holdings (during 1954-5) 

Part I (Value in Rs.) 

FllI'm (JSs~ts • Oth., osset. Grand Outslandlng debt •. 
total 

Groups' Land Value Val~ Total Value Value Value Other Total value of Value % offarm • ofimpl •• of livestock Value of home· of houses ofMn- finanCial valu. QSS~ts assetl 
tuea Mlue menta .tead land farmim- osset. 

plements ~ 

I 26·86 20,726 369 2,679 23,774 1,355 21,705 23,060 46,834 2,888 12'15 
(87 ·18r.> (1'55%) (1I'27%) (I00%) > 

2 72·60 59,931 971 6,923 67,825 3,936 33,770 270 220 38,196 106,021 5,162 7·61 ::g 
l'!I 

(88 '36%) ~1'43%) (/0'21 %) (IOO%) z 
3 104'53 76,641 951 6,953 84,545 2,062. 31.905 33,967 118.512 7,411 8·77 '" (9O'65%) (1-13%) (B'll%) (IOO%) ~ ... 
4 64'45. 42,847 777 4,656 48,280 585 16,915 33 1,000 18.533 . 66,813 3,433 7'11 ... 

7i'63 
(88 '7S%) (1'lO1%) (9'64%) (100%) 

5 45,117 703 4,419 50,239 643 17,045 17,688 67,927 2,498 4·97 
(89'80%) (l.4O%) (8·80r.> (l00%) 

6 73'58 44,002 863 5,092 49,957 472 17,225 17,697 67,654 3,180 6'37 
(88 ·08r.> (1·73%) (10'19%) (l00%) 

7 71'41 31,401 833 3,759 35,993 906 12,170 13,076 49,069 3,033 8·43 
(87 ·24r.> (2 '3Z%) (10'44 %) (I00%) 

8 83·73 43,954 302 4,831 49,078 215 9,550 9,765 58,843 3,996 8 ·14 
(89 '54%) (0'62%) (9'84%) (l00%) 

Tow 568 ·79 364,610 5,769 39,312 409,691 10,174 160,285 303 1,220 171,982 581,673 31,601 7'71 
(89-OO%) (1'41 %) (9'59%) (IOO%) 

t-O 
• These groups have the same a=ages and the same number of rarms lIS in Table No. C. 1. ~ 

C<> 



TAJiLE No. C.5-(Contd.) ~ ". 
~ack District: Total farm and other assets and outstanding debts of sample farms classified by the size ~ 

(area in acres) of their cultivated holdings (during 1954-5) 
Part 11 (per form) (Value in Rs.) 

Grand Outstanding debts 
ll<I 

Farm -assets Other assets n 
0 

totar Z 
.. * Land (own) Value Value Total Value Value VaTue Other Total value Value %o//arm 0 ;;:: 

- a/imple- o/livestock value- o/home- o/houYS olnon- financial val. 0/ assetl: assets -n Area Value menta stead/and /aTmim- assets rn 
plements 0 

"'l 

> 
0-49 376·84 6·71, 48.-71 432·26 24·64 394'63 419-27 851·53 52·51 12-15 ~ Ho 908'OS 14·7[ 104·89 1,027 ·65 59-64 511-61· 4·09 3·33 578-73 1,606-38 78·21 7·61 >i 

';' 
1-80 . 1.321 -39 16-40 119 -88 1,457 -67 35 ·55 550-09 - ~ 585 -64 2,043 '31 127·78 8·77 

..., 
c:: 

2·39 1,586 ·93 28-78 172-44 1,788 -IS 21·67 626'48 1·22 37'04 686 -41 2,474 ·56 
I" 

127 'IS 7·11 .. 
0 

3·77 2,374 ·58 37-00 232·58 2,644 ·16 33'84 897·11 930 -95 3,575'11 131·47 
rn 

4'97 ll<I 
I" 

4·33 2,588 ·35 50-77 299-53 2,938 ·65 27·76 1,013 '24 1,041'00 3,979'65 187'06 6'37 ~ 6-49 • 2,854 '63 75-73 341-73 3,272-09 82·36 1,106 -37 1,188 -73 4,460 -82 275'73 8'43 

11-96 6,277 -86 43-14 690·14 7,011 ·14 30'71 1,364 ·29 1,395'00 8,406 ·14 570·86 8-14 ~ 
• ;;:: 

"'olal 2-19 1,402 '34 22-19 151 -20 1,575 ·73 39-13 616'48 1-11 4-69 661 -47 2,237-20 121-54 7'71 

,. These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. C. 1. 



TABLE No. C.S 

Cuttack District: The number and 'Value of different kind8 of li'V,6stock on the sample farms classified b1J 
the size (area in acres) of their cultl.vated holding8 (at the beginning of 1954-5) 

Part I (Valu.ln Its.) 

Draught cattle Milch calli. CalVes Valu.of Total Number of families with draught animals 
GrailJlS* other valu. of 

No. Valu. No. Value No. Value livestock livestock Nil One Two More tluln 
two 

1 19 992 21 605 40 934 148 2,679 37 17 1 
> 

2 75 4,464 42 1,608 48 675 176 6,923 8 41 17 '<! 
'<! 
l':I 

3 86 4,693 53 1,425 39 657 178 6,953 4 23 30 1 Z 
0 

'4 50 3,071 38 1,164 26 349 72 4,656 4 23 
~ ... ... 

5 38 2,960 25 1,037 "24 352 70 '4,419 2 IS 2 

6 3S 3,108 3S 1,336 •. 29 440 208 5,092 3 11 3 

7 33 3,111 21 397 13 169 82 3,159 1 2 8 

8 28 3,254 28 1,458 U 119 4,83t I 6 

Total 364 25,653 263 9,030 230 3,695 934 39,312 49 91 100 20 

* These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. C. 1. 
N .., 
en 



TABLE No. C.~(Contd.) "" .., 
Cuttack District: The number and va:lu& of different kinds of livestock on the sample farms classified b1l 

0> 

the size (area in acres) of their cultivated holdings (at the beginning of 1954-5) 
Part 11 (pe, farm, pe, acre) (Value in Rs_) 

Per/arm Per acre 0/ net cuhiVtlted area ~ 
0 
Z 

Groups· D'llIIghl CIlltl. Milch cattle Othe, livestock D,aught cattle Milch cattle Othe, livestock 0 
;;:: -C 
." 

1 0·35 1'11 0·7S 0·62 2·00 1·34 0 
'"l 

2 1·17 1'44 0·36 O-Sl 0·99 0·25 >-
;;:: 

3 1·34 1·71 0'59 0·54 0·24 
d 

0'69 t"' 

:? 
4 1·89 2. '30 0'56 0'55 0·67 0·16 '" d 

:0-

S 2·00 2.'79 0-68 0·45 0-62 0'15 '" 0 

'" l".I 
6 2·23 3 ·76 1·24 0'31 0'63 0'21 10 -
7 2'91 HIO 1·64 0'35 0'36 0-20 

;j 
10 

'" 8 4'00 6·43 0·29 0'46 >-
Ii: 

Total 1·39 1·97 0·64 0·49 0'70 0·23 



TABLE No. C.7 

k District: The purchase, sale, death, birth, etc. of different ktnas of livestock on the 8a,mple farms, 
arronged by size in acre8, (dn&ring the 'Vea,r a,nd the numb.er at the end of 1954-5) 

(Volutin Rs.) 

PurchDStl Sale 

Draught CQJII. Milch CQJII. Olher livestock TOlalvalue Draught ca11l. Milch callie Olher U""slock TOlalvalue 
QIId calves and calves 

No. Value N(J. Value No. value No. Value No. Yalue No.' Yalu. 

4 185 2 25 210 3 182 4 70 3 50'50 302'50 >-
:3 

19 1,387 2 24 1,411 14 590 1 20 610·00 L"l 
Z 
t:I 

11 586 586 16 751 2 94 1 50·00 895·00 -~ 
4 211 211 2 166 3 19 185·00 

::: 
, 

6 663 3 19' 682 6 317 1 120 431-00 

3 285 285 3 78 78-00 

2 125 125 1 10 10-00 

2 70 70 

49 3,442 4 94 S 44 3,580 42 2,016' 14 401 4 100'50 2,517 '50 

to 
• These groups have the same acreages and the same Dumber of farms as iD Table No. C. 1. 

..., ..., 



, TABLE No. C.7-(Contd.} "" -'I 

Cuttack District: The purchase, 8ale, death, birth, etc. of different kinds of livestock on the 8ample farms, 
00 

arranged by size in acres, (during the year and th6111Umber at the end pf 1954-5) 
(Value in lIs_) 

- Death ami dispo,';/ Birth and acquiring Total No. at the end of t<l 
n 

the year ·0 
L Z 

0 

Groups· DraU/rht. cattle . Milch cattle Oth" ilvestock _ Total No_of . Milch eattl, No_of Total Draught Milch . Other == ~ 
and calves value draught and calves other value eattl. callie livestock n rn 

cattl. livestock and· 0 

No. Value No. Value No_ Value No_ Value ca/pes "l 

> 
1 1 IS 2 9 2 .24-00 6 22 7 22-00 19 61 41 Is: 

;:; 
;: 3 65 4 170 1 4-00 .Z39-oo 8 5 3 5-00 77 95 24 >-3 

~ 
l " •. • 

3 3 90 3 45 1 2-50 137-50 12 5 18 99 34 
..., 

- , ~ 
4 1 20 1 60 3 2-50 82-50 2 51 62 IS .. 

0 rn 
S 1 25 1 22-00 47-00 6 1 '38 53 13 t"l 

l<f 
6 3 25 5 32-50 57'-50 6 1 38 64 21 ~ 
7 2 111 3 12 123-00 2 I ~ 32 33 18 :u 

t:::I 

8 6 40 40-00 10 28 45 > 
i!i: 

Tol. 10 301 23 386 13 63 -50 750-50 52 21 , 18 27-00 361 512 166 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number oUarms as in Table No. C. 1. 



"11 TABLE No. C.8 . -Cuttack District: LivBswck produce ... and Bale on 8ample farms classified by the size in acre8 (during 1954-5) 

Milk Milk Producl. Ez", .tc. 

Grtmplt Total prrx1uced Total sold Total p,oducaJ Total .aId Total praducaJ Total .old 

a_ityill Yalue Q_tlly in Yalu. 
_unds (in Rs.) mtutnd4 (in Rs.) (In Rs.) (in Rs.) (in Rs.) (ill Rs.) 

1 9-09 186·15 1'25 13'15 11·25 
(28 '78%) (0'19%) (H2%) (81'82)-

2 64-44 1,03500() 38·70 626·62 194·50 146'00 0'25 
(46.01 %) (6O'54%)- (8'64%) (75006%)- (0 001 %) :. 

3 20·30 366'75 7'31 132·50 103 ·25 42'50 8 ·12 

~ (ll'71%) (36'13%)" (6'68%) (41'16%)" (0'S3%) 
4 17·20 272'50 266'62 114·00 1'25 t:J 

(22'25%) (21'77%) (42'76%)" (O'IO%) H 
5 27·63 438'50 3 '33 56'50 33'50 18'62 --, 

(41'89%) (l2'88%)" (3-20%) (55'61 %)" 
6 . 66-49 946'25 23 ·03 368'75 215 ·37 138 ·12 

(51'92%) (38'97%)" (1I'H2%) (64'13%)" 
7 13002 230'00 3'00 .60,00 10100() 16·00 13 ·50 • 9·37 

(29'67%) (26-09%)- (13 '03%) (15'84%)· (1'74%) (69'48%)" 
8 58·73 733 '44 16·76 216'87 140·62 I 135'62 

(54'56%) (29-57%)" ([0-46%) (96-44Y.)* 

Total 276'90 4,209'19 92·13 1,461-24 1,056'11 610'86 36·87 20-62 
(39'49%) (34'72%)" (9'91%) (57'84%)" (0-3S%) (55-93%)-

" Percentage shown below the sold value ia the proportion of total produce of the particular commodity. ~ 
t Tbeac groups ha>e the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. C_ 1. ~ 



TABLE No. C.8-(Contd.) I¢ 
co 
0 

Cuttack District: Livestock woduce and sale 011 sample farm8 classified by the size in acres (during 1954-5) 

. . farmytUd manure Dung cakes Hides, etc. Total 

(Jroups f Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total ill 
produced sold produced sold produced sold produced sold B.lmu:e 0 

Z 
(lit Rs.) (In lIs_) (In lis.) (in lis.) (in lis:) (in lis.) (in lIs_) (in lIs_) (in lis.) 0 

ll:: -... n 
1 261'25 10·00 166-00 . 20·00 20·00 649·00 • 41 ·25 «)7-75 '" (40 :25%) (3-S3%)'" (25 '58%) (3 '08%) (H)O%)· (IOO%) (6-36r.>· ~ 
2 543-25 477-00 25·00 2,250-00 797-62 1,452 -38 :.-

(2H4%) (21-20%) (5 ·24%)· (IOO%) (35 -45r.>· ll:: 
3 549-25 10-00 519'25 1,546-62 IS5·00 1,361 ·62 t3 (35 -51 %) (1·82%)· (33'S7%) (100%) (JI·96%)· Oi 
4 373 -SO 311 -00 1,224-87 . 114·00 1,110 -87 -, 

(39-49%) (25-39%) (l00%) (9 -31 r.>* 
.., 
'0 

5 283-19 291·50 1,046-69 75·12 971·57 ~ 
(27'06%) (27-85%) (100%) (7 -18%)· 0 

6 383 -75 277-00 7·50 1,822 -37 514 ·31 1,308-00 gj 
(2I"06%) (IS -20%) (2·71 'Yo). (100%) (28-23%)· I" 

7 252-37 178-25 775 -12 SS '37 689-75 ~ 
(32'56%) (23 ·OOr..> (100%) (11 -01 %)* I" 

8 ,'. 186·81 283'50 7'50 1,344 ·37 359-99 984·38 tI 

(13'89%) (21-09%) (2 ·65r..>· (100%) (26-78%)* 
:.-
r;:: 

Total 2,833 -31 20'00 2,503 -50 40'00 20'00 20-00 10,659 -1)4 2,112'72 8,486-32 
(26-S8%) (0-71 %). (23 '48%) (l-«)%)* (0-19r..> (l00%) (IOO%) (20-38%) 

• Percentage shown below the sold value is the proportion of total produce of the particular commodity. 
tThese groups have thesatne acreages and thesrune number of farms as in Table No. C. 1. 



TABLE No. C.9 

Cuttack District: Value of farm implemente, their sale and purchase on' 8ample farm8 classified by 8ize in acres 
(during 1954-5) 

(Value in Rs.) 

Groups· Value of implements Q1 Value of implements per .value of implemellts pur- Value of Implements sold ValUI! of Implements dis-
th. beginning of the year farm chased during the year during the yetl, carded as useless during 

the year 

I 369 6 ·71 186'94 0'62 26'94 

2 971 14'71 390 ·19 58·19 

3 951 16'40 436·00 67'50 

4 717 28·78 WI'OO 31'81 

• S 703 37·00 274'69 37 ·87 

6 863 50'77 205'50 59'00 

7 833 75,73 152·25 0'75 48·75 

B . ". 302' 43·14 74'12 2'94 
'. '.", 

Total 5,769 22-19 1,943 '69 1'37 333'00 

., , 
• These group~ have the same acreages and the same number of fa.\n. as in Table No. C. 1. 

> 
'" I 
== 

~ 
oe ... 



TABLE No_ ColO ~ 
00 , 
~ 

Cuttack District: lnvutment and disinvestment on sample fa:rms classified by 8ize in acre8 (during 1954-5) 

Part I (Investment) (Value in Rs.) 

Total purchase 0/ - ~ .(;roups* Itmd . Pernument Purclwse purclio.e Total 0/ Construe- Purclwse PurcluJse Repay- Advancifl/! Tolal Grand 
improve- 0/ live- o/imple- columns lion or olorna- %lher m~nlsof loons o/columns total 0 

Z 
Jfrea Value ments 10 $lock ments 1 to 4 purcluJse ments financial debts 6to 10 a/aU 0 

" (acres) (Rs_) /and o/lrouses assets items -~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 <) 10 11 12 

... 
0 
"!I 

> 
1 0-45 306-00 22-00 210 -00 186-94 724-94 500-00 138 -00 165 -31 803 -31 1,528 -25 " ~ 
2 Q-89i 503 -00 22 -SO 1,411'00 390 -19 2,326-69 659-00 418-25 487-62 30-00 1,594 -87 3,921-56 ~ -, 
3 !-49l 845-00 106'87 586-00 436 -00 1,973 -87 1,590-00 213 -50 1,206'69 3,010 -19 4,984-<l6 'V c:: 

I" 
4 1'57 710-00 94·50 211-00 224 -00 1,239 -50 . 534-00 350-00 218 -15 1,102 ·75 2,342-25 'V 

0 rn 
5 2-20 2,250-00 64-00 682'00 274 -69 3,270 -69 700-00 482-50 73-56 1,256 -06 4,526-75 l'J 

6 0-02 ISO -00 370-00 285-00 lOs-SO 1,010 -SO 250-00 345-00 910-00 I,S05 -00 2,515 'SO ~ 
7 0-28 250-00 33-25 125'00 152-25 560'50 10'50 10'50 571-00 :a 

a 36-00 10-00 74-12 180-12 765'00 200-00 965-00 1,145 -12 ~ 
Ii: 

Total 6-91 5,014-00 149-12 3,580-00 1,943-69 1l,286-81 4,233-00 2,712-25 3,272-43 30-00 10,247-68 21,534 -49 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. C. 1. 



TABLE No. C.10-(Contd.) 

Cuttac1c District : In'llllBtment and disin'llllBtme-nt 011. sample farms classifie.d by size in acres (during 1954-5) 
Part H (Disinvestment) (Yaluoln lb.) 

&Jeo/land 
Sale 01 Recovery . Groups· Solo 01 Sale 01 Total 0/ Sa/eol Sa/eol Otllt, Incurring Tola/ol Grand total 

Area Yal" livestock implements columns hOUHS ornamMI$ other 0/ iOtlJllJ dllin ... t. lftwdebt& columN olaliltems 
(""res) (lb.) 1 to 3 /inondlll 

_. 
51010 

assets 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1:2 

1 0·12 60·00 302·00 0·62 363 ·12 50·00 1,365 ·50 1,415 ·50 1,778 ·62 

2 0·20 100-00 610·00 710·00 136·00 - 220-00 1,655 '25 2,011'25 2,721'25 

3 0·44 105·00 895·00 1,090'00 1,876-00 1,876'00 2,966'00 

4 0'341 770·00 185 -00 955 -DO 833'50 833 '50 1,788 ·50 

5 0·98 1,058-00 437·00 1,495 ·00 990·00 990·00 2,485-00 

6 0'521 175·00 78 -DO 253·00 984'00 984'00 1,237 -00 

7 10·00 0·75 10'75 448·00 448 oOj) 458'75 

8 0·30 400-00 ~ 400·00 440·00 • 440·00 840-00 

Total . 2-91 2,758·00 2,517 'SO 1 ·37 5,276 ·81 186·00 220-00 8,592 '25 8,998 '25 14,275'12 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of fanna as in Table No. C. 1. 



TABLE No. C.10-(Contd.) 0:> 
co 

Cuttack Di8trict : Inve8tment alld disinvest1nent on sample fa:rms classified by size in acres (during 1954-5) 
~ 

Part 111 (Investment and disinvestment) (Vaiue in Rs_) 

Groups· Total Totfll Total Total Total Total Totai Total Totai Total Nd inv~st- l'! 
inve&tment investment inveslmt!1fl repayment investments disinvest .. disinvest- disinvest- 'new debts dlsmvest- menl. or n 

0 
inphysicai in Muses in ornaments 01 debts ment in ment in ment In incurred ments disinvestment Z 

0 
asHls and others, physical houses ornaments ;;:: 

offarm ~tc. asset& 0/ and others, -n 
farm etc& '" ~ 

1 724-94 500-00 138-00 165 -31 1,528 '25 363 '12 50-00 1,365 -SO 1,718 -62 - 250-37 :.-

+ 1,200-31 
is: 

2 2,326-69 659-00 448 -25 487-62 3,921-56 710-00 356-00 1,655 -25 2,721-25 ~ 
3 1,973 -87 1,590-00 213 -50 1,206-69 4,984-06 1,090 -00 1,876 -00 2,966-00 + 2,018-00 -, '11 
4 1,239 -SO 534-00 350-00 218-7S 2,342-25 955-00 833-50 1,788- 50 + 553 -75 ~ 
S 3,270 -69 700-00 482-50 73-56 4,526-75 1,495 -00 990-00 2,485 -00 + 2,041-75 

;g 
rn 
t'l 

Ii 1,010-50 2S0-00 345-00 910-00 2,525 -50 253-00 984-00 1,237 -00 + 1,278-50 :a -7 560-50 10-50 571-00 10-75 448 -00 458 -75 + 112-25 < 
l'! :a 

8 .180-12 765-00 200-00 1,145 -12 400-00 440-00 840-00- + 305-12 '" :.-
is: 

TotQI 11,286-81 4,233 -00 2,742-25 3,272-43 21,534-49 5,275 -81 406-00 8,592-25 14,215 -12 + 7,259-37 

··These groups have the same acreages and the same n~ber of farms as in Table No. C. 1~ 
+ Where the investment is more than disinvestment. 
- Where the diSinvestment is: more than invelttmenL 
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. PURl 

Purl: Of the twenty sample grids in the delta, seven were in Purl district. ' In 
all 140 farms selected as in Sambalpur and Cuttack were surveyed. The analy_ 
sis !hat follows relates to these 140 farms and the data are for the yearl954-5 

, , . 
Size of Holdfngs : Table No. P. I presents data regarding the area of owned, 

cultivated, etc. land on sample farms in Purl. The average size of cultivated 
holding was a little larger than in Cuttack, 3·68 acres. Nearly two-thirds 
of the cultivators, however, had less than four acres of land. Farmers with 
less than one, one to two and two to three acres were more or less the same 
in number and accounted for 55 per cent of the totaL These, in short, were 
the more dominant size groups. The smaller cultivators (having less than 
four acres), however, cultivated only about one-third of the total cultivated 
land, whereas the bigger one-third of the cultivators' cultivated the remain
ing two-thirds. Cultivators with more than ten acres of cultivated land each, 
cultivated over one-fifth of the total land. 

Tenancy was more prevalent here than in the Cuttack"; part of the delta. 
A little less' than one-third of the total cultivated land was reported to be 
leased in, whereas hardly two per cent ofthe total owned land was leased 
out. Excepting the last two groups of biggest cultivators, most others had 
more than this, proportion of their total cultivated land leased in. 

In this connection one special feature of the region might be noted here. 
In Purl, joint cultivation was practised to a greater extent than in the other 
two regions. For a particular plot of land a number of cultivators came together 
and put in the labour and incurred expenses proportionately and shared the 
produce in' the same proportion. Therefore, one farmer may be a partner 
with a varying number of other farmers for different plots and he might be 
jointly cultivating with them. For the purpose of analysis here all plots of 
land, in which the sample cultivator had any share in cultivation were consider
ed as part of his cultivated holding and the expenses contributed by the other 
partners were included in costs while their receipts 'were inoluded in 
the rent payments of sample farmers. 

Family Members: Table No. P. 2 gives a classification of the members of 
tho sample farm families by age, sex and occupation. The average sile of 
farm family was reported to be S· 5. Generally speaking, the size of family 
increased with increase in the size of the farm. ' 
. The proportion of earners to total family members went on diminishing 
as the size of holding increased. This was mainly due to the rapid decline 
in the number of female earners with an increase in the size of the farm. 

Most of the 'earners were full-:time workers either in agriculture or in 
casual labour. Tho proportion of workers working on their own farms (or 
,on their own) increased as the size of the farm increased. And the propor
tion reporting wage employment as the main occupation decreased as farm 
size inereased. ,The proportion of earners with subsidiary occupations to 
total earners generally decreased as the sile of the farm increased. 
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Very few migrants to outside places for work during the year were reported. 

Land Utilization: All land held for cultivation was not cropped during the 
year. Fallow land, however, accounted for only two per cent of the total 
(Table No. P. 3), ' 
, About 65 per cent of the gross cropped area was reported to be under 
paddy, about six per cent under Beall paddy and the rest under Sarad (Table 
No. P. 4). Pulses were next in importance, ()ccupying ahout 20 per cent of 
the gross cropped area. mllg and klilthl were the main pulses. Though the 
acreage under potato and sugarcane, as also vegetables, was very small, almost 
every size-group reported some land under these crops. Orchard crops like 
coconut and. pan (betel leaf) were grown to a considerable extent in the 
coastal areas of Puri. The area under these accounted for less than one per 
cent of the gross cropped area. Most of the area under coconut was reported 
by the bigger cultivators. Nearly 31 per cent of the gross cropped area was 
cropped more than once. Most of this land was put under pulses which were 
grown as catch crQps on paddy land after paddy was harvested. 

There was no canal irrigation in this region. The total area irrigated con
stituted about 2· 85 per cent of the net cultivated area. All this was through 
lift irrigation, wells and streams or rivers being the sources of supply. 
Though all crops like potato, sugarcane, vegetables, pan, etc. were irrigated 
they occupied only one - third of the total irrigated area. The rest of the 
gross irrigated area was put under paddy. 

Assets: The average value of farm assetS, taking land, livestock, farm im· 
plements and shares in co-operative societies, etc. into account, was reported 
to be about Rs. 1276 per farm (Tables No. P. 5 and P.6). Nearly 80 per 
cent of this was owned land, about 10 per cent livestock and the remaining 
farm implements and other assets. The value of livestock and implements 
per farm went on increasing as the size of holding increased indieating the 
larger requirement of both these with increasing farm size .. But cattle or 
implements per cultivated acre decreased as the size of holding became larger. 
This was, however. up to a point only. Holdings with seven acres or more 
of land again showed an increased stock of cattle and implements. 

The farmers had certain liabilities too. The total outstanding debt summed 
these up. Comparing the two figures we find that outstall.ding debt was 
only about eight per cent of the total value of farm assets. 

Land values in Puri were reportedly lower than in Cuttack. The value of 
land per ac~e was put at Rs. 430 in Puri as against about RI. 530 in Cuttack. 
The greater pressure on land in Cuttack, the greater liability of lands to Hoods 
in Puri, etc. might to a certain extent account for this. The average value 
of a residential house was put at Rs. 544 only. 

Livest()ck : The average value of livestock owned per family was Rs. 412 
(Table No. P. 7). Most of this was on account of bullocks which were the 
highest priced animals. Leaving the young ones aside, there were more bullocks 
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than cows with the farmers. The average value of a bullock was put at 
Rs. 54 whereas the average value of a cow was a little over Rs. 2\ only, and, 
that of a calf between Rs. 12 and Rs. 13. ' 

The bigger cultivators had more bullocks and cows per farm. On the 
other hand, the number of bullocks per acre of cultivated land went on 
diminishing as the size of cultivated holding increased, illustrating the nature 
of the economic overhead. The cultivators with less than four acres of land, 
had less than a pair of bullocks on an average. Indeed only 36 of them had 
a pair or more, 36 had only onc and 21 farms had no bullocks at all. 
None of the bigger cultivators were without bullocks. 

Most of the bullocks were' purchased', the purchased bullocks aocounting 
for 90 per cent of the total (Table No. P. 7). The reason for this extra
ordinarily high Tate of purchase was the same as in Cuttack. It is, however, 
difficult to know how many were real purchases and how may essentially ex
changes with others. During the year, 15 bu110cks were sold and 8 died! 
whereas 25 were reported as purchased. The sales as well as purchases mostly 
took place during the rabi season (roughly January to lune) which was for 
this region an off season for agriculture. Most of the purchases as also sales 
were reported by the smaller cultivators. The average purchase value of a 
bullock was about Rs. 65 whereas the average sale value was reported to 
be Rs. 35 only. There was also some sale and purchase of milch cattle, 10 
purchased and eight sold. The purchases, however, equalled sales, dead ones 
being mostly replaced through births. . 

The number of bullocks purchased constituted about II per cent of the total 
number of bullocks. The value of these purchases formed about eight per 
cent of the total reported value of bullocks. 

&ceipts from Livestock: The farmers, besides using the farm bullocks 
for work on farm, got milk, eggs, etc. from other livestock. Table No. P. 8 in
dicates that farmyard manure and dungcakes aocounted for three-fourths of 
the total value of livestock products. Milk and milk products aocounted for the 
rest. Dungcakes were used entirely as fuel for domestic use, and only about 
10 per cent of the farmyard manure was sold, the rest being used on the farm 
itself. On the other hand, nearly 40 per cent of milk and milk products were 
sold. The smaller cultivators sold a larger part of the milk, the larger ones 
consuming the bulk at home. Only about 10 per cent of the total livestock 
produce was marketed. 

It would, however, be incorrect to maintain that the milch cattle was main
tained for • dairy business'. The average yield of milk per cow during the 
year was reported to be about 22·4 seers only. The feed and fodder expenses 
on milch cattle were equally ridiculously low. The average expenses per 

, cow (including calves) came to Rs. 4 per annum (or if we assume the expendi
ture on aocount of the calves to be nil it came to Rs. 7 per annum). It is no 
wonder an average cow cost only Rs. 22·23. The cows were there because 
keeping them cost practically nothing and farmers got a little milk, besides 
farmyard manure. 
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Farm Implements: The average value of farm implements per farm was 
Rs. 43·5 only ( Table No. P. 9 ). The annual purchases of farm implements 
per farm were reported to be about Rs. 6 only. This constituted 14 per cent 
of the total value of implements. This sum might be considered as the cost 
of depreciation since there was hardly any new addition, and most expenses 
were incurred for replacements. 

Investment and Disinvestment: Table No.· P. 10 presents data regarding 
the investment and disinvestment on sample farms in Puri in 1954-5. A little 
less than half the total investment into physical assets of the farm was in land. 
Nearly a fifth of the total amount was in making improvements in the land 
and the remaining iii the purchase of land which was more a transfer expendi
ture than an investment for the region as a whole. About 32 per cent of the 
remaining investment was on implements and the rest on livestock. 

Sale of land, livestock or implements was lesS than the purchase of these 
items. And consequently there was a net investment of over Rs. 3800 on the 
whole. This, however, could not be considered as net investment in the 
sense of net additions to capital assets. In case of purchase or sale of land 
as we saw; it is a transfer expense. In the case of expenditure on imple
ments or livestock it was more likely to be replacement expenditure. 

If one adds investment and disinvestment expenses on household account, 
like ronstruction, etc. of houses or purchase or sale of .ornaments, the net 
investment by the farmers appears larger than before. But the same difficulty 
can be raised with regard to house construction. It was not clear how much 
of it was major repair and replacement expenditure and how much of it net 
addition to this asset in the region. 

When financial investment and disinvestment items like repayments and 
borrowings were taken -into account, the net investment figure becomes 
negligible. 

It, therefore, appears that there was hardly any investment activity here 
worth the nome_ . 



TABLE No. P.I 

Puri District, Distribution of sample farms according to area (in acrea) cultivated, owned, etc., (during 
1954-5) 

Ftuml CultiYated area Tottll awned area 
Average A .. ft186 

Total Owned based In siz, land 

Gr_ Area No. %of cullival- Area OUlof Te~n~ 

lhe totol Area %"f Area %of Area %01 ed IwItI" 1111. Ieti- payable 
lhe total the net Ihenel Inlf udou, per 1lCr' 

cull/voted cull/voted ,(Rs.) 

1 Uo& than 1 -00 2.6 18-S7 16·04 3-12 8-04 SO -12 8·00 49-88 0·62 9·08 1'04 2·30 
~ 
tlj 

2 I to 1··99 28 20-00 41-70 8·10 31·74 76-12 9·96 23-88 1·49 32'20 0·46 .2-84 
Z 

'" .... 
I>< 

3 2102-99 23. 16·43 $5'81 10·85 32·55 58-32 23·2.6 41'68 2·43 37'94 5·39 . ,2'57 ... ... 
4 3103·99 16 11·43 54·88 10·67 32'98 60·10 21 ·90' 39'90 3 '43 33'23 0·25 1-86 

• 
5 4104·99 14 10·00 ,60·49 11-76 28·02 46-32 32·47 53 ·68 4·32 28·02 1-81 

6 5106-99 J3 9·29 76 -76 14-92 51'41 66·98 25-35 33002 $·90 51·41 2·41 
" 

'7' , .7109-99 12 8·51 99'22 19·28 69-89 10-44 29-33 29-56 8·21 70·89 1000 2·98 

8 . 10 and abovc 8 5·71 109-64 21-30 93 -31 85 -11 16-33 14-89 13 ·71 97-48 4-17 1-99 

Total 140 100% 514,-54 100% 347-94 67-62 166·60 32-38 3·68 360·25 12-31 2·36 I¢ 
00 

'" 



TABLE No. P.2-(Contd.) 

Pun Diatrict : Diatnbution of members of 8a.mpl6 farm families by 86:1:, age, main an.d subsidiary occupation, 
classified by the size of the cultivated holdings of the families. 

Male adult etlI'lrersS DCClIjHltion3 Female adult earners' occupations 1!Ion-adult earners' occupation, 

AgriCIIlture Labour Oth., AgrlcuiJur. lAbour Other AgrIculture lAbour Oth., 
Groups* occupa- occupotions occupatlolU 

Full- PMt- Agricul- Non- tions Fulf- Part- Agrlcul- Non-
time time lure ogricul- time time ture agricul-

ture lure 

>-
1 8 I 19 1 3 ~ 1 6 I 7 3 ." 

'" 1 15 1 10 9 
I!'J 

1. 1 S Z 
t:j 

3 11 I 1 6 3 3 I 1 1 ~ -4 21 I 3 6 1 .3 I 1 
... 

S 24 2 2 2 I 

6 2S 2 

7 IS 8 2 

8 22 3 

Total lSI 6 36 37. S 8 I 20 2 1 8 

~ 

• These pups have the same acrcases and the same IlUDlber or farms as in Table No. P.I. ... .... 



. TABLE No. P.2-(Contd.) 'N 
.", 

Puri District: Distribution of membiers of sample fatrm families by 86:1:, age, main and 8ubsidiary occupation, 
N 

classified by the size of the cultivated holding8 of the fanrilies. 

Male autt earners with Female adult etlTner~ with 
-subsidiary occupations subsidiary occupations Numkerof Number of l"l 

Gro,;ps· m;grQ/lts o1tacl,ed ,~ 
Agriculture . Lapour Oth., Agriculture Labour Other for work farm 0 

occupations occupations duri11gtke sentlnts iii: -AgriCllJlure No,.. Agriculture Non- part oftke ("l 

'" Agriculture Agriculture yeor 0 

'" > 
1 23 S 1 iii: 

2 15 7 li- I 1 ~ 
/ ::! 

3 (\ 15 3 2 • ." 

4 Ii 13 3 1 1 ~ 
~ 2- 13 - 2. 1 {; 
(\ 2. a s 3 ~ • 
7 S S 2- IS 

8 1 3 9 ~ 
iii: 

Total 60 3 21 1 2 1 2 22 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same mnnber of farms as in Table No. P.t .. 



TABLE No. P.S 

Puri District: Reporteel TeaB<m8 frw the cultivateel lanel (are/\ in aCl'eB) in the sample remaining fallow (elur-
ing 1954-5) ~ 

Groups· Total fallow ReDsom lor lal/o .. 

DIM to sea- Lacko! Dilch or Sandy· High and Lowland Oth.rs ReasonsMt 
s_IWlgarm money pool .'c. stony slated 

t 0'14 0·14 

2 1J'56 0·03 0·14 0'23 0'16 > ... 
. ~ 2·13 0'40 O'IS 0·06 0·19 1·30 

... 
to! 
Z 

::; 1'43 1·43 ~ 
~ 1'45 

.l:l 
0·04 1·41 

"(j ·2'69 0·05 0·'12 0-12 2·40 

7 0-91 0-15 0'35 0-41 

8 4'23 O.gS 2·11 0·32. t '72 

Total 13'54 0'40 0·18 0-41 2·23 0·33 0·32 0'70 8'97 

t<) 

.These Stoups have the same a.reases and the same number of farms as in Table No. P.I. e<> c.o 



TABLE No. P.2-(Contd.) -toO 
-<&> 

Purl DUitrict : DUltribution of mem~8 of 8ample farm families by 8ex, age, main altd subsidiary occupation, 
toO 

classified by the size of the cultivated holdings of the families. 

Male Ddul/ earners with Female adult earners with 
.subsidiary occupations subsidiary occupations Number of Number of I"l 

Gro~ps· 
("l 

migrants ai/ached '~ 
Ai/tical/UTe - UfJour Other Aifrlcul/ure Labour Other for wo,k form 0 

occupations occuptllions during the BTvants to: -Aifricul/ure Non- Ag,;culture Non- par/of/he ("l 
rn 

Agr;culture Aifricul/ure yt!iU 0 
"l 
;.. 

1 23 5 1 Ii: 

1 15 7 8- I 1 fl 
3 (; 15 3 2 ~ 
4 (; 13 3 1 1 ~ 

0 

~ 2 13 2 1 ~ 
6 2 J S 3 

,. 
~ 7 5 , 2 6 

8 I 3 !) 
g 
Ii: 

Total EO 3 21 1 2 1 2 22 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same nmnber of farms as in Table NOa P.la 



TABLE No. P.3 

Purl Diatrict : Rf!;ported reasO!I8 for the cultivated land (area, in acres) in the sample remaining fallow (dur-
ing 1954-5) .-

G_- Total fallow Reasons for fallow 

Due 10 RtJ-o Lock 01 Dilel. or Sandy' High and Lowland Oth.,s Reasons not 
sonal VDgilrin -y pool etc. IIOny stated 

1 0·14 0-14 

2 0-56 0113 0·14 0-23 0-16 :-
" '~ 2-13 0-40 0-18 0-06 0-19 1-30 " to 
l! 

'4 1-43 1-43 ~ 
' ... 

~ , 1'-45 0-04 
~ 

1-41 

'6 : i-il9 O-OS 0"12 0'12 2-40 

7 , 0-91 0-15 0'35 0-41 

8 4-23 0008 2-U 0-32, 1 -~ 

Total 13-54 0-40 0-18 0-41 2-23 0-33 0-32 0-70 8-97 

~ 
-These groups have the same ac_ and the _ number of farms as in Table No. Pol. 

.., 
c.o 



TABLE No. PA t.:> 

'" Puri District: Distribution of the net cultivated area in the sample farms classified by the size (area in acre8) 
~ 

of their cultitvl1ted holdings under different. C1"0'p8 (during 1954-5) 

Group" BeaU Sarad Other TOlal Grun Black Kulthl Cluma Tota/pulse. Oilseetk Sugar· Potato 
paddy paddy . cefuis "reals gram gram tmdgrams tmd ""mil. cane ~ 

menttand 0 

tpi«. Z 

~ -C'l 

I 1'64 13·93 15'57 3 ·88 1·25 2'SI 0'17 8'11 0·06 
.. 
0 
-.s 

:2 4~S6 3S·96 40'52 9·89 2·29 6·n 18-45 0'17 0'55 0·21 > 
Ii: 

3 5-82 47'12 52'94 12·34 1·45 8·85 22'64 0·64 0'32 ~ -4 5-69 45·57 OoQ) 51'86 12·68 3·01 8·04 23·73 0;14 0·32 0·14 >\J , 7·4S· 51·10 .0·18 58·73 14'15 4-291 12·49 30'93i 2'10, 0·08 0-43 ij 
0 
'" (; 3 '71 68-04 71-75 7·83 1'70; 11·98 0·04 21'55. . 20901 0·06 t'1 
IC 

7 7'46 89·26 96-72 29-47 6·70 15·48 51·65 0·11 ~ 
8 12'29 89·75 0·25 102 ·29 20·43 4·70 14'51 39·64 0·24 1 ·21 ~ 

Ii: 

Total 48·62 440'73 1·03 490·38 110 ·67 25·40 80·43 0'21 216·71 6-(}7 1 ·25 2·37 

• These RtOUOS have the same acreaJtCS and the same numbe~ of farms as in Table No. P.I. 



:l.I 
;.. TABLE No. P.4-(Contd.) 
<:> 

Puri DiBf:lict : Distribution of tlte net cultivated area under different crOP8 in the 8ample farrrUJ classified by size 
(area in acres) during 1954-5 

Area IrrlgQled during 1M 
current year 

Groups- Vegelables Pan groves Totlll Orchards and Gr033 crop- Fallow Area cropped Net cultl-
others pedarea more than once wztedaru Net Gr0l8 

1 0-11 23·85 23-85 0-14 7-95 16-04 0'11 0'17 
> 

2 0'32 0·04 60·26 0-03 60-29 0'56 19·15 41·70 1·71 1-71 . '" ill 
3 0-(17 76'61 0·35 76'96 2·13 23·28 55 ·81 0-61 1·03 ~ 
4 ~ 76-19 0·27 76-46 J -43 23'01 54'88 0'98 1·26 

::I 

5 0·23 92'51 92'51 - 1·45 33'47 60'49 2-12 2-41 

6 0-(18 96·35 1-68 98'03 2-69 23·96 76'76 0'65 0'65 

7 0·43 148'91 1·0S 149'96 0'91 51-65 99-22 3-10 3·10 

B 0-40 143'78 3-00 146-78 4'23 41·37 109·64 5·]4 5·34 

~t"., \ 
Total 1,,21 0-47 718-46 6·38 724 -~ .' ~~ .,\ 223 -84 

., rJ', ~\\.,\,~\ .\\ \ dF\~. 
514-54 14·68 15·67 

, 'l .. ( ,.< 

ii4 , , 
." 

-These groups have th~ same acro:ages and ~ same number oIIfatlIlfas in Table No. P.I. ... 
CII 



TABLE Nli)pP..i ~ 
.<0 

Puri District : Total farm and other aBsets and out8tanding debt8 during 1954-5 of sample cultivat01's classi--
0> 

lied by size (area in acres) of their jj9Ultiva~~djwldings 
Part I (Value in Rs.)' 

Farm assets Other assets OuUlanding debts t'1 n 
Groups* Grand 0 

Land Val"""f Value of Total Volue of Value of Value of pther Total total of Value Perant Z 
0 

implements lives/ock value homestead hOIlSe4 non..Jarm financial value QSsets affarm ;;:: -Area YQlue land implements assel. (value) assets n 
til 

1 10.960 2,119 38-78 
0 

9-08 3,846 320 1,298 5,464 291 S,205 5,496 'OJ 

(70 -39::-'.l (5 -86%) (23 -75 %) (IOO%) > 
2 32-20 13,552 492 1,877 15,921 135 9,330 76 IS 9,556 25,477 1,717 10-78 ;;:: 

(85 -12%) (3 -09%) (1I-79%) (IOO%) ~ 
1 37-94 14,554 748 1,830 17,132 518 8,830 68 400 9,816 26,948 1,918 11-20 ;l 

(84-95%) (4-37%) (10-68%) (I00%) ." 
4 33-23 11,809 575 2,270 14,654 751 7,110 7,861 22,515 1,068 7-29 c:: 

(80-59%) (3 -92%) (IS -49%) (IOO%) !g 
S 28-02 10,459 572 1,125 12,756 SIS 5,700 20 6,235 18,991 2,068 16-21 0 

til 

(81 -99::-'.l (4 -49%) (13 -52 Y.l (I00%) 
I.'!l 
10 

(; 51-41 18,112 859 2,186 21,157 S34 9,105 32 9,671 30,828 825 3-90 -
(85 -61 Y.l (4-06%) (10-33%) (IOO%) ;i 

7 70-89 31,589 1,433 2,936 35,958 1,210 15,750 16,960 52,918 2,951 8 -21 10 

(87-85%) . (3-99%) (8-16%) (I00%) ~ 
8 97-48 50,938 1,090 3,187 55,215 5,898 15,150 21,048 76,263 2,749 4-98 Is: 

(92 -25%) (I-98%) (5 -77%) (I00%) 

Total 360 -25 154,859 6,089 17,309 178,257 9,852 76,180 164 447 86,643 2,64,900 15,416 8-65 

(86-87%) (3-42%> (9'71 %) (100%) 

• These aroUP$ have the same acreages and the lame number of farms as in Table No. P.l. 



TABLE No. P.5-(Contd.) 

Purl Dist1ict : Total farm and other aS8ets and out8tanding debts during 1954-5 01 8ample cultivators Cla8Si-
fied by size (area in acres) 01 their cultivated holding8 (VallU! in RI.) 

Part II (Per farm) 

FllI'm (ISsets Other tlS~ts OJ".tandlng dobt. 
Grand 

Groups· Ltmd Yalue of Yalu.of Total Yalu.of Yalu. of Yalu. of Oth., Total Total of Yalue %oflarm 
Implement. livestock Wl/ue homestead houses non~farm financial Niue assets mIdI 

Area Yal"" land implements assets (value) 

I 0·35 147·92 12·31 49-92 210 -IS 11-20 200-19 211-39 421-54 81-50 38 ·78 > .., .., 
2. .1·IS 484-00 17-57 67-04 568'61 4-82 333-21 2·71 0-54 341-28 909-89 61·32 10-78 

l'! 
Z 
1::1 

3 1-65 632·78 32·52 79'S7 744-87 22,S2 383'91 2'96 17·39 426'78 1,171 -65 83 ·39 11·20 ->4 ... 
4 20()8 738 -D6 35'94 141·88 91S ·88 46'94 444·31 • 491 '31 1,407 -19 66·75 7·29 .. 
5 2-00 747-07 40'86 123 ·21 911-14 36·79 407 -14 1'43 445 '36 1,356'SO 147·71 16·21 

6 3·95 1,393 ·23 66·08 168·!S 1,627 -46 41·08 700·38 2·46 743 '92 2,371 ·38 63·46 3·90 

7 S'!H 2.632'41 119-42 244'67 2,996'50 100·83 1,312 '50 1,413 -33 4,409 '83 246·00 8·21 

8 12 ." 6,367 -25 136·25 398·38 6,901 ·88 737-25 1,893 ·75 - 2,631'00 9,532 ·88 343 ·63 4'98 

Total 2·57 , .1,106'13 43 '49 123·64 1,273 ·26 70·37 544-15 1-17 3'19 618 '88 1,891'14 110 -11 8·65 

N 
,. These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No_ P.I. "" -'1 



TABLE No. P.G ~ ... 
Purl Diatrict : The number and value of different kinds of livestock at the 

farms clas8ified by mil (area in acre8) 
beginning of 1964-6 on tlte sample 

01> 

Parti (Val"" In R4.> 

l<I 

D'tlUlfht cattle MUch caW. Calvu . Vlliu. of Total Numln, of famills. with draUlfht animal 8 
Z Groups· olhe, Vtllue of 0 

No. Value No. Valu. No. Valll6 li,..,ock Ilv .. tock NO 011# Two Mo,. than II: 
two fA 

• ~ 
t 20 726 11 271 12 115 120 1,298 12 10 2 2 > 
2 27 930 20 422 13 184 

II: 
341 1,877 15 11 5 ~ 

3 37 1,3153 14 184 16 209 14 1,830 3 5 14 I ~ 
4 29 1,697 17 400 13 131 42 2,270 4 11 I I s 28 1,345 8 117 14 198 5 1,725 3 8 3 

6 28 1,505 24 511 12 132 38 2,186 11 2 ~ 1 27 2,132 26 62.1 IS 171 6 2,936 1 8 3 
~ 

8 27 2,220 28 536 25 301 130 3,187 2. 6 II: 

Total 223 11,918 148 3,128 120 1,501 7S6 17,309 21 40 61 . 18 

• Th""" groups have the same acreages and the same number of rarms as in Table No .• P.I. 



TABLE No. P.6-(Contd.) 

Puri District: The number and value of different kinds of live8tock at the beginning of 1954-5 on the sample 
farms classified by size (area in a.cres) 

Part 1[-4. Per farm, PI' acre) 
Per farm Per acre of net cultivated area 

Groups* 
DraUlfht cattle Milch cattle Other livestock Draught cattl. Milch cattl. Other 11 .. ,10& 

1 0·69 1·04 0·81 H2 1'68 1·31 

2 1·04 1-11 }'29 0'10 0·14 0-86 

3 1-61 1·35 0·65 0·66 0·56 0·21 

4 1·88 1·81 0·94 0·55 0-53 0'21 

S 2·00 1·64 0·21 0-46 0·38 o·os 
6 2·15 2·85 1'00 0-36 0·48 0-11 

1 2-33 3-83 0-42 0-28 0-46 0-05 

8 3-38 7·13 2-00 0·25 0'52 O-IS 

• 
Total 1-61 2-01 0-89 0'44 0-55 0·24 

• These group. have th. same acreages and tho same Dumber affarms as in Table No_ P.1. 

;.-..., ..., 
l'!I 
Z 

~ ... ... 

N) 
<D 
<D 



TABLE No. P.7 CI> 
<:> 

Pwri District: . The 'PUrchase, BIile, d.eath, birth, etc. of different kinds of livestock on the sample farms, 
<:> 

arranged by flize in acre8, diuring and at the end of 1954-5 (Value In Rs_) 

Total no. flI 
Birthond the end 0/ the t'.I 

Purchase Sal. /Hath and disposal acquiring yew t".> 
0 
Z .. 

~ 
0 ., 

1 1 ~ 
~ 1 1$ ~ 1$ ~ 1$ - I( 

e 
~ ~ l!! j ~ l!! ~ ~ l!! 13 ... :J 8 

\:>. .. ". .;:; '" ~ 
:J .l! -~ ~ 1l ~ ~ ~ 1 l!! 13 :.: - ~ ;J 0 

1 li! 1 :::: li! ~ 
:::: 

~ ~ 1 '<3 
~~ t; - 15:: t; - :t;:'l t; 1$ S - ~ ~ >-OS ~ ~l OS s .. ~ ~ OS 1 :n ~ .<!i :n ~ - ~ i o. Cl 0 ~ 0 " ~ "5 8 

~ 
Ii:: .l! " !:3 li! '" ~ :::: .... £: .... 

" .. 1l " 1l .. .. .. .. l .... :!i t; ~ 

~ i ~ 
.l! 

~ ~ 
.l! 

~ ~ 
.l! 

~ 
.l! 

~ i ~ 
.l! :i ~ e ~ OS :<; 

li: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::;;: ~ ~ ~ Cl <;) c:: 
IC 
." 

I 3 145 1 14 l59 «)O I 25 1 45 70·00 4 50 1 3 53·00 5 2 18 27 21 0 

'" 2 , 196 1 20 1 0-50 216-50 3 75 2 18 1 2·50 95-50 - 4 57 8 3·25 60·25 2 9 29 31 36 t'.I 

3 2 126 1 12 138,00 1 25 2 70 95-00 1. 40 3 20 60-00 I 37 31 15 IC 

4 7 478 478 «)O 5 345 I 100 445-00 1 20 2 30 50·00 2 2 30 29 15 ~ 
S 3 87 87-00 1 39 39,00- 1 28 23 3 IC 

6 5 288 288·00 4 47 47,00 1 15 2 35 50-00 6 2 28 37 13 '" >-
7 1 100 4172 272·00 I 40 40-00 - 2 30 44 5 Ii:: 
8 2 280 280-00 1 7 7-00 1 20 2 27,50 6 48 95-50 7 27 57 16 

25 1.613 10 305 10-50 1,918 'SO IS 524 8312 1 2,50838'50 8 145 14172·50 14 51·25 368 ·75 25 16 227279124 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same Dumber of far'ms as in Table No_ P.I. 

:' .,.-'~-""""" ... -, - - .. .,.--," - '":"" -<""~.,,,.< .-.",., ...... ,--



.1.ADUJliI .L"'V~ .£..g-

Puri District: Livestock produce and sale on sample farms classified by size (in acres) during 1954-6 

Milk Milk product. Eggs, etc. 

GrOU]JS- Tolal pradu<.d Total sold: Total Total Total Total 
produced IIOld pradu<ed sold 

QUQlltity Va/ue-r Quanllty Value ",Iu. Vfllue valu~ value 
in mtb_ inmds. 

1 1 -SO 36·00 1-00 20·00 9-00 4-00 
(8 '74%) . (55-56%)t (2-I8%) (44-44r'>t 

2 23-63 391·69 IZ'15 219-75 8-00 8-00 5-94 
(39-S2%) (56-10%)t (0'81%) (lOO%)t (0-60%> 

~ 3 4-33 86-SO 3-93 78-SO 6-44 4-37 
(lZ'71%) (9O-75%)f (0-95%) (67-86%) ." 

l?I 
4 n'S3 . 188 -75 S-33 86-25 ~ (2S-84%) (45'70%) ~ 

M 
5 1-93 38-50 

(8 -11 %) ;:: • 
6 2·83 56-62 16-00 6-25 

(8 ·86%) (2'50%) (0-98%) . 
7 13-95 231-56 10·44 

(27-24%) (l-23%) • 
8 23-U 370-81 9-85 147-69 

(34 -86%) (52-24%) 

Total 83 -15 1,400-43 32-26 552-19 33-00 12·00 29-07 4-37 
(24-00%) (39-43%)1 (0-57%) (36-36%)t (O'SO%) (15 -03 %)1 eo 

0 * These groups have the same """"'geB and the same number of farms a. in Table No. P.I. 
t Percentage sbown below the sold value is the proportion of total produce of the particular commodity_ 

• ,_ 'no_ 



TABLE No. P.8-(Contd.) co 
0 

Puri District: Livestock yroduce and sale on 8ample farms clas8ified by 8ize (in acres) during 1954-5 
I:¢ 

• 
Farmyard manure Dung cakes To/al 

GrDup&* Total produced To/alsold To/al produced TOlal sold Tolal produced TOlalsold Tolal balance t>j 

value ,alue value Wllue Wllue value value '"' 0 
Z 

1 215·00 152·00 412·00 24·00 388 ·00 0 
r;:: 

(52'19%) (36'S9%) (IOO%) (s-83%)t a 
2 388-00 18·00 190·00 983'63 245 '75 137·88 rn 

(39'45%) (4'64%)t (19'32%) (loor..> (24'98%)t 0 
"I 

3 392·00 9-00 195 '75 680'69 • 91·87 588·82 > 
(57'59%) (2-30%)t (28'75%) (IOO%) (13 '50%)t I!: 4 374'50 167'12 730'37 86·25 644·12 El (51'28%) (22'Ssrj (100%) (1l'81%) ~ s 307·50 128'50 474·50 474·50 'i' 
(64'80%) (27'09%) (IOO%) 

..., 
c: 

6 328·00 232'50 9'00 639 ·37 9·00 630·37 i3 
(51'30%) (36'36%) (3-87%)t (l00%) (1'41%) 0 

til 7 413 '50 194·50 850-00 850·00 t>j 

(48'65%) (22'88%) (IOO%) ~ 

8 468·00 26-00 225·00 1,063 ·81 173·69 890'12 ~ 
(43 '99%) (5 ·56r..>t (2l-1Sr..> (l00%) (I6'33%)t ~ 

~ 
I!: 

Total 2,886'50 53-00 1,485 ·37 9·00 5,834'37 630'56 5,203 ·81 
(49'47%) (I'M%) (2S'46%) (0'61%) (100%) (I0'81%)t 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as in Table No. P.I .. 
. t Percentage shown below the sold value is the proportion of total produce of the particular commodity. 

~ -- .. -- ~----~ .. ,,_ .. _- --- -- - ----



TABLE No. P.9 

PuriDi8trict: Value of farm implements, their sale and purchase on sample farms c.lassified by size (in acres), 
during 1954-5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Total 

Value 0/ implements at 
Ih. beginning of the ytar 

320 

492 

748 

575 

512 

859 

1,433 

1,090 

6,089 

Value of Impltm.nts per 
farm 

12·31 

17·57 

32·52 

35'94 

40'86 

66-08 

119 ·42 

136'25 

43-49 

'Value of implements pur
.hosed during the ytQr 

53 ·56 

94·81 

111·50 

100·12 

480()6 

127'94 

50·75 

301-50 

888·30 

Value of Impl.mtnlS sold 
during the ytttr 

22·00 

2·81 

24 ·81 

·Th .... &roups have Ibt same acreages and the same number offanns a. in Table No. P.I. 

(Valu.ln 1/.s.) 

Value of impl.ments dis
carded tIS unless duri118 

the year 

14'25. 

12·37 

30-44 

24·31 

29·44 

56·81 

13-56 

53000 

234'18 

~ 
.." 
l':I 
Z 
t:I 
~ 

== 



TABLE No. P.IO w 
0 

Puri District: Investment and disinvestment on sample farms classified by Size (in acre8) during 1954-0 II>-

Parll-(lnvestment) (Value in Rr_) 

- Total purchase 0/ Permonent Purchase Plirchase Totalo/ ConsITUC- Purchase Pu,chase &pay- Advancing Total 0/ Grandlolal 
land improve-- o/live- 0/ imp/.. t:fJ/umns tion'Jr %rna- %ther mentso/ loans columns 0/ all itelf13 t<l 

n 
Groups· mentsto stock ments 1 to 4 purchase mt!nts financial debts 61010 0 

Z 
Area Value land o/houses QSsets 0 

(Acres) '" -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 n 

'" 0 
"J 

1 0-04 50-00 159 -00 53-56 262-56 210-75 133·62 344-37 606-93 > 
Ii!: 

2 1-83 820-75 45-00 216-50 94"87 1,177 -12 20-00 560-69 580-69 1,757-U c:: 
~ 
..;! 

3 O-SO 308-00 24-50 138 -00 111-50 582-00 257 -00 363 -19 100 -00 720 -19 1,302 -19 ->\, 
4 0-33 90-00 478-00 100-12 668 -12 200-00 251-25 130-00 581-25 1,249-37 

c:: 
!g 

S 0-15 82-00 10-00 87-00 48-06 227-06 656-00 340-00 437-00 1,433 -00 1.660-06 
0 

'" t<l 

6 73-69 288-00 127-94 489-63 980-00 60-00 245-37 100-00 1,385 -37 1,875 -00 := -
7 0-40 120-00 321-00 272-00 SO-75 763-75 50-00 216-94 266-94 1.030-69 

;i 
I;G 

8 1-00 800-00 19S-00 280-00 301-50 1,579 -SO 100 -00 340 -00 673-25 1,113 -25 2,692 -75 ~ 
Ii!: 

Total 4-25 2,270-75 672-19 1,918 -so 888 -30 5,749 -14 2,166 -75 1,298-25 2,760-06 200 -00 6,425-06 12,114 -80 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number of farms as :in Table NOa P. t. 



TABLE No. P.IO-(Contd.) 

Puri District: Investment and disinvestment 0'/1. 8ample farms classified by 8ize (in acres) during 1954-5 

.. Pm H-{Disin .... tment) (ll'allll In lis.) 

Sako/land Sale 01 Sole 0/ Total 0/ Sale 01 Sale.tI/ Sale 0/ Recover, Other Incurring TOlalol Grand total 
Groups· livestock Implement. column. nOllses OFl1Qment8 olkel' til IoaIU dl./rr;ul- new column. o/all/te_ 

Area I'alue 110 3 financial mentl d4bts 5 to 10 
(Acre.) lis. IUSlfs 

t 2 3 4 S 1\ 7 8 l' 10 11 ·12 

1 70-00 70'00 169'00 ·574-31 743-31 813 -31 > 
"" 2 0-42 300-00 95-00 395-50 20-00 lSO-OO 1,115 ·75 .1,285 -75 1,681-25 
... 
"" . 
~ 3 95-00 22>0 117-00 171-37 -, 100 -00 827 0()6 1,098 -43 1,215 -43 

" 4 00()2 50-00 445-00 495-00 14-00 '1,208 -87 1,222-87 1,717 -87 ... .. 
5 39-00 39-00 18-00 1,279 -S6 1,297 -56 1,336-56 

6 47-00 2-81 49-81. 608-62 608-62 658-43 

7 0-51 300-00 40-00 340·00 1,001-37 1,001'37 1,341 -37 

8 0-90 400-00 7-00 407 -00 2,223 -25 2,223 '25 2,630'25 

Total 1 -85 1,050-00 838·50 24 -81 1,913 ·31 392-37 100-00 ISO -00 8,838 ·79 9,48l-l6 11,394'47 

I» 
* These groups have the &arne acreages anc! the same number of fanns ... in Table No. P. 1_ 0 

CIt 



TABLE No. P.10-(Contd.) to:> 
0 

Puri District: Investment and di8inve8tment on 8ample farm8 classified by size (in acre8) during 1954-5 
0> 

\ Part lIl-{lnvestment and disinvestment) (Value in J/s.) 

To/al To/al To/al Total To/al To/al To/al Total Total Total Net invest-
Grollps· investment investment investment repayment investments disinvest- disinvest- disinvest- newdehts disinvest- menlor 

[2J 
n 

inphyskoI in hOllses in ornaments of debts ment in ment in ment in incurnd ment. disin~esl- 0 
Z 

assets 01 tmd others, physical houses OI'RIlments ment 0 

farms etc. /lssets 01 tmd others. Is: -farm etc .. n 

'" 0 
I 262·56 210·75 133 -62 606·g3 70·00 169·00 574·31 813·31 -206,38 ~ 

> 
2 1,177 ·12 20·00 560·69 . 1,757 ·81 395·50 170·00 l,llS '7S 1.681'25 + 76·56 Is: 
3 582·00 357·00 363·19 1,302 ·19 llHlO 

, 
271 ·37 827006 1,2lS ·43 + 86·76 8 

toi -4 668 ·12 200·00 251·25 130·00 1,249 ·37 495·00 14-00 1,208 '87 1,711·87 -468,50 0\, 
c: 

S 227006 656·00 340·00 437-00 1,660·06 39·00 18 -00 1.279 ·56 1,336'56 +323·50 i3 
0 

6 489·63 980·00 160·00 245·37 1,875 ·00 49·81 608·62 658·43 +1216·75 '" t!'J 

7 763·75 50·00 216·94 1,030 ·69 340·00 1,001'37 1,341 ·37 -310·68 . 10 -
8 1,579·50 100·00 340·00 673·25 2,692 ·75 407 -00 2,223 ·25 2,630·25 + 62'50 

;;j 
:0 
t:I 
> 
Is: 

Total 5,749'74 2,166·75 1,498 ·25 2,760006 12,174 ·80 1,913 '31 642·37 8,838-79 11,394·47 +780·33 

• These groups have the same acreages and the same number offanns as in Table No. P. L 
+ Where the investment is more than disinvestment. 
- Where the disinvestment is more: than investment. 



(B) EMPLOYMENT DATA REGARDING AGRICULTURAL 
LABOUR 



TABLE No. S.l1 eo 
0 

Sambalpur Zone: Employment a.nd wage earnings (>f agriC'!!-ltural w,bourers (casual 'w,bourers) in 1954-5 
00 

(Valu~ in Rupees) 

No. of April-May Jwre-July August-$eptember October-Nov~mber 

Natur~ of work labourers to<! 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) 8 z 
0 
I!:: 

'" U> 
1 In agriculture both in 45 T 485 231 135 366 1,377 474 476 950 1,191 503 286 789 1,509 787 503 1,290 0 

and outside Ibe village "'l 
A 10·8 S'I 3'0 8 '1 30'6 10·S 10'6 21 '1 26·S 11'2 6·4 16'6 33 '5 17'S 11'2 28'7 > 

II: 
fi 
"I 

448 -2 In non-agriculture both 40 T 1,076 7S 930 1,005 471 12 427 439 664 12 614 626 437 12 460 .!" 
in and outside the e: 

:= village A 26'9 1'9 23'2 25 '1 U'8 0'3 10·7 U-{) 16·6 0'3 IS·4 1S·1 10'9 0'3 11·2 11'5 ." 
0 

'" l'I 
1;11 -

• ;; 
:= 

3 Total work done S3 T 1,561 306 1,065 1,371 1,848 486 903 1,389 1,855 SIS 900 1,415 1,946 799 951 1,750 ~ 
A 29'4 5'8 20·1 25·9 34'9 9 '1 11'1 26'2 350() 9'7 17-{) 26-1 36-7 15 '1 17'9 33'0 II: 

t. Number of days worked 2 = Value of paymeots in kind 3 = Casbwages 4 = Total 

T = Total A = Average 



TABLE No. S.l1-(Contd.) 

Sambalpur Zone: Employment a.nd wage earninglt of agricultural labcmrerlt (caBUal la40urere) in 1954-5 
(Val •• In Rupeu) 

1 

2 

3 

Na/we of work 

In agriculture both in 
and ouloide the village 

In non ... gricuituno both 
in and outside the 
village 

Total work done 

No. of 
labourers 

45 T 

A 

40 T 

A 

(I) 

559 

12·4 

1,090 

1,7-2 

53 T 1,649 

A 31-1 

Dtcombrr-January 

(2) (3) (4) (I) 

322 82 404 261 

7·2 1·8 9·0 5 '8 

32 1,047 1,079 1,175 

O'S 26·2 2Hl 29·4 

354 . 1,129 1,483 1,436 

6·7 21-3 28'0- 27'1 

February-Marcl, To/al 

(2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) 

-134 38 112 5,382 2,451 1,520 3,971 

3·0 0·8 3;8 119·6 54·5 33·8 8S-3 

32 1,113 1,145 4,913 175 4,579- 4,754 

O'S 27-8 28 -6 122'8 4·4 114·5 _ 1l8-9 

166 1,151 1,317 IO,29~ 2,626 6,099 8,725 

3-1 21·7 24·8 194'2 49-5 115-1 164'6 

1 = Number of days worked 2 = Value or payments in kind 3 = Cash wasea 4 = Total 
T = Total A = Average 

>-..., ..., 

~ 
~ 
~ 



TABLE No. c.n C/O ..... 
GuUack District: Employment and wage ~a1"lling8 of agricultural labourers in 1954-5 

0 

(Value in Rupees) 

/ 

No. of April-May June-July August-Septemher October-Novembtr 
Nature of work labourers to! 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) '(2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) 8 z 
0 

Casual/ahour Ii: 
I In agriculture botb in 105 T 3,018 289 2,245 2,534 4,961 441 3,954 4,395 4,345 341 3,639 3,986 2,160 469 1,819 2,288 ~ ... 

and outside Ibe villase A 28-1 2-1 21'4 24-1 41·3 4'2 31-1 41'9 41·4 3 ·3 34·7 38 -0 26'3 4'5 11:3 21-8 0 
"l 

2 In non-agriculture botb 73 T 811 25 913 938 183 35 118 153 143 39 82 121 350 14 299 313 >-
in '" outside Ibe vilIase A 11·9 0·3 12'5 12·8 2'5 0'5 1·6 2'1 2·0 0'5 I-I 1'6 4'8 0'2 4-1 4-3 Ii: 

[3 
3 Total work: done lOS T 3,889 314 3,158 3,412 5,150 476 4,012 4,548 4,488 386 3,121 4,107 3,110 483 2,118 2,601 

>i -, 
A 36·0 2-9 29-2 32'1 47-1 4-4 37'7 42-1 41'6 3·6 34'5 38 '1 28·8 4'5 19·6 24-1 

.., 
c: 

Farm servants 
~ 
0 

1 In agriculture botb in 406' 
... 

22 T 1,203 349 196 545 1,264 365 209 514 1,171 401 141 548 1,064 120 526 to! 

and outside Ihe vilIase A 54·1 15·9 8'9 24'8 51·4 16'6 9'5 26'1 53 -5 18-2 6-7 24'9 48·4 18-5 5'4 23-9 I" 

;J 
2 In non-agriculture both 10 T 37 2 43 45 3 1 1 I" 

in and outside the vilIase A 3·7 0·2 4'3 4-5 0·3 0-1 0-1 ~ 
Ii: 

3 Total work done 22 T 1,240 - 351 2311 590 1,264 365 209 574 1,177 401 147 S48 1,067 407 120 527 
A 56-4 16'0 10-9 26-9 57·4 16'6 9-5 26'1 53 -5 18'2 6-7 24·9 48·5 18 ·5 5-4_ 23-9 

• 1 = Number of days worked 2 = Value of paymenls in kind 3 = Cash wages 4 = Total 
T = Total A = Average 



!:l TABLE No. C.ll-(Contd.) 
Cuttack District: Employment and wage earnings of agricultural labourers in 1954-5 

Nature of work. 
No. of 

labourers 

Omta/ labour 
1 In agriculture both In 105 T 

and outside the YiDage A 

2 In non-agriculture both 73 T 
In IlIId outside the viUage A 

3 Total _rk done lOB T 
A 

Farm SUWl1lU 

1 In agriculture both In 22 T 
and outside the YiUage A 

2 In nOlMlgrlculture both 10 T 
In and outside the viUage A 

3 Total worlc done 22 T 
A 

1 = Number or days worked 
T = Total A = Average 

(Value In R.pus) 

Decemher--JaRuar,' FebrUQry-March To/al Bulk receipt. Grand 
during the year to/al 

"" (I) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) In In Total com. 
kind cash 

3,878 3,211 417 3,628 2,566 360 1,831 2,191 21,534 5,117 13,905 111,022 - 19,022 
36'9 30'6 4-0 34·6 24'4 3·4 17-4 20·8 ~OS 0() 48·7 132'5 181·2 181'2 

195 2- 157 157 1,001 6 1,073 1,079 2,743 119 2,642 2,761 .2,761 
2·7 2,'2 2'2 13'7 0·1 14'7 14'8 37·6 1·6 36·2 37·8 37'8 

4,073 3,211 574 3,785 3,567 366 2,904 3,270 24,277 5,236 16,547 21,783 ~ 21,783 
37'7 29-7 5·3 35 -0 33 ·0 3·4 26'9 30·3 224·8 48'5 IS3'2 201 -07 - 201-07 . 
939 936, 22 958 1,026 319 152 471 6,673 2,176 846 3,622 930 930 4,552 

42·7 42'5 1-0 43·5 46'6 14·5 6'9 21'4 303·3 126·2 38'4 164'642'3 42-3 206'9 

ISO 76 76 46 IS 23 38 266 94 66 160 160 
18'0 7'6 7·6 4'6 1·5 2·3 3'8 26·6 9·4 6'6 16·0 16'0 

1,119 192 22 1,034 1,072 334 175 S09 6,939 2,870 912 3,782 930 930 4,712 
50'9 46'0 1-0 47·0 48 ·7 15·2 7·9 23'1315·4130'5 41'4 171·942'3 42'3 214·2 

2 = Value of payments In kind 3 = Cash wages 4 = Total 

>-
~ 
~ -.. 

00 .... .... 



TABEL No. P.ll 00 ..... 
Purl Di8trict ; Employment and wage earnings of agricultural labourers in 1954-5 

~ 

(Value in Rupees) 

No. of April-May Jrme--July Augusl--September 
Nature of work labourers t'1 

n 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) 0 z 

0 

Casua//abour 
iii: 
M 
n 

In agriculture both in 1 62 T 1,666 215 879 1,094 2,221 453 1,045 1,498 2,321 654 906 1,560 '" 
and outside the village A 26·9 3'5 14'2 17'7 35'8 7·3 16·9 24'2 37'4 10·5 14'6 25'1 0 

"J! 
:0-

2 ~ non·agriculture both 61 T 1,011 37 784 821 588 44 364 408 432 31 268 299 iii: 
in and outside the village A 16'6 0·6 12'9 13 ·5 9'6 0·7 6-0 6·7 7 '1 0·5 4·4 4'9 fi 

::! 
3 Total work do,,!, , 6S T 2,671 252 1,663 1,915 2,809 497 1,409 1,906 2,753 685 1,174 1,859 I,r 

A 41·2 3'9 25'6 29'5 43·2 7'6 21 ·7 29·3 42'4 10'5 18 ·1 28'6 e 
i:l Farm servants 0 

1 In agriculture both in 5 T 163 60 63 123 197 75 73 148 218 86 72 158 '" t'1 

.and outside the village A 32'6 12'0 12·6 24'6 39'4 15 -0 14·6 29·6 43·6 17·2 14·4 31 '6 1<1 -;.j 
2 In non-agriculture both 3 T 68 21 20 41 40 IS 7 22 25 10 4 14 1<1 

in and outside the village A 22 ·7 7'0 6·7 13·7 13·3 5-0 2'3 7 '3 8·3 3-3 1-3 4'6 ~ 
iii: 

3 Total work done 5 T 231 81 83 164 ' 237 90 80 170 343 96 76 172 
A 46·2 16·2 16'6 32'8 

, 
47'4 18·0 16·0 34 -0 48·6 19'2 1S'2 34·4 

T = Total 1 = No. of days worked 3 = Cash wages 
A = Averace 2 = Value of payments in kind 4 = Total 



TABLE No. P.ll-(Comd.) 

Puri District: Employment and wage ea1-nings of agricultural labourers in 1954-5 
• (Val"" In Rupus) 

No. of OClo/ml-Novembu Decem!Jer-ltmua,y 
Nalunof_k iobou,." 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) 

ea.uallabouF 

1 In agrK:ulture both in 62 T 2,275 990 377 1,567 2.326 1,131 486 1,617 
and outside the village A 36-1 16-0 9·3 25·3 37-' 18·2 7'8 26'0 > .., 

:2 In non.qriculture both 61 T 514 24 332 356 451 32 282 314 i in "outside the village A 8'4 0'4 5-4 5-8 1-' 0'6 4'6 5·2 
:. ': ~ 

3 Total work done 55 T 2,189 1,014 909 1,923 . 2.183 1,163 768 1,931 ... 
A 42-9 15'6 14-0 29·6 42·8 11'9 11-8 29'1 ... 

F(Um "rWlllis 

1 . 10' agrku/ture both in 3 T 216 87 70 157 189 77 55 142 
and outside the village A 43-2 17'4 14 -0 31·4 37-8 15'4 13-0 28'4 

2 In non.agricultul'e both 3 T 20 10 10 40 20 20 
in '" outside the village A 6·7 3 '3 3 ·3 13·3 6'7 6·7 

,.' '" 

3 Total work done 5 T 236 97 70 167 229 97 65 162 
A 47'2 19'4 14-0 33 -4 45-8 19'4 13'0 32-4 

T"=; Total 
.. 

·1 No. oC da)'I worked 3 = Cash_ = co 
A = Average 2 = Value of payments in kind 4 = Total .... c:o 



TABLE No. P.l1-(Contd.) 1)0 . ..... 
Puri District: EmplO1fment and wage agricultural labourers in 1954-5 "'" earnings of 

(Value In Rupees) 

No. February-March Total Bulk receipts during Grand 
Nature of work of the year lotal to! 

n 
labourer! Income 0 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) In kind In cosh Total Z 
0 
iii: -n 

Casual labour 
rJ.I 

0 

1 In agriculture both in 62 T 922 172 439 611 11,731 3,615 4,332 7,947 80 80 8,027 "l 

and outside the village A 14'9 2'8 7'1 9'9 189'2 58·3 69'9 128 ·2 1·3 1·3 . 129'5 > . 
iii: 

2 Iq oon-agriculture both 61 T 1,382 51 994 1,045 4,384 219 3,024 3,243 3,243 ~ 

~ in ~ outSide the village A 22·7 O·g 16·3 17 '1 71-9 3·6 49·6 53·2 53'2 -~ 
3 Total work done 65 T 2,304 223 1,433 1,656 16,115 3,834 7,356 11,190 80 80 11,210 ~ 

!iI A 35'4 3·S 22·0 25 ·5 241'9 59·0 113·2 172·2 1·2 1'~ 173'4 0 
Farm serllQlfU m 

to! 

I In agriculture both in S T 132 45 60 105 1,115 430 403 833 82 76 158 991 :c -and outside the village A 26·4 90(} 12'0 21'0 223'0 86·0 80·6 166·6 16'4 15 ·2 31·6 198'2 < 
to! 
1<1 

2 In Don-agriculture both 3 T 16 26 21 47 269 102 52 154 74 34 108 262 t:::I 
> 

in & outside the village A 25·4 8·7 7·0 15·7 89'7 340(} 17'3 51·3 24·7 11·3 36·0 87'3 i!:: 
, 

3 Total work do"" S T 208 71 81 152 1,384 532 4S5 981 156 110 266 1,253· 
A 41·6 14·2 16·2 30'4 276'8 106'1 91·0 197·4 31·2 22·0 53 ·2 250'6 

T = Total 1 = No. of days worked 3 = Cash wages 
A Average 2 = Value of payments in kind 4 = Total 



APPENDIX III 

.ADDITIONAL DATA ON RURAL INDUSTRY AND TRADE IN 
SAMBALPUR. CUTTACK AND PURl DISTRICTS. 



TABLE No. P.ll-{Contd.) c:.o ..... 
Purl DiStrict: Employment and wage earnings of agricultural labourers in 1954-5 "'" 

(Value in Rupees) 

No. February-March Total Bulk receipts during Grand 
NOlureofwwk of the year total l'l 

labourers income <"l 
0 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (I) (2) (3) (4) In kind In CIlS" Total Z 
0 
ill: -<"l 

Casual labour '" 0 
In·· ag..;culture both in 1 62 T 922 172 439 611 11,731 3,615 4,332 7,947 80 80 8,027 "l 

and outside the village ~ 14'9 2·8 7·1 !H1 189·2 58·3 69'9 128'2 "-3 1·3 129·5 >: 
ill: 

2 II! non-agriculture both 61 T 1,382 51 994 1,045 4,384 219 3,024 3,243 3,243 
d 
~. 

in. &. outside the village A 22'7 0·8 16·3 17 ·1 71-9 3·6 49-6 53'2 53 '2 -~ 
3 Total work. done 65 T 2,304 223 1,433 1,656 16,115 3.834 7.356 11,190 80 80 11.270 d .. 

A 35·4. 3'5 22·0 25·5 247'9 59·0 113'2 172'2 1·2 1-~ 173-4 'i:I 
0 

Farm servants rn 
l'" 

1 In agriculture both in 5 T 132 45 60 105 1.115 430 403 833 82 76 158 991 .. -and outside the village A 26'4 90() 12·0 21·0 223·0 . 86·0 80'6 166-6 16·4 15·2 31·6 198·2 tii .. 
2 In non-agricullure both 3 T 76 26 21 41 269 102 52 154 74 34 108 262 '" > 

in &; outside the village A 25-4 8 -1 7·0 15·7 89-1 34·0 11·3 51-3 24'1 11-3 3~ 0() 87'3 ill: 
, 

3 Total work. done S T 208 71 81 152 1,384 532 455 987 156 110 266 1,253 
A 41'6 14-2 16·2 30·4 276·8 106'~ 91'0 197'4 31·2 22·0 53·2 250·6 

T = Total 1 = No. of days worked 3 = Casb wages 

A = Average 2 = Value or payments in kind 4 = Total 



ApPENDIX III 

.ADDITIONAL DATA ON RURAL INDUSTRY AND TRADE IN 
SAMBALPUR, CUTTACK AND PURl DISTRICTS. 

'=' 



· TABLE No. 8.12 

Sambtdpur Zone : Production, sales, etc. of different indWltrial (rural) establishments in 1954-5 <» 
expll1lSes, .... 

(General samples ooZy) 
en 

&,1Dl Wo,ken in the family 
No. 

Name of the ilrdJutry No. of Mal. Femal. Child Total Total 
to! MmrP1es ski/led unskilled Total <"l 

SlD'Veyed Skilled Unskilled Total Skilled Unskilled To/al Skilled Unskilled To/al 0 
Z' 

1 Weaving 0 
iii: 

(a) Entire zone 35 48 5 53 1 4S 46 3 5 8 52 55 107 -<"l 
(b) Barapali 63 96 6 102 7 88 9S 2 2 lOS 94 199 '" 2 Goldsmithy 9 9 9 2 2 9 2 It 0 

"l 
3 Fishing 3 4 -. 4 3 3 4 3 7 ;.-
4 Puffed rice preparing 11 5 1 (; 13 13 18 1 19 iii: 
S Bamboo work 6 6 6 6 ~ 12 12 fl 6 TaiIorin& 1 2 2 2 2 

~ 7 Cobbler ] ] ] ,- 1 I J" 
8 Hotel 1 1 1 1 1 c:: 
9 Brass and beD. metal works 10 13 13 1 1 13 1 14 i 10 Rope making 2 2 - 2 2 2 4 4 

'" 11 Carpentry 2 2 2 2 2 to! 

12 Blacksmitby 2 3 3 3 3 !!! 
13 ConfcctiolllllY ] 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 tii 
14 Cowdung cake preparing 1 ] 1 1 1 :;0 

IS Bidi makin, 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 2 I:' 
;.-

16 Mason 1 1 1 1 1 Ii: 
17 Pottery 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 
18 Oil gbani 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
19 Paddy husking 2 2 2 2 2 
20 Painting 1 1 1 1 1 
21 Sculpture 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
22 Broomstick making 1 1 1" 1 1 
23 Mridung making 4 4 4 4 4 



/-
TABLE No. S.l2-{Contd.) 

Sambalpwr ZO'1Ie ; ProductiO'1l, salf!l1, expenses, -etc. of different industrial (rural) establishments in 1954-5 
(General samples only) 

Serial Employus Tolal Pr ... eiil Value of 1,,- Working P'~lent 
No_ Wllwof v~st~ntin capllal Wllueof 

Skilled Umkill<d Total Skilled _ Unskilled Total impieIMnt8 Ih. impl •• CIIpital 
menlS during 

Ihe year 

• Ra_ .Ra_ Ra_ Ra_ 

1 (a) 52 55 107 966-69 176-56 2,064-87 3,20S -12 
(b) lOS 94- 199 2,4OH2 125-00 5,632-00 8.1S8 -12 

2 9 2 11 62-SO 0-12 124 -00 186-62 
3 - 4 3 7 25-25 -1-00 26-25 
4 ...!. 18 1 19 7'44 10-56 183 -00 201-00 1; 
5 12 12 9-50 O-SO 53-25 63-25 ill 
6 2 2 202-00 1-1)0 -203'00 Z 
7 1. 1 8-25 2-00 64-00 t:1 

;- 74·25 -~ 8 1 1 2 2 1 3 9·75 15'00 24-75 =: 9 13 1 14 1,626 -25- 196-75 ' 1.925'00 3,748-00 .... 
10 4 - 4 1-75 0-37 54'00 56·12 
11 2 2 61·50 61-50 
12 3 3 48'62 11-25 42·SO 102-37 
13 2 2 4 5'00 5'00 
14 1 r 0-25 0'25 
IS I 1 2 0·12 0-12 
16 I 1 4'50 4·50 
17 3 3 6 6'56 16'00 o-so 23'06 
18 1 1 2 6·25 20·00 26'25 
19 2 2 4.ao 5·00 9'00 
20 1 1 
21 1 1 2 13 '94 11·87 25'81 
22 1 1 00 ... 
23 4 4 "'I 



TABLE No. S.l2-(Contd.) ... ... 
Sambal'fI'Ur Zone : Production, sales, expenses, etc. of different industrial (rural) establishments in 1954-5 

QO 

(General 8ample8 only) 

Serial Val~ol Total actUDI cost (/ast year) (Rs.) Net rectipts 
1'1 

No. gross produc- during last 8 
n'on and wage Cost 01 Wages Transport Costolluel Taxestmd Interest paid Repair and Total year (Rs.) Z 
etc. receipts raw materials paid expenses amipower lees during 1ast maintenance 0 

II: during last year e~llRs -C'> 
year (Rs.) rn 

0 
".I 

1 (a) 49,67HlO 31,136 ·75 48·00 17-1l0 169-00 31,430-75 18,246-25 .>-

(b) 62,44HlO 35,427-50 8HlO 607-75 36,116-25 26,328 ·15 Ii: 
c:: 
t" 

2 2,265 ·00 141·75 7·00 I!HlO 173 '75 2,091 ·25 Oo! -
3 1,900-00 99'50 178 -12 23>()() 300-62 1,599 -38 

~ c:: 
4 6,621 >()() 3,265 >()() 697·50 3,962-50 2,658 -50 

!:l 
0 

'" S 1,233 -00 656-25 14 >()() 14 >()() 684-25 548-75 "" i!l 
6 475-00 • 15·00 15 >()() 460-00 ~ 

10 
1 180-00 64>()() 2>()() 66>()() 114-00 t:J 

II> 
8 6,230-00 5,030 >()() 164-00 360-00 2-50 5>()() 5,561 -50 668-50 Ii!: 

9 24,385 :31 17,960-75 17-62 1.117 -56 9-56 145 -31 19,850-80 4,534'51 

10 754-50 560·00 10·50 570·50 184·00 

11 980·00 980 >()() 



TABLE No. S.l2-(Contd.) 

Sambalpur Zone : Production, sales, expense;!; etc. of different industrial (rural) FstabliBhmentB in 1954-5 
(General Ba.mpleB only) 

Strial Valueo! Total fl1!tual cost (last year) (R!.) Net T~ceipt9 
No. grt»3 produc-. dll1'in, last 

lion and wage Casto! W",es Transport Costo!fllef Taxes tmd Interest paid Repafrtmd Total year (Ra.) 
etc. receipts raw materials paid expenses and power fees during /Jut I7lIlintenturce 
during lost yellr ezpnsea 
y.a, (Ra.) 

12 405·37 25-00 40'00 65'00 340'37 >-• '" 13 1,1lEO'00 700-00 2·62 702·62 3S7'38 ;lJ 
14 .180 -00 - 180'00 ~ 
IS 774-00 774·00 ---16 540·00 540'00 

17 325'50 80-00 1-00 81-00 244-50 

18 1,062 ·50 1,000000 5'00 1,005 -00 57-50 

19 365'50 168 -00 168·00 197-50 

20 180·00 180'00 

21 252 -00 65-94 4-00 16·69 2000 88 -63 163'37 

22 0·62 0·62 

23 630·00 630·00 00 ... 
<0 



TABUl No. S.13. .... 
N 
0 

SambalP'UT Zone : Tu.1"1UWer, expe1l8es, etc. of trading (rural) establishments dealing in different com-
modities in 1954-5 

Area oc_led by Rent for shOps Valu' of owned Value of the stock Value of total to 
n 

Serial Name of trade No. of sample. shops and godowns Qnd godowns land and buildings on tile day of . annual tllntover 0 
No. (in sq./I.) (RI.) oCt:1I[Jied by siJ1I[Js invesligation (RI.) Z 

0 
(RI.) (RI.) iii: -n 

m 
0 

1 Grocery 7 416 71·25 1,204 ·00 4,851'94 28,720'00 '" >-

2 SeUingpon 3 141 60·00 
I( 

585·00 22·62 6,368 -00 ~ -3 Selling tobi .. :c" 2 70 180-00 2,350 -00 .!" 
• c::: :oc ... 

4 Selling cattle 
0 

1 lOS 50·00 1,150'00 m 
I!'l 
:oc 

S Selling yarn 1 lIO 5,000'00 1,978 -00 36,000'00 j 
«I Selling fuel 1 1,575 60·00 6·00 .2,500·00 ~ 

iii: 

7 Selling bangles 1 70-00 2,600'00 

8 Contractor 2 54 1,690·00 2,500'00 



TABLE No. S.l8-(C.ontd.) 
• 

Sambalpur Zone: TUrlWver,·expe'Yl8es, etc. ,of trading (rural) establishments dealing in different com-

smal 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

8 

modities in 1954-5 

, 
Porson. _10)1«1 

Male Female 

6 7 

2 2 

2 2 

3 2 

1 

~ 

1 1 

88 

Expenses (Rs,) 

Total Wage. ond Light char,.. Taxu and Other 
salarlts pWl /eu expense. 

13 28·12 530·25 12·00 

4 6·00 0·87 

4 -* 62·00 

S 

1 14-00 150·00 

2 100·00 66-00 

2 

88 -* 

O~tatanding debt. (In Rs.) 
Total 

Total net Income Principal Jnt~"st 
IQlt )'ear (Rs.) 

570·37 5,156 ·00 160-00 19 ·llJ 

6·87 780·00 

62-00 650·00 

144·00 

164-00 2,250 '1lO 

166-00 .500'00 

540·00 300·00 12·75 

2,700'00 

Note:- Penons,emp\oyed include 64 employees-one male in fuels.Ding. 61 males in contracting and two females in lobaceo selling. 

•. Information was not available on these it';"". 

~ 
l"l 

~ ... ... ... 
~ 

Co> 
t<> ... 



TABLE No. C.12 0> 

Cuttack District: Pro4uction, sales, exp61l8es, etc. of different industrial (rural) e8tablishments in 1954-5 ~ 
(General samples only) 

No. of Workers in the family 
Seriql Name of industry samples 
Nfl. surveyed Skilled Unskilled Total Skilled Unskilled Total Skilled Unskilled Total Tfltal Total Total t<l 

<> 
male male male female female female child. child child skilled unskilled 0 

Z 
I Weaving '7 6 6 6 3 9 

0 
2 2 12 5 17 i!: 

2 Goldsmithy 7 12 12 12 12 -<> 
3 Pottery I I 1 2 2 3 . 3 Ul 

4 Bamboo work 7 8 8 9 9 , 17 11 0 
'>j 

S Cane work 2 2 2 2 2 II> 
6 Carpentry 2 2 2 2 2 i!: 
7 Puffed rice 1 I I 1 1 fl 8 Confectionary 3 3 3 3 3 :3 
9 Oil ghani 2 4 4 1 1 2 S 1 6 0\, 

10 Drum malting 1 1 .) 2 1 1 I 2 3 c:: 
11 Rope making I - 2 2 2 2 :0> 

'" 12 Blacksmithy 2 3 3 3 3 0 

'" 13 Paddy husking 11* 20 20 20 20 t<l 

14 Repairing 1 I I ) I :0> -IS Dairy S S S S S 2 2 10 2 12 ;j 
16 Parching 4 2 2 6 6 8 8 =-
17 Brass and hell metal 3 S S S S ~ 
18 Stone cutting 2 3 3 3 3 i!: 
19 Bim-malting 2 3 3 ·3 3 
20 Mason I 1 I 1 I 
21 Thread work I 1 I 1 1 
22 Bangl<s making 1 1 1 I I 
23 Flower garland making I 1 I 1 1 

*'ndude!. 1S labourers in Daddv huskin __ Thev have neither any canital investment nor Bnv exDSl~_ 



TABLE No. C.l2-(Contd.) 

Cuttac1c District : Production, Bale8, expenses, etc. of different industrial (rural) establishment8 in. 1954-5 
(Genera'sampleB omy) 

Employe .. To/al Presellt ""Ille of Working Present 
Serial volue of inJlestmenJ capilal voIu. of 
No. Skilled Unskilled To/al' Skilled Un.killed TOlal imp/eme",s in impiemellfs lotal copltal 

during the year 
(Rs_) (Rs_) (Rs_) (Rs.) 

1 l 2 14 S 19 372-44 69-00 200 -00 641-44 
2 1 1 13 13 1I0-SO 12-62 133-SO 256-62 
3 3 3 1,50 I-SO 
4 11 17 24-44 50'00 74-44 >-
S 2 2 11-00 1·00 12'00 '" • '" (; l 2 25 ,12 3-00 10·SO 38'62 

i.'l 
Z 

7 I 1 1-19 1-00 2-00 4-19. t:l 

8 ~ 3 3 27·44 34-00 74-00 13',44 H 
9 5 1 6 72-56 21·50 180-00 274-06 --10 1 2 3 10-62 2-SO 13 -12. 

.. 
II 2 2 0-50 O-SO 
12 3 3 99-06 I-SO 25·00 125-56 
13 20 20 9-00 17·00 26·00 
14 1 1 I-50 5-00 6-SO 
15 - 10 2 12 692-25 3-00 . 15·00 710-25 
16 8 8 23-56 2006 13-44 39-06 
17 1 1 5 1 6 721-75 29'SO 105 -00 856·25 
18 3 3 40-00 6-00 46-00 
19 4 4 7 7 2-19 5-69 120·00 127 -88 
20 1 1 11-50 11-50 
21 • 1 1 0-12 0-25 0-37 
22 1 1 0-06 19·12 19 -18 .,. 
23 1 1 1'87 1-00 

I<) 
2-87 Co> , 



TABLE No. C.l2-(Cemtd.) to> 
1'0 

Cuttack District : Productiou., sales, expenses, etc. ' of different industrial (rural) establishments in 1954-5-
... 

-(General samples emly) 

Value of gross Total actoal cost (last year) Net receipts 
Serial production and during last l"l • n 

Na. wages Feuiv. Cost afraw Wagespaid TrtlS11J1Drt Casl of fuel Taxes and Inlerest paid Repair and Tolal year 0 
Z ed during lasl mIlterials expenses andpower fees during last maintenance - ~ year year expenses -(Bs.) (Bs.) (Bs.) (Bs.) (Bs.) (Rt.) (Bs.) (Bs.) (Bs.) (Bs.) n 
fIl 

0 
~ 

1 4,593 '87 3,031'75 10'00 HlO 0'31 . 123·00 3,170'06 1,423 '81 > 
2 5,417'00 2,223 '37 22'SO 218 ·75 2,497'62 2,919 ·38 

:;:: 
33·00 [3 

3 363·87 363 '87 o--! - -, ..., 
4 1,408 '50 706·31 16 -00 722·31 686'19 c:: 

I" 
5 

..., 
123 '12 1-00 1-00 122 '12 0 

00 

6 567·25 7'50 7·SO 559·75 
l"l 
I" 

7 91'25 38-00 5·00 43-00 48·25 ~ 
1"-

S 2,332'00 1,707 '37 100·00 1,807 -37 524'63 ~ 
9 3,328 '69 2,530-44 60'00 16'SO 2,606-94 721·75 :;:: 

10 430'00 197 'SO 3·00 2OO,SO 229'SO 

11 75-62 4-00 4-00 71·62 

12 1,230 '71 3SO·00 29-00 68'SO 447·50 183·21 



TABLE No. C.l2-(Contd.) 

Cuffack District: Production., I!ales, expenses, etc. of different indUlltrial (rural) establishments in 1954-5 
(General /lampllls only) 

Val ... ol,ro .. TDlal aCIUIlI cost (last year) Nel·,..ce/pts 
Sorial production ami during flUt 

No_ wages rece;v- Coslolraw Wag.spaid Trtmsport Cos, 011 ... 1 TaXe3and Interest paid Reptlir and Total year 
ell during /asl materiols expenses andptlwlr lees dllrl11K last maintenance 

year year expensea 
(Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs~ (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) 

13 1.679'28 310·00 310'00 1,369 ·28 >-... 
14 • 268-75 32'00 10'00 4·00 46'00 . 222-7S ~ 

Z 
t:1 

15 1,325 -12 230'00 10-00 13-00 253'00 1,072 ·12 ~ 

~. 

.16 328-96 
~ 

23'75 4-00 27·75 301'21 ~ 
~ 

17 2,410-00 293'62 40'00 340'00 140'00 813 ·62 1,596 '38 

18 599·50 0-75 10-00 10'75 588'75 

19 4,006'25 1.561'25 1,165 ·00 190·00 50·00 2-00 2,968 '25 1,038 '00 

20 600-00 600'00· 

21 9'75 3'12 J 3·12 6·63 

22 46'81 14·62 4'50 19 '12 21·15 

23 129-25 S-OO 5-00 ,10'00 119 ·25 



TABLE No. C.13 ~ . ~ 

Outtack District: Turnover, expenses, etc. of trading '(T1J,ral) establishments dealing 'in different '" com.-
modities in 1954-5 

~. 

No. of Area OCCUPI'.. Rentfor Value of Value of the Value of Pe,.ons employed 
Serial Name of tratk samples eli by s/tops .hopsand OWfU!d land stock on the total annual 1'<1 

C 
No. amigodowns godowns and buildil18 day of iMe', tUrnOVeT Male Female Tolal 0 

Z 
occupied by ligation 0 

(in.q.ft.) mops lI: 
~ 

(Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (R •. ) c 
<I.l 

~ 
1 Grocery 17 40,024 331 '00 4,830 ·00 9,086'00 111,390'00 19 2 21 

~ 

Ii=: 2 Selling bamboo and wood 1 5,000 1,000 ·00 200-00 3,000'00 1 1 

~ 3 P_ business 6 - 33'81 4,700 '00 6 6 
4 Selling glass bangl .. 4 49-00 1,485 '00 4 4 ';' 
5 SeI1ing bidi 1 20 48·00 200'00 500-00 1 1 ." 

6 Selling sweetmeats I 20 400-00 I 1 ~ 
7 Cattle dealer 9 203 140'00 404-00 18,630'00 8 2 10 0 

8 Rice and vegetable shops 7 88 500·00 314·25 3,166'00 7 7 
rn 
1'<1 

9 Selling fish S • 290-50 2,400'00 5 1 6 10 
10 Betel shop 3 18 3'25 5·00 21'94 1,250'00 3 3 ~ 
11 Cloth and yam shop 3 176 36·00 500'00 107·00 7,940'00 3 3 10 
12 Stationery shop 2 24 1'50 7'00 59·31 1,330'00 2 2 ~ 

13 Selling brass and ben metal pots 2 442-00 3.800'00 3 3 > 
Ii=: 

14 Leather business . 1 20'00 220'00 1 1 
IS Limcbusiness 1 3·50 480-00 1 1 
16 Kerosene oil selling 1 96-00 1 1 

Note:-Only in case of grocers two male employees were reported. 



'lI 

N TABLE No. C.13-. (Contd.) ... 
Cuttack Dist1ict : Turnover, expenses, etc. .01 trading (rural) e8tablishments dealing in different com-

modities in 1954-5 

ExpelUU (Rs.) Total net Out.tandh'll debts (In Rs.) 
Serial income 

No. Wages tmd Light charges Taxes tmdJees OIMr Interest paid Total last year Prillcipal Inler~st 

saltuies paid ~xpenses (R •• ) 

1 1,080 '00 431 '75 491'00 140'00 326'00 2,468 '75 20,160-00 4,140'00 358·00 
2 20·00 20'00 800-00 > 
3 30'19 30·19 1,425 -00 

"If 
"If 

4 115·00 115 -00 565 -00 ~ 
S • 100'00 S4 
6 S'25 5·25 200·00 = 7 120-00 28'12 15·00 163'12 2,955'00 - 400-00 58·75 ... 
8 10'00 231·94 241 '94 1,664 -00 
9 30·00 30'00 990-00 200·00 

10 27·25 12'00 39·25 435-00 

11 35'00 125 -00 160'00 1,480 -00 150'00 
12 445'00 
13 50-00 50-00 650-00 
14 20'00 20·00 150-00 
IS • 120'00 
16 24·00 

c.> 
NI 
-'I 



TABLE No. P.12 r4 

"" Production, sales, expenses, etc. of dijferJ.t industrial (rural) 
co 

Puri District : establishments in 1954-5 (General 
8ample8 only) • 

Serial Number of Workers in the family 
No. Name of industry samples t<l 

C'l 

covered Skilled" Unskilled Total Skilled Unskilled Total Skilled Unskilled Total Totat 0 
Z 

male male male female female female child child child skilled 0 
·1 Ii!: -II Weaving 7 8 8 7 3 10 1 1 IS C'l 

Ul 
1 Pottery 1 1 1 1 0 
3 Brass and bell metal 1 2 1 1 "'l 

4' Blacksmitby 1 1 1 2 2 3 ~ 

5 Palm leaf work 1 1 1 1 1 "2 -+ 2 i( 
c:: 6 Bamboo work 2 3 3 3 3 1 1 6 ~ 1 Stone cutting 1 1 1 I -, o. 

8· Carpentry 1 1 1 I "<I c:: 
9 Confectionary 4 4 4 4 4 8 ~ 10 Ofighani 1 1 1. I 0 
Ii Rope making 3 4 4 4 '" t<l 
12 Parched rlce 1 1 1 1 1 2 := 
13 Cane work 3 <4 4 2 1 3 6 <! 
14 Net work 1 1 1 1 t<l 

:= 
IS Paddy husking 10· 10 10 10 '" 16 Tailoring 1 1 1 - 1 ~ 

17 Fishing 1 1 1 Ii!: 

18 Goldsmitby 7t 9 9 I 1 10 
19 Spinning 1 1 1 

* Includes six labourer.; in paddy husking. They have neither any capital investment nor any expense. 
t Includes one employee in tbis work. 



TABLE No. P.l2-(Contd.) 

Puri District : Production, sales, expense8, etc. of different industrial (rural) e8tabliBkment8 tn 1964-6 (General 
sa,mples only) 

Serial Employ,., TOlal Present Value of Working Present Value of 
No_ Vtl/ue 0/ Investment _lla( value of gr038 pro-

Total Total Skilled Unskilled Total Skilled Unskilled Total Implements In impl .. 10lal duct"'" and 
Uruki/Ied' menls dUl'* . _ilal __ recelpls 

,111[f the year durll1[f 
last yeQl' 

(Rr.) (Rr.) (Rr.) (Rr.) (Rr.) 

1 4 19 15 4 19 240'56 12·00 63·12 315'68 3,565 -12 ~ 
2. 1 1 I 11·00 11'00 97-19 III 3 2. 2. 2 4 4 30·00 10·00 40'00 950110 

~ 4 3 3 3 19-75 0'12 29-75 49·62 701-00 
S 2. 2 2 7'SO 3'00 10'50 271'56 S( 

6 2 8 6 2. 8 9'SO 3110 12'50 756'25 -::= 
7 1 1 1 6·00 6110 100 110 
8 I 1 I 19'50 19'50 416110 
9 8 8 8 51'00 0·81 39·37 91 '18 1,510-37 

10 1 1 I 69'06 20110 89·06 58'00 
11 4 4 4 I '19 6·00 7·19 341110 
12 2. 2 2 8 ·50 4110 15'00 27·50 417 '00 
1'3 1 7 6 I 7 7·SO 0'25 10110 17 '75 . 473·62 
14· 1 1 1 0'50 10·00 10·50 40110 
15 10 2 1 3 12 I 13 23·37 1·69 50'00 75·06 1,791 ·37 
16 1 1 1 233 ·00 SO'OO 283'00 2,689'25 
17 1 4 4 5 5 SO 110 10·00 60110 240'00 
18' 10 1 1 11 II' 111 ·62 113 '00 224·62 11,710 -75 
19 1 1 I 0'12 1'00 1-12 32'00 CO 

t<> 

'" 



TABLE No. P.l2---:-(Contd.) C4 eo 
.:> 

Puri District : Production, Bale8, expenses, etc. of different industrial (rural) establishments in 1954-5 (General 
aa.mpleB only) 

Serial Total actual cost Net receipts l"l 
Nfl. (last year) during fast 8 

year Z 
Ct1Stofraw Wagespaid Transport Cost flf luel Taxe. andl ... Interest paid Repair and Total 0 

Ii: 
. materials expenses QIldpower during last "ear maintoumce -0 

expenses m 

(Rs.) (Rs_) (Rs.) (Rs_) (Rs_) (Rs_) (Rs_) (Rs_) (Rs_) 0 
'SJ 

Z,351·25 0'62 56-15 2,414-62 1.150 ·50 > 
~ Ii: 2 12'81 25-63 _ 38-44 58·75 t:: 
3 71. '50 353 -00 99'00 2·15 527'25 422'75 to" 

_ 423-00 40-00 5-00 468·00 233'00 
o-t 

4 -, 
5 10-75 I-50 12-25 259·31 "<I 

0::: 
6 218-15 - 0-15 279'50 476'75 13 
7 3-00 3-00 6-00 94-00 0 

8 4-00 4-00 412'00 
y, 
l"l 

9 749'19 55·00 5·00 809 -19 701'18 :00 

10 10-00 20'00 30-00 28"'00 <! 
11 129-75 129 -75 211-25 l"l 

:00 

12 195·00 96·00 291·00 U6-00 0 

13 222·00 7-00 2-00 231-00 242·62 > 
Ii: 

14 8-75 8-75 31-25 
15 935-00 43 -19 978-19 813 -18 
16 2,085'62 40-00 2,125 -62 563-63 
17 - 10·00 10-00 230-00 
18 9,259 -so 240-00 137 ·25 23·15 9,660'50 2,050-25 
19 8-15 8-75 23-25 



TABLE No. P.lS 

Puri District: Turnover, expenses, etc. of trading (rural) establishmvents dealing in different commodities in 
1954-5 

ArM occupledby Rent lor shops Valu.oloWlltd ' Valu. 01 V" Value 01 total 
Serial NQJI/I oltrade No. 01 sampl,. shops and, andgadowns land and bill/ding stoclcon the day Qnnlltlilurnov~r 
No. gadowns occupitd by shops 0/ investigation 

(In iSfj.ft.) .' <,Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) 

I Grocery 11 795 114'00 l,lXXHlO 565·12 • 11,410-00 

~ Vegetable selling 2 55'00 4,788-00 > ... 
3 SelliDg cloth, etc. I 70 200·00 17'44 1,000'00 ill 
4 SelJiogyam I 6() 125 -00 304'2S 5,000 -00 

Z 
t:1 ... 

S Stationery shops 3 24 SO-OO 116 '25 1,llOO-00 
X ... ... 

(; Selling ",ttle I 
... 

I,SOO '00 

7 Selling pulses '" gmma 1 49 100·00 '3,,00 900-00 

8 Selling dry-fish I 1 ·87 400-00 

9 pllfl1I business !) 16 -. 10-00 14,78()'00 

10 SellingkbilipQQJI 1 200·00 

11 Selliog coconut 2 425'00 
, 

12 Selliog tbread I 1-00 150-00 

13 SelliogfuDe 1 SO 50·00 1'87 130-00 
C» ... ... 



TABLE NQ. P.l3-(Contd.) 
... ... 
t-.> 

Purl District: TWI'nOver, expemes, etc. of trading (rural) establishments dealing in different commodities in 
1954-5 

PerSOM employed Expenses (Rs.) Ouls/i1I!dintf tiebls (in Rs.) 

Serial Tolal ~ 
No. Male Femak Total Wages anti Light Taxes anti Other To/al net income Principal Interest 0 

Z 
salaries paid charg .. fee. expenses WI year 0 

I;:: -1 14 1 15 • 149·94 4·87 28·00 182·81 2,585 ·00 320-00 50·00 Q 
rn 

2 2 2 570·00 100-00 2$·00 0 
'OJ 

3 1 I 200-00 . 
i!-
I;:: 

4 1 1 7-00 60·00 67-00 156·2$ .~ , 5 5 11·50 1·75 13 '25 50S -00 J;; 
6 2 2 ~ 5-00 5-00 400-00 iii ..., 
1 1 1 3·00 6·25 3-00 12'2$ 120-00 50-00 3,12 0 rn 

t'I 
8 1 1 2 100-00 50-00 12·50 

~ 
9 9 9 16-00 

, 
230·00 246-00 3.870,00 t'I 

"" 10 1 1 14·00 14-00 60·00 t:I 
i!-

II 2 2 425 -00 II: 

12 1 1 50·00 

13 1 1 20·00 20-00 88 -00 

Note: No persons reported. as employed on wages or ssIsries. 



ApPENDIX IV 

REPORT ON THE SURVEY OF SAMBALPUR, CUTTACK AND 
PURl TOWNS 

[Note: 

Industrial, trading establisbments, and services and professions in the tbree 
towns: As in the rural areas, in the survey of Samba\pur, Cuttack and Puri 
towns samples of trading and industrial establishments were selected for 
intensive enquiry. The samples were, however, selected with the help of the 
household survey schedules. Each case of an owner or operator of a trading 
or industrial establishment, or a professional, or one. engaged in services 
found in the sample households (for income and employment enquiry) 
was covered by the intensive enquiry. 

With regard to wholesalers. an attempt was made to cover all the whole
salers in the town, since very few came up in the sample. 

The data presented in the Table Nos. S., C., P •• -27 & 28 only sum up 
certain basic features of these establishments. 

In aU the three towus and particularly in Cuttack* and Sambalpur, the 
survey of wholesalers was tbe least satisfactory. The respondents were very 
suspicious and non-cooperative. In many cases they just refused to talk with 
our investigators; in others they gave palpably wrong and misleading figures. 
The data. therefore, are of limited validity. particularly those relating to 
turnover. and income. 

In regard to retailers also one had to face similar difficulties, particularly 
in Cuttack wbere the atmospbere at t)l.e time was not quite conducive to 
such a survey. In general, it might be said that the teliability of informa
tion varied inversely with the size of the operating unit.) 

SAMBALPUR TOWN 

Population: Sambalpur had a population of 23.525 in 1951. From 1901 
the population of the town had recorded a continuous increase. From 12,870 1 

• In CUttack while tho city survey was done by the Utkal University Team. wo 

carried out intensive enquiries regarding trade, industry and pror~.ions there. 

1 .. At this census the Deputy Commissieller excluded a number of hamlets containing 

over 5,000 inhabitants which do not really belong to Ihe town. If these are deducted 
from the population of last census, for purposes of ~omparison, tho result is an incr
ease of 37 per cent. Samhalpur must naturally be a prosperous town .s iI is the 
eentre of trade for most of the Sambalpur District," Census of India, 1901, Vol. XIII 

Central Provin .... Part I, R<lport, p •. :U. 
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in 1901 it had increased to 13,574 in 1921, and from this to 17,079 in 1941. 
The total increase between 1901 and 1921 was a little more than six per cent 
but the increase between 1921 and 1941 was of the order of 26 per cent. During 
1941-S1 an increase of 38 per cent was recorded. This was largely due to the 
influx of people into the town because of the commencement of the construc
tion of the Hirakud Dam in the neighbourhood. The sex ratio of the popula
tion at various censuses is given below: 

'Number offemales·per 1,000 males in 

1901 1911 1921 1931 1941 1951 

970 1030 1020 950 1009 835 

It is possible that the increase in the sex ratio in 1911 and 1921 reflected 
the selective mortality caused by the plague and the influenza epidemics. 
During 1921-31 the males increased faster but the females again gained in 
the succeeding decade. During 1941-51 the population increased by 6,446 
persons of which 4,293 were males. 

Our sample consisted of 537 households in Sambalpur. It represented 
nine per cent of the total households listed in the register of citizens in 1951. 
The total population of the sample was 2,264. Estimating from this, we put 
the population of Sambalpur at 24,900 in the middle of 1954, three years 
after the census. 

Siu of the family: Table No. S.14 gives the distribution of sample families 
according to their size. The average size of the family was 4.21. Nearly 50 
per cent of the families in the sample consisted of 2, 3, and 4 members each 
and they were almost evenly distributed between these categories. Uni-member 
families accounted for a little more than 10 per cent of the families. 

Caste composition: Table No. S.IS· presents the distribution of sample 
families by caste groups. The biggest single group in the sample was that of 
Brahmin families accounting for 15.5 per cent. Next to them was the class 
of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes accounting together for 13 per cent 
of the sample families. Between seven and eight per cent each were accounted 
for by artisan castes, Keuta (fishermen) and Gauda (milkmen). Between 
six and seven per cent each were Kayasth or Karan, Marwadi-Agarwals, and 
Mohammedans. The Casto Hindu families were 78 per cent of the total in 
the sample. A notable feature was the rather sizeable proportion of non
indigenous trading castes in Sambalpur. Marwadi, Agarwals, and Gujaratis 
formed about eight per cent of the sample families. 

Earners and non-eamers: Table No. S.l6 gives the distribution of earners 
and non-earners in the sample families according to sex. A detailed age dis
tribution of earners and non-earners is presented in Table No. S.17. Attention 
may be drawn in this connection to .the age-group 10-15 in this ,table which 
includes persons of 15 years of age and are, according to our definition, adults. 
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Of the total population of the sample 35 per cent were earners. The ratio 
of earners to non-earners was 1 : 1· 81. The earners included 32 unemployed, 
i.e., four per cent of the toW earners. These included two non-adults. Of 
the total earners only 1.25 per cent were non-adults or juvenile earners. Female 
earners were 16.5 per cent of the total and of these silt were non-adults. There 
were S male 'earners to every female earner. The ratio' of earners to no.n-earners 
among females was 1 : 8. 

The detailed age distribution of earners and non-earners shows that in the 
total population of the sample silt per cent were 56 or more years of age. It 
is significant that among earners nearly seven per cent· belonged to this 
age-group. 

Occupational distribution or population 

We now present information regarding the occupational distribution of 
heads of families. Later sirnillir information about the total earners in the 
sample families has been presented. Table N:o. S.21 gives the distribution of 
heads into the industrial classes in the I. S. I. classification. 

Instead of commenting on this table we now proceed to furnish data regarding 
the total earners in the families in the sample and their distribution occupation
wise, as occupation is, by and large, an individual attribute and can best be 
discussed for the whole body of earners instead of for the heads of familieS 
only. Table No. S.18 gives the occupttional distribution of male and female 
earners in the sample. 

The largest group of earners in the sample, 28.6 per cent, was in "services", 
19 per cent each in manufacturing, and trade and commerce, the three cate
gories accounting for about two-thirds of the total earners. About nine per 
cent were in agriculture, livestock, etc., and fow' to five per cent each in 
construction, sanitary services, and transport. Sambalpur, judging from the 
occupational distribution of earners, was mainly an administrative centre and 
a minor trading and manufacturing centre • 

.. The character of the occupational structure can be more vividly appreciated 
. by an examination of the sub-groups of occupations in each of the bigger 
categories. In tlie services category 33 per cent of the earners were in govern
ment service, 13 per cent were domestic servants .. and cooks, 10 per cent were 
in the State Police force, seven per cent each in laundry, and hair-cutting, 
and six per cent in educational services. : .. 

In the trade and commerce category ouly six per cent were in wholesale 
trade and the rest in retail trade. A little mQre than 37 per cent were in retail 
trade of cereals, and 10 per cent in that. of statioI\ery. 

In the manufacturing group 14 per cent were engaged in manufacturing 
textile products, 8.S per cent in making textile garments and six per cent in 
handloom weaving. A further 12 per cent-were engaged in the production of 
sweetmeats, about seven per cent in that Qf silver and gold ware, about five 
per cent iumanufacluring earthernware, and betweeu four and five per cent 
each were engaged in repairing bicycles, and motor vehicles. 
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Those engaged in agriculture, livestock etc. accounted for nine per cellt of 
the total earners in the sample. Thirty sill: per cent were engaged in fishing, 
and a further 27 per cent in the production of cereal crops. 

The categories of construction and electricity, gas, water, and sanitary 
services were numerically smaIl and were not dominated by' any prominent 
sub-groups. In the category, 'transport, storage and communications' con
taining a little more than four per cent of the earners, S5 per cent were rikshaw 
pullers, coolies, etc., while 27 per cent were engaged in transport by motor 
vehicles. 

Judging from the occupational distribution it would seem broadly that 
Sambalpur was mainly an administrative centre and only incidentally an indus
trial and commercial one.' Manufacturing was mainly centred round textiles, 
mainly of the handloom variety. The very small proportion engaged in whole
sale trade showed that trade was mostly of the retail local character, and 
Sambalpur was by no means an important wholesale trading centre. 

Earnings of eamel'll 10 different Industrial groups 

In Table No. S.19 information regarding the earnings during the previous 
year of earners in sample families grouped by industries has been presented. 

For bringing out the prominent features of the distribution of the earnings 
in different industries it is necessary to indicate the relative level of earnings 
in respect to one another, and secondly, to bring out the dispersion of earnings 
in each industry. As the sample size, was small, we thought it would not be 
very helpful to comment on the earnings of sub-groups in the main industrial 
categories. We have mainly confined ourselves to the latter. In order to facilitate 
further the type of analysis envisaged above the 1st, 2nd, 3rq quartile earn
ings in each of the industrial categories have been calculate(\' and presented 
in Table No. S.20. The Table also presents the ratios of 1st and 2nd, and 2nd 
and 3rd quartile earnings in each of the categories. • 

For a general indication of the level of earnings we can take the median 
as quite adequate and fairly representative. Examining the median earnings 
we find that they recorded the highest level in distributive services (trade 
and commerce), and the lowest in agriculture, livestock, forestry, etc. (The 
median earnings in "activities not adequately described" were even lower 
than in agriculture etc., but we have deliberately treated the earnings in agri
culture, etc. as the lowest. because they were clearly traceable to a precise 
group of industries and occupations and because activities inadequately 
described were really a heterogeneous mass of unclassified industrial and 
occupational activities.) In the remaining .six groups of industries two distinct 
clusters in respect of earnings were noticeable. The median earnings of trans
port and storage and services were Rs. 673 and Rs. 693. While those of the 
remaining three namely construction, manufacturing, comprising mostly 
textiles and electricity, gas, water, etc. services, ranged between Rs. 407 and 
Rs.491. 
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The ratio between the lowest and the highest median earnings was 1 : 2.3. 
That between agriculture, etc. and transport and services was around 1 : 1.7; 
between agriculture and the remaining three around 1 : 1.80. It is important 
to note that trade and commerce recorded the highest earnings of aU, a fact 
.... hich reftects upon the cost of distributive services. 

Switching to the relative earnings in the same categories we find that the 
range of the variation of the ratio of the 1st and 2nd quartile and 2nd and 
3rd quartile earnings was quite narrow, between I: i.3 and 1: 2.1. The ratio 
of the Istand 3rd quartile earuings in any range was not higher than 1 : 4·2. 
The range of dispersion was not associated with the relative level of earnings 
in different catego ries. 

Family income: Information regarding the earnings of earners in sample 
families does not exhaust the information on income. It does not cover un
earned income of earners nor does it give an adequate idea of family incomes. 
We present that information in two tables. In Table No. S.22 the sample 
families have been classified by income groups. In Table No. 8.21 the families 
have been classified by the industry and occupation of the head of the family 
and the total income of families in that class. Nearly seven to eight per cent 
of the total sample families were concentrated in the income ranges between 
Rs. 251 and Rs. 2,000 per year. A little more than 60 per cent of the families 
had incomes ranging from Rs. 501 to Rs. 2,000. The median income was 
around Rs. ,940. The per capita income was Rs. 400. 

TABLE No. S.14 

Sa1nbalpur Town. : Distribution. of sample families according to size 

No. 0/ ~ttIMt. 
iIIlhe /fl1IIiIl 

I 

2 

3 

4 , 
(; 

7 

a , 
10 and above 

Not atated 

Tolal 

Total No. 0/ 
/fl1IIiIl .. 

57 

93 

83 
87 

72 

56 
38 

21 
12 

17 

1 

531 

Per cent 10 Ih. 
total 

10'6 
17 '3 

15 'S 

16'2 

13-4 
10·4 

7-1 

3·9 
2'2 

3·2 

0'2 

100·0 
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TABLE No. S.15 

Sa-mbalpur Town: Sample fa'milies classified oy caste and"commu
nity 

• 

Serial No. Caste. Total families Per' ant ta' the tolot 

I Brahmins 83 IS 'S' 
2 Kayastha, Karan 34 6·3 • 

3 Khandayat 21 ' 3 '9 

4 Kulta, Aghria, Chasa, Odia 31 5·8 
S Artisan Castes (*1) 43 8'0' 
6 Keuta (fisherman) 41 7'6 

39 '. 7 Gauda (milkman) 7·3 

8 Vaishya and Gola ete. 8 I·' 
(trading community) 

9 Other Oriya Caste Hindu. (*2) 58 10 ;8 

10 Marwari Asarwa\ 34 6'3 
11 Other Non.Oriya Caste Hindus 27 "0 
12 Scheduled Castes 59 'Ii '0 
13 Scheduled Tribes 10 j'9 
14 Muslims 36 6·7 

15 Other religious groups 13 2'4 
,~. 

Total 537 100'0 

,(·1) This include. Ten 13, Tanti II, Kumbhar 6" Bania 3, Badhei 3, Kansari,. and 

the other artisan Castes. 

(*2) This includes Bhandari 9, Mali II, Duma! 6, Jyolish etc., ,3" and the other 
Caste Hindus. 

TABLE No. S.16 

Sambalpur Town: Distribution of earners and non-earners in the 
sample population by Be:!! 

Sex Earners Non~,arners 10lal 

Male 670 517 1,187 
(56 '4%) (4H%) (l00%) 

Female. 133 955 1,088 
(12-2%) (8708",.> (100",.> 

Total 803 1,472 
, : 

2.275 
(3Sol%) (64'7%) ,',. (100%) 

~ 





TABLE No. 8.19 I:J> .... 
Sambalpur Town: Distribution ()f earners in the sample according t() industry, -and their total annual income, "" 

in 1954-55 

InCIJme (In Rs.) r! So. E 
Serial ~ 2.s a t<l 

No. I to lSI to 25.1 to SOl to 1,001 to 2,001 to 3,501 to 5,001 to 7,501 to Above Not Total Q"i a,.!i 8 " ...... ISO 250 500 1,000 2,000 3,500 5,000- . 7,500 10,000 10,000 &lated 'c-l~a z 
0 . '" .. ~ 

~ ~~ -n 

'" 1 10 10 1.7 IS 4 1. 1 1 70 0 
(I4'3%) (l4·3r.> (38·6r.> (1.1·4%) (S '7%) (2'9%) (I -4%) (l'4%) (IOO%) -.! 

1. 10 20 50 43 28 4 I - IS6 ~ 

(6-4%) (l2'8%) (3H%) (1.7·6%) (l7'9%) (2'6%) (0'6%) (IOO%) ~ 

3 S S 11 8 S 1. I I 38 2 ~ (13 '1.%) (13 '2%) (28-9%) (21'0%) (l3 '1.%) (5-3%) (2-6%) (2-6%) (l00%) -• 4 3 20 3 4 I 31 ." 
d 

(9'7%) (64'S%) (9'7%) (l2'9%) (3 '2%) (lOO%) ig 
S 4 9 29 37 32 9 6 9 1 6 7 149 3 0 

(2'7%) (6-11%) (l9'S%) (2H%) (21·S%) (6-11%) (4-11%) (6'0%) (0'7%) (4-11%) (4-7r.) (lOO%) ~ 
6 2 10 16 6 1 1 36 

i (50S%) (27'S%) (44-4%) (I6'7%) (2-8%) (2-8%) (tOO%) 
7 11 14 SS 6S SO 7 2 I 3 2 10 220 

(5 -II%) _ (6-4%) (25 oO%) (29'S%) (22'7%) (H%) (0 '9%) (O'S%) (l'4%) (O·g%) (4'S%) .tlOO%) t:I 
8 3 9 39 10 3 - 64 ~ 

(4-7%) (14-I%) (60-9%) (15 '6%) (4'7%) (IOO%) Ii: 
9 1. 1 1. 2 7 1. 

(28'6%) (14·1.%) (28-6%) (28'6%) (tOO%) 

Total 48 70 241 199 132 25 11 12 4 8 21 771 _ 7 
(6'2%) (9-1%) (31·3r.) (25 '8%) - (17-1 %) (3'3%) (1'4%) (l'6%) (O'S%) (loO%) (2-7%) (tOO%) 
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TABLE No. 8.20 

Sambal'/IUr Town : Quartile incomes of earners in industry-groups 
in 1954-5 

StrWNo. a_lik ........mg. in rllJltu 

Ql Q2 Q3 Ql :Q2 Q2:Q3 

1 223·50 385'26 659'33 1 : 1·72 1 : 1'71 

2 296·00 491-00 930'23 1 :1'66 1:1'89 

3 241 -00 455'54 969·75 1 : 1-89 I : 2>13 

4 310 -37 407-25 542-67 1 : I -31 1 : 1-33 

5 445-96 892-89 1,860 '37 1 :2-00 1 : 2-08 

6 419'75 672·87 946'31 1 : 1-60 1 : 1 -41 

7 376 -00 693 -31 1,251-00 1 : 1'84 1 : 1-80 

8 276-64 379-21 481'77 1 : 1-37 1 : 1'27 

9 

Total 323 '10 541'20 1,035 -09 1 : 1-67 1 :1'91 

TABLE No. 8.21 
Sambalpur T&wn: Total incomes of sample h.ouseholds classified 

according to th.e industry of the head in 1954-5 

Serial No. No. 01 household, TOlal income ollht hOlMehold. 
(Rs.) 

I 52 67,040 
2 92 95,670 

3 23 38,340 

4 15 19,090 
5 96 311,200 

6 28 25,400 

7 164 298,500 

8 39 30,740 

9 28 23,790 

Total 537 909,770 

Total No_ or persons ill the householdl surveyed: 2,275. 

Inc:ome per capita: Rs. 399 -90 
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TABLE No. 8.22 
Sambalpur Town: DistribUtion of sample families aocording to 

total income during 1954-5 

Income ,roup N~. of households Percentage to Ihe 101(1/ 

R •• 

11<1 150 3 0'6 

151 to 250 8 1'5 

25110 500 -90 16'8 

SOl to 1,000 194 36 '1 

1,001 to 2,000 138 2S'7 

2,001 to 3,500 45 8'" 
3,5011<1 5,000 21 3-9 

5,001 to 7,500 6 1 -I 

7,SOIl0 10,000 6 H 

Above 10,000 14 2'6 

Not stated 12 2-2 

TOlal 537 100-0 



;-
~ 

, 
TABLE No. 8.27 

Sa1!!bal).>'IIr Town ~ Production, salflll, receipts . and expense8, etc., of indUBt1ial establishment8 in 1954-5 

~ No. 01 persolls engnged TOlal Value of tolal capltaJ Amount 
Serial Name of Industrial li! No. 01 investment (in Rs .. ) borrowe4 
No. establishment :: Family members Employed Total CtUual (In Rs.) 

~ QIld Fixed Workln/l 
II 

~ ~ ~ pi«e rate 
~l ~ .. - ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 worker, 
~~ ~ ~ a 

~ ~ . .. Ii; ~ It ~ .:: ~ 

1 Pottery ·4 8 7 15 ' . - 8 7 IS 566'00 34'50 300 -00 , 
> 

1 Sweetmeats preparilll 9 19 19 8 ,8 27 27 4,0" '00 1,060'00 680·00 ." 

til 
3 ' Bidi makiDg 4 10 10 1,258 1,258 1,268 1,268 36,300'00 331,000 ·00 ~ 

t:I 

4 Sawing S 8 8 54 54 62 62 52,000 -00 105,000'00 10,000'00 >< ... 
5 Fishing 9 10 10 10 10 1,/97 '50 34·00 70·00 < 

6 Goldsmithy 6 7 7 7 7 676'00 950·00 

7 Tailoring 5 S 5 5 5 10 10 2,841 '62 91'00 1,235 -00 

8 Weaving (Cotton) 3 i 2 9 7 2 9 281 -00 120'00 

9 Weaving (Tussar) 4 15 15 1 1 16 16 372'00 354'00 180'00 

10 Weaving'(Cotton & Tussar) 1 4 2 6 4 2 6 240-00 200'00 50-00 

11 Oil pressing 2 3 1 4 3 1 4 855'00 100'00 

12 KhiI pan preparing and 2 3 3 3 3 30 -00' 43'50 30-00 
selling eO. .... 

00 



TABLE No. S.27-(Contd.} co ... 
Sambalvur To'U,In: Prod'Uctinn; BaleS, receipts and expenseB, etc., of industrial establiBhments in 1954-5 .... 

.. 
~ No. of persons engaged Total Value of total CDpltal Amount 

l No. of investMent in Rz. borrowed 
Serial Name of industrial Family members Employed Total casual (in Rs.) ~ No. establlshnwfl ... and Fix.d WorkillZ ~~ 0 .. 

~ ~ ~ piece rate Z • i:: 0 
~ ill .l! 1i ~ ~ 1i ~ 

.. 1i workers 0:: 
~ 

Ii: 
~ ~ .::: ~ .::: ~ ::s ~ -<.;; fh 

0 
13 PulTed rice preparing :: 4 3 7 4 3 7 312·00 102·00 40'00 "!I 

>-
14 Dairy farm :: 4 1 5 3 3 7 1 8 4.466'00 480·00 2,150'00 0:: 
15 Hotel (meals) 2 4 4 3 3 7 7 6.091-00 1,045 ·50 El 

::!. 
16 Iron work (blacksmithy) 1 1 1 2 -, 1 1 2 64-00 5'00 10-00 , 

." 

17 PaintiDIL 1 1 1 1 
c:: 

1 5-00 4-00 5-00 ;g 
Bidimaking 

,- 0 
18 1 1 1 1 1 2-00 6-00 '" 1:'1 

19 Channa preparing and 1 4 4 4 4 25-00 I" 

selling ~ 
1<1 

20 Furniture making 1 1 1 6 6 7 7 400-00 
~ 

21 Watch repairins 1 1 1 1 1 150-00 II: 

22 Cart, etc. repairing 1 4 4 4 4 100 -00 

Total 61 123 18 141 1,338 - 1.338 1.461 18 1,419 - 110.624-12 441,054'50 14.750-00 





TABLE No. S.27-(Contd.) CoO .... 
Production, Bales, re,;eipts and expenses, etc., of industrial establishments in 1954-5 

CD 
Samba!pur Town: 

Espe_s during last year (In Rs.) 
Strial 
No. W'We. JIJzw FutilUld Wattl' Transport Selling Rent TQXj!'$ Maintenance Total upen- Depreciation Total expe~ '" .., 

IUId solari- materials powu cost charges ~xpenses cost and repair sea (excluding clulrg •• sts (including 0 
espaid used expenses depuciation depreciation) Z 

0 
II: -

12 1,601 -75 46·00 96·00 1-25 1,745-<10 2·01 1,747'01 
Q 
0 

Il 105·00 1,081-00 415-00 - 1,607 ·00 }·25 1,610 '25 
'oJ 

>. 
14 878·00· 2,840-00 82'00 144-00 3,944 '00 158'48 4,102 -48 i!I: 

? 
IS 900'00. 2,9860()() 1,156-00 60'00 20'00 1,320'00 90-00 40·00 6,572'00 80-28 6,652-28 ... -, 16 180-00 20·00 200 -00 2'41 202-41 -,s 

c:: 
11 SO 0()() • so '00 4·00 54'00 ig 

0 

'" 18 360-00 12-00 30-00 402·00 '0·73 402'73 '" I:" 
19-' . 200-00 840()() 9-00 293-0() 0," 293·15 :;:: 

I"l 
20 2,400:00 2,530-00 500'00 180·00 1'00 5,617 ·00 5,6110()() I:" 

~ 

21 1,3SO-OO 24'00 360·00 24 0()() 1,758 -00 3·21. 1,761 ·21 
>. 
II: 

22 240-00 9-00 5·00 254'00 0-13 254·13 

~ 335,043 -so 571,394'25 25,967 ·75 4,451 -00 12,869-00 80·00 13,783 ·00 35,443 -49 9,2890()() 1,008,320 '99 1,123 ·64 1,009,444'63 



, TABLE No. S.27-(Contd.) 

BambalpurTown: Production, Bales, receipts and expenses, etc., of indmtrial establishments in' 1954-5 

Serial' 
.No. 

6 
>1 

~ 
8 

'9 

10 .

n 
12 

Gross ~~eipt8 
ral", ofttJtalpro- ~-~------------------
duelion. ~st ~Qr 

(in-Rs.) 

2.~~4·~6 

45·~60fO 

947,OOO'W . . . 
'. r'· 

.7.809'90 . ' . 
~ " .. ' f 

,. 
3,300-00 

8,8Q5 -00 

8,424:00., 

2,056'00 

6.060-00 

lIolt/e, of stile 
last year 
(In lis:) 

2,~15 -llQ 

46,160'00 

947,000-00 

7.800-00 

.. 
-

3.300'00 

9,925 -00 

8,440'00 

2,056'00 

6,060-00 

Receipts from repairs, Receipts from wages 
etc. fast Yeor last year 

(l"lIs.1 (in lis.) 

283,187 -00 

326JKl 2,675 'SO 

12jlO .7,310'00 

-
- ..... 
-

• 

• Gross receipts minus expenses exciudiDg depreciatioD. 

Total gross receipts Net Income ItlSt 
last year. 

.' ~r· 
(In lis) ... · (1n,lIs.) 

: ~ ;", 

2~15'QO 994 '00 

46,I~W 13.597 '00 
0 

947,0001!O 103~~'00 , , , 

283,187 'Il!' m.m .QO 

7.8OQ-OO " ,,' . 7.21~ '37 

3,00)'59 2,698 '76 , 1 : ".'- ." . 

7.~2~·~ ,,' , 2,!CIl ·00 

3.300'00 1,384 '75 

9,!l25 -00 5,943'25 

8.~·00 3,480'50 

2,056 -00 931 '88' 

6,060-00 4,315 -00 

,;. 
'" I 
:a 

01 
II>-
-'I 



TABLE No. S.27-(Contd.} ~ .... 
co 

Sambalpur Town: Production., BaleS, receipts and expenses,' etc., oj industrial establishments in 1954-5 

• GrtnS ncei'pl3 
&,io1 V~ of total pra- Total gross ,ecelpt. Ne/ incom. last 
No. "tWD last year Vol". ofst1le Receipt. from repair. ReaiplS from 'wage. last year year- ~ 

lasly_ elc. las/year last yeu 0 
Z 

(in Re.) (in Re.) (In Re.) (in Re.) (in Re.T (In Re.) 0 
is: -

13 1,880-00 1,880-00 . 1,880-00 273'00 ~ 

14 9,225-00 9,225000 9,225 ·00 5,281-00 ~ - >-
15' o B,114·2$ 8,114'2$ 8,114·2$ 1,542'2$ 

~ 16 300-00 360-00 360·00 160'00 

17 $00-00 $00-00 500-00 450'00 ~ 
~ 

18 540-00 540-00 540-00 138'00 :: 
0 

19 4!lO-OO 490-00 490-00 197,00 '" I!!I 

IS3 -00 
,. 

20 5,770-00 5,770 -00 5,770-00 : ~ 
I!!I 

21 1,800 -00 1,800 -00 42-00 
,. 
t:I 

22 1,$00-00 1,500 000 1,246 -00 >-
is: 

Total 1,057,738 ,81 1,059,835 .2$ 3,638'00 293,172 'SO 1,356,645 ·75 348,324,76 

- Groos receipts minus expenses excluding depnlCiation. 



TABLE No. S.28 

Sambalpur Town: Turnover, e:l:pen86S, etc., of trading establishments dealing in different co'l11ll'lOOdities in 1954-5 , 

No. of p"rson. employed Expense. during lalt year (In RI.) 

! .. 
Total Approximate Family 

~ 
capital Yfllu~ Df sto,~ Total annual mem- Em· Wag •• and Rent paid Light Total 

Name of tradf ~i!'\t . invested on the day Df turnover ber. pia,... Total 8Q/arJe9 .hopand chargez ~1Tt. 1 .. .. visit paid godown 
" 

. ii ;;. 
r.l.l ~;::!r:I (RI_) (RI_) {RI_) ~ ~ ~ ..... 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 

~ 
:g 

1 Stationery shop 16 17,380-00 28,520-00 83,325 -00 16 17 240-00 2,550 -00 643-05 3,433-05 l?l 

2 Vegetable shop 7 267-05 182·75 13,344-00 5 6 S 6 336-00 336 -00 ~ 3 Grocery shop 16 18,056-00 17,840-00 78,880-00 19 2 2 21 2 324-00 2,182 -00 426-00 2,932-00 
4 Betel sbop 13 1,240-00 1,329 -OS 26,530-00 16 16 480-00 114-00 594-00 =a 
S Fuel business 3 1,315 -00 968-00 8,968 -00 4 1 3 7 I 1,440-00 468-00 1,908 -00 
6 Cloth shop 10 29,500.-00 55,800-00 160,900-00 14 2 16 1,152 -00 3,000-00 429-00 4,581 -00 
7 Fish selling 3 240-00 330-00 10,100 -00 2 3 2 3 
8 Petrol&. kerosene selliDg 2 19,000-00 10,300-00 220,000-00 2 5 7 1,740 -00 1,680-00 408-00 3,828 -00 
9 Electrical store 2 28,000-00 27,000-00 15,900-00 2 2 4 1,080-00 360-00 84-00 1,524 -00 

10 Seja selling I SO-OO 200-00 1,000-00 1 1 120-00 120-00 
11 / OJ1llllIle!lt selling 1 5,000-00 10,000-00 20,000-00 1 1 120-00 J20 -00 
12 Liquor selling 1 2,000-00 1,500-00 3,600-00 1 1 
13 Painting 1 4,000-00 6,080-00 2,000-00 1 1 2 540-00 288-00 828 -00 

irolal 76 126,048 -OS 160,049-80 644,547-00 84 12 16 - 100 12 6,516 -00 11,176-00 2,512 -00 2O,204-OS 
-\ 00 _ .... ... 
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CU1TACK CITY' 

Population: The population of Cuttack city in 1951 was 102,505, just abou 
double of what .it was in 1901. Going back to the times .before 1901, th' 
population figures for 188~ and 1891 show that the popult\tion of the cit~ 
was 42,656 and 47,186 respectively in those years. However, these figure 
are not comparable with those for 1901, etc., because the latter belonl 
to the area within city· Jimits as it was in 1951. The broad idel 
conveyed by the pre-1901 figures is that the population of the city was in 
creasing during the precedin.!} decades but presumably not very rapidly. Th, 
Census Report for 1901 recorded that the population of Cuttack: city increase4 
by nine per cent during the decade 1891-1901 and that "the advent of th< 
railway has doubtless been the main factor in the somewhat rapid increase." 1 

During 1901·1911 the population increased by 2·2 per cent. EveD thi 
increase was possibly mainly accounted for by the extension of the area 0 

the city. The Census Report of 1911 observed: "In that year (1901) it con 
tained a detachment of the Madras regiment but it has since ceased to be 1 

military station and there is consequently a slightly less of population 01 

that account", and a footnote contains the information that "the old Can 
tonment has been absorbed by the Municipality. Its population at the tim 
of the census was 3,508." I 

In the next decade the population of the city recorded a decline of abou 
three per cent and that was largely due to the mortality caused by the infIuellZl 
epidemic of 1918. 8 . 

Between 1921 and 1931 the population recorded an increase of 28 per cen 
which according to the Census Report of 1931 might be regarded as representinl 
little more than the natural growth since 1911. "To some extent the populatiol 
of this town was temporarily augmented in 1931 by the presence of a fairl: 
large staff engaged in settlement work." , 

In the next decade there .was 'lin increase of about 14 per cent. Cuttack, iI 
1937, gained the status of a provincial capital when Orissa was made an in 

• AIl noted earlier the survey of families in Cuttack: town was not di.rectly carried out b: 
us but by the Utkal University. The sampling deSign and the questioODaire used were, ho\'l 
ever, almost identical with those in the surveys of Purl and Sambalpur carried out by w 
The data was tabulated by tbe Ulkal Unillllnlty team to sult their purposes, and table 
prep.red by them were not necessarily similar or comparable with similar tables prep .... 
by us for Purl and Sambalpur towns and presented here. In this seetion on Cuttack tOWl 
we have presented the tables similar to Dun; pr~ . by tho Utal UuIvetslty team, witl 
only a few comments. The full report of the ·investigation will be made available by tb 
Ulkal University in the near future. W. are grateful to them for aIIowin& us to make use 0 

the tables presented here. 
1 Census of India, 1901, Vol. VI, Bengal, Part I, Report-1oo2, p. 33. 
• Census of India, 1911, Bensal, Bihar, and Orissa, Part I-Report, 1913, p. 39. 
• Census of India, 1921, Vol. vn. Part I-Report, Bihar, and Orissa, 1923. p. 88. 
, Census of India, 1931. Vol. vn. Bihar and Orissa, Part I-Report 1933. p. 'TI. 
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dependent province, and a part ()ftlte increase in. the population of the city 
must have been dUf; to migration of government officers and offices to Cuttack 

. which were formerly not there .. During 1941-51 came the largest increase 
so far in the city population1lmounting t~ 38 per cent • 
. The 10 pel' cent sample~ investigated by the· Vtkal University inquiry in 

1954-55 contained 10,286 persons. This gives an estimate of the population 
of the city in that year as almost the same as in 1951. In a way this was not 
surprising becaus!l tb,e new capital of Orissa, Bhuvaneshwar, was slowly draw· 
ing away govemmentoffices: and personnel from' Cuttack for the last 4-5 
years, and Cuttack was gradually ceasing to be the capital of the State. That 
in the face of this it was IIll\intainlng its population may indicate that it had 
not stopped growing in other respects. 
. The following figUres give the number of females for 1,000 males in Cuttack 

at each of the censuses since 1901. 
liOI 1911 1921 
855 . 845· 870 

1931 
. 795 

1941 
786 . 

1951 
757 

If the figure for 1921 is ignored, therelsa continuous decreasing tendency for 
the number of females to male~. Thll. 1921 figure is affected by the heavy 
mortality due to the influenza epidemic and may be ignored as being not 
normal. The growing deficiency of females may indicate growing male imi-
gration and urbanization.' . 

Caste composition: Table No. C.l5 gives the classification of sample families 
according to community.' In the total' population 45 per cent were Caste 
Hindus, 16 per cent were Scheduled Castes. and 23 per cent other backward 
classes. The rest about 16 per cent belonged to other religions like Moham
medanism, Christianity, etc. Am,ong the Caste Hindus, the three large groups 
were of Brahmins, Karan, Mahanty and Kayastha, and Khatriya and Khanda
yats. They were 10.7 per cent, [2 per cent and 11.8 per cent respectively in the total 
population. Next to these came Keuta; Dhibara and Kaibarta and Gauda . 
and other Caste Hindus ~h accounting for a little less than five per ceilt of 
the total population. Amo~g the Scheduled Castes the most numerous were 
Bauri, Pana and Mahantar and Hadi. The Muslims formed nine per cent of 
the total population and the Christians accounted for a little over four per 
cent. 

Size or the ramlly:' Table No. C.23 gives the classification of sample families 
by caste and size. The largest concentration was in families with three to 
six members. These categories contained nearly 53 per cent of the total families 
in the sample. Five-member and six-member fatnilies were a little more than 
14 per cent each, while four-member families were about 13 per cent. Three
member families formed 11 per cent of the totalfamilies in the sample. The 
average size of the family was 5.S. 

Age, sex, earner and non-eamer: Table No. C.l6-17 classifies the sample 
population by age, sex, earner, and non-earner. The number of females per 
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1,000 males in the sample was 923, much higher than in the census. This was 
due to the sample being a household sample which excluded the predomi
nantly male popUlation of institutions, etc. which the census included. The 
adult population formed 61 per cent of the population.· The proportion of 
adults among males was higher than that among females, p~rhaps a typical 
characteristic of an urban population. 

About 27 per cent of the sample populatiOIl were earners. For each earner 
in the population there were 2.68 non-eamers. Among male adults 80 per 
cent were earners. Among adult females only six per cent were earnen. There 
were very few non-adult earners in the sample. 

Occupational ~stribntion of earners: Table No. C.l9 gives the distribution 
of earners in the sample according to their occupational and income class. 
·The earners are grouped here, unlike in Puri or Sambalpur, not according to 
industry but according to their occupations. 

The largest group of earners (18.7 per cent) was engaged in sale and related 
occupations, while the second largest group containing 13.5 per cent of the 
total earners was in printing and miscellaneous processing, etc. Agriculture, 
hullting, mining, etc. accounted for. 7.4 per cent or'the total earners. The 
median income of aU earners was Rs. 446. The middle SO per cent of incomes 
ranged between Rs. 272 and Rs. 744. 

Family income and oceupatiou: Table No. C,24 presents the distribution of 
the heads of sample families by their occupation and the total incomes of their 
families. . 

Broadly speaking the occupational distribution of earners discussed earlier 
and that of the heads of sample families was similar, except in the category 
of pensioners, unemployed, beggars, etc. This category contained nearly II 
per cent of the total of heads of families in the samples. Only 1.6 per cent of 
the total earners in the sample were in that category. 

The median family income in the sample was Rs. 656 while the first and third 
quartile incom~s were Rs. 389 and as. 1,282 respcctively. 
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TABLE No. C.15 
Cuttack City: Sample families cla8Bijied by caate and community 

Sr. No. Caste No. 01 Per cent to 
1l1l/I111 .. 'he/o/1lI. 

I Brahmin 200 10·7 
2 Kalan, Kayastha 225 12·0 
3 Khatriya, Kbandayal 220 11·8 

• Chua, Pradhan 26 1-4 
5 Jotisb, Jogi and Baishnba 32 1'7 
\I Tanti, Moher, Ransani, Patra, Bhulia 39 2·1 
7 Kumbhar 19 )0(' 

8 Komar II 0'6 

9 Teli, Kuher 83 4·' 
10 Kanshari 4 0·2 

II Bania 38 2'0 
12 Badhai 17 0'9 
13 Cbitrakar • 0'2 
14 lumta, Dbibara and Kaibarta 92 4'9 
IS Gudio 3D 1'6 
16 Gauda 90 4'8 

17 Barik 37 2'0 
18 . Marwari, AsarwaI 22, 1'2 
19 Telugus 62 3 -3 
2D Marahatta 3 • 0·2 
21 Other Caste Hindus 89 .-8 

22 Dboba 37 2-(' 

23. Mobaotar and Had! 28 1'5 
24 Pana 32 1'7 
25 Other Scheduled CutcI 98 5'3 

26 Scheduled Tribes 15 0·8 
27 Muslims 170 9·1 
28 Christians 78 4-2 

29 Sikh ... S. 0'3 

30 Other religions 2. 0·1 

31 Not stated 58 3 -I 

Total 1,866 100'0 
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TAStE No. C.10.J.7 

Cuttack City.:"" . Sea;. Jln~ age d,istribution:tJf .eaf'"l1,erB and ,non-earners 
in the 8a.1111ple 1>opulation . 

, . ··FArners Non-earners 
S.No_ 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

"roup' Male Female TOlal Male Female TOlal 

().4 years 2 I 3 711 684 1,395 

5·14 " 10 2 12 1,371 1:2.77 '2,654' 

15·24 " 
479 28 .. ' 507 412 838 1,250 

25·34 
" .717 5S 772 .. 31 686 717 

35-44 .. .649 44 693 7 495 502 

45·S4 .. 462 37 499 22 379 401 

55-64 .. 195 16 211 66 218 284 

65-74 .. 76 4 80 52 115 167 
• 

75 years and . 
above 18 2 20 45 60 105 

Not stated S 9 14 

-
. i 

Total ~.608 189 2.797 2,728 4.761 7,489 
• (27 -2.%J (7208~c;) 

15 years and above 

Less than IS yurs . . 

Adults 60 -5 % . 
Non-adults. 39.-, %. 

i' 

TOlal pOlolalion p., cent 
to tho 

Male Female TOlal tOlal 

713 685 1,398 13-6 

'1,381' 1,279 .2,666 25-9 

891 866 1,757 17-1 

748 741 1,489 14·5 

656 539 1,195 11-6 

.. ' . 

484 416 900 8'8 

261 234 495 "-8 
128 119 241 1·4 

63 62 125 1'2 

5 9 14 0-1 

" .. 

5,336 4,950 ~0.286 100·0 

(IOOrJ 



TABLE No. C.19 
Cuttack City: Distribution of etWnerB in the ,sample according to main ocC'll.pation, and their totaZ annual in-

come in 1954-5 

Annuallncom. (in Ro.) 
Serio! 'Nl1II1. of OCCllJ1G/lon Total 
No. I-ISO 151-2SO 251-500 SOI- 1,001- 2,001- 3,SOI- S,OOI- 7,501- 10,001 Not 

1,000 2,000 3,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 & above SIDled 
• 

I Managerial, administrativet 1 3 3 7 6 3 6 29(1'1) 
and executive occupati~ns 

2 Professional, technical 'and ' 4 Ii 37 ' 61 35 38 18 12 (; 6 5 228(~ .9) 
related occupations 

II> J, Subordinate administrative and 6 6 122 141 39 17 3 1 1 1 337(13 :0) 
~ executive occupations t'l 

4: Ministerial occupations 7 44 127 21 (; t 212(8 '2) Z 
5' SaleslU!d related occupations 15 37 163 149 64 21 16 4 6 8 5 488(18 '8) e 
'6 Agriculture, hunting, mining, 13 21 96 SO 7 4 1 192{7 '4) : ~ 

food processing, etc. :a 
7 Textiles, leather, woodwork) etc. 9 11 72 89 9 190(7'3) 
B; Construction, genetaI engineer- 4 9 69 ,111 42 6 I 1 243(9'4) 

ins, and related occupations 
9: Transportand communications, - 8 37 44 22 2 1l3{4 '3) 

other production, etc. 
III Printing, miscellaneous pro- 43 68 168 58 8 1 ' 2 348(13 '4) 

cesses, etc. " 
U Service occupations 23 14 46 SO 15 6 I 1 3 '). 11 172(6 .6) 
It Pensioner. unemployed and 1 I 1 3 1 1 34 42(1·6) 

beggar, etc. 

Total 118 180 818 199 374 125 53 25 19 24 59 2,S94{100%) 
<:0 

Numbers in hrackets indicate peICOlltage to the total. "" "" 
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TABLE No. C.23 

Cuttack City: Distribution of 8a.mp16 familie8 according to caste 
and family size 

No.olpe,.· CIUIt' 
'''111 in Ihe ---------------

lamily Calle Bin· Schedul.d Schedukd 
dus and back· Tribe. Cal'" 
word cflU .. ' 

1 123 

2 106 

3 141 

4 IS8 

S 176 

6 181 

7 121 

8 103 

9 and 10 101 

It and above 71 

Total 1,281 

(68 '6%) 

3 

4' 

2 

2 

I 

14 

(0'8%) 

16 

28 

4S 

47 

52 

47 

30 

20 

13 

18 

316 

(l6'9%) 

12 

14 

19 

30 

3S 

39 

38 

20 

22 

26 

255 

(!3'7%) 

• 

The average size of the family-S.·5 members. • . 

No. 01 
lam/Ii .. 

IS3 

148 

208 

239 

265 

269 

189 

144 

136 

lIS 

1,866 

(lOOYJ 

TOlal 

Per cent to 
th.'o,al 

8'2 

7'9 

11·2 

H'8 

14'2 

14·4 

10'1 

7'7 

7'3 

6·2 

100-0 



TABLE No. C.24 
Cuttack City: Distribu.tion of sample families according to the occupa.tion of the head and totaZ annual 

income in 1964-6 

. Total ineon .. (In lis.) 
Occupalwn of'''' "'ad of 'he. To/al 

S«iaf family 1-150 151·250 lSl·S00 SOI- 1,001· 2,001- 3,501·' 5,001· 7,501· 10,001· . No' 
No. 1,000 2,000 3,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 It above 81a/~d 

1 Managerial, administrative, 2 2 2 8 3 7 24(1 '3) 
and executive 

2 Professional, technical and 4 13 38 31 38 16 16 8 8 172(9 '2) 
Rlated occupations 

> 3 Subordinate administrative and 3 44 129 SO 18 7 1 2 254(13 '6) 

~ cxecutive 
4 Ministerial 1 21 78 31 9 2 142(7'6) ~ 5 Sale and related OOCllpations 3 13 57 94 82 24 , (; 3 , 300{16 '1) R (; Asricul~, hunting. mining. 3 II . 34 48 16 (; 1 2 119(6 '4) 

'!C! and food processing 
7 Textile, leather. and wood·work (; 22 64 IS 3 1 llt(5 -9) 
8 Construction. general eosineer. 2 22 65 49 110 3 151(8 '1) 

ins. and electrical 
\I Transport and communications 24 37 20 5 1 87(4·7) 

10 Printing, miscellaneous and 6 16 80 69 19 6 ~ 196(10-5) 
other production process 

11 Service occupation 8 12 15 33 20 10 5 1 1 3 108(5 -8) 
12 Pensioners, unemployed. beg· 6 7 32 56 44 32 10 5 2 6 2 202(10-8) 

gars. and not stated 

Total ·26 72 344 654 426 185 62 38 20 37 2 1,866(100%) 

CoO" 
Figures in brackets indicate percentage. en 

""I 



TABLE No. C.27 ... 
on 

Cutta.ck City: Production, sales, receipts and etc., of industrial e8tablishments in 1954-5 co ezp6nses, 
, . 

No. of persons engaged TOlal Vallie of lolal _ilal . 
Narne of lhe industrial .. 

.!l 110. of investment (ill Rs~) Amount 
establish menU e-'l Family members Employees TOlal casual borrowed t<l .. ~ olld Fixed Working (in Rs.) n 

~ 
.. ~ 0 
~~ ~ ~ ~ pkce. Z ... 

.l! ~ '2 ..!! ~ - .!l .. - 0 
'-l ~ :: Ii; :: rale iii: ~ .t ~ ~ .t ~ ~ .t ~ workers -n 

'" 0 
1 Restaurant 43 ' 58 17 75 25 25 83 17 100 1,388 -62 608'00 ' 612-00 ~ 

2 Hotel 19 26 26 53 r 54 79 1 80 1,038 -50 7,439 -00 3,000-00 ~ 
3 Baramaja, (preparing and selling) 1 1 1 1 I 20-00 I!: 
4 Chana Cbur,(preparing and selling) I 1 I I I 3-00 ~ 5 Bakery , 2 3 3 3 3 12·00 -6 Goldsmithy , 32 6S 65 30 30 95 95 20 470-50 6,580'05 6,S30-00 ~ '! Mason 35 37 37 37 37 - 47-37 
8 Dairy 9 16 5 21 2 2 18 5 23 48-12 352 -00 220-00 !3 

0 
9 Carpenter IS 22 22 6 6 28 28 107-00 2,920'00 3,000-00 <Il 

10 Pottery 11 21 3 . 3 24 7 3,076-05 10,000 -00 
t<l 

24 3 3 27 :c 
11 Fishing'" 20 ' 43 1 44- - 43 1 44 138 -so 72-50 140-00 -<! 
12 Weaving 29 41 32 73 41 32 73 7 144-00 1,384-00 250-00 t<l :c 
13 Tailoring 28 38 2 40 5 5 43 2 45 I 1,693 -69 2,023 -00 3,375-00 t:I 
14 BlBcksmithy 6 8 8 1 I 9 9 5-00 82-00 10 -00 > 
IS Bamboo-work: 7 II 7 '18 11 7 18 44-00 55 -00 ' Is: 
16 Hom-work: 5 6 6 6 6 95-00 ISS -00 
17 Painting and polishing 2 3 3 3 3 ~ 

18 Block making 2 2 2 ·2 2 4 4 25000 
19 Fireworks 1 2 2 2 2 
20 - Manufacture of palm leaf walls ' 2 3 3 3 3 3-00 15-00 



(I 
b: TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) 

Cutta.ck City: Produ.ctilYl't, sales, receipts and ezpenses, etc., of industrial establishments in. 1954-5 

No. of perS9n' engaged Total Val •• of total copilol 
No"", of Ihe industrial .S! no. of i"".stment (in RJ.) Amount 

estabIUhmenlS ~~ Family m~mbers Employees Tolal casual borrowed 
II ;;- and Fiud Workllllf (in RJ.) ~ 

~ ~S ~ i ~ piece .. ., 
~ ii ~ ] ..!! ] ".i ~ !l , 

~ 
!l Tatt! 

:=s ~ ~ :=s ~ ~ ~ ~ workers 

21 Preparing and sellins of gundi 1 1 1 .2 1 1 2 50'00 
22 Manufacture of lime from shells 1 3 3 3 3 SO -00 500·00 , 
23 Preparins and selling cow- l 1 I 1 1 0'75 :.-

dung cakes ... ... 
24 Sellins meat .2 4 4 4 4 160'00 t>J 

2S Brass pot making 2 3 3 3 3 46'00 90-00 Z 
l::1 

26 Tin repairing 1 2 2 2 2 1'05 5'00 -X 
27 Washerman (laundry) 1 1 1 .2 1 1 2 1 3 47·00 50'00 40'00 !< 
28 Manufacture of medicines 6 7 1 8 6 6 13 1 14 3'00 265'00 
29 Idol making 7 1 I 8 I 1 8 I 9 25'00 67·00 
30 Cloth-dyeing 2 5 S IS IS 20 20 18,072 '00 20,325 '00 
31 Tying ornaments by thread 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 205'00 
32 Book-binding 2 2 .2 2 2 3'00 
33 Manufacture of oil by ghani 3 3 4 7 1 1 4 4 8 74-00 35'00 50-00 
34 Shoe-making '} 11 II .11 11 104 -00 466-00 
3S Tea preparing and selling 2 2 2 2 2 2-00 lOoOO 
36 Tiffin preparing and sellins 1 1 1 1 1 4'31 1-00 140-00 
37 ConfectiQnary 1 3 3 6 6 9 9 7,500'00 1,000 -00 
38 Silvcrsmithy 1 2· 2 2 2 1,200 -00 
39 Flower garland making and 3 4 4 8 4 4 8 3·25 6-00 

selling CIO 

"" CD 



TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) I:" 
0> 

Cuttack City: Production, sales, receipts and expenses, etc., of industrial establishments in 
<:> 

1954-5 

.';i No. of persons engaged To/al Value of /0/01 capital Amount 
Name of the indus/rial E ;:. no. of investmenl (in Rs.) borruwed 

~stablishment 2 t Family members Employe .. To/al casual (in RI.) l'J 
~ 'a-llt and Fixed Working <> ... 0 
..; ~-a. ~ ~ ~ piece Z 

~ .. S ~ ~ - ~ .. - Tale 
0 

~ 
!l 

~ 
2 

~ 
e 2 " t:! ~ t:! ~ .:: ~ workers -<> 

Ul 

0 
"l 

40 Paper packets making 2 2 1. 3 2 1 3 40'00 > 
41 Hair cutting saloon 4 6 6 2 2 8 8 480·00 3·50 125-00 

" 42 Aerated water preparing 1 1 1 1 1 100'00 

~ 43 Hair oil preparing and selling 1 I 1 5 5 6 6 8,000'00 
44 Repairing of fountain pens I 2 2 :2 2 .... • 
45 Repairing of umbrellas 3 3 3 3 3 4'05 25-00 '" - ~ 46 Gunny repairing I I I 1 1 4-00 

'" 47 Printing press 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 4 250'00 2,000'00 0 

'" 48 Hat making 1 1 1 1 1 2 l'J 
49 Contractor 2 l" 
50 Bidimaking 2 2 2 2 2 ·2·50 ~ 
51 Gudakhu manufacturing 1 3 3 3 3 500-00 3,000-00 l" 
52 Tin-smithy (making) 2 3 3 3 3 12'00 "" > 53 Rickshaw repairing garage 3 4 4 4 4 " S4 Watch repairing 2 2 2 2 2 300'00 
55 Cycle repairing 3 2 2 2 2 5-00 15'00 

Grand Total 348 S04 84 588 166 1 167 670 85 755 37 31,578 ·21 57,137 ·10 34,158 -00 



TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) 

Cuttack City "- Production, Bales, receipts and expe1l8eB, etc., of industrial establishments in 1954-5 

Expenses duriJrg lasl yeor (in R.r_) 

Wages and Rawmt1'~ Fuelond Water Transport Selliog Rent paid Taxt''' Mainte- Total ex pen- Depree/a .. To/al ;g salaries paid rials used power charges expenses. cost paid nonce and ses (exc/ud- IlDn (ilfcludiJrg 

"i charges repoirinlf Inlf depre- chlJTlf" depre-
expenses clallon) elation) 

, 
1 8,004-00 88,084-48 9,591 -50 276-00 118 -SO IS -00 4,245 -00 594-96 73 -00 111,002-44 650-95 111,653 -39 
2 12,669 -00 74,543 -62 9,705 -88 781-00 6,170-00 1,057-00 425-00 105,351-SO 498-41 105,849 -91 
3 286-00 26-25 312-25 7-61 319-86 e; 
4 574-00 90-00 664-00 1-97 665 -97 '" 5 2,064 -00 107-35 58-00 2,229 -35 0-96 2,230 -31 ~ 6 14.820-00 122,924 -64 3,728 -50 315-00 3,516 -00 259-62 137 -00 145,700-76 617 ·11 146,317-87 
7 ~ 24-00 126·00 lSO-00 Ill-SO 261-50 ~ 
8 360-00 9,299-00 865 -00 120-00 216-75 10,860-75 70-41 10,931 -16 :;J 
9 3,822 -20 22,997 -SO 96-00 517-00 5-00 105-00 27,542 -70 155-57 27,698 -27 

10 1,100 -00 2,831 -00 3,574-00 5-00 22-00 20-00 20-00 104-87 20-00 7,696 -87 154-38 7,851 -25 
11 349-25 30-00 60-00 167 -00 135·00 741 -25 291-16 1,032 -41 
12 652-00 40,115-00 ,692-50 550-40 125-62 123-00 42,258-52 187-57 42,446-09 
13 3,150 -00 10,525 -28 730-25 3 -00 600-00 261-56 611-00 15,881-09 840-37 16,721-46 
14 360-00 2,305 '00 293-05 72-00 3,030-05 6-53 3,036-58 
15 1,530-62 24-00 9-50 1,564 -12 2-25 1,566 -37 
16 480-00 2,594-00 185-50 40-00 15-00 3,314 -SO 77040 3,391-90 
17 16-11 16-11 
18 600-00 765 -37 95 -00 60-00 30-00 18 -00 50-00 1,618 -37 1-39 1,619 -76 
19 500-00 245 -00 5-00 36-00 62-00 3-00 851 -00 2-85 853-85 
20 470-00 7-05 3-50 480-55 4-86 485 -41 

C» 
CD .... 



TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) eo 
'" Cutta.ck City: Production, sales, receipts and expenses, etc., of industriaZ establishments in 1954-5 
N 

Expenses during last year (in Rs_) 

Wages and RaWmDlt- Fue/QJld Water Transport Seiling Rent Taxes Mainre- TOlal expen- Depre- Total (incJutI- to1 

~ 
n 

sa/aries paid rials used power charges expenses cost paid paid nanceand ses (exc/utI- dation ing depreci- 0 

to; charges repairing ing deprecia- charges alion) Z 
0 

expenses" lion) Is: -n 
rn 

21 - 1,440-00 20-00 1,460-00 0-18 1,460 -78 0 

22 250-00 2,012-00 300-00 300 -00 '240-00 2-00. 3;104-00 24-74 3,128 -74 
o,;! 

:>-
23 0·75 0-75 

Is: 24 7,100-00 10-00 150·00 180-00 300 -O!) 10'00 7,750 '00 12-r1 7,762 -17 c:: 
25 1,881 '00 70·00 19'00 1,970-00 26-75 1,996 -75 ~ 26 . 87-25 15 -00 102-25 1-91 104 -16 -, 27 600·00 214'50 320-00 240-00 ...!. 1,374-50 8·95 1,383 -45 '" c:: 
28 1,284-00 3,666-00 479-00 178'00 240-00 6·00 37·00 5,890-00 115 -08 6,005 -os :0 

'" 29 300-00 2,065-50 447·00 38·00 2,850-50 50·35 2,900'85 0 
30 7,385-00 33,446 ·87 1,705 -00 SOO'OO 1,800'00 253 -00 215'12 45,304 -99 543·59 45,848 '58 '" ~ 
31 288·75 5·00 240·00 21-62 5·00 560-37 6-68 567'05 :0 
32 59·00 2·00 5-50 71~00 3-65 74'65 -4-50 < 
33 300-00 82·00 25-00 130 ·00 537 -00 80-85 617'85 

tzI 

'" 34 4,136 -75 72-00 46-00 4,254-75 16-61 4,271-36 '" 35 1,207 ·50 32-00 1,239 -SO 9·00 1,248 -50 :>-
36 250·00 50-00 2·00 302-00 5'25 307-25 

Is: 

37 90·00 1,295 -05 94·00 130·00 10·00 120·00 1,739 -05 1,176-66 2,915 -71 
38 50-00 700-00 300-00 400·00 1,450-00 101 -25 1,551 -25 
39 535'50 15-00 1'50 552-00 14-34 566-34 
40 1,134 '00 1,134 -00 3 -74 1,137 -74 

I , 



TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) 

Cuttack City: Production, sales, receipts and expemBS, etc., of industrwl establishments in 1954-5 

Expense. during last year (in Rs.) 

Wagestmd Row nuzte- Fueltmd Wat., Transport Selling Rent Taxes Mainte~ Total ex pen- DePT.' Total 

~ mlaries paid rial. used power c/uug •• expenses cost paid paid nanc. tmd us (ex.lud- clatlon (Including 

fI\ Marges repairing fng depreela· Marges deprecitJ-
expenses tlon) tion) 

41 933-33 320-00 95-05 135-00 720-00 28·06 177-00 2,408 -44 78·36 2,486-80 
42 240-00 .80·00 28-00 348-00 348-00 

> 43 2,820-00 7,000'00 370-00 300-00 4,000'00 371-05 150-00 15,011 -05 103 -OS 15,114 -10 ." 
44 2,616-00 90-00 1·00 2,707-00 3-01 2,710-01 ." 

l>I 
45 293 ·31 9-50 6'00 30S'81 5-83 314 -64 ~. 
46 100·00 100 -00 1-00 101-00 i< 
47 1,200-00 349·00 120-00 65-00 15-00 1,749-00 275 '16 .2,024-16 

::! 48 800-00 940-00 5-00 8-00 1,753 -00 11-09 1,764 -09 
49 ,-
50 1-00 1-00 0-83 1-83 
51 24-00 503-05 53-25 12-00 12-00 5-00 609-30 2-68' 611-98 
52 2,906-00 245-00 30-00 100-00 3,281-00 44-65 3,325 -65 
53 24-00 25·00 49-00 3-02 52 -02 
54 60-00 5-00 65-00 6-35 71-35 
55 160-00 3-00 84-00 5·00 252-00 36 -17 288-17 , 

Grand 
Total 62,743 -53 458,640 -79 34,963 ·58 281 -00 . 3,1&2 -50 4,576 -00 _19,504-40 4,462-66 3,184 '12 591,538 '58 6,473 -66 598,012-24 

QO 
0> 
too 



TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) ~ 
en 

Cuttack City: ProductilYfl" sales, receipts and expenses, etc., of industrial establishments in 1954-5 "'" 

~ 
Value of to/al pro- Value of sale last year Receipts from repairs Receipts from wages Totol gross receipts Net inctJnte last year 
duction last Yem' last year last year last year 

..; (in Rs_) (in Rs_) (inRs_) (in Rs_) (in Rs_) (in Rs_) ~ 
n 
0 

1 161,844'37 161,844 '37 161,844 -37 50,841'93 
II: 
0 

2 130,062-00 128,562'00 128,562-00 . 23,210-50 !.: -3 832-SO 832-50 520-25 
n 

832-50 '" 
4 1,080-00 1,080 -00 1,080 -00- 416-00 0 

'" 5 2,875-00 2,875 '00 2,875 -00 645-65 >-
6 99,381 -25 144,381-25 6,570-00 47,681 -25 198,632-SO 52,931-74 !.: 
7 5,980-00 13,060'00 19,040 -00 18,890 -00 

c:: 
t" 
~ 

8 19,595-00 19.595 -00 19,595 -00 8,734·25 -• 
9 46,545 -00 28,787 -30 

'V 
46,545 '00 8,065-00 1,720 -00 56,330-00 c:: 

:0:1 
10 14.701'25 12,456 '25 12,456 '25 4,759 -38 'V 

0 
11 16,675 -00 16,675-00 100-00 16.775 '00 16,033 -75 '" ~ 
12 58,869 -25 58,854-25 1,062'SO 59,916 '75 17,658 ·23 :0:1 -13 7,390-00 7,390-00 1,002-00 24,545 -75 32,937 -75 17,056'66 ~ 
14 4,760 -00 4.760-00 450-00 120-00 5,330-00 2,299-95 :0:1 

IS 4,325 -00 4.200-00 4,200-00 2,635 -88 
t:I 
>-

16 5,600'00 5,600-00 800-00 6,400-00 3,085 '50 Ii: 
17 1,050-00 I,OSO -00 I,OSO-OO 
18 4,425 '00 4,425-00 4,425 -00 2,806'63 
19 2,405-00 2,405 -00 2,405 -00 1,554-00 
20 555-00 ;55-00 8SO-OO 1,405 -00 924-45 



TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) 

Cuttack City: Production, sales, receipts and expenses, etc., of industrial establishments in 1954-5 

~ 
Value 0/ tOlal pro- Value 0/ sale last year Receipts from npairs Receipts from wages Total gross receipts Net income last year 
dUClion last year lost year last year last year .. (in Rr.) (in Rr.) (In Rr_) (in Rs,) (in Rr.) (in Rr_) 

21 2,400-00 2,400-00 2,400'00 940-00 
22 3,960 -00 3,960-00 3,960-00 856-00 
23 115-00 115-00 125 -00 115 -00 
24 10,275 -00 10,275 -00 10,275 -00 2,515 -00 
25 5,500 -00 5,500-00 5,500-00 3,530'00 
26 2,000 -00 2,000-00 100 -00 2,100-00 1,997 -75 

II> .., 
27 2,694-00 2,694-00 1,319 -SO 

.., 
to! 

28 9,190-00 9,190-00 1,950 -00 11,140'00 5,150-00 
Z 
t:O -29, 4,800-00 4,770-00 560-00 5,330 -00 2,479-50 ~ 

30 78,450 -00 78,450-00 78,450-00 33,145 -01 !<! 
31 1,777 '50 1,777 ·50 1,777 '50 1,217 -13 
32 35 -00 '490-00 515-00 454-00 
33 3,136 ·00 3,136 -00 2,599'00 
34 5,494 -00 5,142 -00 2,900-00 2,000 ·00 10,042 -00 5,787-25 
35 1,900-00 1,900-00 1,900-00 660-50 
36 337'05 337·05 331 -05 35-05 
37 1,860 -00 1,860 -00 1,860 -00 120'95 
38 1,500'00 1,500 -00 1,500-00 50-00 
39 2,291 '87 2,291 '81 50-00 2,341-87 1,189 -87 

~ 1,670-00 1,610-00 1,670'00 536'00 
c.<> 

'" '" 



/ 

TABLE No. C.27-(Contd.) 00 
en 

Cuttack City: Production, sales, receipts and expenses, etc., of industrial establishments in 
en 

1954-5 

:i 
Value of total pro- Value of sal. last year Receipts frot.n repairs Receipts from wages Total gross rl!ceipts Net income last year 
duetion last year last year lost year last yetu 

..; (in Rs_) (in Rs.) (in Rs_) (in Rs_) (in Rs.) (inRs_) I>j 
Q 
0 

41 5,900-00 5,900-00 ...!. 5,900 -00 3,491 -56 
Z 
0 

42 478-IS 478-15 478 'IS 130 -IS 
i!S: 

~ 43 30,000-00 25,000 '00 - 25,000-00 9,988-95 
0 

44 2,800'00 2,800-00 2,500 -00 5,300-00 2,593-00 '>j 

>-
45 2,010 -00 2,010-00 1,701 -19 i!S: 
46 700-00 700-00 600-00 ~ 
47 2,000-00 

~ 
2,000'00 2,000'00 251-00 ';" 

'" 48 2,500-00 2,200-00 2,200'00 447-00 c:: 
i:l 49 0 

'" SO .- 798'00 798-00 797-00 I>j 

51 • 960-00 960-00 960-00 350-70 ~ 
52 7,500 -00 7,500-00 625 -00 8,125 -00 4,844 -00 

I>j 
I" 

S3 1,200-00. 1,151 -00 '" 1,200-00 >-
54 730'00 730-00 665-00 IS: 

55 1,000-00 1,000-00 748'00 

GnmdTotai 767,589 -19 Sll3,022 -19 33,392 -00 103,142 -59 939,556 ·69 348,018 ·11 



• TABLE No. C.28 

Cuttack City : Turnover, expen.ses, etc., of trading establishments dealing in different commodities in 1954-5 

l! No. 0/ ptrSOlU employed Expenses during/lUI year (in Rs.) 
SNi4l ~ Tolal Approx;" TOlal 

No. N_o/trade 
.., «J[Jital male value tl11nllaJ Family Emp/o- Total Wages Rent paid Light Total 
~ 
1 invested 0/S10re 011 turnover lMmbus yees ami (shop f1lId charges 

~ the day 0/ saJories godown) 
l! visit ..!! -!I ..!! paid 

~'" " ~ ~ ..!! ~ ..!! ~ . ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) ~ It ~ It 

< 

1 Stationery ,hop 7 3,550'00 2,700'00 37,000'00 8 8 1,291 ·25 252·00 1,543 ·25 ~ 

2 Vegetable shop 15 1,553 -00 814·05 99,840'00 31 3 34 900'00 724·96 374·00 1,998'96 ~ 
!lO 
Z 

3 'Grocery shop 65 57,940'00 75~14O ·00 898,680-00 93 4 27 - 120 4 14,616-00 10,848 ·00 3,160 ·37 28,624 ·37 t:> -~ 
4 Pan, bin shop 48 2,999 -00 1,874 '00 115,750 ·00 59 6 2 61 6 816'00 2,502 -00 1,841 ·25 4,799'25 !<! 
5 Timber and fuel wood sbop 2 3,500-00 12,000'00 33,000-00 3 2 5 1,200'00 58 -00 40·00 1,298 ·00 

6 Ooth shop 14 59,950'00 119,150 ·00 376,949'00 29 1 36 4,740'00 4,158 ·00 2,136 ·00 11,034 -00 

7 Fisb selling 9 268-00 33·00 36,000 -00 9 9 282·05 124·05 406·10 

8 Hardware stores 5 32,050'00 5,150'00 162,800'00 5 1 6 1,200'00 324'00 272·05 1,796'05 

9 Kerosene selling 1 71-00 47·09 20,720'00 8 8 

10 Medicine shop 12 59,100 -00 71,700 '00 141,200 -00 13 17 30 8,220-00 5,482 ·GO 1,236'00 14,938 '00 

11 Milk selling 4 147·00 22·87 7,500 -00 6 2 6 2 

12 Meatsbop 4 300·00 40-00 . 20,500'00 4 4 343·62 r5'00 358·62 
"" en ..., 



TABLE No. C.28-(Contd.) 0> 
a> 

'uttack City : TurnO'Ver, expenses, etc., of trading establishments dealing in different commoditie8 in 1954-5 00 

!l No. of persons employed Expenses during 'lost year (In Rs.) 

~rial ~ Total Approxi- Total 
I/o. Name of trade '" capital male Niue annual Family Emplo- Total Wages Rentpaid Light Total 

~ l':f .., invested o/store on turnover members yees and (shop and chmges (') 

.!! 0 

~ the dayof salaries g'!'iown) Z 
~ visit paid 0 

,<;-" ~ -!! -!! .:: .. -!! ~ -!! ~ -!! .. -. ~ i; (') 

~ ~ (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) ~ .:: ~ .:: ~ .:: '" 0 
"l 

Ornament shop 4 155,150 ·00 151,200 ·00 367,700'00 7 4 11 8,400'00 2,700'00 240·00 11,340-00 ~ 

i Aluminium utensil shop 2 850·00 2,020-00 13,000 ·00 2 2 102'00 102 -00 .:: 
) Hotel 3 87'00 45'00 4,800-00 3 3 24-00 24-00 ~ 
5 Book shop 2 13,000-00 28,500'00 55,000'00 2 8 10 3,480'00 1,920'00 168-00 5,568 '00 -, 
1 Newspaper seUing 1 250·00 10-00 2,400-00 1 1 "" c: 
8 Flower selling 1 I-OS 200·00 1 1 

:0 

"" 
9 Slippers (leather) selling l' 

0 
1 300·00 100·00 2,200'00 S-OO 2·05 7-05 '" .. 

0 Electrical goods selling J 3,500-00 3,000-00 3,600'00 120-00 120 -00 :0 -Hen and eggs s.l1ing 61-00 1,200 -00 1 < 
I>j 

2 Selling papers 50,000-00 100,000'00 300,000'00 1 4 5 5,400'00 1,920 -00 240'00 7,560-00 :0 

3 Hom article selling 220·00 1 
t::f 
~ 

4 Selling grass 1 1-00 0'25 240·00 .:: 
:5 Rickshaw hiring 1 SW-OO 400-00 1 

Total 222 445,128'05 573,646'26 2,698,899'00 291 12 7S - 366 12 48,972 -00 32,558 -88 9,986'77 91,517 ·65 
• 



APPENDIX IV 369 

PURl 

Population: In 1951 the population of Puri town was 49,057, only 233 
persons less than in 1901. The cens .. s populations of Puri town up to 1941 
were de facIo populations and they were swelled by the presence of pilgrims 
in the town. To assess the variations in the permanent or de jure population 
of the town the 1931 Census Superintendent of Bihar and Orissa constructed 
the following table:* '-

1891-1901 1901-1911 1911-1921 1921-1931 1901-1931 
---

I. Actual variation +20,540 -9,648 -992 -1,126 -11,766 

2. Variation in the +15.000 -12,000 -2,750 -250 -15,000 
number of pil-
grims 

3. Variation in the +5,540 +2,352 +1,758 -876 +3,234 
permanent popu-
lation 

The increases from 19QI were of small magnitude and a slight decline was 
recorded hi the decade 1921-31. During 1931-41 there was an increase of 
3,487 persons followed by a substantial One of 8,002 during 1941-51. (No 
figures regarding pilgrims, etc. are available for these two censuses.) In 1931-41 
about 60 per cent of the increase was among males and the rest among females. 
During 1941-51, however, males accounted for less than half of the total 
increase in the population. 

The population of our sample was 4,678 and estilnating from this we get a 
population of 46,780 as our sample consi,ted of 10 per cent households. Allow
ing for non-coverage, etc. this gives a population estimate of about 50,000 in 
1954, slightly higher than in 1951. 

The fluctuations in the male and female populations noted above are reflected 
in the changing sex-ratio of the population of the town. The following gives 
the number of females per 1,000 males in the population of Puri town for all 
censuses beginning with 1901. 

1901 
905 

No. of females per 1,000 males 

1911 
734 

1921 
772 

1931 
840 

1941 
810 

1951 
850 

In our sample there were 943 females to 1,000 males. This was much higher 
than the 1951 figure. but it was not unexpected because our sample was a 

* Census of India, 1931, Yol.yn, Bihar & Orissa, Part I, Report, p. 97. 
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household sample and excluded the pred-ominantly male population of 
vagrants and inmates of public institutions. 

Size of the family: Table No. P.14 gives the distribution of sample families 
by their size. The average size of the family was 4.3. The siz~ of the families 
in the sample presented a normal distribution. Nearly half the families were 
to be found in the class of families with two, three, and four members each and 
they were found to be almost equally divided in these three size-classes. The 
total number of sample families in each of the classes of families with more 
than four members were successively smaller. Uni-member families formed 
13 per cent of the total sample families. 

Caste composition: Table No. P.l5 gives the distribution of the heads of 
sample families according to the castes to which they belonged. The biggest 
single group in the population of Puri was of Brahmins who constituted nearly 
one-fourth of the total. Next to them came Kayastha or Karan who were 
about 18 per cent. The Scheduled Castes accounted for Slightly more than 
13 per cent of the total and the artisan castes about 10 per cent. There were 
only a very small percentage of persons of other religions in the town. 
Almost 85 per cent were Caste Hindus. The predominance of Brahmins in a 
religious town like Puri was not unexpected. The nori-Oriya castes formed a 
little less than three per cent of the total population. 

Earners and non-earners: Table No. P.l7 gives the distribution o} the sample 
population by age for earners and non-earners separately. Table No. P. 16 
gives a sexwise classification of earners and non-earners. About onc
third of the total population in the sample was of earners and the rest of 
non-earners, the ratio of earners to non-earners being 1 : 2.1. Among males 
there were 1.26 earners per one non-earner, while among females there wefe 
11.4 non-earners to every earner. For one female earner there were 7.3 male 
earners. 

There were 74 unemployed persons in t!te sample who formed about 5 per cent 
of the total earners. Nearly 55 per cent of them were of ages between 16 and 
25 years, i.e. they belonged mainfy to the young age groups indicating that 
many of them were new entrants into the labour-force seeking their first jobs. 

Among the earners as a whole the proportion of persons in the prime of 
life was very high. Nearly 69 per cent of the total earners were betwcen the 
ages of 21 and 50 years. Juvenile earners (below 15.- years) numbered 32 and 
constituted two per cent of the total earners. 

OccupationaldistributioD of earners: Table Nos. P.-IS, 19, 25 and 26 give the 
distribution of earners according to occupations, earner status, education, 
earning, age, and sex. In the following we comment on each of these aspects. 

The general occupational picture was very much undifferentiated. Nearly 
38 per cent of the total earners were found in the services, about 22 per cent in 
trade and commerce, and 15 per cenl' in manufacturing. A further nearly 
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eight per cent were in agriculture, etc. These four classes together accounted 
for nearly 80 per cent of the total earners. In the remaining occupations there 
were very small proportions of the total earners in the sample. 

The undifferentiated character of the occupational distribution is clearly 
brought out ifwe examine further the composition of each of these major groups. 
In the services group, which was the largest in the lot, 42 per ccnt of the consti
tuents were those performing religious services, while a further 21 per cent 
were in government service. The predominance of religious services 
in a religious town was quite natural. So also, Puri, being. district 
ccntre, there was a large number of government employees. The next largest 
group, trade and commerce, was almost wholly composed of retail traders, 
and nearly 40 per cent of these were dealing in grains and grocery. This only 
showed that Puri was not a trading place of any importance. The trade there 
mainly catered to the local needs. In the next large group, manufacturing, the 
only sizable group was that of sweetmeat makers accounting for 16 per cent 
of the total in the group. This was again connected with the religious character 
of the town and mainly related to the temple of Jagannath. In the next group 
of those engaged in agriculture and allied pursuits nearly two-thirds were 
engaged in fishing and the rest in the cultivation of cereals. There was nothing 
very much to comment upon in the remaining small groups. 

OccupatioDS and earnings: The earnings during the preceding year of earners 
in sample families classified by occupations are given in Table No. P.19. As 
the occupations are not very differentiated, as remarked earlier, we shall 
confine our comments to the broad industrial groups only. This procedure is 
departed from only in a sma" number of cases. In Table No. P.20 the 1st, 
2nd, 3rd quartile earnings in different divisions are also given. 

o 
In agriculture, etc. 52 per cent of the earners were in the earning range 

Rs. 251-500, and a further 21 per cent in the next range of Rs. 501-1,000. 
The median income was Rs. 421. In manufacturing the median carping was 
Rs. 335, the ratio between the 1st and the 3rd quartile earnings being I : 3.17. 
The median income· was Rs. 425 with the third quartile earnings, 2.74 times that 
of the first quartile earnings. 

In services there W!1S a wider dispersion of earnings partly because of its 
heterogeneous and miscellaneous character. The median earnings were Rs. 
487, and the middle SO per cent of earnings ranged from Rs. 262 to Rs. 921. 
The ratio of first to third quartile earnings was I : 3.5. 

Family Incomes: Information regarding total family income is presented 
in Table No. P.2I which presents the total income of families classified by 
the industry and occupations of their heads. 

A little less than 40 per cent of the sample families were concentrated in the 
income range between Rs. 501 and Rs. 1,000. A further 25 per cent were, in 
the range·Rs. 251 to Rs. 500. The median income was about Rs. 720. The 
per capita income came to about Rs. 360. 
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TABLE No. P.14 
Puri Town: Distribution of sample families according' to 8ize 

No. of members in the family Total no. of families Per cent to the total 

1 lSI 13-1 
2 191 16·5 

3 184 15 ·9 

4 198 17-1 
5 149 12'9 
6 127 11·0 
7 60 S'2 
8 40 3·5 

9 24 2 ·1 
10 and above 30 2'6 

Not stated 0·1 
--------

Total 1.155 100·0 

TABLE No. P.15 
Puri TOlVn: Sample families classified by caste and community 

-. --
Serial Casles Total families Per cent of the total 

No. 

t Brahmins . 286 24·8 
2 Karan, Kayastha 211 18·3 
3 Khatriya, Khandayat • 58 5 ·0 
4 Chasa, Pradhan 82 7-l 
5 Artisan castes (·1) 114 9 '9 
6 J(euta (fisherman) 12 1·0 
7 Gauda (milkman) 26 2'2 
8 Gudin. Kumuti (trading community) 38 3 '3 
9 Other 9riya Caste Hindus (*2) 112 9·7 

10 Non·Oriya Caste Hindus 34 2·9 
11 Scheduled Castes 157 13 '6 
12 Scheduled Tribes 3 0·3 

13 Muslims 16 1'4 
14 Other religions 5 0·4 
15 Not stated I CH 

Total I,ISS 100·0 

*1 This includes Teli 38, Tanti 24, Kumbhar 19, Bania 18, Badhai 7, and other artisan 
castes 8. 

02 This includes Jyotisb, Jog; 22, Bhandari 25, Baisy. 15 and the rest other Caste Hindus. 
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TABLE No. P.16 

Purl Town : Sex distribution of the sample population into ea,rners 
and noo-earners 

Sex Earners Non .. earners Total 

Male 1,339 1,065 2,404 
(55 '7%) (44'3%) (l00%) 

Female 178 2,092 2,270 
(7 '8%) (92·2%) (I00%) 

• Unspecified 13 13 
(I00%) (IOO%) 

Total 1,517 3,170 4,687 
(32 '4%) (67-6%) (I00%) 

TABLE No. P.17 
Puri Town: Age dist1'ibution of the sample population according 

to earners and non-earners 

Earners Non--earners Unemployed Total 
Age persons 

groups 
(years) No. Per ceCIl No. Per cent No. Percent No. Per cent 

to tlu! to tlu! to the to the 
total total total tolal 

0-5 1 0·1 663 20-9 .664 14·2 

6-10 4. 0'3 562 17'7 566 12-1 

1\·15 27 1'9 416 13-1 7 9 -5 450. 9·6 

16-20 99 6-8 322 10·2 25 33 -8 446 9-5 

21·25 ISS 10-7 216 6-8 16 21'6 387 8·3 

26-30 204 14-1 188 . 5-9 8 10-8 400 8 -5 

31-35 164 1\·4 137 4'3 4 5·4 305 6-5 

36-40 212 14-7 168 5-3 3 4-0 383 8 '2 
41-45 156 10'8 104 3-] 5 6-8 265 . 5'7 
46-50 156 10-8 108. 3 -4 264 5-6 

51-55 94 6-5 55 1 '8 3 4-0 152 3-2 
56 and above 170 1\-8 229 7-2 I 1 -4 400 8-5 

Not stated 0·1 2 0-1 2 2-7 5 0'1 

Total 1,443 100 -0 3,170 100-0 74 100-0 4,687 100·0 

, 
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TABLE No. P.1S 

Puri Town: Occupational distribution of earners in the Bamtple 
~=================================== 
Serial No_ Main industry Mal. 

I ; Agriculture, livestock, forestry, fishing, 101 
and hunting 

2 Manufacturing 175 

3 Construction 38 

4 Electricity, gas, water~ and sanitary 31 
services 

S Distributive services (trade and commerce) 276 

6 Transport, sto"ge, and communications 5S 

7 Services 512 

8 Activities not adequately, described 68 

9 N9t stated 9 

Total 1,26S 

11 

4S 

3 

21 

36 

2 

33 

12 

IS 

178 

Total 

112 
(7'S%) 

220' 
(IS -2%) 

41 

(2-8%) 

S2 
(3 -6%) 

312 
(21-6%) 

57 
(3 -9%) 

54S 
(37-8%) 

80 
(H%) 

24 
(1-7%) 

1,443 
(tOO%) 



~ 

TABLE No. P.19 
i;: Puri Town : Distribution of earners in the sample clas8ified by industry, according to their tota~ annuaL in-

come in 1954-5 

Income (In Rs_) No_of 
smal earners 
No. I /0 ISO 151 to 250 251 to 500 SOl to 1,001 /0 2,001 /0 3,501 to 5,001 to 7,SOI to Above Not Total who have 

1,000 2,000 3,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 10,000 'stated alsD re-
ported 

other than 
cash 
income 

1 S 10 60 24 2 1 10 112 2 
(4-S%) (8-9%) (53-6%) (21-4%) (l-8%) (0-9%) (0-9%) (l00%) > 

2 20 36 73 54 II 4 11 3 7 I 220 '"d ... 
(9-I%) (16-4%). (33 -2%) (24-S%) (S-O%) (1-8%) (5 ()%) (1-4%) (3 -2%) (0-4%)· (IOO%) t>l 

Z 
3 3 17 21 41 t:I 

(7-3%) (41-S%) (Sl-2%) I (IOO%) S< 
4 7 36 9 52 <! 

(13 -5%) (69-2%) (17'3%) (l00%) 
s 9 * SO 109 107 16 9 3 8 1 312 3 

(2-9%) (l6-0%) (34-9%)' (34 -3%) (5'1 %) (B%) (I-O%) (2-6%) (O'3%) (IOO%) 
6 2 3 17 29 6 57 -

(3'5%) (S-3%) (29'8%) (SO-9%) (10-5%) (l00%) 
7 66 58 146 147 62 33 6 6 1 20 545 28 

(12-l %) (10 -fi%) (26-8%) (27 'O%) (Il-4Y,) (6-0%) (H%) (1-l%) (0-2,%) (3 -7%) (l00%) 
8 5 14 39 IS 4 2 1 80 I 

(6-3%) (17'S%) (48 -7%) (18-7%) (5-D%) (2'S%) (l'3%) (I00%) 
9 S 8 6 I I 24 9 

(33-3%) (33'3%) (25 -D%) (4'2%) (4'2%) (I00%) 

115 189 S03 407 101 49 20 17 9 33 1,443 44 
Total (S-O%) (l3-l%) (34 -8%) (28 -2%) (7-D%) (H%) (l-4%) (1'2%) (0'6%) (2'3%) (l00%) 00 

...;J 
<:n 
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TABLE No. P.2<l 
Purl Town: Quartile incomes of earners in industry-groups 

Serflzl lsI quarllle Income Median income 3rd quarll,. incom. 
ND. (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) 

1 300·42 420'83 687·50 

:l 247'22 334'93 785·71 

3 384'62 .500·00 761'90 

4 291'67 381'94 472'22 

5 295087 474-77 810 ·19 

6 382·36 586·21 827'59 
7 262'41 487·16 920·92 

8 256·41 384'62 566·67 

9 107 ·81 193,75 302 -OS 

Total 274·23 4490SS 807'80 

TABLE No. P.21 
Purl Town: Total income8 of sample households classified accord

ing to the industry of the head 

Serial No. 0/ hOIU.lwld. TOlollncome o/Ih. 
No. hou .. holds (Rs.) 

1 80 60,440 
2 ISO . 110,790 

3 36 23,760 

4 33 20,960 

5 206 215,720 

6 47 33,990 

7 433 611,330 
8 51 39,610 

9 119 102,510 

Total 1,ISS 1,219,110 

Total No. of persons in the sample households: 4,681 
Income per capita: Ri. 260 '10. 
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TABLE No. P.25 

377 

Pun Town; Distribution of earners in industry-groups according 
to earners' status 

. S.,./al No. EmployeM OJsuoJ workers Self-employed Employer, TotoJ 

1 12 97 112 

2 20 so . 130 220 

3 41 

52 '2 

s 36 7 238 31 312 

• , 12 38 7 57 

7 291 19 217 18 S4S 

8 49 

9 ,1 4 19 

Total 441 718 69 1,443 



TABLE No. P.26 "'" -l 

Puri To,!!?n : Distribution of earners in industry-groups according to their education 
00 

, 

Serkll /lliieTtlte Only read Upper Middle Up 10 Matric 
' , 

Umkr- Graduale POSI- Not stated Total 
No. and write primory English Motrie grQduat~ graduate 

1>1 ,., 
0 

1 80 26 3 2 1 112 Z 
0 
:;:: -! 71 110 9 12 4 4 1 1 2 220 
,., 
'" 
~ 

3 14 24 2 1 41 ;.. 
:;:: 

4 31 14 3 4 52 ~ -, 
S 47 170 56 16 10 7 4 1 1 312 

.;g 
:<> ... 
0 

6 30 19 2 1 2 3 57 '" t'I 
:<> 

7 76 204 42 62 37 68 10 29 17 545 ~ 
:<> 

'" ;.. 
8 46 21 3 Ii ,2 ·2 80 .11[ 

9 13 8 1 1 1 24 

, , 
Total 414 5% 121 99 60 84 15 32 18 4 1,443 



TABLE No. P.27 

Purl Town : Production, sales, receipts a'lUiexpenses, etc., of industriaZ establishments in 1954-5 

No. of persons engaged TotalNo. 
Suml Name of il1Jius- No. of of casual Tlal ... of total Amount 
No. trial establish- samples Family members Employees Total &piece- capital ho"owed 

ment surveyod ratf! investment (in Rs.) 
Mal. Female Total Male Female Total Mal. Female Total .o"YJrkers 

Fixed Work/ag 

I Tiffin preparing 10 34 6 40 7 7 41 6 47 748 -00 338-00 1,060-00 

2 Carpenter 2 5 5 5 5 180-00 5-00 
>-

3 Paper packets 
." 

1 1 1 1 1 2-00 10-00 ." 
l'j 

making Z 
4 Painter 1 3 3 3 3 10-00 1-00 ~ 
S Puffed rice 3 1 3 4 1 3 4 7-00 13-00 =;; 

preparing 
6 Pottery 14 26 8 34 26 8 34 3,147 -00 659-00 670-00 

7 Preparing chana 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 
chur 

8 Goldsmithy 10 11 11 1 1 12 12 1,086-00 1,091-00 700-00 

9 Tailor 3. 4 4 4 4 67-00 63-00 400-00 

10 Shoemaker 2- 1 1 1 1 260'00 10-00 

Total 51 87 19 106 8 8 95 19 114 5,507 -00 2,196 -00 2,830-00 (.00 . ~ 

'" 



TABLE No. P.27-(Contd.) 
to 

PuriTown Production, sales, receipts and expenses, etc., of industriaZ establishments in 1954-5 00 
<:> 

Expenses during last year (in Rs.) 

S.,{al Wagesand Raw male- Fuel and Water T,anspart Selling Rent Taxes Mainten- Total .x- DeprecUz.. Total ex· 
No. sa/aries rials used power co,t charges ~xpenses cost once- and "penses (ex- lion char- penses (in- t'J n 

paid repair eluding de- ges eluding de- 0 

expenses predation) preciation Z 
0 
I( 

1 1,308,(1) 35,835-47 1,964-97 30-00 849-00 130.(1) 60(1) 40,123 '44 119 '50 40,242-94 -n 
rn 

2 10-50 10'50 33'27 43'77 
0 
"l 

>-
3 1,412'97 4'12 ...!. 0'50 1,417'59 0·31 1,417 ·90 !;:: 

4 10.(1) 1·06 1Hl6 2.(1) 13 -06 
El 
~ 

S 1,861'46 393 '12 2,254'58 6'79 2,261 -37 ~ 
i:l 

6 -' 814-37 3,760-12 504-00 42-74 2'93 5,124'16 22'36 5,146 -52 .0 
rn ... 

7 427 '19 37 .(1) 464 -19 0·32 464 '51 I" -
8 2400(1) 84'57 146'75 12.(1) 6600(1) 12·22 1,155 '54 127 'OS 1,2S2 '62 ~ 

t::! 
> 

9 463 -37 5-00 4680(1) 8 .(1) 74 .(1) 1,018 '37 51·45 1,069 '82 !;:: 

10 1,642 '50 1,845 '63 333.(1) 336·00 10·75 4,167 -88 12·95 4,180 '83 

Total 3,190'50 42,75$'03 6,311 -OS 120(1) 867 .(1) 2,313 .(1) 180-74 117·96 55,747 ·31 376 -03 56,123':!4 



TABLE No. P.27-{Contd.) 
Purl Town: Production,sales, "eceipts andezpenses, etc., of industriaE e8tablishment8 in 1954-5 

Value of total pro- Gross receipts Total gross receipt8 Net Inco"," la.I1B:1T * 
Serial duetion last year WI year 
No. Value of sal. WI year Receipts from repoirs Receipts from wages 

WI year last year 
(in //s.) (in //s.) (in Rs.) (In Rs.) (in Rs.) (In Rs.) 

1 52,165 '50 52,165,50 52,165 ·50 12,042 ·06 

2 80·00 1,570-00 1,650'00 1,639'50 

3 1,480·00 1,4SO-OO 1,480 ·00 62·41 > ... ... 
4 40'00 40-00 40·00 28·94 

l'J 
Z 
t:I -5 2,435'00 2,435'00 2,435 ·00 lSO-42 ~ 

:;: 
6 14,875 ·00 14,875'00 14,875 ·00 9,750·84 

7 626'00 650-00 650·00 185·81 

8 845·00 4,017 ·28 4,862'28 3,706'74 

9 ISO·00 5,623 ·75 5,S03 ·75 4,785 ·38 

.10 10,280 ·00 11,000 -00 770·00 11,770'00 7,602 '12 

Total 81,901'50 82,645 ·50 1,875 ·00 11,211003 95,731'53 39,984'22 

... 
* Gross receipts minus ""peas" excluding depxeciation. 

oc .... 



TABLE No. P.28 to 
00 

Purl Town: Turnover. expenses, etc., a! trading establishments dealing in different cowmodities in 1954-5 I'.:> 

l:l 
No. of persons employed Expenses during last yeQl' (in Rs.) 

~ Totol Approxi- Total 
capitol mate value annual Family Emplo- Wages and Rent paid Light t'.l 

Serial Name of trade ii invested olstores on turnover members Total mlflFies (shop and charges Total n 
'" )lees 0 .., 

No. l:"\: the day paid godown) Z 
~ ~ o/visit 0 

'a-1: oS! ~ oS! ~ 
S oS! ~ oS! ~ oS! " -~ ~ (Rs_) ~ ~ ~ 

1:;. n 
(Rs.) (Rs.) ~ ol! ~ Ul 

0 
>:J 

1 Sellins coconut :zj-OS 3,720-00 2 I 1 
:>-

3 17-00 2 90-00 90-00 is: 
2 Photo selling 3 232-00 49-00 5,170-00 S S 90-00 38-00 128-00 ~ 

3 StatioD"'Y shop 8 22,8S1 -00. 32,110-00 71,470-00 13 4 17 1,860-00 1,039 -00 579 -00 3,478-00 
t'" 
~ -4 Cloth shop 6 33,250 -00 70,480-00 176,6S0 -00 11 10 21 6,540-00 1,569-00 936-00 9,045 -00 o!" 

S Medicine shop 6 6,580 -00 30,200-00 106,330 -00 7 11 18 9,240-00 2,688-00 694 -00 12,622-00 
~ 
:0 ... 

6 Selling earthen pots, etc_ 4 65-00 S5 -00 11,090 -00 4 2 4 2 288-00 30-00 318 -00 0 
00 

7 Selling fish 13 31-00 40,350-00 11 16 11 16 17-25 12 -00 29-25 t'.l 

8 Selling hooks 4 60-00 93-00 4,800-00 4 4 
10' 

~ 9 Selling fuel S 682-00 1,673 -00 12,450 -00 4 1 1 5 1 1,800 -00 331 -00 78-00 2,209-60 :0 
10 Selling utensils 2 1,060-00 2,150 -00 12,000-00 4 4 180,00 168-00 348 -00 '" 11 Selling milk 8 325-00 86-00 29,520-00 1,045 -00 198-00 1,243 -00 

:>-
12 2 12 2 15: 

12 Betel shop 26 2,216-00 1,710 ,12 65,450-00 37 3 1 38 3 120-00 1,829 -56 831,75 2,781-31 
13 Selling vegetables 24 647-00 1,270'62 71,025 -00 35 3 I 36 3 135-00 2,079 '37 691 -6S 2,905-42 
14 Sweetmeat shop 9 860-00 231-00 23,020-00 13 2 7 20 2 1,147 -00 945-50 558-00 2,650-50 
IS Brass utensil shop 3 1,200-00 3,105 -00 12,690-00 4 4 180-00 66-00 246-00 



:'l TABLE No. P. 28- (Contd.) 

il: Puri Town : Turnover, expenaes, etc., of trading e8tablishments dealing in different commodities in 1954-5 

1:1 No_ 0/ persons employed Expenses durll1ll last year (llf Rs.) 
~ Total I/pproxi- Total 

~ capItal mat. vallie annual Family Emplo- Wl1lles and Relit paid Llgltt 
SuM Name 0/ trade Invested olstoreson turnoVt!r memb~rs )JUS TOlal SBlaries (shop and c!targes Total 
No. ~~ the day paid godown) 

~ ~ o/vl.lt 

1 .. 1 ~~ ~ ~ ] ~ ;g .. (Ra_r (Ra.) (Ri.) ::a ~ ::a ~ 

16 Kerosene and petrol selling - 1\ 16,04HKl 40,024-00 60.578-00 5 5 10 2,640-00 612-00 420-00 3,672'00 >-
17 Selling spare parts of cycle, 2 4,500-00 9,000-00 16.000-00 3 1 4 900-00 444-00 120-00 1,464'00 

..., 
motor, etc. ~ 

18 Selling mali, patafuli, etc. 2 85-00 87-00 5.200-00 S S 84-00 36 -00 -120'00 Z 

"" 19 Selling ornaments (sold...uver) 2 4.100-00 5,715 -00 12.950-00 4 4: 534-00 168-00 702·00 >4 
20 Aluminium and iron utensils 4 8,000-00 10,800 '00 39.450'00 6 4 10 1,560'00 1,664 ·00 552·00 3,776'00 < shop 
21 Tiffin, tea-stan 11 270·00 79·00 27,440-00 IS 3 IS 3 954·00 372·00 1,326'00 
22 Grocery shop 45 15,087'00 18,470 ·00 335,867 -00 62 13 8 70 13 5,100-00 5,456 -25 1,753 -37 12,309'62 
23 Selling vermilion 1 15-00 15'00 1,250'00 1 I 
24 Paper toy selling 1 5·00 5·00 240-00 1 1 
25 Selling pedi and baskela 1 20-00 10·00 4,300-00 2 2 
26 Selling IIowers 1 0·25 1·05 540-00 I 1 
27 Selling pressed rice, etc. 1 10-00 18-00 2,240'00 1 1 24-00 24·00 
28 Selling tilak and sipa 1 55·00 3'00 660·00 1 1 22·05 12·00 34-05 
29 Glass bangles selling 1 400'00 500-00 1,590'00 1 1 41·25 51-00 92-25 

Total 203 112,637'25 228,053'84 1,154,040 -00 274 46 53 - 327 46 31,042 -00 22,183-23 8,388 -17 61,613 '40 ~ 
00 
~ 
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